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ABSTRACT 

 In 1943, Dr. Leo Kanner, at the Johns Hopkins Hospital, identified the childhood 

neuro-psychiatric disorder called autism. However, it was not until the 1970s that there 

was even one article mentioning both the words gene and autism.  In 1989, a twin study 

provided the first evidence for a genetic element to this disorder. The 1990s brought 

about the initial comprehension of autism at a molecular level, in particular, through the 

identification of FMR1 in Fragile X Syndrome and MECP2 in Rett Syndrome. By 2003, 

when the human genome project was completed, the study of genetics in autism began to 

rapidly advance not only in the number of publications but also in the diversity of 

researchers involved around the world. Herein, I present my findings, at the Johns 

Hopkins University School of Medicine 70 years after Kanner's original discovery, on the 

genetics of autism etiology through a large epidemiological study and a detailed 

molecular genetic study of female-enriched multiplex families (FEMFs) with a particular 

focus on the gene delta catenin (CTNND2). In this dissertation, I show that second borns 

in families are more often affected then others, female affected containing families show 

linkage to 19p and Xq (encompassing the FMR1 gene), females cases are enriched for 

mutations in 18 different “candidate” autism genes, and CTNND2 is an autism gene based 

on genetics, gene expression, dysregulation of its function, and pathway analyses. 
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PREFACE 
 
 There are many people to recognize and thank for their contribution to my Ph.D. 

expedition. The largest and most significant thanks goes to my dissertation mentor Dr. 

Aravinda Chakravarti. Thanks Aravinda for taking a chance on the girl who wanted to 

investigate the etiology of autism. I’ll never forget the first time we met, which was 

during my Hopkins interview. At that time you discussed your perspective on research 

and as I recall you said you were like a mechanic who examines all the parts of a car and 

figures out how to work with and improve them. You utilized this example as an analogy 

for your own labor in genetics and this was the most unique response I remember from 

my graduate school interviews. Upon arrival at Johns Hopkins, I assimilated more 

knowledge about your lab and thought it would be beneficial to rotate there during my 

second rotation. Your encouragement during this rotation was fantastic as I did an entire 

copy number variation (CNV) project using excel and pencil and paper for the 

“computation” and a PCR based genotyping assay as a follow up at the bench. 

Thankfully my inexpertise with computation at the time did not prevent you from saying 

“yes” when I asked to join your laboratory. In my early days in the lab, you set forth a 

path for me to work towards your primary goal for me and my time in the lab. The goal 

was for me to master sequencing from both a bench and computational perspective and it 

was a very exciting endeavor. Over the past few years it has been intriguing to learn more 

about how you think of scientific questions; seemingly contrary to “popular” opinion. 

I’ve definitely learned how to be a skeptic and to require an immense amount of evidence 

before deeming something robust from a scientific point of view. I am very grateful for 

the opportunities you have given me to learn from a wide array of scientists both within 
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their laboratories and also through attendance at conferences. In addition, I have enjoyed 

the chances I have had to improve my writing by working on grants, manuscripts, and 

through reviewing the research of other investigators. Thank you for always encouraging 

me to present aspects of this dissertation in various places, in particular, in Italy which 

was the first international trip of my life. Overall, I have had an amazing experience as a 

part of this awesome lab and I look forward to a notable future in the study of human 

disease thanks to you as my great mentor. 

Next, I acknowledge all the members of my doctoral dissertation committee: Dr. 

Aravinda Chakravarti, Dr. Edwin Cook, Dr. Richard Huganir, Dr. Victor Velculescu, and 

Dr. Sarah Wheelan. Thank you Dr. Cook for agreeing to be on my dissertation committee 

and for flying from Chicago to Baltimore for every one of my yearly meetings. From a 

scientific perspective, I have truly valued all of your advice especially on the utilization 

of phenotypic features to parse autism at a genetic level. I have also truly appreciated the 

guidance you have given me over the years regarding my graduate education as a whole. 

Thank you Dr. Huganir for opening your lab for me to come and acquire more knowledge 

about neuroscience. The ability to perform experiments using rat hippocampal neurons 

and ultimately advanced neuron imaging techniques and analysis was a real boon to my 

dissertation. Dr. Velculescu thank you for helpful discussions on next generation 

sequencing, in particular in strategies for improving bench (wet lab) and statistical 

analysis of the resulting data. To the chair of my committee, Dr. Wheelan, thank you for 

providing useful input on statistical and computational analysis including details on how 

to license software! Also, I’m very grateful for positive feedback on my yearly reviews 

and for you allowing me to come to the Next Generation Sequencing Center at the Sidney 
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Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center to prepare the libraries and perform the exome 

capture as part of my exome sequencing experiments. Finally, thank you kindly for 

agreeing to be the reader of this dissertation and for many beneficial comments. 

 I am very appreciative of all the members of the Chakravarti lab who made my 

experience a fantastic one over the last 5 years. Thank you to Dr. Ashish Kapoor for 

giving a splendid presentation on hearing loss at one of our departmental journal clubs, 

during my first year, reaffirming my excitement to rotate in the Chakravarti lab. In 

addition, I am thankful to you and Betty for being the only 2 people in the lab to take me 

to lunch on the last day of my rotation. Riding in Betty’s Lexus made me think it might 

be the standard in the Chakravarti lab. It’s not as I found out (!) but this was definitely a 

good recruiting strategy. Discussing my dissertation with you has been one of the joys of 

my Ph.D. I really treasure you making me learn protocols and experiments in detail and 

for performing your own experiments with such care and excellence. You lead by 

example in the lab. Thank you Dr. Vasyl Pihur for teaching “this kid” how to program. I 

started knowing nothing of this foreign universe called “computation” and frankly the 

command line at first seemed like only something people use in those really impressive 

spy movies (I’m thinking Q in James Bond here!). I’ll never forget when Hopkins only 

had the “yellow school buses” running as their daily shuttle and we sat the whole ride 

with you trying to explain a for loop to me. I don’t know why this was so difficult at first 

but I’m so happy that you were able to help me figure it out. Thank you for always 

encouraging me and for being on my first paper and also for you and Ashok Sivakumar 

for taking me to Ruth’s Chris to celebrate this accomplishment. Thanks also for working 

at Google. I try to drop that line as much as I can: “I have a friend who works at Google.” 
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Look I’m even doing it in my dissertation. Thank you to Dr. Betty Doan for finally 

saying “hi” to me in the lab after about a month of rotation where I would say “hi” and 

bug you about your project. Your helpful advice during the first few years of my Ph.D. 

has been very beneficial during my time in the lab. Thank you to Dr. KD Nguyen for 

being my friend and fellow graduate student in the lab for almost the entire duration of 

my Ph.D. I delighted in our lunches together at work and occasional excursions to the 

movies, for frozen yogurt, or dinner. It has been very fun and thanks also for inviting me 

to attend your Miami Beach wedding. Thank you to Dr. Qian Jiang for involving me in 

your 454 project and for offering me a job in China someday. Thank you to Maria X. 

Sosa for working on some aspects of the autism projects in the lab. Thank you to Dallas 

Auer for daily conversations and for taking care of those new delta-catenin mice. I think 

they really like you and they couldn’t ask for a better “parent” to take care of them. 

 Thank you also to all the laboratories that let me come and visit their labs to learn 

new techniques. First, thanks to Dr. Nicholas Katsanis at Duke University for allowing 

me to visit and pick up some experience in zebrafish experiments as well as in their 

application to the understanding of human disease. Thanks to Edwin Oh and Yangfan 

Phoebe Liu for guiding me during my visit to the Katsanis lab and also for the dinner at 

Red Robin on the Friday I was there after I mentioned that I liked going there on Fridays 

with my friends in Baltimore. Thank you to Dr. Anton Nekrutenko at the Penn State 

University for inviting and hosting me at your lab. Working with you gave me the push I 

needed to fully embrace computational analysis. Thank you to Kelly Vincent for making 

sure I was well taken care of during this visit. Thank you to those individuals hosting 

some of our lab at Roche 454 during our pilot project on the GS Junior. The visit was 
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Huganir for letting me come and perform neuron experiments in his lab. In particular, 

thank you to Dr. Kamal Sharma for enduring my weekly visits to transfect and fix 

neurons. Thank you for your great patience every time I would bring images of every 

type of cell in the neuron dish and for teaching me exactly what an excitatory neuron 

looks like under the microscope. Lastly, thanks for all the informative discussions about 

autism. I have learned so much from you.  

 Next, thank you to all of the collaborators on my disseration work not mentioned 

above and including Dr. Stephen Sanders and Dr. Matthew State at Yale University, Dr. 

Daniel Moreno-De-Luca and Dr. Christa Lese Martin at Emory University, Dr. Sau Wei 
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Emory University, and all members of the Autism Centers of Excellence (ACE) 
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 Thank you to Autism Speaks for granting me a fellowship (#7863) to help support 

my dissertation. Your support has been an immense benefit to this work and my 
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office for helping with the administrative aspects of maintaining this fellowship (Rita 

Rawlinson, Sharon Ennis, Sharel Brown). 

 Thank you to Dr. Jon Lorsch for giving me the opportunity to TA for the basic 

research scholarly concentration class and to apply techniques I learned in both my 

undergraduate and graduate education to help develop lesson plans for the course. 

 Thank you to my classmates who enriched my Hopkins experience: in particular, 

Mariela Zeledon, Samantha Maragh, Tara Dutka, and Renita Polk.  

 Thank you to Dr. David Valle for being our program director and for inviting me 

to join this great program. I have assimilated so much knowledge through all of my 

experiences here at Hopkins. Thank you also for letting me do my first rotation in your 

lab studying the role of miRNA in hearing loss with Dr. Dane Witmer. This was a very 

fun experience and you had such a delightful lab, in particular, Dr. Dane Witmer, 

Cassandra Obie, Gary Steel, Dr. Nara Sobreira, Dr. Pei-Lung Chen, and Dr. Yaping Liu. I 

will never forget the day Pei-Lung took me to the airport when I needed to catch a flight 

home so I could save some money. Your lab was nothing but kind and generous and I 

cannot think of a better start to lab rotations. Of course, thank you to Sandy Muscelli who 

is not only part of your lab but also integral to graduate student education in our program. 

Thanks for taking care of the bills Sandy so the science could be done worry free! 

 Thank you to Dr. Geraldine Seydoux for letting me rotate in your lab as my final 

rotation. I learned so much and have a greater appreciation for model organisms and the 

elegance of utilizing C. elegans. The rotation in your lab was really exciting and I want to 

thank many of your lab members for giving me new skills and for increasing my 
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confidence in these endeavors. The lab lunches together every day were a unique 

experience and I’ll never forget all of the great stories. Thanks to Dr. Dominique 

Rasoloson, Dr. Ekaterina Voronina, Dr. Erik Griffin, Dr. Seth Zonies, Dr. Christopher 

Merritt, and Jennifer Wang. Thank you Geraldine mostly for your example not only as a 

great scientist but a great woman scientist. You are one of the smartest people I have ever 

met and you have a truly infectious passion for your science. 

 Thank you to Dr. Karen Friderici of Michigan State University for saying “yes” to 

my question of whether I could work in your lab as an undergraduate and learn what 

“real” researchers do as scientists. In this experience, I learned that medicine and 

treatment can only be truly advanced if there is basic science research as well as a clinical 

arena in which discovery and application are made. Better patient treatments cannot exist 

or arise with either of these areas in isolation. The benefit of basic research is that broader 

mechanisms can be understood and discoveries made today may be applicable in the next 

5 years or maybe the next 100. The usefulness of each discovery is not always striking at 

the moment it is first identified but can find its significance much later in the light of 

other findings in the field. Thank you to Dr. Soumya Korrapati for first working with me 

and for teaching me how to hold a pipette and to Dr. Meghan Drummond for teaching me 

many other aspects of molecular biology. Thank you to the other lab members who made 

it a good experience: Kathy Jernigan, Dr. Ellen Wilch, and Dr. Mei Zhu. Lastly, thank 

you Karen for taking me to my first American Society of Human Genetics meeting in San 

Diego, CA. Going to a “grown up” conference was an awesome experience I will never 
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PRELUDE 
 
 In 1944, Dr. Leo Kanner, at the Johns Hopkins Hospital, defined the childhood 

neuro-psychiatric disorder called autism, a phenotype which is now known to affect 

~1/100 individuals (Kogan et al. 2009). However, it was not until the 1970s that there 

was even one scientific publication mentioning both the words gene and autism. By 1989, 

a twin study provided the first evidence for a genetic predisposition to autism 

(Steffenburg et al. 1989). 

The 1990s brought about the beginning of understanding autism at the genetic 

level - in particular, through the identification of single genes in syndromes displaying 

autism as one of its core phenotypes: FMR1 in Fragile X Syndrome (Verkerk et al. 1991) 

and MECP2 in Rett Syndrome (Amir et al. 1999). These 2 major discoveries occurred at 

a point in time when the full human genome sequence was not yet known. In retrospect, 

these findings are quite remarkable and without the unique approaches utilized in their 

respective studies these genes would be difficult to detect in the current age of whole 

genome screens. For instance, the discovery of the expansion repeat in FMR1 would not 

be possible using standard next generation sequencing platforms such as an Illumina 

HiSeq coupled with current bioinformatics approaches (the reasons will be described in 

Chapter 4). As can be seen in Figure 1, the discovery of autism genes in the 1990s was 

somewhat linear corresponding to slow (relative to now) and steady discovery.  

With the completion of The Human Genome Project in 2003 the discovery of 

autism genes has increased exponentially and has helped to elucidate a number of key 

genes and pathways involved in this complex disorder (Figure 1). Overall, the 2000s have 

been a delightful time to be a human geneticist, and although not all types of variation are 
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detectable using next generation sequencing, discoveries based on single nucleotide 

variants (SNVs), insertions and deletions (INDELs), and copy number variants (CNVs) 

are growing every day. 

It is beneficial to point out that autism and genetics have progressed in the 

literature at an exponential rate much owing to the Human Genome Project, next 

generation sequencing, and novel approaches such as the examination of copy number 

changes (16p11.2) and trios for de novo mutations (exome de novo). This contrasts 

starkly with the linear increase in publications for a disorder called phenylketonuria. This 

disease, known to be caused by phenylalanine hydroxylase deficiency, affects ~1/10,000 

individuals and its basic underlying mechanism was figured out by Asborn Folling in 

1934 using completely biochemical approaches (Christ et al. 2003). For this reason the 

completion of The Human Genome Project was not essential to understanding this 

disease; in contrast, genomics has been intrinsic to autism gene discovery. Advances in 

funding have also been important for the significant progress in autism research. This 

funding comes from private foundations, in addition to NIH, and includes those started in 

the 2000s such as Autism Speaks (2005) and the Simons Foundation Autism Research 

Initiative (SFARI, 2005). Surely, one can expect that such a drastic increase in funding 

coupled with scientific advances would fuel the rate of publication even more rapidly 

then if either had occurred in isolation. 

Another striking feature of autism genetic publications has been the expansion of 

regions of the world that study autism genetics, starting with the United States and 

Europe in the 1970s and now including all continents of the world except Antarctica 
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(Figure 2). Clearly, autism and its underlying genetic components have become of 

worldwide interest. 

My dissertation work started in 2009 and is now culminating in 2013, a time in 

which the discovery of autism genes has been occurring at an extremely rapid rate. In my 

studies, I have had the benefit of learning classical (for example: linkage and association) 

as well as modern, contemporary genetic techniques (for example: next generation 

sequencing and bioinformatics) prompted by the human genome sequencing effort.  

To contribute to the field of autism genetics I looked for a niche and chose to 

study an epidemiological feature of autism as well as to focus on a specific set of families 

that few investigators have studied; female-enriched multiplex families (FEMFs). Herein, 

I present my findings, at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine 70 years after 

Kanner's original discovery, on the genetics of autism. I focused on non-classical 

underlying etiologies using the epidemiological study of birth order effects followed by a 

detailed study of females with autism by theory, variation at known genes (FMR1 and 

MECP2), linkage and association analysis, exome sequencing, and extensive follow up of 

a novel autism gene I discovered: delta 2 catenin (CTNND2). 
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Figure 1: Investigation of the Autism Genetic Literature. Scopus results for articles 
containing the words "autism AND gene" and independently for the word 
phenylketonuria.  As can be seen, the growth curve for number of articles containing the 
words autism and gene is exponential with its large increase starting at the time point of 
the human genome project's completion. A control for this kind of growth is 
phenylketonuria, a disease that has an underlying genetic component, but for which the 
human genome project's completion was not necessary for understanding disease 
causation. This disorder was understood in 1934 by Dr. Asbjörn Fölling whose experience 
in chemistry and medicine helped him unravel the mystery of this disease through 
chemical assays. This disease, in general, has had a linear increase in its study from the 
1950s until present day. A few key points in autism genetic history are highlighted: (1) 
FMR1 in Fragile X Syndrome (2) MECP2 in Rett Syndrome (3) 16p11.2 deletion and (4) 
de novo single nucleotide variants discovered in exome sequencing studies 
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Figure 2B 
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Figure 2C 
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Figure 2D 

 
 
Figure 2: Distribution of Authors on Autism Genetic Papers Around the World by Decade from 1972-2012. Scopus results for 
articles containing the words "autism AND gene" followed by author location mapping. (A) In the first time period examined (1972-
1982) only two articles were published: one in the United States of America and one in Europe. (B) Small amounts of growth occurred 
during 1982-1992. (C) Significant growth occurred in 1992-2002. (D) The most growth occurred during the 2002-2012 decade and 
now autism genetic papers encompass authors on all continents of the world except Antarctica. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO AUTISM 

 
What is Autism? 

 Classically, autism has been defined by 3 core phenotypes: atypical social 

behavior, loss of language or never developing language, and restricted interests and/or 

repetitive behaviors (MIM #209850). However, the exact definition of autism has 

changed over the years and in the current DSM-5 criteria it is defined as individuals with 

deficits or abnormalities in communication and social skills and also often exhibiting 

repetitive behaviors (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). An important note is that 

individuals with autism will fall on a spectrum for each of these components. Autism can 

also occur as a single entity or in conjunction with other specific features (syndrome)  as 

in the case of Rett Syndrome (Amir et al. 1999) or in a nonsyndromic broad phenotype 

like intellectual disability (~70% of all autism cases have intellectual disability: Zoghbi 

and Bear 2012). 

Epidemiological Features of Autism 

 Autism is a very common neuro-psychiatric disorder with an incidence of 1/250 

by 5 years (Hertz-Picciotto et al. 2008) and a prevalence of  1/100 (Kogan et al. 2009). 

The U.S. has ~673,000 children who are affected with autism and accumulate lifetime 

costs of care at > $1.6 million per individual (Kogan et al. 2009). The heritability (h2) of 

autism has been estimated to be as low as 40% (Hallmayer et al. 2011) to as high as 80% 

(Bailey et al. 1995, Steffenburg et al. 1989) indicating a genetic component to this 

disorder. Autism has also been shown to exhibit birth order effects (Lord et al. 1992, 

Spiker et al. 2001, Reichenberg et al. 2004, Turner et al. 2011) with the highest risk being 

in 2nd borns in a study of 3 major autism collections (Turner et al. 2011). In addition to 
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birth order effects, maternal and paternal age have been shown to be additional risk 

factors (Croen et al. 2007). Another key feature of autism epidemiology is the finding of 

sex differences in affection exhibited by a sex ratio of 4 (~80% of all cases are male) 

(Fombonne et al. 2003). The recurrence risk to siblings of autistic females is higher (7%) 

than to siblings of affected males (3.2%) (Jorde et al. 1991).  

Diagnosis of Autism 

 The diagnosis of autism generally occurs by 3 years of age and is most often 

through the use of 2 tests: the Autism Diagnostic Interview, Revised (ADI-R, Lord et al. 

1994) or the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS, Lord et al. 1989). The 

ADI-R is based on a parent interview whereas a clinician typically gives the ADOS. Each 

of these tests are slightly different at varying ages. One study has found a way to improve 

the comparison of the ADOS in different individuals (Gotham et al. 2008): the method 

employed standardizes ADOS scores across developmental groups. These scores are on a 

scale of 1-10 with scores 1-2, 3-4, 5-7 and 8-10 meaning minimal to no evidence,  low 

severity,  moderate severity, and high severity, respectively (personal communication Dr. 

Edwin Cook, University of Illinois at Chicago ).  

Is Autism Genetic? 

 The question of how one develops autism has been particularly enigmatic and the 

first evidence of a genetic component came from two sets of twin studies. The first was 

published in 1989 (Steffenburg et al. 1989) and examined 21 sets of twins of which 11 

were monozygotic and 10 were dizygotic. Their findings showed that concordance for the 

monozygotic pairs was 91% while the dizygotic were 30% concordant, lending weight to 

an inherited component. A second major twin study in 1995 (Bailey et al. 1995) showed a 
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concordance rate of 60% in monozygotic twins and 0% in dizygotic twins; with 

consideration of broader features, the monozygotic concordance was 90% and the 

dizygotic concordance was 10%. In the course of time between these twin studies,  

complex segregation analysis was performed on a group of Utah families with autism and 

revealed that the disorder may have a genetic component but it is likely to be very 

heterogeneous (Jorde et al. 1991). 

Single Genes Involved in Autism 

 The first major breakthrough in identifying an autism related gene came in 1991 

with the discovery of a CGG repeat expansion in the FMR1 gene in patients with the 

Fragile X syndrome. This repeat exhibits variable lengths and resides in the 5’ UTR of 

FMR1. When there are 200+ repeats this causes the gene to be methylated followed by 

transcriptional silencing, leading to Fragile X Syndrome (Verkerk et al. 1991). Further 

discoveries in other syndromes included the finding of TSC2 (The European Tuberous 

Sclerosis Consortium 1993) and TSC1 (van Slegtenorst et al. 1997) in Tuberous 

Sclerosis, PTEN in Cowden disease (Liaw et al. 1997), ADSL in a rare form of autism 

(van Den Berghe et al. 1997), MECP2 in Rett Syndrome (Amir et al. 1999), CDKL5 in 

Rett Syndrome (Mari et al. 2005), and SHANK3 in autism (Moessner et al. 2007). A more 

recent study in the Old Order Amish and Mennonites has identified HERC2 as a gene that 

when mutated can also cause autism (Puffenberger et al. 2012). All of these studies have 

utilized a critical set of patients to uncover causation in autism and yet overall they 

account for slightly >10% of all known cases (Geschwind et al. 2008). 

Genome-Wide Linkage Analysis 
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 In linkage analysis, one uses a set of genetic markers, typically in large families, 

to search for co-segregation of these markers with the disease to identify a location where 

the disease-causing variant resides in the genome. One of the first autism linkage studies 

was by Philippe et al. in 1999 where they looked at ~50 families and found significant 

linkage at marker D6S283 on chromosome 6q and residing in the GRIK2 gene (MIM 

#138244). This gene encodes a glutamate receptor and has since been identified in an 

autosomal recessive form of intellectual disability (PMID: 17847003). The same year, 

Risch et al. 1999 identified a maximal linkage peak in other families on 1p. Other linkage 

studies have subsequently identified regions on 3q25-27 (Coon et al. 2005), 17q11.2 

(McCauley et al. 2005), 19p13 (McCauley et al. 2005), 17q (McCauley et al. 2005), 

11p12-p13 (Szatmari et al. 2007), at CNTNAP2 (Alarcon et al. 2008), (Arking et al. 

2008), 3q13.2-13.31 (Allen-Brody et al. 2009), 3q26.31-27.3 (Allen-Brady et al. 2009), 

20q11.21-q13.12 (Allen-Brady et al. 2009), 6q27 (Weiss et al. 2009), and 20p13 (Weiss 

et al. 2009).  Some have also looked at sub-aspects of autism such as IQ thresholds, such 

that cases with IQ scores ≥ 70 had linkage at 15q13.3-q14 and delayed onset of first 

phrase with the peak linkage being at 11p15.4-15.3 (Liu et al. 2008). Another interesting 

set of studies examined families stratified as having affected males only or female-

containing cases with linkage for the first type being at 17q11 (Stone et al. 2004) and 

chromosome 11 (Schellenberg et al. 2006), and for the second type on chromosome 4 

(Schellenberg et al. 2006).	  

Genome-Wide Association Analysis 

 There have been a few large genome-wide association studies in autism. Two of 

these implicated a single gene called contactin-associated protein 2 (CNTNAP2, MIM 
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#604569) which was also found by linkage analysis by Alarcon et al. 2008 and Arking et 

al. 2008. The other large genome-wide association study (GWAS) identified a locus at 5p 

(5p14.1 Ma et al. 2009, Wang et al. 2009 and 5p15 Weiss et al. 2009). Other studies have 

chosen to look at pathways such as axonal and dendritic growth and axonal guidance 

(Hussman et al. 2011) while others have looked for association at single genes (SHANK3 

Durand et al. 2007, NRXN1 Kim et al. 2008). 

Copy Number Variation 

 Dosage abnormalities or copy number variants (CNV) are larger variants than 

single nucleotide or small insertions and deletions. Their exact size is debatable but they 

are essentially regions of the genome whose representation deviates from the diploid 

number of 2. Those that are less than 2 are losses (deletions) and those that are greater 

than 2 are gains (insertions). One of the first findings in the discovery of dosage 

abnormalities in autism was that of the 15q11-13 duplications inherited from the mother 

(Cook et al. 1997). Another significant discovery was that of recurrent microdeletions at 

the 16p11.2 locus (Kumar et al. 2008, Weiss et al. 2008). A number of other studies have 

also examined CNVs as either de novo (Sebat et al. 2007, Sanders et al. 2011) or 

segregating (Marshall et al. 2008, Bucan et al. 2009, Glessner et al. 2009, Pinto et al. 

2010, Shinawi et al. 2010) variants. 

Next Generation Sequencing 

 The most recent genetic approach to autism is to use next-generation sequencing 

to examine the alleles at single genes, exomes, or genomes. The most attractive option in 

terms of cost and relevance is exome sequencing since it assays coding variants directly. 

As it (~$1,000 / samples) is far less costly then genome sequencing (~$2,500 / sample) it 
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is much more desirable at this time. A second reason for its popularity is that in our 

current state of knowledge we are far better equipped to assess coding than non-coding 

variation. The advent of exome sequencing began in ~2009 with the first proof-of-

concept study by Ng et al. 2009 for solving a Mendelian disorder. It has progressed to the 

point where thousands of cases and controls have been studied for various traits and 

diseases. 

 Autism has been investigated by this approach in both multiplex and simplex 

families. The majority of these studies have concentrated on a de novo model of disease 

(Iossifov et al. 2012, Neale et al. 2012, Sanders et al. 2012) once again implicating 

causation at the gene level with de novo mutations in FOXP1 (MIM #605515), GRIN2B 

(MIM #138252), SCN1A (MIM #182389), LAMC3 (MIM #604349), SCN2A (MIM 

#182390), CHD8 (MIM #610528), NTNG1 (MIM #608818), KATNAL2 (MIM #614697), 

DYRK1A (MIM #600855), TBR1 (MIM #604616), PTEN (MIM #601728), and TBLIXR1.  

Non-Classical Modes of Genetic Inheritance 

 Since autism has been so difficult to disentangle from a genetic perspective one 

cannot currently distinguish between models of multigenic inheritance of rare mutations 

versus heterogeneity for low-penetrance autosomal dominant or recessive variants. Other 

classical models would be related to the sex chromosomes and would either occur as X-

linked (dominant or recessive) or Y-linked inheritance. One other possibility would be 

the role of mitochondrial variation. The heterogeneity in phenotype and in genotype 

really precludes an easy approach to solving causation in autism. 

 One alternative to classical explanations of Mendelian diseases is that autism 

mutations, whether at the single nucleotide level or in the form of structural variants, may 
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not be inherited but may occur de novo in the parental germline. This occurrence 

increases with the age of the parents; given the biology of replication and number of 

replications in sperm versus ova, geneticists suspect that mutations originating in the 

father’s germline tend to be point mutations whereas those arising in the mother’s 

germline are dosage affected changes (Crow 2000). These may be the proximal reasons 

for the observed paternal or maternal age effects where disease incidence varies sharply 

with parental age at conception. One striking example of a paternal age effect is in 

achondroplasia where mutations in the FGFR3 (MIM #134934) gene exclusively occur 

de novo on the chromosome inherited from the father. In addition, the mutations occur 

primarily in the codon specifying one amino acid of the protein (G380R) (Monsonego-

Ornan et al. 2000). Other diseases displaying the paternal age effect include Multiple 

Endocrine Neoplasia 2A and 2B (RET, MIM #164761) (Schuffenecker et al. 1997) as 

well as Crouzon Syndrome (FGFR2, MIM #176943) (Glaser et al. 2000). On the other 

hand, the major maternal age effect known is the case of trisomy 21 in Down Syndrome. 

This is caused when the child inherits two copies of chromosome 21 from the mother and 

one from the father. The presence of the two copies of chromosome 21 coming from the 

mother is due to non-disjunction in the maternal germline (Robinson 1977). 

Is there any evidence for parental age effects in autism? Yes, one evidence for 

such effects is the presence of birth order effects with younger siblings having higher risk 

than older ones (Turner et al. 2011), another is from sequencing data of autism trios 

(Kong et al. 2012), and a third comes from exome sequencing. First, these effects are 

detectable only in some family structures, such as the family with only a sole affected 

child. For this reason, the Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative started a 
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collection of families meeting the criteria of unaffected parents plus one affected child 

and one unaffected child (Fischbach and Lord 2010). In these families, one could use 

oligonucleotide arrays to survey copy number variation and to use exome sequencing to 

identify paternal point mutations. This is precisely what has been done to yield promising 

results of new autism genes (O’Roak et al.2012, O’Roak et al. 2011, Neale et al. 2012, 

Sanders et al. 2012, Iossifov et al. 2012). 

Maternal Genotype Effects As A Non-Classical Mode 

 It has long been appreciated that maternal mRNA can influence development, as 

has been observed in frogs and fish. In these systems, it is possible to directly assess the 

effects of maternal mRNA on the resulting embryo (Bernardo 1996). In a different 

context, in mammals the effect of maternal genotypes in the immune system have been 

assessed for contrasting phenotypic outcomes. In particular, when the offspring and 

maternal genotypes differ, and the offspring genotype codes for an antigen not normally 

present in the mother, the mother’s immune system can produce antibodies against the 

fetal protein with phenotypic effects in the next pregnancy (child). A well-known 

example of this is in Rh disease, which occurs when the mother is -/- for her Rh 

genotype, and the fetus is +/- (Broman 1950).  

 One study that has looked at the effect of maternal genotype on autism is the 

study of the MAOA gene. In this gene, there is a tandem repeat polymorphism with 

functional relevance. There are low activity alleles (3 repeats) and high activity alleles (4 

repeats). When boys have the 3 repeat alleles their phenotype is more severe than males 

with the 4 repeat allele. However, when the boys have a 4 repeat allele and their mothers 

are homozygous for the 4 repeat their phenotype is worse then those boys who have the 3 
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repeat allele and a heterozygous mother (Cohen et al. 2011). In other approaches, 

investigators have examined maternal antibodies present in the mothers of children with 

autism screened against mothers of children without autism. In particular, maternal 

autoantibodies against fetal brain proteins have been identified uniquely in the mothers of 

affected individuals. The genes encoding these proteins are now known to be LDHA 

(MIM #150000), LDHB (MIM #150100), GDA (MIM #139260), STIP1 (MIM #605063), 

CRMP1 (MIM #602462), DPYSL2 (MIM #602463), and YBX1. The mothers of children 

with autism have these autoantibodies more commonly than do mothers who do not have 

children with autism (23% vs. 1%) (Braunschweig et al. 2013). The ultimate role of these 

autoantibodies is yet to be fully comprehended but all of the proteins encoded by these 

genes are highly expressed in the fetal brain. In particular, the CRMP1 and DPYSL2 

genes encode for proteins that are collapsin response mediator proteins 1 and 2. These are 

very intriguing genes with roles in semaphorin signaling (another indicated pathway in 

autism through the identification of SEMA5A by GWAS (Weiss et al. 2009)). In addition, 

YBX1 has known roles in interaction with both MeCP2 and FMRP (Braunschweig et al. 

2013). These two unconventional approaches utilized to identify autism genes can be 

extended to genome-wide analysis of maternal and fetal genotypes. 

Function of Autism Genes 

 With the autism genes that have been discovered it is becoming evident that 

autism is due to dysregulation at the synapse. Briefly, autism can be divided into a set of 

disorders which either affect transcription, the structural integrity of the synapse, or 

signaling at the synapse. In addition, it is also now clear that the precise dosage of these 
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synaptic genes are tightly regulated such that any departure from the normal range can 

lead to autism (Zoghbi and Bear 2012). 

Autism Collections 

NIMH: The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) in the United States has 

been collecting families that contain at least 1 affected but often more than 1 affected 

individual. These families have been ascertained primarily for genetic studies. The 

collection contains ~1,900 simplex and mostly multiplex families of varying size. The 

information available includes: ADI-R and ADOS phenotypes scores as well as 

Affymetrix 5.0 genotypes.  

AGRE:  The Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (AGRE) is a collecting site for 

the NIMH and itself contains ~1,300 simplex and multiplex families. There are a number 

of datasets available for these individuals including ADI-R and ADOS phenotype scores, 

genotype data (Illumina 550K, Affymetrix 5.0, Affymetrix 10K arrays), FMR1 CGG 

expansion repeat length (but no sequence), karyotypes, and fluorescence in situ 

hybridization (FISH) data for some families at selected probes.  

SSC: The Simons Simplex Collection is unique in that it primarily contains 

simplex families; ~1,400 families. Extensive phenotyping results are available including 

ADI-R, ADOS, and other clinical tests. Genotype information is available as well 

(Illumina OMNI-1M arrays).  

 In the first part of my dissertation on birth order effects I have studied all 3 

collections; thereafter, I have focused on a set of 54 female-only affected families from 

the AGRE/NIMH collections. 
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CHAPTER 2  
BIRTH ORDER EFFECTS IN AUTISM 
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Abstract

Autism is a complex genetic disorder with multiple etiologies whose molecular genetic basis is not fully understood.
Although a number of rare mutations and dosage abnormalities are specific to autism, these explain no more than 10% of
all cases. The high heritability of autism and low recurrence risk suggests multifactorial inheritance from numerous loci but
other factors also intervene to modulate risk. In this study, we examine the effect of birth rank on disease risk which is not
expected for purely hereditary genetic models. We analyzed the data from three publicly available autism family
collections in the USA for potential birth order effects and studied the statistical properties of three tests to show that
adequate power to detect these effects exist. We detect statistically significant, yet varying, patterns of birth order effects
across these collections. In multiplex families, we identify V-shaped effects where middle births are at high risk; in simplex
families, we demonstrate linear effects where risk increases with each additional birth. Moreover, the birth order effect is
gender-dependent in the simplex collection. It is currently unknown whether these patterns arise from ascertainment biases
or biological factors. Nevertheless, further investigation of parental age-dependent risks yields patterns similar to those
observed and could potentially explain part of the increased risk. A search for genes considering these patterns is likely to
increase statistical power and uncover novel molecular etiologies.
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Introduction

Autism is a genetic disorder whose molecular basis is in-

completely understood. The characterized genetic component of

autism, to date, accounts for only ,10% of all cases [1]. The most

convincing genetic etiologies arise from syndromes which display

autism as one part of the phenotype, such as the Fragile(X) [2] and

Rett [3], or other single genes with rare mutations in autism, such

as those in SHANK3 [4,5]. Among patients with a diagnosis of

autism spectrum disorder (ASD), an excess of maternal 15q11–13

duplications [6] and other chromosomal abnormalities are ob-

served in a small subset of cases. Most patients have no identifiable

molecular mutation. However, at the phenotypic level, the

increased concordance in identical versus fraternal twins, as well

as the increased risk of autism spectrum disorders to siblings of a

proband, indicate that autism is highly heritable [7,8]. Familial

patterns of autism clearly show that the disorder is ‘‘sex-dependent

multifactorial’’ with numerous genes, likely interacting with

environmental and lifestyle factors, increasing risk to family

members of a proband and affecting four times as many males

as females [9,10]. The genetic basis for these inherited factors

remains to be discovered.

A central feature of most genetic models is that the risk of

affection depends on genotype but not position within the family.

The latter is rare for a Mendelian disorder with exceptions

occurring where disease mutations are strongly dependent on

parental age and/or the mutation is dynamic [11]. In contrast, for

complex diseases, empirical risks often depend on birth rank.

Indeed, for autism, there is some evidence for such a birth order

effect for disease severity. In the first study, 16 multiplex families

showed a birth order effect where the second affected child tended

to have a lower nonverbal IQ [12]. In a follow-up study of 144

multiplex families, the authors found that there was a significant

decrease of nonverbal IQ score in the second affected child [13],

confirming this effect. A third study of birth order in 106 multiplex

families also demonstrated various effects on autism symptom

domains across birth ranks [14]. The biological causes of these

findings remain unexplored and the generality of birth rank effects

in autism has not been systematically investigated.

A birth order effect can arise from both biological (genetic) or

demographic (social) causes. Irrespective of etiology, this risk may

increase or decrease with birth rank so that the last-borns or first-

borns, respectively, are more likely to be affected [15]. In addition,

a V-shaped risk distribution in which the middle ranks within a

family are either the most or least (inverse V-shaped) likely to be

affected has been suggested as a possibility [16].

The simplest demographic cause of an apparent birth order

effect is the curtailment of reproduction after the birth of a child

with a serious illness. More generally, one might consider social

reproduction models where the probability of future births is

dependent on disease severity and the number of pre-existing

affected children, thus giving rise to patterns where affected

offspring are skewed towards later births. A second demographic

explanation for the birth order effect can be attributed to intense

disease surveillance and curtailment within particular reproductive

age-groups so that almost all incident cases occur outside that age-
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group. For example, in Down syndrome the risk increases with

maternal age but in western societies with maternal-age based

screening most affected births occur to younger women.

In addition to demographic considerations, there are several

well-documented biological causes for birth order effects that act

through age. First, the risk of disease may depend on paternal or

maternal age and thus increase with increasing birth rank [17].

For example, the risk of an aneuploid zygote, such as trisomy 21,

increases significantly with maternal age [18] while some de novo

gene mutations, such as in achondroplasia, increase with paternal

age [19,20]. Other, more complicated, patterns could arise due to

maternal-fetal incompatibility, that is rank- and not age-depen-

dent, such as in Rh-disease, where earlier pregnancies increasingly

sensitize the mother towards later pregnancies [21,22]. Finally,

although not completely deduced at this time, epigenetic effects

could be one additional factor impacting birth rank effects [23].

All these scenarios, be they demographic or biological, suggest that

birth order effects either increase or decrease across birth ranks.

Invoking either demographic or biological models for a V-shaped

birth rank distribution is admittedly difficult but statistically

feasible. Nevertheless, it is quite likely that these arise where the

causes are heterogeneous with some families showing an

increasing and others a decreasing birth effect trend.

To the best of our knowledge, a comprehensive formal

assessment of overall birth order effect in autism, at least in the

families now being extensively used for genetic investigations, has

not been attempted. Consequently, in this study, we explore

whether such birth rank trends exist in the three major and widely-

available US autism family collections, namely, AGRE (Autism

Genome Resource Exchange) [24], NIMH (National Institute of

Mental Health: https://www.nimhgenetics.org/), and SSC (Si-

mons Simplex Collection) [25]. Previous studies in autism have

used a two sample paired t-test to assess autism severity differences

between siblings of early and late births. In this manuscript, we

propose three nonparametric statistical tests that directly examine

deviations from the expected uniformity in the distribution of

affected offspring across birth ranks. The proposed testing

procedures differ in their efficiency depending on the shape of

the birth order effect as shown by the results of our systematic

simulation studies. Having access to large autism collections with

hundreds of families allows a test for birth order effect in both

simplex and multiplex families. We demonstrate that these effects

are statistically significant and that different collections vary in the

patterns they manifest. Consequently, these effects impact the

search for autism genes.

Materials and Methods

Autism Family Collections
This study was conducted under ethics approval by the Johns

Hopkins University School of Medicine Institutional Review

Board (IRB) and was deemed to be exempt from full IRB review

under exemption category 4. The families examined in this study

were ascertained by the Autism Genome Resource Exchange

(called the AGRE collection) [24], the National Institute of Mental

Health (NIMH) (https://www.nimhgenetics.org/), and the Simons

Foundation (Simons Simplex Collection (SSC)) [25]. All data were

collected by AGRE, NIMH, and SSC under their respective IRBs.

The AGRE and NIMH collections are primarily composed of

multiplex families whereas the SSC is a simplex family collection.

All samples were ascertained within the United States; selected

features of the cases and families used in this study are summarized

in Table 1. The main criterion for including families in the birth

order study was choosing two-parent families with a minimum of

two offspring with known birth dates. Additionally, we excluded

families with discordant twins and counted concordant twins as

one individual.

The two multiplex collections used in this study were the NIMH

and AGRE collections. For the most part, both sets consist of

families with at least two offspring affected with an autism

spectrum disorder. The NIMH data comes from the NIMH

distribution 6.0 pedigree files while the AGRE data was obtained

from the AGRE January 2010 pedigree files. For AGRE, year of

birth data was obtained from Vlad Kustanovich at AGRE

(personal communication, 2010). Across all families, we counted

all those with a diagnosis of autism or ASD as affected. In the

AGRE collection, 346 families met these criteria and contained

744 individuals with autism (60%) among a total of 1,234 children.

In the NIMH collection, 396 families met these criteria and

contained 840 individuals with autism (60%) among a total of

1,393 children. These two collections have families in common so

that we combined the data sources to obtain a single non-

duplicated dataset of 485 families containing 1,030 individuals

with autism (60%) among a total of 1,716 children. The Simons

Simplex Collection (SSC) consists of simplex families with at least

two offspring only one of whom had a diagnosis of ASD. We

obtained the data from the SSC v.7.1 data release to identify 1,119

individuals with autism (47%) among a total of 2,392 children.

The high frequency of autism in all families show the

ascertainment bias induced in these collections.

Statistical Methods
We extended and generalized three different tests for the birth

order effect and assessed their statistical power by computer

simulations under different, but biologically relevant, types of

disease risk profiles. A software package implementing these tests is

freely available from the authors. A brief description of each test

follows.

The rank-sum test [15] is perhaps the most intuitive non-

parametric test for testing a birth order effect. In a sibship of size

two or greater let rij denote the birth position of the ith child in the

jth family. We compare the sum of rij ’s for affected individuals with

what would be expected in the absence of a birth order effect, i.e. a

discrete uniform distribution on [1,N] of being affected at any

Table 1. Summary statistics of autism collections.

Family Collection # families # children # affected sibship size # affected sibs

AGRE 346 1,234 744 3–9 2–5

NIMH 396 1,393 840 3–10 2–5

AGRE + NIMH 485 1,716 1,030 3–10 2–5

SSC 1,119 2,392 1,119 2–6 1

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026418.t001
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birth position given the sibship size N.2. The test statistic is

defined as:

S~
XM

j~1

XNj

i~1

rijaij, ð1Þ

where M is the number of families, Nj is the number of siblings in

family j and,

aij~
1 if the ithchild of thejthfamily is affected

0 otherwise

(

ð2Þ

To test the null hypotheses of no birth order effect, we perform a

permutation test to obtain the distribution of S under the null

hypothesis. To accomplish this, for the same number of familiesM

and the same number of children in each family ni, we randomly

permute the disease status aij within each family j. This general

Table 2. Linear trend power calculations for three birth order statistical tests.

N Test Birth order model

Uniform Linear V-shaped Mixed linear (p0 = 0.9) Mixed linear (p0 = 0.3)

500 Rank-sum 0.05 0.74 0.06 0.55 0.14

Inverse rank-sum 0.04 0.07 0.28 0.07 0.06

x2-type 0.06 0.38 0.03 0.25 0.03

1000 Rank-sum 0.03 0.97 0.05 0.82 0.29

Inverse rank-sum 0.01 0.06 0.45 0.07 0.02

x2-type 0.01 0.68 0.10 0.43 0.10

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026418.t002

Figure 1. Logistic models for disease risk as a function of parental age; b is the rate of increase of logistic risk and a is the age in
years at which risk is 50%.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026418.g001
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scheme preserves the overall structure and dependence in our

observed data, including the number of affected offspring in each

family, while generating a possible realization of the data under

the null hypothesis. For each permuted null outcome, we compute

the test statistics S�
i ,i~1,:::,K and the two-sided p-value as:

p~
# S�

i {S
�� ��w S{S

�� ��� �

K
, ð3Þ

Where Sj j is the absolute value of S, # denotes the number of

times, S is the mean of S�
i 9s and K is the number of permutations.

Although the above test may be useful for linear changes in risk,

it is inefficient whenever the risk distribution across births is V-

shaped [16]. To remedy this situation, we consider an alternative

ranking scheme where birth ranks are also weighted in a V-shaped

manner (Table S1). The test statistics, permutation procedure and

hypothesis testing are exactly the same as above (equations 1–3).

The advantage of the new ranking is that it is capable of detecting

complicated patterns of birth order effect, for example, when the

probability of being affected is large for both early and late born

offsprings. We call this the ‘inverse rank-sum test.’

The third test of the birth order is a direct comparison of the

observed and expected numbers of affecteds at each birth rank

using a x2-type test [26] that

uses the actual counts of affected offspring at each birth position

and not the ranks (Table S2). The test statistic has the familiar

form of

X2~
Xmax (Nj )

k~1

Ok{Ekð Þ2

Ek

, ð4Þ

and yet the distribution under the null hypothesis is not a central

x2 distribution because the observations are not independent. The

observed counts for the ith birth rank are simply calculated as the

total counts across appropriate sibship sizes, i.e.,

Oi~
Xmax(Nj )

z~max(i,2)

nzi: ð5Þ

The expected counts for the ith birth rank are computed under the

assumption of uniform distribution of affected siblings within each

sibship size. Thus,

Ei~
Xmax(Nj )

z~max(i,2)

nz:

z
: ð6Þ

Figure 2. Example of effect of age-dependent logistic risk on birth order effect. For the most extreme age-dependent risk increase in
Figure 1 (b= 0.5; a= 45) we show the distribution of offspring, both affected and unaffected, by (a) birth rank, and (b) parental age, by simulations of
10,000 nuclear families with Poisson distribution of sibship size with mean 2.39. At the top of each bar the fraction of affected offspring at that birth
rank is shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026418.g002
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Analogous to the first two tests, we resort to a permutation

technique to assess statistical significance and to obtain a p-value.

Results

Before analysis of the real data, we first assessed statistical power

and the optimal behavior of the three tests under a variety of

biological models of birth order effect. We performed extensive

Monte-Carlo simulations to easily accommodate a variety of risk

models. In the first set of simulations, we assumed five simple

models where disease risk was (a) independent of birth rank, (b)

linearly dependent on birth rank (we tested only an increasing risk

since the decreasing model is statistically equivalent), (c) V-shaped

birth order effect; (d) and (e) were mixtures of linear but opposite

birth rank trends in 9:1 (increasing/decreasing) and 3:7 propor-

tions. To generate family structures, we used a Poisson distribution

for sibship sizes with mean l=2.39 (the US average value). The

probability of being affected at each birth rank z was computed as

a linear function of birth ranks as:

P(aff jz)~ 0:4z0:05zP
t[½1,N�

0:4z0:05t
,

where N is the sibship size. Both intercept and slope were selected

such that the increased risk was substantial but not exceedingly

large.

We estimated statistical power for 500 and 1,000 families under

the five linear models. These results are shown in Table 2. All

three statistical tests are well-behaved in that the nominal Type I

error is below 5% under the null hypothesis. As expected, the

power increases with the number of families analyzed and can be

considerable even for 500 families. Among the three tests, the

rank-sum statistic has the largest power for detecting linear trends

(including a mixture of linear effects), while the inverse rank-sum

test is best for V-shaped effects, as expected. Interestingly, the x2–
type test proves to be a good compromise between the two other

Figure 3. Statistical distribution of birth order effect of the data in Figure 2. Proportion of observed and expected numbers of affected
offspring at each birth rank and the numbers of affected offspring for each sibship size and birth order is shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026418.g003
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tests and is capable of detecting both types of nonuniform birth

effects in the data. Its robust performance makes it the test of

choice for the birth order effect, although it is less powerful than at

least one of the other tests when the risk effects are either linear or

V-shaped. In contrast, one has to keep in mind that both the rank-

sum and inverse rank-sum test are likely to miss more complicated

patterns of birth order effects.

Although the previous power calculations are encouraging, we

wanted to model risk using known genetic mechanisms. In other

words, we know of many genetic mechanisms that vary risk by age

as opposed to birth order. Thus, we wanted to assess how age-

dependent risks would manifest themselves as birth rank effects. A

commonly accepted biological risk model is logistic where risk of

disease is age-dependent and the precise dependence is modeled

by three parameters: b (intrinsic increase/decrease rate), b (the

maximum risk) and a (age-factor whereby an individual reaches

half the maximum risk):

P(aff jage)~
b

1ze{b(age{a)
: ð7Þ

We considered four sets of parameters to model three classes of

risk, namely, where disease risk was (a) independent of age, (b)

linearly increasing with age (we tested only an increasing risk since

the decreasing model is statistically equivalent), (c) logistic increase

in risk with lower and higher rates of increase at later ages. These

risk profiles are shown in Figure 1 with b assumed to be 0.1 for all

cases. Empirically observed risk rates for Down Syndrome that

shows a maternal-age effect are also plotted in open circles

providing a reasonable benchmark for the four models. To

generate family structures, we again used a Poisson distribution for

sibship sizes with mean l=2.39. Parameter selection for the four

models was motivated by presenting reasonable yet somewhat

Figure 4. Statistical distribution of birth order effect for the linear model (b=0.05; a=30). Proportion of observed and expected numbers
of affected offspring at each birth rank and the numbers of affected offspring for each sibship size and birth order is shown. Linear risk increase in
parental age translates into an approximately linear risk increase in birth ranks.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026418.g004
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different risk patterns. In the no-birth effect model both b and a

are set to 0; for the linear model, b=0.05 and a=30, and for the

two logistic curves, a=45 is selected as the age at which the risk

reaches half of its maximum b at two different rates (b=0.2 and

b=0.5). The model with b=0.5 and a = 45 is clearly the one

closest to the observed risk pattern in Down Syndrome and is of

primary interest as a potential ‘model’ for the autism age-

dependent risk profile.

To examine the nature of birth rank effects recovered we

simulated 10,000 families with logistic risks and the parameters

b=0.5 and a = 45. The proportion of affected offspring by birth

rank and the distributions of parental age for both affected and

unaffected offspring are shown in Figure 2. The shift to the right in

the two age distributions is very apparent and is also reflected in

the birth ranks, especially in the deficiency of the first-born

affected children. Figure 3 demonstrates the exponential increase

in risk for all sibship sizes in birth rank, measured as proportion of

affected at each rank, which directly corresponds to the underlying

increase in risk by parental age. The expected and observed

proportions of affected offsprings by birth rank differ substantially

(top left) and the x2-type test is highly significant (p,0.001). In

Figure 4, we examine a linear risk model as a function of parent’s

age that translates approximately into a linear risk in birth ranks.

This model corresponds to b=0.05 and a = 30 and is also plotted

in red in Figure 1. The x2-type test for the birth order effect in

these 10,000 families is also highly significant (p,0.001) although

the departure of observed to expected proportions is not as

substantial as in the previous logistic example. Nevertheless, we

still observe an increase in risk at each sibship size and the overall

test confirms this effect. To estimate the statistical power for these

logistic models we again resort to Monte-Carlo simulations. The

estimated power for sample sizes 150, 500 and 1,000 families

based on 100 simulations is shown in Table 3. Clearly, the rank-

sum test has the largest power in all scenarios, followed by the x2-
type test. As expected, the inverse rank-sum test has the least

power for monotonic patterns of risk increase and should not be

used in such cases.

Finally, we utilized all three statistical tests and 10,000

permutations each to assess birth order effects in the multiplex

AGRE and NIMH data sets and the simplex SSC data set; these

results are presented in Table 4. Three trends are evident from

these analyses. First, all three autism collections show statistically

significant evidence of birth order effects in at least one test.

Second, the x2–type test was significant in all three autism

collections. Third, the results from the multiplex collections are

more significant than those from the simplex families.

Based on the results of power analysis and assumed birth order

effects, we can infer that the multiplex collections are not significant

for the linear effect (rank-sum test) but very significant for the V-

shaped effect (inverse rank-sum test), whereas the SSC showed an

opposite pattern. In the combination dataset (AGRE + NIMH),

shown in Table 5, we obtained insignificant results for the linear

trend but significant results for the V-shaped effect. Thus overall, in

both sets of families, the multiplex families are different in their risk

profiles across births than the simplex families. Furthermore, in

simplex families there is an excess of the affecteds at rank two which

is the main driver for the observed birth order effect (Figure 5). On

the other hand, in multiplex families the excess at rank 2 is followed

by below expected counts in the following birth ranks, contributing

to the inverse V-shape effect (Figure 6).

Due to large gender differences in autism prevalence, gender

specific analyses in each of the collections were performed.

Intriguingly, as reported in Table 5, gender specific birth order

results are identified only within the SSC. For the AGRE + NIMH

families both female-only and male-only families show significance

for a V-shaped birth effect with a greater significance in males likely

due to their larger sample size. Whether the genetic effect is larger in

female-only families cannot be assessed with the sample sizes

available (n= 58 affected females in 29 families). This multiplex

effect shows a greater number of affecteds at the middle ranks

peaking at birth rank 2 (Figure 6). On the other hand, for the SSC,

affected females do not exhibit any birth order effect, whereas,

affected males have a very significant linear increasing birth order

effect (Figure 5, Figure S1). The effect is greater in simplex male-

only affected families than it is in the overall simplex families. The

absence of effect in simplex female-only affected families supports

Table 4. Results of three birth order tests in the autism
collections.

Family
Collection

Rank-sum
test

Inverse rank-
sum test x2-type test

AGRE 0.786 v1024 v1024

NIMH 0.500 v1024 v1024

SSC 0.013 0.066 0.017

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026418.t004

Table 3. Logistic model power calculations for three birth order statistical tests.

N Test Birth order model

b=0; a =0 b=0.05; a = 30 b=0.2; a = 45 b=0.5; a =45

150 Rank-sum 0.06 0.23 1.00 1.00

Inverse rank-sum 0.06 0.07 0.46 1.00

x2-type 0.03 0.14 1.00 1.00

500 Rank-sum 0.03 0.64 1.00 1.00

Inverse rank-sum 0.01 0.04 0.91 1.00

x2-type 0.03 0.33 1.00 1.00

1000 Rank-sum 0.04 0.87 1.00 1.00

Inverse rank-sum 0.04 0.03 1.00 1.00

x2-type 0.05 0.54 1.00 1.00

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026418.t003
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the idea that females, who are less commonly affected, show a more

characteristic genetic etiology. If birth order effects are similar to our

simulated example, there is some evidence that we should have had

enough detection power if it were true.

To examine both collections for parental age we also studied the

parental ages for all individuals for whom this information was

available. Overall, the distribution of affected children and

unaffected children across parental ages did not differ (Figure

Figure 5. Proportion of observed and expected numbers of affected offspring at each birth rank for simplex families. The data for the
numbers of affected offspring for each sibship size and birth order is shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026418.g005

Table 5. Results of three birth order effect tests in the autism collections by gender.

Family Collection # of affected # of families rank-sum test inverse rank-sum test x2-type test

AGRE + NIMH 1,030 485 0.382 v1024 v1024

AGRE + NIMH (affected females only) 58 29 0.354 0.0096 0.0409

AGRE + NIMH (affected males only) 658 317 0.959 v1024 0.014

SSC 1,119 1,119 0.013 0.066 0.017

SSC (affected females only) 150 150 0.410 0.460 0.819

SSC (affected males only) 969 969 0.004 0.076 0.005

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026418.t005
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S2) but the proportion of affected children of all the children

showed trends very similar to the birth order effects (Figure S3).

Discussion

In this study, we analyzed three autism datasets (AGRE,

NIMH, SSC) for familial birth order effects in multiplex and

simplex families. To accomplish this we generalized and

implemented three different statistical tests for birth order effects

and carried out a series of simulations studies to assess their

performance under different birth order patterns. We demon-

strated the proposed rank-sum, inverse rank-sum and the x2 –type
tests to be best at detecting linear, V-shape, and general types of

patterns, respectively. The x2 –type test proved to be the most

robust test, capable of identifying arbitrary deviations from the

expected distribution, although slightly less efficient when the true

risk profiles are either linear or V-shaped.

Application of each test to the simplex collection identified

significant linear birth order effects confirmed by both the rank-

sum and the x2 –type tests. Looking at the results visually

confirms an increasing linear effect that peaks around rank 2

(Figure 5). A demographic cause of this effect could arise from

curtailment after the affected child is born. This is unlikely

because a family size of 2 is common in the USA. More intriguing

biological mechanisms include parental age effects, maternal-fetal

incompatibility, and potential epigenetic factors. Parental age

effects could arise as paternal or maternal. Well documented

examples are maternal age effects in Down Syndrome from

aneuploidy [18,27] and paternal age effects in Achondroplasia

from recurrent male mutation [19,20]. Maternal age effects arise

from non-disjunction whereas paternal age effects arise from

point mutations due to increased numbers of replication in

the male germline [28]. Considerations of these effects guide

researchers to examine de novo mutations (both copy number and

substitutions) in individuals with autism. Maternal-fetal incom-

patibility such as in Rh-disease are difficult to detect with current

genomic studies: with increased risk to subsequent births this is a

potential consideration for autism etiology. This type of effect

Figure 6. Proportion of observed and expected affected offspring at each birth rank for multiplex families. The data for the numbers
of affected offspring for each sibship size and birth order is shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0026418.g006
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should be carefully studied through the development of novel

genetic methods. Lastly, epigenetic changes across pregnancies

may exist but remain an enigma.

In the multiplex families, the inverse-rank sum test and the x2 –
type test were both significant and indicated an inverse V-shape

birth order effect in which the middle ranks are more commonly

affected as can be seen in Figure 6. They are highest at rank two

and decrease until birth rank 5 in which the number of sibships of

size 5 are so small that the effect is no longer observed. This V-

shaped effect is most likely a result of a heterogenous collection of

families with differing birth order effects. A major factor to

consider is ascertainment bias when selecting large multiplex

families. This bias results because families are not chosen at

random but likely with probability proportional to the number of

affected children. The simplex collection was not randomly chosen

either and families had to meet very stringent criteria to be added

to the collection and required an unaffected sibling. Whereas the

SSC commonly excluded families with other relatives who also

had autism, multiplex families were collected with the purpose of

having multiple affected individuals.

This study shows birth order effects do exist in autism and that

some underlying biological cause may account for these effects. The

de novo mutation associated with parental age hypothesis has been

put forth in the recent past in particular for simplex families. [29]

Certainly, this study adds weight to this hypothesis in that simplex

family effects are linear and increasing. In addition, multiplex

families do appear to be highly heterogenous and may be a result of

de novo parental age effects in combination with genetic segregation

patterns. One should not immediately discount other possibilities

such as ascertainment bias or sibship curtailment. In addition, with

the mysterious nature of autism causation it may be time to consider

newer models and possibilities such as maternal-fetal incompatibil-

ity and/or epigenetic changes. Perhaps this can lead to specific

studies of maternal genotype and fetal environment.
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CHAPTER 3 
WHY STUDY FEMALES WITH AUTISM? 

 
 Despite intensive study, the genetic basis of ~90% of autism cases remains 

elusive today (Geschwind 2008). Linkage and association studies have each contributed 

to the detection of ~21 key loci in autism (18 from linkage, 3 from association). Recent 

approaches utilizing large-scale exome sequencing have also identified 12 significant 

genes. Ultimately, the generation of high quality genome sequences and their 

bioinformatic analysis will allow us to directly assess all genetic variation irrespective of 

the magnitude of their genetic effects on autism. One valuable feature of autism, relevant 

to gene discovery, is that it is more common in males than females. However, this aspect 

has been ignored so far in the literature. 

Autism is not an equal-opportunity disorder and shows a bias towards male affection 

 In autism, females are rarer than males with an observed sex ratio of 4 (Fombonne 

2003). This means that ~80% of all cases are male and ~20% are female. A closer 

inspection of the sex difference reveals that simplex cases have a higher ratio (Simons 

Simplex Collection (SSC): 6.4 (n=1,239 families) and Autism Genetic Resource 

Exchange (AGRE) / National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH): 5.2 (n=752 families)) 

than multiplex families with 2 affecteds (4.1 (n=1,128 families) in AGRE/NIMH), and is 

even lower in families with 3 affecteds (3.1 (n=137 families) in AGRE/NIMH) (χ2 trend 

test p-value=5.6x10-9, unpublished results). Due to the relative ease of finding males with 

autism, most studies have targeted this group, which has left an appreciable gap in the 

understanding of autism epidemiology as well as its molecular genetics. Consideration of 

this difference can provide novel insight into understanding the etiology of this disorder; 

important for both diagnostics and its pathophysiology. Another feature related to this sex 
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difference is the Carter effect that says that siblings of affected individuals from the rarer 

class have a higher recurrence risk than siblings of affected individuals from the more 

common class (Carter 1969). This is in fact true in autism where the recurrence risk to 

siblings of affected females (7%) is higher than the recurrence risk to siblings of affected 

males ( 3.2%) (Jorde et al. 1991). 

Autism as A Multifactorial Disease 

The genetic data suggest that autism is 

multifactorial and this assumes that the underlying 

liability, which we presume is a standard normal 

distribution, is due to both genetic and environmental 

components. Therefore, if the affection of two classes 

(for example: male and female) occurs at the same rate then we could say that the 

distribution has 1 fixed sex-independent threshold, at which point all individuals with 

liability greater than the threshold are affected and those below are not affected with the 

disease (Figure 1). In other words, the sex of the individual plays no role in disease 

development and a study of either (both) sexes should be equally informative (Falconer 

1965). 

Figure 1: Liability Distribution for 
Multifactorial Model of 
Inheritance 
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However, many disorders are sexually 

dimorphic or dimorphic with regard to other features. 

Thus, females are more commonly affected in neural 

tube defects (early onset) and Alzheimer disease 

(adulthood) (Ober et al. 2008). On the other hand, 

diseases affecting males more commonly include 

pyloric stenosis (Ober et al. 2008), Hirschsprung 

Disease (Badner et al. 1991), autism (Ober et al. 2008) 

(each with early onset), and Parkinson disease 

(adulthood, Ober et al. 2008). Thus, sex differences can 

exist for diseases across the age of onset spectrum. 

With an overall incidence of 1/250 and a sex 

ratio of 4 the male-specific and female-specific 

liabilities can then be calculated as 0.0064 and 0.0016, 

respectively (Figure 2). The standard deviation can be 

calculated from a standard normal distribution for a fixed incidence (Falconer 1965). 

Parameter Males Females 
q 0.0064 0.0016 
Τ 2.49 2.95 
z 0.0180 0.0051 
a +2.81 +3.21 
n -0.018 -0.005 

Table 1: Parameters in the liability distribution for males and females in autism. 

Using this information one can infer that females have an average susceptibility 3.21 

standard deviations above the mean whereas males susceptibility is at 2.81 standard 

deviations (Table 1).  

The multifactorial model can accommodate the differential risks by sex. One way 

N! 0! "! A!

p! q!

z!

z/p = n! a = z/q!

Figure 2: Distribution of liability In 
Autism.  

q=1/250 and  :  = 4:1 
 
therefore qmale=0.0064 
qfemale = 0.0016 
 
with an average = 0.0040 
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is to consider that each risk category (male, female) has its own liability distribution and 

the sex-independent threshold is maintained for the disease (FTDD: Fixed Threshold Di-

Distribution Model). In the case of a disease with more affected males, the female 

distribution is shifted to the right (higher mean threshold) such that the number of 

individuals above the threshold is smaller than the number of males above the threshold. 

(Figure 3A). The FTDD model can be accounted for by at least 4 possibilities: underlying 

factors are on the sex chromosomes, hormone-dependent expression, sex-biased gene 

expression, or sex-specific imprinting.  

A second approach would be to use one liability distribution and two thresholds 

(DTFD: Di-Threshold Fixed Distribution), one for males and one for females. Again 

considering traits with a higher incidence in males, the female threshold would be higher 

than the male threshold (Figure 3B). The DTFD can be explained by at least 2 factors: 

females require more mutations (likely common risk alleles) than males to become 

affected or females require a more severe mutation (likely a rare allele) to become 

affected than males (female protection model). 

Sex Chromosome Factors Underlying the Fixed Threshold Di-Distribution (FTDD) 

A. B. 

Figure 3: Two models for sex-difference in multifactorial disease. (A) FTDD: 
Fixed Threshold Di-Distribution Model (B) DTFD: Di-Threshold Fixed Distribution 
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Model 

 As mentioned above, one possible component underlying the FTDD model would 

be the contribution of sex chromosomes. Males have one X chromosome and one Y 

chromosome (XY) whereas females have two X chromosomes (XX), a genetic difference 

that can directly account for some of the observed sex difference. Since females have two 

X chromosomes a reasonable explanation is that females have buffered gene expression 

due to having two copies of each X gene. Of course, this would imply that having this 

higher expression is beneficial and this answer requires an additional consideration of X-

inactivation. This phenomena, occurring only in females, is when one X chromosome is 

essentially inactivated by its coating with a long noncoding RNA called Xist. This 

inactivated chromosome recruits repressive chromatin factors to stay mostly silenced in 

each cell. Generally this is thought to be a random process although there have been 

instances where there is skewing as to which X chromosome is silenced in each cell 

(Morey and Avner 2011).  

There are a few genes that escape X-inactivation and are actually capable of being 

expressed simultaneously from both copies of the X. In terms of gene expression, these 

genes, in females, would have an expression twice that in males. For example, one 

dataset I examined is gene expression from the left and right stratum of the brain in B6 

mice (GEO GSE35139). Expression of the genes was assessed by microarray analysis: I 

averaged the resulting log2(expression) values across 4 male and 4 female mice to get the 

average male and female expression levels. Using a fold difference range of 0.75 to 1.25 

fold higher expression in females, I identified 4 such X-linked genes: Regucalcin (Rgn, 

0.94), Ornithine transcarbamylase (Otc, 0.89), V-set and immunoglobulin domain 
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containing 4 (Vsig4, 0.81), and Coagulation factor IX (F9, 0.80). Likely, there are other 

genes that can also be expressed slightly higher in females from the X, but this may occur 

in a tissue-dependent manner. These rare exceptions in the respective tissue where the 

molecular defect occurs may be genes underlying the female “protective” effect whereby 

females have high enough gene expression to buffer against even a 50% loss sustained 

due to a loss-of-function mutation in 1 copy. Males acquiring a mutation would not be 

protected in this situation. 

In general, diseases caused by mutations on the X chromosome and having 

differential risk to males and females often result from the effects of X-inactivation 

(Table 2 lists a number of reasons for differential risk in males and females from X-

linked mutations).  

Male Female Disease 
Identifiable? Reason Example 

Lethal No 
Disease No - - 

Lethal Disease Yes 

XmY: lethal because no protein, XmX: 
survives but gets disease because not 

enough protein, XmXm: also lethal 
because no protein 

Rett Syndrome 
(MECP2) 

Lethal Lethal No - - 

Disease 

No 
Disease or 

Minor 
Phenotype 

Yes 

XmY and XmXm are similar in 
phenotype but XmX is less severe or 

has no disease. Note: a non-X example 
of this would be if the mutation 

occurred on the Y. 

Fragile X 
Syndrome 
(FMR1) 

Disease Disease Yes 
The mutation occurs in the 

pseudoautosomal region of X and/or Y 
and manifests as autosomal inheritance 

Leri-Weill 
dyschondrosteosis 

(SHOX) 
Disease Lethal Yes ? - 

No 
disease 

No 
disease No - - 

No 
disease Disease No Cell non-autonomous defects in XmX 

while XmXm and XmY are unaffected _ 

No 
disease Lethal No - - 

 
Table 2: Male and female differences in disease manifestation due to mutations on 
the X chromosome. Note: this table assumes random X-inactivation. 
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One example where X-inactivation is advantageous is in the case of Rett 

Syndrome due to mutations in the X-linked gene MECP2 (MIM #300005). This disease 

exhibits X-linked dominant inheritance with male lethality. Mutations in the MEPC2 

gene that occur in males are often lethal and incompatible with life whereas having 

mutation on one of the two X’s in females is not lethal but does cause disease. The 

prevalence of Rett Syndrome is ~1/10,000 and the mutations are largely de novo arising 

in the paternal germline and so the probability of observing a viable female with 

mutations on both X chromosomes is very low (Trappe et al. 2001). This is one good 

example of a disease where the majority, if not all, patients are female; a second example 

is incontinentia pigmenti (IP MIM #308300, NEMO) (Curth and Warburton 1965). 

A different example where X-inactivation is favorable is the Fragile X Syndrome 

and this is an X-linked recessive disorder affecting mostly males. In this case, mutations 

occurring in the X-linked gene FMR1 cause disease in males whereas females who have a 

mutation on only one of their X chromosomes do not get disease. In Fragile X, the 

mutations that occur are primarily due to the expansion of a CGG repeat in the 5’ UTR of 

FMR1 and typically this expansion in length occurs during the transmission from mother 

to son with the probability of detecting a viable female with the disease expansion on 

both X chromosomes being very low (O’Donnell and Warren 2002). This syndrome 

thereby largely results in patients being male. Other examples include Duchenne 

Muscular Dystrophy (MIM# 310200, DMD), Hemophilia (MIM# 306700, F8), Hunter 

Syndrome (MIM# 309900, IDS), and Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (MIM# 300322, HPRT). 

One disease manifestation where X-inactivation would not be useful is when there 

are cell non-autonomous defects. In this kind of disease, females who are heterozygous 
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for the mutation develop disease because the mutant protein affects the function in other 

cells. In individuals containing only the mutation on the X (hemizygous in males or 

homozygous in females) though there is no defect.  

Sex Chromosome Complement 

 Some genetic studies have emphasized that the number of X chromosomes is 

critical to an organism’s biology irrespective of X-inactivation. Recent data suggests that 

cells can “count” the number of X chromosomes and that the inactivated X chromosome 

can act as a repressive sink for heterochromatic factors that would affect gene activity 

elsewhere in the genome (Wijchers et al. 2010). 

Y Chromosome 

Of course, mutations could also occur in genes on the Y chromosome and only 

manifest as disease in males. However, the role of the Y chromosome in disease, beyond 

the genetic control of fertility and spermatogenic function, is not well established at this 

time. An example of Y-linked male infertility would be mutations in the USP9Y (MIM 

#400005) gene. The reason for the difficulty in detecting disease variants on the Y may 

partially be due to the sequence complexity of the chromosome and its repeat structure 

(Ali et al. 2003) and the absence of recombination on the Y making genetic mapping 

futile. 

What are the Contributions of the Sex Chromosomes in Autism? 

 Known syndromes with phenotypes including autism have been found in some 

instances to be caused by genes on the X chromosome including FMR1, MECP2, and 

CDKL5 (MIM #300203). Studies of the X chromosome by sequencing in autism cases 

have yielded an enrichment of disease causing mutations in known and novel autism 
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genes (Piton et al. 2011). To assess if the contribution of X chromosome genes is 

enriched versus the background of the genome I examined the autism gene list from the 

Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI) gene database. Of  526 genes 

with some evidence for involvement in autism 58 (11.0%) reside on the X chromosome 

as compared to the whole genome where 1,019 (4.3%) of 23,777 genes populate the X 

chromosome. The enrichment of X genes in autism is very significant (p=2.4x10-13) and 

over 2.5-fold. Despite this feature, ~90% of known human autism genes are not on the X. 

Nevertheless, the complete role of X-linked genes in autism has yet to be elucidated 

because the individuals belonging to the AGRE and NIMH collections are not routinely 

screened for coding mutations on the X chromosome. Testing of all genes on the X and 

examining their mutation profiles in males, females, and controls will be an essential 

component to understanding the amount of autism due to X-linked genes and its role in 

the sex difference in affection. This will likely be possible in the next few years as ~2,500 

families containing individuals affected with autism are currently having their genomes 

sequenced at the Beijing Genome Institute (BGI). 

Hormones Underlying the Fixed Threshold Di-Distribution (FTDD) Model 

 A clear difference between males and females are effects of hormones such as 

estrogen and androgen, which can exert their effects through a variety of mechanisms. 

One mechanism is to regulate the expression of genes in tissues including the brain. This 

occurs when estrogen binds to the estrogen receptor in the nucleus and affects gene 

expression through binding to estrogen response elements across the genome. Another 

way is to bind to the plasma membrane estrogen receptor, or other plasma receptors 

capable of binding estrogen, where  these interactions can cause kinase activation or 
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changes in ion content such as Ca2+ (reviewed in Deroo and Korach 2006). Likewise, 

androgen is also known to regulate gene expression by binding of the androgen receptor 

to androgen response elements (reviewed in Bennett et al. 2010).  

Since the level of these hormones in males and females are distinct, genes that are 

regulated by the action of these hormones are differentially expressed in the two sexes. 

Disruption of regulation by these hormones in disease can cause a sex difference in 

disease manifestation. One interesting case of hormones influencing disease is that of 

estrogen as a cardiprotective factor. Before menopause women have a lower risk of 

cardiac disease than men, since they have a higher level of estrogen, but once women 

become post-menopausal they have a higher risk of cardiac disease. (Solimene et al. 

2010). 

 One recent example of sex hormone effects in autism is the expression of the 

autism candidate gene retinoic acid-related orphan receptor-alpha (RORA). In SH-SY5Y 

cells, androgen and estrogen can regulate this gene such that the expression is different 

depending on the hormone. In addition, the RORA gene product can regulate aromatase, 

an enzyme that aids in generation of estrogen from testosterone (Sarachana et al. 2011). 

 The role of estrogen and androgen in autism will need to be carefully examined in 

the future. One possibility will be to look at the regulation of genes in various regions of 

the brain, and across early development, by androgen and estrogen in males and females. 

This could be done using ChIP sequencing technology. Once the androgen and estrogen 

response elements are known in these situations it is easy to envision screening for 

mutations in these elements in autism versus control genomes.  
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Sex-Biased Gene Expression Underlying the Fixed Threshold Di-Distribution (FTDD) 

Model 

 Variation in gene expression in males and females can be due to X-inactivation or 

in response to hormones (discussed above). Of course, the other obvious difference is that 

genes on the Y will be male-specific. Overall, a sex bias in gene expression can be a key 

factor in disease depending on the protein requirement within the tissue affected by the 

disease. For instance if a gene is only expressed or important in males then the 

manifesting phenotype will only occur in males and vice versa.  

Sex-Specific Imprinting Underlying the Fixed Threshold Di-Distribution (FTDD) Model 

 The idea that sex-specific imprinting can occur is not a very profound idea. For 

instance, there are regions of the genome, which are imprinted specifically by their parent 

of origin and one illustration of this is the H19/IGF2 locus where expression of the genes 

depends on the parent of origin (Ideraabdullah et al. 2008). Examples of such a sex-

specific effect are currently unknown. 

Factors Underlying the DTFD: Di-Threshold Fixed Distribution 

 In the DTFD model, females have a higher threshold and a higher standard 

deviation in a standard distribution than males. This higher average deviation means that 

females require a higher genetic load for phenotype expression (female protective effect). 

The question then is, how can the higher burden be tested for at a genetic level? To 

answer this question we will look at another multifactorial disease called Hirschsprung 

disease (HSCR).  

 HSCR or congenital aganglionosis has an incidence of 1/5000 and is a 

neurodevelopmental defect in the enteric nervous system . This occurs early in 
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development and can be lethal, within the first few days of life, without surgical 

treatment. In HSCR, females are less commonly affected with a sex ratio of 4 as in 

autism. Patients exist in two types of families: multiplex (2+ affected) or simplex (1 

affected). In addition, the manifestation of disease is variable depending on the length of 

the gut segment, which is aganglionic with three types: short segment, long segment, or 

total colonic aganglionosis (TCA). TCA is the most severe form of the disease and short 

segment the least severe type.  

 Extensive genetic studies have been executed for Hirschsprung disease including 

linkage mapping, association, and exome sequencing (many from the laboratory I 

currently work in). The major gene for HSCR is the Ret proto-oncogene (RET, MIM 

#164761) gene although some populations (Old Order Mennonites) have a common 

hypomorphic mutation in the endothelin receptor B (EDNRB, MIM #131244) gene at 

residue 276 (W276C) (Gabriel et al. 2002) . Other genes also involved and accounting for 

a smaller number of cases include GDNF (MIM #600837), EDN3 (MIM #131242), ECE1 

(MIM #600423), SEMA3A (MIM #603961), NRTN (MIM #602018), GFRA1 (MIM 

#601496), SOX10 (MIM #602229), PHOX2B (MIM #6038511), ZEB2 (MIM #605802), 

and KIAA1279 (MIM #609367) (Obermayr et al. 2013). 
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As mentioned, RET is the major gene involved in HSCR. It is a receptor tyrosine 

kinase and is critical for the development of the enteric nervous system.  Mutations have 

also been found which can constitutively activate Ret and lead to Multiple Endocrine 

Neoplasia 2A/2B. What is striking about RET is that a common polymorphism in a non-

coding enhancer element is a common susceptibility factor for disease development 

although severe coding mutations do also occur in the RET gene. The coding mutations 

do not cluster and are spread along the protein consistent with a loss-of-function genetic 

mechanism (Figure 4).  

It has recently been demonstrated that the enhancer polymorphism is more 

frequent in HSCR patients who are males from simplex families with short-segment 

aganglionosis whereas multiple, rare, coding mutations are the most frequent mutations 
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protein from the Human Gene Mutation Database. As can be seen the 
mutations are all along the protein consistent with loss of function. 
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in the females from multiplex families with long-segment aganglionosis (Emison et al. 

2010). This exemplifies a stratification of mutations by risk. To investigate this further, I 

inspected mutations by risk categories in 174 patients with HSCR. By stratifying risk I 

was able to demonstrate that the allele frequency of damaging coding mutations is 

highest in risk 3 individuals (female, multiplex, long segment) and decreases nearly 

linearly to the lowest in risk 0 individuals (male, simplex, short segment). Opposite to 

this effect I found that risk 0 individuals have the highest allele frequency of the enhancer 

risk allele while risk 3 individuals having the lowest allele frequency. These findings of 

differential mutation classes in diverse risk categories provide one explanation for the sex 

difference in incidence of HSCR. 

 This is an interesting result but so far has been limited to the RET gene. What 

about an exome-wide (all genes) approach? For this I developed a test to compare the 

percent of coding alleles in risk 3 versus risk 0 individuals. Essentially, it is a Fisher test 

comparison of the percentage of individuals who have coding alleles in the two groups. 

The goal of the test was to look for the female protective effect in exome data by 

focusing on the difference in proportion of patients (in variable risk groups) with 

nonsynonymous changes at each gene. The test considered each autosomal gene in the 

exome and compared the proportion of affected females (with highest risk (3): multiplex, 

strict diagnosis) with nonsynonymous changes vs. the proportion of affected males 
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(with lowest risk (0): from simplex families, mixed diagnosis) with 

nonsynonymous changes and by utilizing the Fisher’s exact test. 

The available test set I had for this was exome-wide sequencing 

data in a group of 18 risk 3 and 62 risk 0 individuals. 

When assessing power of this test it was realized that in 

such a small sample size large proportional differences would be 

needed to reach significance after correction for the number of 

tested genes (2.5x10-6). To get power at ~100% there needed to be 

a 0.71 proportion difference between the two groups. As a side 

note, if power is calculated for sample sizes available in autism 

consortiums (female: n=116, male: n=2200) 100% power can be 

detected at a 0.11 proportion difference. This test then would be 

very useful in autism to pick up genes with very small changes. 

However, in HSCR I still used the test to see which genes have 

low p-values (p < 0.01). When doing so, I found that the gene with 

the smallest p-value was RET (Table 3) which is expected 

according to the knowledge of its involvement in the disease and 

the previous finding that risk 3 has the highest coding allele 

frequency versus risk 0. Knowing that RET is the top gene gives 

confidence that the test is efficient. One would envision this test 

would also be very useful in autism if given access to many 

samples.   

The combination of all of these studies on HSCR gives us a model for the 

Gene	   p-‐value	  
RET	   5.38E-‐04	  
HGS	   7.83E-‐04	  

TNFAIP8L3	   1.83E-‐03	  
ARID1B	   1.93E-‐03	  
BRF2	   1.93E-‐03	  

RAB11FIP2	   2.31E-‐03	  
ANGEL1	   2.48E-‐03	  
TRIM15	   2.48E-‐03	  
CLCC1	   3.60E-‐03	  
MTMR6	   3.86E-‐03	  
GLOD4	   3.86E-‐03	  
LOXL3	   3.86E-‐03	  
COL6A1	   4.31E-‐03	  
ILDR2	   4.69E-‐03	  

ADAM30	   4.90E-‐03	  
GCFC2	   5.21E-‐03	  
OMG	   5.38E-‐03	  

SLC2A11	   5.47E-‐03	  
CLPTM1L	   5.47E-‐03	  
OR4D9	   7.07E-‐03	  
SCCPDH	   7.07E-‐03	  
CACNG6	   7.20E-‐03	  
LRRC4	   8.25E-‐03	  
MC3R	   8.52E-‐03	  
TMC5	   9.14E-‐03	  

ADAMTS10	   9.83E-‐03	  
B4GALNT1	   9.93E-‐03	  

EDC3	   9.93E-‐03	  
SMARCE1	   9.93E-‐03	  
BBS5	   9.93E-‐03	  

APOBEC3D	   9.93E-‐03	  
CYP3A5	   9.93E-‐03	  

Table 3: Results of 
Fisher Test in HSCR. 
Genes with p < 0.01 
shown. 
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mutation profile in this disease and potentially in autism and other disorders. The model 

is that male mutations primarily dwell in regulatory elements such as the RET enhancer 

whereas female mutations would mostly inhabit the coding exons. In this way, the most 

informative individuals could be chosen for analysis in autism to enhance gene discovery. 

Due to our increased knowledge of coding versus noncoding variation the choice patients 

to study in autism would then be females from multiplex families testing positive for 

autism by both the ADI-R and the ADOS tests (increased severity). I searched for such 

families, which we have termed female-enriched multiplex families (FEMFs). There are 

116 such families in the AGRE/NIMH collections. We did not have DNA available for  

all of these families so I focused my initial analysis on 54 families for which we had 

DNA during my dissertation. Some families only had one affected with available DNA 

but I included them as part of my studies as well. Shown in Table 4 is the distribution of 

these families (pedigree structures in Figure 5) and as can be seen the majority contain 2 

or more affected individuals.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Table 4: Structure of Female-Only Affected Families. 
 

Number of Affecteds Number of 
Families 

Percent of 
Families (n=54) 

1 10 18.5 
2 34 63 

2+ 1 1.9 
Twins 8 14.8 

Twins+ 1 1.9 
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There are a total of 233 individuals in these families with some DNA available 

(98 affected, 102 unaffected parents, and 1 unaffected grandparent, and 32 unaffected 

siblings) and 26 additional family members with no DNA available. Of the 54 families, 

38 (70%) have at least one person genotyped by the Affymetrix 5.0 or 500K array with 

available data. In addition, there  have been some previous studies examining these 

individuals for variation and other investigators have identified copy number variants 

(CNVs) (Table 5). These CNVs, which are over-represented in autism cases, have been 

found on 2p24.3, 10q23.2, 3q26.1, and Xq27.2. In the remaining chapters I will present 

detailed studies, on these families: candidate gene analysis of MECP2 and FMR1, 

linkage, association, and exome sequencing. Finally, I will present genetic and functional 

evidence for a novel autism gene, delta 2 catenin (CTNND2), using FEMFs. 

4 families 17 
families 

4 families 1 family 11 
families 

4 families 1 family 1 family 

2 families 4 families 1 family 1 family 

1 family 1 family 
1 family  a y 

Figure	  5:	  Pedigree	  of	  54	  Female-‐Only	  Affected	  Families	  	  
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Family Individual Type of 
Variant  Chromosome Size  Inheritance Genes Reference 

AU0355 AU035505 Duplication 2p15 770 kb from father 

COMMD1, 
B3GNT1, 
TMEM17, 

EHBP1 

Christian 
et al. 2008 

AU0487 AU048703 Duplication 12p11.1 1.2 Mb from mother 
Z83955, 
ALG10, 

AK023061 

Christian 
et al. 2008 

AU0775 AU077504 Deletion 16p13.3 208 kb de novo A3BP1 Sebat et 
al. 2007 

AU0197 AU019705 Duplication 2p24.3 46 kb 

states as 
over 

represented 
in autism 

cases 

no genes Glessner 
et al. 2009 

AU1033 AU1033302 Duplication 2p24.3 46 kb 

states as 
over 

represented 
in autism 

cases 

no genes Glessner 
et al. 2009 

AU0128 AU012804 Deletion 10q23.2 7.4 kb 

states as 
over 

represented 
in autism 

cases 

GRID1 Glessner 
et al. 2009 

AU0285 AU028503 Duplication 3q26.1 17.6 kb 

states as 
over 

represented 
in autism 

cases 

NLGN1 Glessner 
et al. 2009 

AU1000 AU1000303 Duplication 3q26.1 17.6 kb 

states as 
over 

represented 
in autism 

cases 

NLGN1 Glessner 
et al. 2009 

AU0080 AU00803 Deletion Xq27.2 NA 

Gene-based 
scoring 

approach, 
over-

represented 
in autism 

SPANXA1 Glessner 
et al. 2009 

AU0080 AU00804 Deletion Xq27.2 NA 

Gene-based 
scoring 

approach, 
over-

represented 
in autism 

SPANXA1 Glessner 
et al. 2009 

Table 5: Known Variants in 54 Female-Only Affected Families 
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CHAPTER 4: 
KNOWN GENES: A STUDY OF FMR1 AND MECP2 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 Two genes that have been extensively established in autism, due to their 

involvement in syndromes with autism as a feature, are fragile X mental retardation 1 

(FMR1, MIM #309550) and methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MECP2, MIM #300005). 

Although there is substantial involvement of these genes in many aspects of autism no 

formal assessment of their contribution in FEMFs has been reported in the literature. The 

present chapter investigates this topic in detail.  

Fragile X Syndrome 

 Fragile X is a syndrome that primarily affects males. It is due to mutations in an 

X-linked gene called fragile X mental retardation 1 (FMR1). The protein product of this 

gene, FMRP, is able to bind to mRNA in neurons. The most common FMR1 variation is 

the expansion of a CGG repeat within the 5’ untranslated region (UTR).  The normal 

number of these repeats is between 5 and 54 (with repeats of 45-54 being termed 

intermediate, (Madrigal et al. 2011)), the premutation is from 55-200, and the full 

mutation is 200+ repeats (Tarleton et al. 2002). Full mutations occur when there is an 

expansion of the premutation repeat in the mother’s germline. In individuals with the full 

mutation the long repeat and promoter becomes hypermethylated causing a loss of FMRP 

expression.  

 Often in disease it can be helpful to look at disease mutation patterns. These 

observations can aid in determining whether a novel discovered mutation is disease-

causing or not. Currently, one of the best mutation resources available to human 

geneticists is the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) (Cooper et al. 1998). This is 
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a collection of disease-causing mutations for ~3,000 diseases in ~5,000 genes (HGMD 

Professional 2013). A key feature of the database is the curation of each of these 

mutations by trained geneticists, leading to its high quality. 

 I examined HGMD for mutations in FMR1 and from this analysis it was clear that 

the bulk of mutations are deletions (77%) affecting the coding regions (59% of deletions) 

and the CGG repeat (33% of deletions) (Table 1). This was not surprising as the literature 

most often identifies mutations affecting the 5’ UTR CGG repeat that ultimately leads to 

loss of expression of FMR1. The finding that a majority of other mutations are deletions 

affecting the coding portions of the gene fall well within the expected loss of function of 

FMR1 in disease. On the other hand, only one of the variants is a missense change and 

one is a nonsense change. For this reason, it would be very important to screen for the 

CGG repeat and larger deletions at this locus in patients.  

Type Effect Description pmid 

Deletion Affects CGG repeat 
Deletion of 905 nucleotides that is 438 

nucleotides 5' CGG and 420 
nucleotides 3' CGG 

10798369 

Deletion Affects CGG repeat Deletion of 660 nucleotides including 
the CGG repeat 7825604 

Deletion Affects CGG repeat 
Deletion of 486 nucleotides that is  

168 nucleotides 5' of CGG to 
E1I1+138 

8792813 

Deletion Affects CGG repeat Deletion of 31 nucleotides 5' of CGG 
repeat to 61 nucleotides 3' 8844068 

Deletion Affects CGG repeat Deletion of 150 nucleotides that is 67 
nucleotides 49 5' off CGG repeat 9382110 

Deletion Affects CGG repeat deletion 215 nucleotides nt. 2643-
2859 10331598 

Deletion Affects CGG repeat deletion 325 nucleotides, 5'UTR - 
IVS1 10398249 

Deletion Affects CGG repeat 
Del 157 nucleotides including CGG 

repeat region, insertion ACGGAGT in 
5' UTR 

10398249 

Deletion Affects CGG repeat Deletion 210 nucleotides 13770 15940701 

Deletion Affects Coding 
Sequence Deletion of 1 nucleotide at  codon 125 7670500 

Deletion Affects Exons deletion <250 kb incl. at least 5 exons 1642231 
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Deletion Affects Exons deletion <100 kb, ups. ex. 1 to intr. 7 7530551 

Deletion Affects Exons deletion >25 kb incl. 5' region to ex. 
11 7825604 

Deletion Affects Exons deletion 8.7 kb nt. 13747-22495 8541863 

Deletion Unknown 
deletion 150-600 nucleotides 75 to 53 

nucleotides proximal to the CGG 
repeat 

7711733 

Deletion Unknown del 5 nucleotides  non-coding DNA 11565550 
Deletion Whole Gene Deletion deletion 2.5 Mb incl. entire gene 1302032 
Deletion Whole Gene Deletion deletion >47 kb entire gene 7726157 

Deletion Whole Gene Deletion deletion entire gene + 70-100 kb of 5' 
seq. 7943018 

Deletion Whole Gene Deletion deletion 3000 kb entire gene 8281165 
Deletion Whole Gene Deletion deletion ~12 Mb incl. entire gene 9254860 
Deletion Whole Gene Deletion deletion ~13 Mb incl. entire gene 9254860 
Deletion Whole Gene Deletion deletion 8.5 Mb incl. entire gene 10208166 
Deletion Whole Gene Deletion deletion incl. entire gene + FMR2 10424820 

Deletion Whole Gene Deletion deletion >900 kb incl. entire gene + 
FMR2 11897824 

Deletion Whole Gene Deletion deletion 1013395 nucleotides incl. 
entire gene 18412117 

Deletion Whole Gene Deletion deletion ~3.2 Mb incl. entire gene + 
AFF2 and IDS 22190500 

Indel Unknown del 2 nucleotides / ins 2 nucleotides  
non-coding DNA 7670500 

Insertion Unknown insertion 49 nucleotides in proximal 
CGG repeat region 17922850 

Missense Changes amino acid Ile304Asn 8490650 

Noncoding Single 
Nucleotide Variant Affects CGG repeat 

(G-C) -83 to initiation codon, single 
nucleotide change in CGG repeat, 

reduces gene expression 
11897823 

Nonsense Early Stop Ser27Term 21267007 
Synonymous Affects Splicing Val293Val 15000256 

Upstream Unknown deletion 1686 nucleotides upstream of 
CGG repeat 8069307 

Upstream Unknown deletion 400 nucleotides, 300 
nucleotides upstream CGG 9375726 

Table 1: Table of HGMD FMR1 disease-causing mutations in the Fragile X 
Syndrome. 77% are deletions with 59% of these affecting the coding regions and 33% 
affecting the CGG repeat.  
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Rett Syndrome 

Rett syndrome is a disorder primarily affecting females. This syndrome is due to 

mutations in the X-linked methyl CpG binding protein 2 (MECP2). The protein product 

of this gene is MeCP2 and primarily functions in the nucleus by binding to methylated 

DNA. It is thought to be involved in the overall expression of genes and a variety of 

mutations, primarily de novo and occurring in the father’s germline, have been identified 

in patients.  

Utilizing the HGMD to survey disease-causing mutations I found mutations of the 

following categories: indels, deletions, stoploss, splice, nonsense, missense, and insertion 

(Figure 1). Of these, the most common were insertions/deletions (indels, <100 nt) 

followed by larger deletions and missense changes. This finding is in accordance with the 

literature showing subtle changes in expression of MECP2 impacts normal functioning of 

MeCP2. (Charhour et al. 2008). An assessment of all types of genetic variation should be 

performed when looking for disease causing mutations in MECP2 since any one of a 

number of changes can have an effect on gene function. 
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The discovery of FMR1 and MECP2 in these two syndromes in the 1990s was 

significant. It is now being appreciated that these two genes and their interacting and 

pathway partners may be highly involved in autism as well. With this came the 

realization that subtle mutations can affect protein function and ultimately signaling 

affecting the synapse (Zoghbi and Bear 2012), a pathway that has an important effect in 

autism. 

Deletions (20%)

Indels (52%)

Insertions (1%)
Missense (17%)

Nonsense (8%)

Splice (1%)
Stoploss (1%)

Pie Chart of MECP2  Disease−Causing Variants in HGMD

Figure 1: Distribution of variant types for HGMD disease-causing 
mutations in MECP2 in Rett Syndrome. 
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Analysis of FEMFs 

It is  highly likely that one day every individual with autism will have their 

genome sequenced and as sequencing reads become longer and even more accurate all 

types of variation will be efficiently detected by this approach. Until that time we need to 

study individual genes carefully. Of the collections that I studied with families containing 

only affected females, AGRE and NIMH, MECP2 is not routinely screened even in 

females with autism and the only testing done for FMR1 is a PCR test for the CGG repeat 

(Brown et al. 1993). For this study, it was relevant to screen FMR1 and MECP2 in light 

of the realization that the only test routinely performed on the samples was a test by PCR 

for the repeat expansion. In addition, my own linkage data pointed to FMR1 as a potential 

candidate by linkage analysis in female-only affected families (next chapter). 

RESULTS 

PCR Results of FMR1 in Particular Linkage Families 

	   	  
Phenotype 

	  
 Unaffected ASD Autism Broad 

Spectrum 
Not 
Met NQA PDD-

NOS 

F
M

R
1 

PC
R

 
R

es
ul

t 

Not tested 5815 1 1299 147 109 66 0 
full 3 0 10 1 0 0 0 

intermediate 2 0 23 3 0 0 0 
normal 48 0 1663 78 1 51 1 

premutation 9 0 4 1 0 0 0 
 
Table 2: FMR1 PCR repeat test result summary as in the October 2012 AGRE 
Pedigree File. 
 

In the entire AGRE collection, there are a total of 9,335 individuals for which 

information on testing for FMR1 by PCR was available. Of this total number 1,898 

(20.3%) have been examined and there is an assortment of different sizes of the 

expansion, in this population, including normal, intermediate, premutation and full (Table 
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2). In the category of autism (n=1,700), 0.6% of individuals have a full, 1.4% have an 

intermediate, 97.8% have normal, and 0.2% have a premutation number of repeats. In 

general, most individuals have a normal repeat length including all those having a 

phenotype of Not Met, Not Quite Autism (NQA), and Pervasive Developmental Disorder 

– Not Specified (PDD-NOS). There are also some unaffected individuals who have 

intermediate, premutation, and full expansion repeats. This is not unusual in that there 

can be unaffected females with these repeats due to X-inactivation. 

 With the finding of linkage to the region encompassing FMR1, I decided to look 

at the families (n=13) which are consistent with these linkage data. In this analysis (Table 

3) only individuals who had a diagnosis of autism were examined and only 1 independent 

sample from each family was utilized for testing. In addition, I only focused on 

intermediate and normal repeat lengths. Looking at the data there were 9 individuals in 

these families showing linkage on the X chromosome from the female-only affected 

families and the remainder of families not in this “linked” set had a total of 1,604 

individuals with autism that had been tested for the FMR1 repeat. 22.2% of individuals in 

the X chromosome peak had an intermediate repeat as compared to 1.2% of those not 

within the X chromosome peak (p=6x10-3). 

  
FMR1 PCR Result 

  
Intermediate Normal 

F
am

ily
 T

yp
e 

X Chromosome Linkage Families 2 7 

Full Set Minus X Chromosome Linkage Families 20 1584 

 
Table 3: FMR1 PCR repeat test that are intermediate or normal (1 independent 
sample chosen from each family with linkage to Xq). Comparison of families linked to 
the X chromosome versus those that are not. Fisher’s exact test two tailed p-value=6x10-3 
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Next-generation sequencing of FMR1 

 Although this is a modest number of samples the result is significant and a 

potential underlying factor for autism in these patients. Consequently, we collaborated 

with Dr. Stephen Warren’s laboratory at Emory University who performed long-range 

PCR and next generation Illumina sequencing of the FMR1 promoter and coding exons in 

42 affected females from our collection. A total of 29,994 nucleotides were examined in 

this study.  After the sequencing was completed in the Warren laboratory I received the 

data in the form of fastq files and processed the data.  

In the first part of my analysis I mapped the reads to the human genome using 

BWA, processed the resulting bam files through Picard, and ultimately called both single 

nucleotide variants (SNVs) and insertions and deletions (INDELs) using GATK. The 

alignment summary metrics were as follows: total reads (1 x 107 ±  5.45 x 106), high 

quality aligned bases (3.83 x 108 ± 2.38x108), percent reads aligned in pairs (98.70% ± 

5.20 x 10-4 %), and strand balance (50.00% ± 2.79 x 10-4 %).  The amplicon summary 

metrics were as follows: total region covered (29,994 nucleotides), percent of bases 

covered (100% ± 0%), mean target depth (7,598.08 ± 2949.78), and percent of bases 

greater than 30x (92% ± 13%). Overall, the data were quite good and from this analysis 

there were a total of 42 high quality SNVs (Table 4) and 6 high quality INDELs (Table 5) 

with an overall transition/transversion ratio of 2.23. For concordance checks I examined 

the 42 high confidence SNVs and 6 high confidence INDELs. In the 9 sib-pairs that we 

had DNA for and who were homozygous for this region, 7 were sequenced of which 6 

pairs were 100% concordant for all 42 variants and 1 pair was 100% concordant for 40 

variants and the other 2 variants could not be compared because of data quality issues in 
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one sample. Overall, there were no missense or nonsense variants and all variants had 

allele frequencies similar to those of European ancestry controls (Figure 2). 

Though not statistically significant there were 4 interesting variants in this 

dataset: rs1270091, rs29296, rs25707, and rs252699. Both rs1270091 and rs29296 reside 

in the ENCODE project transcription factor binding sites: both are in FoxA1/TCF4 

binding sites and one is also in a Foxa2 binding site. Another variant rs25707 is 

synonymous but is also in a predicted transcription factor binding site for Stat3. The last 

variant is rs25699 and is in another predicted transcription factor binding site for Oct1. 

Functional testing of these alleles may aid in discovering if there are any effects when the 

variant allele is present. 
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ID Dbsnp 1KG Type 
Gerp 
Neutr

al 

Gerp 
RSscore phyloP 

 
Conserved 

TFBS 

Encode 
TFBS 

147003339_A/G rs25726 yes Intron 4.20 -1.05 0.01 no no 
147003564_T/C rs1270092 yes Intron 1.38 -1.16 -3.50 no no 

147005273_C/T rs1270091 yes Intron 3.07 1.19 -0.86 no 
FOXA2, 
TCF4, 

FOXA1 

147005463_A/G rs29296 yes Intron 0.67 0.67 -2.93 no TCF4, 
FOXA1 

147005640_T/A rs29297 yes Intron 2.16 0.96 0.20 no no 
147007518_A/G rs29299 no intron 5.64 -1.62 -0.07 no no 
147007574_T/A rs29300 no intron 3.23 0.78 -0.59 no no 
147007880_A/G No yes intron 3.95 -2.41 0.07 no no 
147008020_A/T No yes intron 0.67 -0.72 -0.94 no no 
147008178_A/G rs1805424 yes intron 0.24 -0.47 -0.34 no no 
147008954_C/T rs29277 yes intron 2.53 0.74 -1.21 no no 
147009320_A/G No yes intron 3.92 0.06 -0.43 no no 
147009491_T/A No yes intron 3.79 1.38 0.19 no no 
147009584_T/A No no intron 4.48 -1.14 -0.27 no no 

147010320_G/A rs25707 yes synonymous 
(R138R) 0.25 0.25 0.09 STAT3_01 no 

147010398_T/G No no intron 3.47 -0.43 0.92 no no 
147010529_G/A rs25708 yes intron 5.25 -1.70 -0.13 no no 
147010714_A/T rs29280 yes intron 3.36 -4.74 -0.12 no no 
147012286_T/C rs25699 yes intron 0.23 -0.45 0.32 OCT1_04 no 
147012604_T/C rs29282 yes intron 4.60 -9.20 -0.82 no no 
147013035_A/G rs5951855 yes intron 5.78 -4.89 -2.52 no no 
147014145_C/T No yes intron 5.06 -8.06 -2.69 no no 
147014960_C/T rs4824232 yes intron 3.67 -2.00 0.21 no no 
147015021_C/T rs4824233 yes intron 3.91 2.72 -0.22 no no 
147015674_G/A No no intron 1.75 1.75 1.15 no no 
147017292_T/C rs25715 yes intron 3.24 1.46 -0.13 no no 
147017929_C/T rs29284 yes intron 1.49 -2.99 -2.59 no no 
147018314_A/G No no intron 4.29 1.79 0.46 no no 
147018540_G/T rs5904650 yes intron 5.66 5.66 1.28 no no 
147019192_G/A rs25700 yes intron 4.85 -6.11 -2.08 no no 
147022284_A/G rs25701 yes intron 4.42 0.45 -0.07 no no 
147022445_G/T No no intron 4.82 0.02 0.06 no no 
147022544_C/T No no intron 4.57 4.57 1.73 no no 
147022686_G/A rs25702 yes intron 4.66 -2.71 -0.53 no no 
147023633_G/A rs29289 yes intron 3.95 0.36 -0.09 no no 
147024558_A/T rs25719 yes intron 4.46 1.86 0.12 no no 
147026266_G/T rs5904816 yes intron 4.65 2.07 0.38 no no 
147028172_G/A No yes intron 3.99 3.13 1.91 no no 
147029303_C/A rs25723 yes intron 2.79 2.79 1.62 no no 
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147030625_C/T No yes utr-3 5.66 5.66 0.56 no no 
147031426_A/T rs11798323 yes utr-3 5.35 0.92 1.64 no no 
147031538_C/T rs25704 yes utr-3 5.09 -9.06 -0.62 no no 
Table 4: Single nucleotide variants identified on the X chromosome in FMR1 
(uc004fcj.2, NM_002024). Header: ID=X chromosome coordinate(hg19)_reference 
allele / alternate allele, dbsnp=presence or absence in dbsnp, 1KG=presence or absence in 
1000 genomes low pass data, type=kind of mutation, Gerp neutral=neutral gerp score for 
this position, Gerp Rs score=score based on conservation at this site, 
phyloP=conservation score at site, conserved TFBS=presence or absence in a conserved 
transcription factor binding site (TFBS) based on the UCSC genome browser conserved 
TFBS track, and Encode TFBS=presence or absence in a TFBS shown in a UCSC 
genome browser track for Encode data.  
 
 

ID Dbsnp type 1KG 

147015505_A/- No intronic 
deletion no 

147024232_T/- rs34500348 intronic 
deletion no 

147026280_-/TGGG No intronic 
insertion yes 

147026629_-/TG No intronic 
insertion yes 

147027681_-/C No intronic 
insertion yes 

147032326_-/A No 3’ UTR 
insertion no 

Table 5: Insertion and deletion variants identified on the X chromosome in FMR1 
(uc004fcj.2, NM_002024). Header: ID=X chromosome coordinate(hg19)_reference 
allele / alternate allele, dbsnp=presence or absence in dbsnp, type=kind of mutation, and 
1KG=presence or absence in 1000 genomes low pass data.  
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Figure 2: HeatMap of Allele Frequencies for the FMR1 variants in 1000 
Genomes and Autism. Popultaions on x-axis are JPT= Japanese in Tokyo, 
Japan, CHB= Han Chinese in Beijing, China, CHS= Southern Han Chinese, 
YRI=Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria, ASW=Americans of African American 
ancestry in SW USA, LWK=Luhya in Webuye, Kenya, IBS=Iberian 
Population in Spain, PUR=Puerto Ricans from Puerto Rico, MXL=Mexican 
ancestry from Los Angeles, USA, CLM=Colombians from Medellin 
Colombia, CEU=Utah Residents (CEPH) with Northern and Western 
European Ancestry, FIN=Finnish in Finland, AUTISM=current sequencing set, 
GBR=British in England and Scotland, and TSI=Toscani in Italia. 
Variants=chromosome:position (hg19)_reference allele / alternate allele_dbsnp
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 The next phase of my analysis was to search for the CGG repeat expansion 

common in Fragile X Syndrome. To pursue this I utilized the lobSTR program to align 

reads and to call simple tandem repeats from the sequencing data. I was not able to detect 

the CGG repeat. This is likely because the read data was in the form of 100 nucleotide 

reads while the normal CGG repeat is between 5 and 54 (or 15 and 162 nucleotides). 

However, another repeat was found in this locus and it was in intron 2 of FMR1, at 

chrX:147005985-147006018 with the repeat being (AC)n. In 38 individuals lobSTR 

could detect this repeat and it was variable with some individuals having the reference 

number (50%) and others having 2 nucleotides fewer (28.9%) or 4 nucleotides fewer 

(18.4%), or 2 nucleotides greater (2.6%) (Table 6). This is an interesting finding but we 

need studies of controls to assess their significance.  

sample type allele1_allele2 coverage 

01C05699 reference 0,0 25 

01C05703 reference 0,0 31 
01C06311 reference 0,0 31 

01C06313 reference 0,0 35 
01C07361 reference 0,0 33 

01C07362 variant -2,-2 37 

02C09878 reference 0,0 32 
02C09879 reference 0,0 35 

02C10130 variant -2,-2 33 
02C10134 variant -2,-2 30 

02C11076 variant 2,2 28 
02C11301 variant -2,-2 30 

02C11302 variant -2,-2 29 

02C11618 variant -4,-4 38 
02C11619 variant -4,-4 40 

02C11650 variant -2,-2 32 
03C15419 variant -4,-4 28 

03C16072 reference 0,0 31 

03C16073 variant -4,-4 33 
03C16377 reference 0,0 33 

03C16378 reference 0,0 28 
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03C16797 variant -2,-2 33 

03C16798 variant -4,-4 30 

03C16826 reference 0,0 37 
03C16882 reference 0,0 32 

03C21401 variant -2,-2 34 
03C21402 variant -4,-4 40 

03C21405 reference 0,0 36 

04C37219 reference 0,0 31 
04C37220 reference 0,0 29 

04C38313 variant -2,-2 28 
04C38321 reference 0,0 31 

05C39048 reference 0,0 36 
05C39049 reference 0,0 34 

05C43364 reference 0,0 28 

05C43365 variant -4,-4 36 
05C45235 variant -2,-2 36 

05C45236 variant -2,-2 37 

Table 6: lobSTR results for FMR1 sequencing data. The only simple tandem repeat 
variant identified was chrX:147005985-147006018 with the repeat being AC. Note: the 
reference copy number is 16.5. Header: sample=NIMH cell line ID, type=type of allele, 
allele1_allele2=most likely 2 alleles in this individual (for example: -2,-2 is a 
homozygous allele 2 nucleotides shorter than the reference sequence, and 
coverage=number of reads covering this variant position. 
 

Another fascinating aspect of this repeat is that it falls into a region ~2 kb 

upstream of the FMR1-AS1 gene (Ladd et al. 2007). The exact role of FMR1-AS1 is not 

clear at this time and its product is thought to be either a non-coding RNA or protein 

whose expression is affected by the CGG repeat located in the 5’ UTR of FMR1. It is a 

product of bi-directional expression at the FMR1 locus. Also, it has been found to be 

upregulated in the CGG repeat premutation allele carriers while not being expressed in 

the cases where individuals have the full CGG repeat. Thus, this repeat may have some 

involvement in the expression of the FMR1 gene. Ultimately, though, this intriguing 

finding is difficult to interpret for relevance without an appropriate control. One final 
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aspect is that this repeat is ~450 nucleotides away from the two variants (rs1270091, 

rs29296) falling in the ENCODE transcription factor binding sites. 

Sequencing of MECP2  

Focusing on the 54 female-only affected families in the AGRE and NIMH collections 

available in our laboratory, I 

decided next to sequence the coding 

exons of the MECP2 gene since 

they are not routinely screened in 

autism patients. In the first approach 

I sequenced the coding exons of 

MECP2 in 1 affected female from 

each family. Exons 1, 2, 3, and 4 (covers both isoforms: Figure 3) were sequenced in 54 

individuals using the 454 Junior (Roche) and analyzed using our published methods 

(Jiang et al. 2012). Eight amplicons were utilized to cover these 4 exons: one for exon 1 

(Amplicon1), one for exon 2 (Amplicon2), two for exon 3 (Amplicon3.1, Amplicon3.2), 

and 4 for exon 4 (Amplicon4A, Amplicon4B, Amplicon4CD, and Amplicon4E). The 

sizes of these amplicons were 107 bp, 135 bp, 260 bp, 430 bp, 679 bp, 366 bp, 371 bp, 

and 410 bp, respectively. The sequencing of these amplicons yielded a total of 4 variants 

in 6 individuals (Table 7). The second aspect was to sequence the gene by Sanger 

chemistry (Table 8). Overall, in the sequencing data the following variants were 

identified: 1 in the promoter (rs61752992), 3 synonymous (rs3027928, rs61748423, 

rs61749711), 1 missense (rs56268439), and 1 deletion in exon 4 spanning 44 nucleotides 

(rs61752992). The finding of these same variants in dbSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm. 

NM_004992.3 

NM_001110792.1 

Xq28 

Figure 3: MECP2 Isoform Schematic 
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nih.gov/projects /SNP/) may suggest no effect specific to autism but we strongly suspect 

that dbSNP is contaminated with Rett mutations as we show in the following, and raises 

caution in interpreting variants for clinical phenotypes using public control databases. For 

this reason, it is very important when screening for mutations related to disease to 

consider the type of controls utilized for comparisons. 

 The promoter variant is a 1 bp deletion with a G allele as the reference but the 

deletion allele is the ancestral allele. The G allele is only found in the heterozygous state 

in patients with Rett syndrome who did not contain any coding mutations (2/40 patients 

& 0/100 controls). In our cases, 4 autism patients were heterozygous for this variant as 

was 1 HapMap (CEU) individual. The synonymous variant rs3027928 has a reference 

allele G and the variant A. According to dbSNP, the A allele is not present in the CEU 

sample (rs3027928) but in our data there are 4 individuals heterozygous for this SNP and 

1 who is homozygous for the A allele. The variant allele is also found in 27 individuals in 

the Rett syndrome mutation database (Christodoulou et al. 2003) with varying levels of 

affection. The second synonymous variant (rs61748423) is G in the reference genome 

with variant allele A. In dbSNP, the A allele is reported in 25 individuals from RettBase 

(Christodoulou et al. 2003) with varying degrees of affection: it is not a variant found in 

the 1000 Genomes project. In our study, we identified two individuals heterozygous for 

this SNP. The third synonymous variant (rs61749711) has reference allele G and variant 

allele A. It is found in 32 individuals in RettBase again with varying degrees of affection. 

The A allele frequency in the 1000 Genomes project is 0.006. In our dataset, it is found in 

the heterozygous state in 1 individual. The missense variant we identified in our study 

(E397K, rs56268439) has a reference allele of C and an alternate allele of T. It is found in 
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38 individuals within RettBase in patients of varying affection levels and it is not found 

in the 1000 Genomes project. Lastly, we identified a 44 bp deletion in exon 4 predicted to 

result in a frameshift (Figure 4). This deletion has been identified before in a boy with 

Rett Syndrome and in the heterozygous state in his unaffected mother (Dayer et al. 2007) 

but not in the 1000 Genomes project. Although all of these variants will require 

functional testing, many of these are in elevated frequency in autism (but not statistically 

significant) and need to be seriously examined for causality.  

Individual Amplicon 
(Position) hg19 Position Variant Ref 

AA 
Mut 
AA dbSNP 

03C17255 4CD (192) chrX:153296090 G/A E K rs56268439 
01C05703 4CD (236) chrX:153296045 C/T S S rs3027928 
03C14328 4CD (236) chrX:153296045 C/T S S rs3027928 
02C09942 4B (144) chrX:153296382 C/T T T rs61748423 
03C15328 4B(144) chrX:153296382 C/T T T rs61748423 

03C16097 4CD (161-
204) 

chrX:153296078-
153296121 

del 44   rs61752992 

Table 7: MECP2 variants identified by 454 GS Junior Sequencing in affected 
individuals. Requirements for variant calling were a 40% minimum read coverage for 
the alternate allele and requiring it to be present on both forward and reverse reads. 

  

Only 1 variant 

(synonymous, rs3027928) was 

found to be significantly enriched 

in patients versus controls (Table 

9). 
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Figure 4: Agilent BioAnalyzer gel image of 
PCR product for encompassing the MECP2 
deletion (rs61752992). Family of affected female 
with de novo deletion (03C16097, ADOS+, ADI-
R+). Deletion not present in unaffected father 
(03C15963), unaffected mother (03C15962), or in 
her less severely affected sister (03C16098, broad 
spectrum by ADI-R) 
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Sample NM_001110792 Exon1 
(amplicon1) 

#NM_004992 Exon 
1 (amplicon2) 

Exon3 Exon4 

00C03212 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

00C04563 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C05699 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations rs3027928, 
chrX:153296046, C/T,- 

strand 
01C05703 rs11575802, 

chrX:153363342, -/- 
no mutations no mutations rs3027928, 

chrX:153296046, C/T,- 
strand 

01C06311 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C06312 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C06313 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C06515 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no  reads no mutations no mutations 

01C06577 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C06632 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C06634 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C07329 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, C/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C07330 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, C/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C07347 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C07361 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C07362 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C08048 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations rs3027928, 
chrX:153296046, C/T,- 

strand 
01C08070 rs11575802, 

chrX:153363342, -/- 
no mutations no mutations no mutations 

01C08071 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C09878 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C09879 not good data no mutations no mutations no mutations 
02C09942 rs11575802, 

chrX:153363342, -/- 
no mutations no mutations rs61748423, 

chrX:153296382, C/T, - 
strand 

02C10057 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C10072 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C10130 rs11575802, no mutations no mutations no mutations 
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chrX:153363342, -/- 
02C10134 rs11575802, 

chrX:153363342, -/- 
no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C11076 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C11301 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C11302 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C11618 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C11619 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C11650 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C12447 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C12451 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C12452 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C13113 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02C13243 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02RM0242 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

02RM0243 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C13729 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C13746 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, C/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C14328 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations rs3027928, 
chrX:153296046, C/T,- 

strand 
03C14334 rs11575802, 

chrX:153363342, -/- 
no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C14354 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C14378 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C14380 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C15328 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations rs61748423, 
chrX:153296382, C/T, - 

strand 
03C15417 rs11575802, 

chrX:153363342, -/- 
no  reads not good data rs3027928, 

chrX:153296046, T/T,- 
strand, need to check 

03C15419 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations rs3027928, 
chrX:153296046, C/T,- 

strand 
03C15793 rs11575802, no mutations no mutations no mutations 
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chrX:153363342, -/- 
03C15794 rs11575802, 

chrX:153363342, -/- 
no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16010 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16072 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16073 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16094 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16095 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16097 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations not good data 

03C16098 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16190 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16191 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16339 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16377 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16378 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16386 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16431 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16432 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16444 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16445 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16489 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16779 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16780 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16781 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16797 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16813 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16814 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16826 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16882 rs11575802, no mutations no mutations no mutations 
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chrX:153363342, -/- 
03C16972 rs11575802, 

chrX:153363342, C/- 
no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C16973 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, C/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C17030 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C17032 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations re-run 

03C17252 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations rs56268439, 
chrX:153296090, G/A - 

strand 
03C17253 rs11575802, 

chrX:153363342, -/- 
no mutations no mutations rs61749711, 

chrX:153296697, C/T - 
strand 

03C17255 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations rs56268439, 
chrX:153296090, G/A - 

strand 
03C21394 rs11575802, 

chrX:153363342, -/- 
no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C21401 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C21402 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

03C21405 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

04C37219 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

04C37220 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

04C38313 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no  reads no mutations no mutations 

04C38321 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

05C39048 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

05C39049 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

05C40754 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

05C40755 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

05C43247 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

05C43257 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

05C43364 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

05C43365 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

05C45236 rs11575802, 
chrX:153363342, -/- 

no mutations no mutations no mutations 

Table 8: MECP2 variants identified by Sanger Sequencing in affected individuals.  
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Position Variant ID Variant Type 
Allele Counts EVS Allele 

Counts P-value 
(Ref, Alt) 

chrX:153363342 rs11575802  Promoter  4 G, 188 - 

NA but in house 
HapMap exon 1 

sequencing 
reveals 1 G, 177 

-  

0.37 

chrX:153296078-
153296121  rs61752992  Deletion 

191 no 
deletion, 1 

deletion 

6449 no 
deletion, 1 

deletion 
0.06 

chrX:153296046  rs3027928  Synonymous  182 G, 6 A 6717 G, 8 A 9.4x10-7 

chrX:153296090  rs56268439  Nonsynonymous 
E397K  190 C, 2 T 6553 C, 24 T 0.16 

chrX:153296382 rs61748423  Synonymous  190 G, 2 A 6704 G, 24 A 0.16 
chrX:153296694  rs61749711  Synonymous  191 G, 1 A 6705 G, 23 A 0.49 

 
Table 9: Summary of MECP2 Results 
 
DISCUSSION 

 Fragile X Syndrome and Rett Syndrome are caused by X-linked gene mutations in 

FMR1 and MECP2, respectively. These diseases manifest in sex-specific manners and 

have also been found to be important in autism. I examined disease-causing mutation data 

for both of these genes and found that primarily mutations affecting the CGG repeat or 

causing a partial or total deletion of the gene are most common in FMR1 whereas the 

mutations in MECP2 are much more variable including single nucleotide variants, indels, 

and larger structural mutations.  

 Although FMR1 and MECP2 and their interacting and pathway partners are 

important for autism they are not routinely sequenced for variation by the major 

collections we study, AGRE and NIMH. The AGRE collection has however screened the 

FMR1 gene in ~20% of all individuals for the repeat expansion by PCR and are able to 

detect repeat lengths of normal, intermediate, premutation and full in a variety of 

phenotypes including unaffected and variable levels of affection for autism. This is a 

useful test especially in light of most mutation data affecting this repeat. 
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 To assess whether the CGG repeat could be the reason for linkage in FEMFs I 

discovered (see next Chapter), I looked at the AGRE PCR test results for 9 independent  

individuals who were tested and were part of my FEMFs studies. Of these ~20% had an 

intermediate allele which was significantly enriched when compared to the rest of the set 

of autism patients. To examine more about the individuals in this linkage region the 

coding exons were sequenced and yielded no obvious, interesting single nucleotide or 

indel variants. Assessment of the CGG repeat was not feasible with the 100 nucleotide 

reads that we had but we did identify another simple tandem repeat in intron 2 which was 

variable in some of our patients. The relevance of this finding is not immediately clear as 

we have no controls with which to compare our data. However, the combination of this 

repeat variation and the variants potentially affecting regulatory function are in or very 

near potential binding sites of FoxA1 and FoxA2.  

 Overall, the analysis of MECP2 identified a few changes of which one was 

significantly higher in allele frequency versus controls but was a synonymous variant. 

This variant may have cryptic genetic variants or simply represent population 

stratification effects.  Even though the others were not significant there are some 

interesting changes including a 44 nucleotide deletion within exon 4 and a missense 

variant at residue 397. Another important lesson learned from the MECP2 study was that 

dbSNP contains clinical variants and should be used with caution as a control database. 
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CHAPTER 5 
LINKAGE AND ASSOCIATION IN FEMALE-ENRICHED MULTIPLE AUTISM 

FAMILES (FEMFS) 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 Linkage has classically been utilized to identify regions where causal disease 

variants may reside in the genome. These studies are very successful for Mendelian 

autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive disorders, and sex-linked traits. For complex 

diseases, non-parametric tests are a differing, yet valuable approach for finding regions of 

the genome with increased sharing, beyond that expected by chance, in concordant 

sibling pairs (Kong and Cox). Complex segregation analysis of the phenotype only has 

shown autism to be a highly heterogeneous disorder (Jorde 1991) and indicated an 

approach such as linkage may not prove to be very fruitful when looking at the entire 

collection of families with varying phenotypes. In fact, highly significant linkage results 

have been difficult to replicate with the exception of a few results (for example 20p13 in 

AGRE and NIMH families, Weiss et al. 2009).  Therefore, a focused approach on a select 

set of families would prove more beneficial in this disorder. I used FEMFs for this 

purpose as it is an avenue not pursued by other investigators.  

 Association analysis has been used for implicating genetic variants which are 

either enriched in cases versus controls or are enriched in transmission from parents to 

their affected children (transmission disequilibrium test, TDT). These variants can either 

be causal or in high linkage disequilibrium with the causal variant. Most often association 

studies are applied to complex diseases. In some complex diseases like age-related 

macular degeneration this has been a very successful approach. In autism, a few studies 

have utilized this analysis plan yielding a few findings (5p14.1, 5p15). To date, there are 
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no known studies where only FEMFs have been examined for association and I intended 

to fill this gap during my dissertation. 

Since FEMFs have the highest liability and are likely to have variants of stronger 

effect, a study of linkage and association in these families would prove to be very helpful 

for pinpointing autism genes. It is quite possible that this set will have regions of the 

genome enriched for by linkage analysis or variants over-transmitted to cases. Existing 

genotype data was utilized from the Broad/JHU study (Weiss et al. 2009) to determine if 

there were any significant regions of linkage. The data consisted of 69 female-only 

affected families with 32 affected sib-pairs and 77 trios. In addition, samples from the 

Autism Genome Project (AGP) were also utilized to serve as an independently genotyped 

dataset, which contained some overlapping families (GEO GSE6754). 

Two types of analyses were employed: nonparametric linkage analysis and the 

transmission disequilibrium test (TDT). In non-parametric linkage two models were 

applied to the data: the first was a linear model which has an underlying assumption of a 

large number of families with small allelic effects and conversely an exponential model 

with the underlying assumption of a small number of families with large allelic effects. 

For association, the transmission disequilibrium test was the test of choice because we 

only had trio data and no controls. 

METHODS 

Cleaning Genotype Data 

 Genotypes were derived from Affymetrix 5.0 data from the Weiss et al. 2009 

study. The focus was on female-only affected families and 69 families fit this criteria. 

There were 32 affected pairs (31 sib-pairs and 1 cousin pair) and 77 trios within this 
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dataset. ~500,000 SNPs were present in the original dataset and these were then filtered 

for missingness (<10%), minor allele frequency (>5%), and Hardy-Weinberg significance 

(>0.001) to a generate a set of 341,389 high quality SNPs. These SNPs comprised the 

data for the TDT test and for the identity-by-state (IBS) mapping as well. They were also 

filtered to get a set of independently segregating markers (r2 <0.02) for linkage analysis 

resulting in a total of 11,430 autosomal and 90 X-linked SNPs. 

Linkage Analysis 

 Merlin was employed for linkage analysis of autosomal SNPs and Minx for 

analysis of the X chromosome. After preliminary testing, the exponential model was 

chosen as the desired linkage analysis method and all affected pairs were used in this 

investigation. 

Identity-By-State (IBS) 

 To assess genomic segment sharing all SNPs in sib-pairs were tested by SNPduo. 

Once it was confirmed that all relationships were the same genetically as indicated the 

SNPs were pruned to only those in the linkage regions for IBS. 

Transmission Disequilibrium Test (TDT) and Parent-Of-Origin TDT 

 A genome-wide test for association using the trios was employed by the --tdt 

option within the Plink program. In addition, to test for preferential transmission from 

either the father or mother the --poo option was also used in subsequent tests.  

Expression Analysis of 19p Genes 

To examine human expression of the 15 genes in the 19p region the Human MTC 

cDNA Panel 1 (Clontech Catalog #636742), Human MTC cDNA Panel II (Clontech 

Catalog #636743), and the Human Fetal MTC cDNA Panel (Catalog #636747) were 
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analyzed by TaqMan gene expression assays. The assays were for CPAMD8 

(Hs00610855_m1), HAUS8 (Hs00928622_m1), MYO9B (Hs00188109_m1), USE1 

(Hs00218426_m1), OCEL1 (Hs00928613_m1), NR2F6 (Hs00172870_m1), USHBP1 

(Hs00230579_m1), BABAM1 (Hs00204343_m1), ANKLE1 (Hs00401325_g1), ABHD8 

(Hs00225984_m1), MRPL34 (Hs04194538_sH), DDA1 (Hs00610987_g1), ANO8 

(Hs00394261_m1), GTPBP3 (Hs00414733_g1), PLVAP (Hs00229941_m1), and also for 

a control (GAPDH, Catalog # 4333764T). Each tissue was tested in triplicate and the 

reaction conditions consisted of 0.5 µl of 20x TaqMan assay mix, 5 µl of 2x TaqMan 

Expression Master Mix (Applied Biosystems #4369016), 1 µl of 1 ng/µl cDNA, and 3.5 

µl of Molecular Biology Grade water (AccuGene #51200). Cycling conditions were 50oC 

for 2 minutes, 95oC for 10 minutes, and 40 cycles of 95oC for 15 seconds and 60oC for 1 

minute on the Applied Biosystems 7900. Subsequently, the Ct values were averaged from 

the triplicates and they were plotted in R using the heatmap.2 function from the gplots 

package. 

 To examine the RNAseq data from the Allen Brain Atlas, we queried the 

following website: www.brainspan.org/rnaseq/search/index.html. Expression was then 

visualized within the available browser.  

Exome Sequencing 

 We sequenced 3 unrelated females with autism from the 19p linkage peak. Our 

focus on these families was to examine individuals who met diagnostic criteria of autism 

by both ADI-R and ADOS. Prior to exome sequencing, the coding regions of MECP2 

were sequenced in each of these individuals and each sample was negative for mutations 

in the MECP2 coding regions. 
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 Exome sequencing was performed on the 3 autism exomes using the Illumina 

TruSeq 62 Mb exome capture and sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq machine. Reads 

were aligned to the human genome (hg19/b37) using BWA. Bam files were generated 

and analyzed using Picard, Samtools, and GATK. Variants (SNPs/INDELS) were called 

using GATK and annotated with Annovar and custom scripts. Only variants in the high 

IBS part of the 19p linkage region were assessed further in this study.  

RESULTS 

FEMFs Show Linkage to Chromosome 19p 

 Non-parametric linkage in FEMFs from the AGRE and NIMH collections 

revealed a top genome-wide linkage peak at 19p at rs3826700 with a LOD score of 3.5 ( 

p=2.7x10-5, Figure 1). By analyzing LOD scores for each family in this region it was 

clear that there were 17 of 32 affected pairs contributing positively to this peak. Of these 

17 pairs, one of the strongest contributors was a family containing 3 affected individuals.  

A review of the literature finds this locus as a region of suggestive linkage in 5 

other autism studies (McCauley et al. 2005, Shao et al. 2002, Philippe et al. 1999, 

IMGSAC et al. 1998, Buxbaum et al. 2004) but the underlying gene for this linkage has 

not been determined at this time. In addition, de novo structural rearrangements or 

deletions in this region have been identified in patients with psychomotor or other 

developmental delays. (Thienpont et al. 2008, Aten et al. 2009, Bens et al. 2011). To 

ensure this was a legitimate finding I reanalyzed data from the Autism Genome Project 

Affymetrix 10K array and tested again for nonparametric linkage (47 families, filtering 

4,097 snps). This again showed a top peak on 19p and provided additional evidence. 

Some of the families in AGP overlapped with the AGRE/NIMH set, and further testing 
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revealed specificity of the linkage to the AGRE/NIMH subset of families. Principal 

component analysis on the positively linked families did not show any population-

specific linkage to the peak. 

Linkage at 19p Can Be Refined to a 450kb Region 

To further refine the linkage peak at 19p identity-by-state (IBS) analysis was used 

to determine the location where all affected pairs had the maximal IBS. The 17 positively 

contributing families were assessed for IBS and it was found that one region on 19p13.11 

at chromosome 19:16901214-17340901 (hg17) contained the highest IBS (Figure 2, 

Table 1). This location contains 15 genes including the following: CPAMD8 [C3 and 
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Figure	  1:	  Linkage	  to	  Chromosome	  19p	  in	  FEMFs.	  Nonparametric	  
linkage	  analysis	  in	  FEMFs	  using	  the	  exponential	  model	  yields	  a	  top	  hit	  on	  
chromosome	  19p.
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PZP-like, alpha-2-macroglobulin domain containing 8], HAUS8 [HAUS augmin-like 

complex, subunit 8], MYO9B [myosin IXB], USE1 [unconventional SNARE in the ER 1 

homolog], OCEL1 [occludin/ELL domain containing 1], NR2F6 [nuclear receptor 

subfamily 2, group F, member 6], USHBP1 [Usher syndrome 1C binding protein 1], 

BABAM1 [BRISC and BRCA1 A complex member 1], ANKLE1 [ankyrin repeat and 

LEM domain containing 1], ABHD8 [abhydrolase domain containing 8], MRPL34 

[mitochondrial ribosomal protein L34], DDA1 [DET1 and DDB1 associated 1], ANO8 

Figure	  2:	  Maximal	  IBS	  in	  the	  19p	  Linkage	  Peak	  (hg17).	  IBS	  states	  in	  the	  place	  of	  
maximal	  IBS	  in	  the	  linkage	  region.	  Each	  line	  represents	  an	  affected	  pair.	  All	  sib-‐pairs	  
have	  an	  IBS=2	  (green).	  The	  one	  cousin	  pair	  has	  an	  IBS=1	  (blue).	  
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[anoctamin 8], GTPBP3 [GTP binding protein 3 (mitochondrial)], and PLVAP 

[plasmalemma vesicle associated protein].  
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Gene Function Knock-Out Mouse 

CPAMD8 Complement component involved in innate 
immunity No 

HAUS8 Part of the augmin complex involved in microtbule 
dynamics and the mitotic spindle No 

MYO9B Myosin involved in actin dynamics and also 
involved in neuron dendrite morphogenesis 

Yes, defects in 
macrophage motility 

and chemotaxis 

USE1 Involved in trafficking from the ER to Golgi Yes, embronyic lethal 

OCEL1 Not much is known No 

NR2F6 

Transcription factor involved in development of 
locus coeruleus, repressor of lutropin-

choriogonadotropic hormone receptor, renin, and the 
oxytocin gene 

Yes, partial agenesis 
of locus coeruleus, 
increased thermal 

nociception, defective 
circadian behavior 

USHBP1 Not much is known No 

BABAM1 Involved in the DNA damage response and helps 
facilitate the interaction between BRCA1 and Rap80 No 

ANKLE1 Endonuclease, which can move between the nucleus 
and cytoplasm and is capable of binding chromatin No 

ABHD8 Not much is known No 

MRPL34 Mitochondrial 39S subunit protein No

DDA1 Protein involved in the ubiquitin pathway No 

ANO8 Encodes an anoctamin, which are proteins that act as 
chloride channels activated by calcium. No 

GTPBP3 GTP binding protein, involved in tRNA 
modification within the mitochondria No 

PLVAP Located at plasma membrane No 

Table	  1:	  Description	  of	  the	  15	  Genes	  in	  the	  Linkage	  Region.	  Included	  in	  the	  table	  are:	  
the	  gene,	  its	  known	  function,	  and	  the	  knock-‐out	  mouse	  phenotype.	  
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Transmission Bias in the High IBS Region 

 Another genetic technique to follow up the linkage at 19p was to examine 

transmission bias within the high IBS area. This involved performing a parent of origin 

transmission disequilibrium test (Table 2). Through this analysis one SNP (rs6512173) 

had extreme bias with one allele almost exclusively inherited from the father (p=4x10-3) 

and the other allele from the mother (p=1x10-3). Genotypes of the parents did not differ 

from one another significantly nor did they contrast with CEU HapMap parental controls 

(Table 3,4). In addition, this SNP was not in a repeat and both blatting and blasting of the 

probe yielded only one unique location in the genome. Since this was a small set of 

samples, CEU trios with only female offspring were also tested using the parent of origin 

transmission disequilibrium test and unlike autism no significance was shown for a bias 

in transmission (Table 5). The underlying reason for the bias in autism cases is uncertain 

at this time. 

CHR SNP A1:A2 
T:U CHISQ P T:U CHISQ P Z P 

PAT PAT PAT MAT MAT MAT POO POO 

19 rs6512173* C:G 11:01 8.3 0.004 1:10 7.4 0.007 3.2 0.001 

Table 2: Parent of Origin Transmission Test in 19p13.11 High IBS Region. This test 
shows a SNP with extreme bias in the autism families showing significant positive 
linkage. This snp* is not in a repeat, blatting of the probe yields 1 hit in the genome, in 
intron of MYO9B. Also, another snp in LD has the same pattern. 
 
 
Individual C/C C/G G/G 

Unaffected Mother 2 5 8 

Unaffected Father 2 6 8 

Unaffected Girl Sibling 1 2 1 

Unaffected Boy Sibling 0 1 0 

Affected Girls 0 22 14 
Genotype Unknown 
Diagnosis 0 0 1 

Table 3: Breakdown of genotypes in the autism families in the transmission bias 
region. Shown are the 3 genotypes for the different individuals in the 19p13.11 families. 
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Individual C/C C/G G/G 

Mothers 8 24 22 

Fathers 4 25 27 

Table 4: Breakdown of genotypes in the HapMap CEU families in the transmission 
bias region. Shown are the 3 genotypes for the different individuals the HapMap CEU 
population. 
 

CHR SNP A1:A2 
T:U CHISQ P T:U CHISQ P Z P 

PAT PAT PAT MAT MAT MAT POO POO 

19 rs6512173     C:G       5.5:5.5                   0 1 4.5:6.5 0.3636 0.5465 0.4276 0.669 

Table 5: Parent of Origin Transmission Test in HapMap CEU Trios with 
Transmission to Daughters. Parent of Origin Transmission test shows no bias in the 
19p13.11 region in HapMap CEU samples 
 
Expression of 15 Genes in 19p13.11 High IBS Region 
 To further inspect the 15 genes in the high IBS region, gene expression was 

assessed in 16 adult (Thymus, Ovary, Spleen, Small Intestine, Kidney, Prostate, Colon, 

Pancreas, Liver, Skeletal Muscle, Testis, Heart, Placenta, Lung, Peripheral Leukocytes, 

Brain) and 8 fetal tissues (Thymus, Spleen, Lung, Kidney, Liver, Heart, Skeletal Muscle, 

Brain). In this analysis, a gene with a Ct value ≤ 28 was considered to be expressed in the 

tested tissue. Clustering of these genes showed 3 major expression groups comprising 

cluster 1 (highly expressed in many tissues: NR2F6, MRPL34, BABAM1, and DDA1), 

cluster 2 (moderately expressed in many tissues: MYO9B, ABHD8, and USE1), and 

cluster 3 (low to no expression in most tissues: USHBP1, CPAMD8, ANO8, OCEL1, 

HAUS8, GTPBP3, and ANKLE1) (Figure 3). Genes expressed in the brain included 

ANO8, GTPBP3, ANKLE1, MYO9B, ABHD8, NR2F6, MRPL34, BABAM1, and DDA1. 
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I next examined expression in a number of brain regions at various timepoints in 

development using data from the Allen Brain Atlas (Figure 4). This analysis indicated 

that the highest brain expressed genes in this interval were BABAM1, ABHD8, MRPL34, 

and DDA1 with slightly lower expression values for MY09B, USE1, OCEL1, NR2F6, 

ANO8, and GTPBP3. 

Figure 3: Gene	  Expression	  of	  19p13.11	  High	  IBS	  Region	  Genes	  in	  Various	  
Human	  Tissues. Expression of genes using TaqMan qPCR assays on ClonTech 
cDNA libraries for 16 adult and 8 fetal tissues. Ct values indicated in the color key 
with lower Ct values indicating higher expression and higher Ct values indicating 
lower expression. 
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Exome Sequencing of Select Cases Contributing to High IBS Region 

Subsequently, I performed exome sequencing in 3 unrelated, affected individuals 

belonging to families positively contributing to 19p. A focus only on the high IBS region, 

missense, nonsense, frameshift or splice site mutations, and residing in a gene with fetal 

brain expression (Figure 3) yielded 10 variants (Table 6). These variants reside in the 

MYO9B, ANKLE1, and GTPBP3 genes and all have been found before in the 1000 

Genomes Project. MYO9B is the gene, which contained the SNP showing a parental bias 

in transmission but did not contain variants in all 3 individuals. Of the 3 genes, only 

Figure 4: Developing Human Brain Expression of 19p Genes. RNAseq expression data 
for genes in the high IBS portion of the 19p linkage region. Red indicates high expression 
and navy indicates low expression. GAPDH is given as a control for a highly expressing 
gene, CFTR is given as a control for a lowly expressing gene, and MECP2 is given as 
expression of a known autism gene. 
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ANKLE1 had variants in all 3 individuals (A31T, L94Q, and R494Q). Functional testing 

is warranted to follow up this locus. 

 
hg19 

position on 
chromosome 
19 (ref/alt) 

Protein 
Change gene phyloP Conse

rved dbsnp129 1KG 
03C
1679

7 

04C
3832

1 

05C
4523

6 

EVS 
EA AF 

17303774 
(T/G) S1011A MYO9B -0.58 No rs1545620 yes 2 0 0 0.58 

17311226 
(G/A) G1455S MYO9B -0.03 No NA yes 0 0 1 0.96 

17316782 
(T/C) V1693A MYO9B 1.94 No rs7248508 yes 2 0 0 0.6 

17392894 
(G/A) A31T ANKLE1 1.16 Yes rs8100241 yes 0 1 1 0.47 

17393530 
(T/A) L94Q ANKLE1 3.57 Yes rs8108174 yes 0 1 1 0.57 

17394124 
(T/G) L184W ANKLE1 1.04 No rs2363956 yes 0 1 1 0.52 

17394504 
(A/C) T311P ANKLE1 -0.09 No rs891017 yes 0 2 2 0.81 

17395003 
(A/G) Q435R ANKLE1 -0.63 No rs11086065 yes 0 2 2 0.81 

17396344 
(G/A) R494Q ANKLE1 4.58 Yes NA yes 1 0 0 0.03 

17450016 
(T/C) V250A GTPBP3 1.95 No rs3810206 yes 0 2 2 0.85 

Table 6: Exome Sequencing in 3 Unrelated, Affected Individuals from the 19p13.11 
Region.  All variants identified in In High IBS region of 19p13.11 that are missense, 
nonsense, frameshift, or splice and are in genes with fetal brain expression. Only 1 gene 
(ANKLE1) has variants in all 3 individuals. Header: hg19 position on chromosome 19 
(reference allele / alternate allele), Protein Change (Reference Amino Acid, Position, 
Alternate Amino Acid), Gene, phyloP (Metric of Conservation), conserved (based on 7 
species from the UCSC 46 multiway alignment), dbsnp129 (presence or absence in build 
129 of dbsnp), 1KG (presence or absence in 1000 genomes low pass sequencing data), 
03C16797 (genotype: 0 is homozygous reference, 1 is heterozygous, 2 is homozygous 
alternate), 04C38321 (genotype: 0 is homozygous reference, 1 is heterozygous, 2 is 
homozygous alternate), 05C45236 (genotype: 0 is homozygous reference, 1 is 
heterozygous, 2 is homozygous alternate), and EVS EA AF (Exome Variant Server 
European American Allele Frequency). 
 
X Chromosome Linkage in the Families Not Contributing to 19p Peak 

 15 families did not contribute to the 19p linkage peak. To determine if these 

families had any significant linkage elsewhere, non-parametric linkage was carried out on 
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this set of families. The highest resulting region of linkage was on the X chromosome 

(LOD=2.0, p-value=1.2x10-3, Figure 5) and 13 of the 15 families positively contributed 

to this peak. This region was quite interesting because it harbors the FMR1 gene that, as 

mentioned in the previous chapter, is the gene mutated in Fragile X syndrome. 

Linkage on Xq Can Be Refined To A 4.3 Megabase Region 

By identity-by-state analysis as described above, the linkage region on Xq could 

be refined to a 4.3 megabase region (Figure 6) encompassing 26 genes including the 

following: CXORF51A [chromosome X open reading frame 51A], CXORF51B 

LOD = 2.0!
P-value = 
1.2 x 10-3!

Non-parametric linkage using the 
exponential Kong and Cox method 
implemented in Merlin/Minx!

Xq27.3-Xq28!

Figure	  5:	  Nonparametric	  Linkage	  Analysis	  on	  Families	  Not	  
Contributing	  to	  the	  19p	  Linkage	  Peak	  Using	  the	  Exponential	  Model.	  
Linkage	  anlaysis	  reveals	  a	  top	  peak	  at	  the	  X	  chromosome	  in	  families	  not	  
contributing	  to	  the	  19p	  linkage	  peak.	  
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[chromosome X open reading frame 51B], FMR1-AS1 [FMR1 antisense RNA 1], FMR1 

[fragile X mental retardation 1], FMR1NB [fragile X mental retardation 1 neighbor], 

AFF2 [AF4/FMR2 family, member 2], IDS [iduronate 2-sulfatase], CXORF40A 

[chromosome X open reading frame 40A], LOC100131434 [long intergenic non-protein 

coding RNA 893], MAGEA9 [melanoma antigen family A, 9], MAGEA9B [melanoma 

antigen family A, 9B], HSFX1 [heat shock transcription factor family, X linked 1], 

HSFX2 [heat shock transcription factor family, X linked 2], TMEM185A [transmembrane 

protein 185A], MAGEA11 [melanoma antigen family A, 11], LOC100272228 [long 

intergenic non-protein coding RNA 894], MAGEA8 [melanoma antigen family A, 8], 

CXORF40B [chromosome X open reading frame 40B], MAMLD1 [mastermind-like 

domain containing 1], MIR506 [microRNA 506], MIR507 [microRNA 507], MIR508 

[microRNA 508], MIR509 family [microRNA 509], MIR510 [microRNA 510], MIR514 

family [microRNA 514], and MIR2114 [microRNA 2114]. Of these genes, FMR1 and 

FMR1-AS1 were covered in detail in the last chapter and to follow up this linkage region 

we chose to focus on FMR1. 
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Are Variants in FMR1 Underlying The Linkage Peak at Xq? 

What is the possible contribution of the FMR1 gene to this linkage result? By 

examining PCR results for the expansion allele we detected a significant enrichment of 

the intermediate allele in the X-linked families. Testing for coding variation in this gene 

yielded no variants of interest (please see previous chapter for detailed results). 

Genome-Wide Transmission Disequilibrium Test (TDT) Association Analysis 

Figure	  6:	  IBS	  Mapping	  Reveals	  a	  Region	  of	  Highest	  IBS	  Encompassing	  the	  
FMR1	  Gene.	  Highest	  IBS	  region	  in	  the	  X	  chromosome	  linkage	  region	  contains	  
a	  number	  of	  genes	  with	  the	  most	  striking	  being	  the	  FMR1	  gene.	  
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The final approach to examine these families was a genome-wide transmission 

disequilibrium test (TDT). This analysis did not yield any genome-wide significance but 

the pinnacle SNP was on the X chromosome near to the linkage peak encompassing 

FMR1 (Figure 7).  

Figure	  7:	  TDT	  results	  for	  the	  female-‐only	  affected	  families.	  
No	  SNPs	  reached	  genome-‐wide	  significance.	  The	  highest	  SNP	  
resides	  on	  the	  X	  chromosome.	  
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DISCUSSION 

 As a method of determining the genetic components involved in females with 

autism I utilized a variety of classical genetic techniques. To explore the possibility of 

linkage in female-only affected families I chose to examine 69 of these families from the 

AGRE/NIMH collections with already available genotype data. Upon doing so, I found 

those families to have significant linkage to chromosome 19p. This region has been 

implicated numerous times before in autism but the underlying reason for the linkage has 

not been identified in the literature. Unlike previous studies identifying this peak, the 

present study has the highest reported significance. Some of the other studies have also 

tested families from AGRE/NIMH. To see if the families contributing are the same in 

each study I looked at an independently genotyped set, the Autism Genome Project 

(AGP) dataset, and found linkage to 19p in female-only affected families there as well. 

When removing the AGRE/NIMH families in the AGP set, the linkage peak completely 

disappeared and this posits that a certain set of families from the AGRE/NIMH contribute 

to the 19p peak. 

 To reduce this linkage to the region of maximal allele sharing, identity-by-state 

(IBS) analysis was employed and identified a ~400 kb region containing 15 genes. Of 

these genes none are recognizable autism genes. Since the literature was quite limited for 

a number of the genes, one approach was to look at expression of these genes across 

different human tissues. A survey of fetal and adult tissues indicated the genes had 

varying expression levels with 9 of the 15 exhibiting detectable fetal brain expression. 
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 Another fascinating finding in regards to the 19p peak is that it has a very 

significant parent of origin effect at a SNP in the MYO9B gene. This is a statistically 

significant result that has uncertain biological significance.  

 Another genetic approach was to look at 3 unrelated, affected individuals from the 

19p linkage region for coding variation. This was accomplished by exome sequencing 

and indicated the ANKLE1 gene. Of course it is realized that the underlying linkage could 

also be due to noncoding variation or some kind of structural change (as potentially 

indicated by the parent of origin testing) not identified in this study. 

 The final point to make regarding the 19p peak is that may be contributing to a 

different female-specific phenotype such as a predisposition to breast or ovarian cancer. 

No phenotypic data from these families would indicate this is true but this region has 

been implicated a number of times in these two female specific cancers (Bolton et al. 

2010, Long et al 2013, Rhie et al. 2013). 

 After assessing the peak on 19p families not contributing to this peak were tested 

in further detail. They showed linkage to Xq in a region that could be narrowed down to 

~4.3 Mb by IBS. Among the genes in this region one that stands out prominently is 

FMR1. This gene as indicated before in the Fragile X syndrome is a tantalizing candidate. 

Overall, the girls contributing to this peak are enriched for the intermediate expansion 

allele but as of yet this allele (unlike the other repeat lengths) is not known to have any 

consequence. Further coding sequencing does not reveal any obvious candidate variants 

in this gene. Some regulatory element changes were identified and may be relevant but 

should be functionally tested for importance. A TDT analysis also implicates this region. 
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 Overall, genome-wide analyses of female-only affected families yield significant 

results. In one finding, chromosome 19p is implicated and the argument for its 

involvement is quite strong in autism. Other autism families show linkage to Xq where 

FMR1 resides in the genome. 
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CHAPTER 6 
EXOME SEQUENCING IN FEMFS AND FOLLOW UP OF A NOVEL AUTISM 

GENE: CTNND2 
 

INTRODUCTION 

  Autism and autism spectrum disorder are common neuro-developmental central 

nervous system disorders with an incidence of 1/250 infants (Hertz-Picciotto and 

Delwiche 2009) (prevalence ~1/100 (Kogan et al. 2009)) whose complete genetic basis 

remains unclear at this time.  Overall, there is an excess of affected males with a sex ratio 

of 4, (Fombonne et al. 2003), a feature, we believe, should inform gene discovery efforts.  

Genetic studies have emphasized that autism is a sex-biased multifactorial disorder where 

the recurrence risk to sibs of autistic females is larger than that to sibs of affected males 

(Jorde et al. 1991).  Other features of complex inheritance, such as birth order effects, are 

evident suggesting that non-Mendelian factors, such as parental age, maternal-fetal 

incompatibility and epigenetics, can also be relevant to autism etiology (Turner et al. 

2011).  The combined data suggest causal heterogeneity involving many genes with 

coding and non-coding mutations.  Consequently, for efficient gene discovery in autism 

we could profit from a strategy where we focus on families that have the highest genetic 

risk and are likely to be enriched for coding mutations, thereby facilitating gene 

identification.  One group of families that have these properties, but are severely 

underrepresented in current sequencing efforts are families that contain two or more of 

the less frequently affected female cases (female-enriched multiplex families or FEMFs). 

 The first genes discovered in autism came through syndromes that display autism 

as one part of their phenotype. The exemplars are Fragile X syndrome, caused by repeat 

instability within FMR1 (Verkerk et al. 1991), and Rett Syndrome, caused by disruptive 
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mutations in MECP2 (Amir et al. 1999). In addition, 8 other syndromic autism genes, 

CNTNAP2 (Arking et al. 2008, Alacorn et al. 2008), TSC1(van Slegtenhorst et al. 1997), 

TSC2 (The European Chromosome 16 Tuberous Sclerosis Consortium 1993), PTEN 

(Liaw et al. 1997) CACNAIC (Splawski et al. 2011), ADSL (Van et al. 1997), SHANK3 

(Durand et al. 2007, Moessner et al. 2007), and CDKL5 (Mari et al. 2005, Wang et al. 

2012), have been similarly identified in the literature. Nevertheless, although numerous 

genome-wide screens, using linkage, association and searches for copy number variants 

(CNVs) (Philippe et al. 1999, Risch et al. 1999, Coon et al. 2005, McCauley et al. 2005, 

Szatmari et al. 2007, Allen-Brady et al. 2009, Cannon et al. 2010, Alarcon et al. 2008, 

Arking et al. 2008, Weiss et al. 2009, Stone et al. 2004, Cantor et al. 2005, Schellenberg 

et al. 2006, Penagarikano et al. 2011, Weiss et al. 2009, Ma et al. 2009, Wang et al. 2009, 

Cook et al. 1997, Weiss et al. 2008, Marshall et al. 2008, Glessner et al. 2009, Pinto et al. 

2010, Sebat et al. 2007, Sanders et al. 2011),  have been conducted to reveal numerous 

non-syndromic AS/ASD loci; these have not yet been resolved into specific genes. 

Exome-wide sequencing studies in isolated cases are a boon since identification of de 

novo deleterious mutations implicates a gene directly, even for some structural variants 

(Talkowski et al. 2012). Thus, recent studies have identified 12 genes (FOXP1, GRIN2B, 

SCN1A, LAMC3, SCN2A, CHD8, NTNG1, KATNAL2, DYRK1A, TBR1, PTEN, 

TBL1XR1) with a statistical excess of de novo (O'Roak et al. 2011, O'Roak et al. 2012, 

Neale et al. 2012, Sanders et al. 2012, Iossifov et al. 2012) or segregating (Piton et al. 

2011, Lim et al. 2013) mutations that can then be examined for additional variants in 

larger samples (O'Roak et al. 2012).   
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 The multifactorial basis of AS/ASD is not in doubt given the results of 

segregation and other genetic analyses (Jorde et al. 1991 Verkerk et al. 1991, Amir et al. 

1999, Arking et al. 2008, Alacorn et al. 2008, van Slegtenhorst et al. 1997, The European 

Chromosome 16 Tuberous Sclerosis Consortium 1993, Liaw et al. 1997, Splawski et al. 

2011, Van et al. 1997, Durand et al. 2007, Moessner et al. 2007, Mari et al. 2005, Wang 

et al. 2012, Philippe et al. 1999, Risch et al. 1999, Coon et al. 2005, McCauley et al. 

2005, Szatmari et al. 2007, Allen-Brady et al. 2009, Cannon et al. 2010, Alarcon et al. 

2008, Arking et al. 2008, Weiss et al. 2009, Stone et al. 2004, Cantor et al. 2005, 

Schellenberg et al. 2006, Penagarikano et al. 2011, Weiss et al. 2009, Ma et al. 2009, 

Wang et al. 2009, Cook et al. 1997, Weiss et al. 2008, Marshall et al. 2008, Glessner et 

al. 2009, Pinto et al. 2010, Sebat et al. 2007, Sanders et al. 2011, Talkowski et al. 2012, 

O'Roak et al. 2011, O'Roak et al. 2012, Neale et al. 2012, Sanders et al. 2012, Iossifov et 

al. 2012, Piton et al. 2011, Lim et al. 2013, O'Roak et al. 2012). Numerous, likely 

hundreds of, genes contribute to autism and vary in mutation type (substitutions, CNVs), 

frequency, allelic effect (small to large) and whether they are de novo or segregating. In 

the face of this intense genetic heterogeneity, one promising approach would be to pursue 

gene discovery using features, such as sex-specific incidence, severity and familiality that 

elevate risk, an effect termed the “Carter” effect (Carter 1969). Cedric Carter (Carter 

1969) was the first to notice that, for multifactorial disorders, the ‘trait class’ with the 

smaller incidence had a higher recurrence risk, an observation later explained by 

Falconer’s threshold liability model in which the trait class with smaller incidence is so 

because of its higher mean liability (Falconer et al. 1965). Under this scenario, females 

require a higher liability (a measure of both susceptibility and exposure) to become 
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affected with autism than do males. Consequently, by focusing on the known rarer 

classes: female gender, high severity and multiplex cases for autism, we can identify 

individuals with a higher genetic burden.  Moreover, we can further increase the genetic 

load by considering affected individuals who have all three features. 

             We hypothesize that these genetically loaded families have the highest frequency 

of severe coding (cds) mutations as opposed to hypomorphic missense changes or non-

coding mutations.  This prediction is buttressed by our own molecular genetic studies on 

Hirschsprung disease (HSCR), a rare (~ 1/5,000 livebirths) neurodevelopment disorder of 

the enteric nervous system with a sex ratio of 4 in favor of males.  Thus, HSCR has 

genetic features similar to severe autism. We have demonstrated that HSCR is a 

multifactorial disorder, and that gender, severity (gut length affected) and familiality are 

the major risk factors (Badner et al. 1990).  Although more than 15 genes for HSCR have 

been identified, analogous to autism by studies of severe and syndromic cases, the major 

gene encodes the receptor tyrosine kinase RET and harbors numerous rare loss-of-

function cds mutations and one common (25%) hypomorphic non-coding enhancer 

mutation (Emison et al. 2005, Emison et al. 2010).  We recently examined the 

distribution of coding versus non-coding mutations in 174 HSCR patients according to its 

three major risk factors: we estimated the proportion of patients that had damaging 

coding versus enhancer variants (red vs. blue, Figure 1) conditional on their having 3, 2, 

1 or 0 risk factors, where the higher risk categories (based on their respective lower 

frequencies) were female gender, long segment or total colonic aganglionosis, and 

multiplex family. The results show that the rarer risk factors are associated with a higher 

proportion of detected mutations and more coding than enhancer mutations: the highest 
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risk class had 94% detected mutations of which ~50% were cds; the lowest risk class has 

71% detected mutations of which ~3% were cds. To account for these results, coding 

mutations must incur higher risk than non-coding ones, as also reflected by their 

respective penetrance values (Emison et al. 2005, Emison et al. 2010). Sex differences in 

disease are not exclusive to autism or HSCR; thus, we expect these features to be general 

(Ober et al. 2008).  

In autism, therefore, genetic analyses should also focus on the least frequent but 

highest risk classes, which are, female sex, severe autism (ADI-R+ and ADOS+), and 

multiplex family, families called FEMFs, since they are likely to have the highest coding 

Figure 1: % of cases of Hirschsprung disease with damaging coding mutation in 
different risk classes characterized by gender, segment length, and familiality. 
(*Risk=3 vs. Risk=0 for cases with Damaging Coding Mutations: p = 0.0001; * 
Risk=3 vs. Risk=0 for enhancer allele: p = 0.0038). The risk classes are 3,2,1,0 and 
comprise 13,46,60,55 patients. 
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mutational burden. Since female incidence of autism is 0.0016, <10% of autism families 

are multiplex and <10% are severe, FEMFs have a crude incidence of <1.6x10-5: in other 

words, autism FEMFs represent a rare disorder and are more likely to harbor deleterious 

coding variants. In this study, we focused gene discovery using the exomes of 13 

unrelated affected females from FEMFs in the Autism Genetic Resource Exchange 

(AGRE) (Geschwind et al. 2001) and the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) 

collections (www.nimhgenetics.org) to identify 18 genes that are enriched for deleterious 

variants as compared to controls.  At least 4 of these genes are of interest to autism 

etiology, including CYFIP1, DLG1, PLXNA3, and CTNND2, but here we present the 

results of extensive genetic and functional analyses of one exemplar, delta-2 catenin: 

CTNND2. We demonstrate that, (1) CTNND2 harbors a statistical excess of deleterious 

loss-of-function variants (missense substitutions and copy number variants); (2) these 

variants demonstrate gastrulation defects in vivo in zebrafish embryos and reduction in 

dendritic spine numbers in vitro in transient cultures of rat hippocampal neurons; (3) 

expression of CTNND2 is highest in the fetal brain and is highly correlated with a number 

of other autism genes in the brain, in particular MECP2, RAI1, SHANK2, TSC1, 

SHANK1, AUTS2, CDKL5, and NRCAM; and, (4) genes highly correlated with delta 

catenin are enriched for those involved in chromatin and histone modification, as well as 

in dendritic morphogenesis, implying that genetic defects in even a few genes may have 

broad cellular effects.  An established knock-out mouse for this gene is able to survive in 

the homozygous state but exhibits learning deficits and defects in hippocampal functions 

supporting its role in cognition (Israely et al. 2004). Additional data in the literature point 

to CTNND2’s involvement in excitatory synaptic activity and regulation of dendritic 
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spines (Arikkath et al. 2009) as well as its ability to regulate beta catenin within neurons 

(Bareiss et al. 2010), results that are consistent with recent findings of de novo mutations 

enriched in pathways regulating beta catenin (O'Roak et al. 2012).  Consequently, loss-

of-function of delta-2 catenin is likely rate-limiting for dendritic morphogenesis and thus 

is one critical component of autism that is non-protective even in females. 

RESULTS 

Exome sequencing of 13 Females with Autism Identifies Novel Candidate Genes 

 We sequenced 13 unrelated, females with autism from FEMFs (highest risk, 

Figure 2A); 12 from families with 2 affected females and 1 from a family where there 

was 1 affected girl and 1 affected boy with a focus on high impact alleles enriched in 

these females (Table 1, Figure 2B). Our focus in these families was to examine 

individuals who met diagnostic criteria of autism by both ADI-R and ADOS. Prior to 

exome sequencing, the coding regions of MECP2 were sequenced in each of these 

individuals to rule out potential Rett Syndrome; each individual was negative for 

mutations in the MECP2 coding regions.  
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Individual 
ID 

ADOS 
Severity Score 

Comments 

AU004104 High (8) None 

AU012803 Moderate (6) 
Affected sibling has a GRID1 

deletion 

AU023604 Moderate (6) none 

AU028504 High (9) 
Affected sister has 

duplication in NLGN1 gene 

AU044004 High (9) none 

AU035604 High (10) none 

AU057503 High (8) none 

AU048703 Moderate (6) Duplication 12p11.1 

AU1033301 High (8) 
Affected sibling has a 2p24.3 

duplication 

AU1043301 Moderate (7) none 

AU1391302 Moderate (6) none 

AU1462302 Moderate (6) none 

AU0154303 Moderate (6) 16p11.2 deletion 

 

Table 1: Details of 13 autism exomes from this study. 

 Exome sequencing of 10 of the autism exomes and 1 HapMap sample (NA18507) 

was performed using the Agilent 38 Mb capture followed by sequencing on the SOLiD 

3+ and 4 technologies. The remaining 3 autism exomes were captured using the TruSeq 

62 Mb exome capture and followed by sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq. These 13 

autism exomes, 71 European female samples (53 CEU, 18 GBR), 1 YRI male 
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(NA18507), and 1 LWK male (NA19020) from the 1000 Genomes project were 

processed through the same computational pipeline (Supplementary Figure 1A). After 

variant calling (Supplementary Figure 1B, 1C) and quality checks (Supplementary Figure 

2) in the autism exomes and the 1000 Genomes European female exomes (n=84; 71 

European, 13 autism ), we annotated observed variants using the software Annovar and 

custom scripts to identify 37,424 non-synonymous, 486 stop gain, 32 stop loss, 35,549 

Threshold!

A. 

B. 

enhancer!

gene!

Female Mutation (altered or non-functional protein product)!
Male Mutation (altered expression)!

Figure 2: Model for Multifactorial Disorder with Sex-Specific Differences. (A) 
Sex-specific liability distributions in autism under a multifactorial model of 
inheritance with a fixed threshold of affection. (B) Model of mutations in autism 
with consideration of the difference in sex affection. 
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synonymous, and 273 splicing variants. Next, we focused on sequence variants of interest 

(VOI), namely missense variants absent in public databases (dbSNP129 and 1000 

Genomes low pass sequencing data) but conserved to zebrafish, nonsense, and splice 

sites. This led to 3,090 VOI in the combined European+Autism dataset residing in 2,516 

genes with 447 of these genes having 2 or more VOI: of these, the 13 autism exomes 

harbored 2+ VOI in 24 genes. To assess the statistical significance of this finding, we 

performed random sampling of 13 exomes from the entire autism and European female 

exomes to demonstrate that 18 of 24 autism genes were never encountered in 10,000 

samplings (Table 2). Details of these 18 genes and their functional annotations are 

Figure 3: RNAseq expression data from the developing human brain 
(www.brainspan.org). This shows expression values -log2(RPKM) for developing 
timepoints (8 post-conceptional weeks to 40 years of age) in the human brain. Navy 
is lowest expressing and dark red is highest expressing. Controls for highly 
expression, low to no expression, and known autism genes are GAPDH, CFTR, and 
MECP2, respectively. The 18 exome genes are shown in alphabetical order. 
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provided in Supplementary Table 1. By searching for their tissue expression profiles and 

analysis of interactions using the software DAVID we identified four interesting 

candidates for extensive followup: CYFIP1, DLG1, PLXNA3, and CTNND2. Additional 

literature searches and in particular the indication of chromosome 5p in a previous 

genome-wide association study (Weiss et al. 2009) led us to choose CTNND2, for further 

analysis.  

Gene Autism VOI Location 

Shows Up in 
1000 Genomes 

Permutation 
Test (n=10,000) 

Amino Acid Change 

ABP1 
chr7:150554114 

No 
D186N 

chr7:150554150 R198C 

ATP11A 
chr13:113479844 

No 
D325N 

chr13:113490544 V562I 

CPSF1 
chr8:145622795 

Yes (19.9%) 
R764S 

chr8:145620661 V1029L 

CTNND2 
chr5:11159710 

No 
R713C 

chr5:11732322 G34S 

CYFIP1 
chr15:22963816 

No 
Y777C 

chr15:22993121 A1003V 

DLG1 
chr3:196857493 

No 
A357V 

chr3:196867023 D234G 

DNAH2 
chr17:7637815 

Yes (33.8%) 
I256T 

chr17:7684083 D1996N 

DOPEY2 
chr21:37595570 

Yes (9.9%) 
T431M 

chr21:37605264 Y838C 

ENO1 
chr1:8927268 

No 
V25I 

chr1:8934909 V20G 

INADL 
chr1:62235069 

Yes, (3.0%) 
V167I 

chr1:62253583 P336H 

ITGB5 
chr3:124492639 

No 
R605H 

chr3:124560376 V212I 

MEP1A 
chr6:46794111 

No 
D267Y 

chr6:46801214 D516E 
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MIPEP 
chr13:24334281 

No 
A642T 

chr13:24334299 L636V 

MYO1A 
chr12:57424918 

No 
S797F 

chr12:57440335 splice 

MYOF 
chr10:95132767 

No 
A780T 

chr10:95155953 G455R 

PARPBP 
chr12:102569379 

No 
K314X 

chr12:102569446 splice 

PLXNA3 
chrX:153689587 

No 
T248M 

chrX:153693126 P653L 

POLE 
chr12:133240613 

Yes (37.4%) 
A895T 

chr12:133201562 G2226R 

SIAE 
chr11:124508547 

No 
F404S 

chr11:124519579 G220R 

TAT 
chr16:71604209 

No 
P335L 

chr16:71604236 A326V 

THBS4 
chr5:79355631 

No 
R297Q 

chr5:79378940 Q954H 

TMF1 
chr3:69077140 

Yes (3.4%) 
L890V 

chr3:69096972 L295P 

ZBTB39 
chr12:57396712 

No 
T664A 

chr12:57396912 Q597R 

ZNF192 
chr6:28121666 

No 
H536Q 

chr6:28121683 G542E 
 

Table2: Table of genes showing up in the autism exomes with 2+ VOI 

CTNND2  

CTNND2 harbored two deleterious VOI, namely G34S and R713C 

(Supplementary Figure 3A, 3B).  By searching public databases (1000 Genomes high 

pass data 

(1000G.2012.03/ALL.chr5.phase1_release_v3.20101123.snps_indels_svs.genotypes.vcf.

gz downloaded April 2012), the Exome Variant Server (EVS, accessed at 

http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/ on April 2012), and the Complete Genomics 69 
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Genome panel (69Genomes-listvar_snp.vcf, accessed August 2011) we identified the 

G34S variant in one Luhyan sample (NA19020 from Complete Genomics and 1000 

Genomes; see also Supplementary Figure 3C) and in two African-American samples in 

EVS; the R713C variant was not identified elsewhere.  

To estimate their frequency, we developed TaqMan genotyping assays and 

screened 10,782 samples. The only individuals who contained the variant G34S allele 

were the mother and daughter from the original FEMF exome (03C16092 and 

03C16094), NA19020 (see above), and a Simons Simplex Collection affected female and 

her mother (SSC02696 and SSC03276). For the R713C variant, only samples 03C16191 

and 03C16192 were heterozygous for the variant.  Given the finding of G34S as a rare 

allele in African ancestry, we tested whether the autism individual had African ancestry 

as well. We used available genotype data for NA19020 (OMNI-2.5M), 03C16092 

(Affymetrix 5.0), 03C16094 (Affymetrix 5.0), SSC02696 (1MDuo) and SSC03276 

(1MDuo), for principal components analysis (PCA) using the Eigenstrat software and 

reference population genotype data from the OMNI-2.5M arrays for the CEU, CHB/JPT, 

and YRI populations (1000 Genomes data). This analysis revealed clustering of the 

autism samples with the CEU population and the Luhyan sample clustering with the YRI 

population consistent with previous information about these individuals (Supplementary 

Figure 5).  Thus, G34S likely arose as an independent allele in the ancestors of the autism 

case. 

To identify other CTNND2 variants in autism we first searched exome sequence 

data from 170 probands from the SSC and observed 1 missense change (Q507P) in a 

male with autism.  Second, we used next-generation sequencing, followed by Sanger 
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validation, to study CTNND2 in 362 additional females (300 independent probands) with 

autism (from AGRE and NIMH)  Consequently, we identified a total of 7 CTNND2 

variants in these females (G34S, P189L, P224L, G275C, R454H, R713C, T862M) of 

which 4 were conserved to zebrafish (Table 3, Figure 4A). An identical analysis of the 

379 European samples from the 1000 Genomes file yielded 3 variants after Sanger 

validation (R330H, D465N, and A482T) only 1 of which was conserved to zebrafish 

(autism alleles vs. 1000 Genomes p=3.22x10-3, autism alleles vs. EVS p=7.8x10-4).    

Variant 
Amino 
Acid 

Change 
EVS (MAF) 

Conserved to 
Zebrafish 
(UCSC) 

phyloP 

chr5:11098739 
G/A 

T862M - Yes (7/7) 4.77 

chr5:11159710 
G/A 

R713C - Yes (7/7) 4.35 

chr5:11346592 
T/G 

Q507P 
Yes (4.4x10-4, 

EA) 
Yes (7/7) 4.83 

chr5:11364819 
C/T 

R454H - No (6/7) 4.24 

chr5:11385131 
C/A 

G275C - Yes (7/7) 4.21 

chr5:11385283 
G/A 

P224L - No (6/7) 1.29 

chr5:11397189 
G/A 

P189L 
Yes (2.3x10-4, 

AA) 
No (6/7) 2.81 

chr5:11732322 
C/T 

G34S 
Yes (1.9x10-4, 

AA) 
Yes (7/7) 3.68 

Table 3: Details of the validated, missense variants found in autism individuals. 
 
 
 To examine potential effects of the 5 high-impact variants on gene function we 

first did a literature search and bioinformatics analysis. Due to the nature of the G34S 

change we checked if it could be phosphorylated as it is a serine residue and found that it 

likely is by in silico testing with KinasePhos2.0 (Supplementary Table 12). R713C and 

T862M most likely interrupt protein-protein binding due to their presence in the 
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armadillo domains. Known interactors of these domains of CTNND2 are the cadherins, β-

catenin, presinilin I and sphingosine kinase. The other two variants G275C and Q507P 

are enigmatic as to how they may disrupt CTNND2 function. 

 We also assessed the frequency of copy number variants (CNVs) within 

CTNND2. First, we identified  6 deletions and 1 duplication in the autism literature in 

CTNND2 (Harvard et al. 2005, Marshall et al. 2008, Qiao et al. 2009, Sanders et al. 2011, 

Gai et al. 2012, He et al. 2012). Second, we identified 2 more deletions and a duplication 

from the ISCA project and the Baylor College of Medicine clinical cytogenetics 

laboratory. Third, by searching the AGRE database we identified 15 CNVs of which 4 

deletions experimentally validated (2 found in a previous study), by our utilization of 

TaqMan copy number assays (Supplementary Figure 10, Supplementary table 8,9). 

Therefore, overall, we found 12 CNV events (10 deletions and 2 duplications) in patients, 

7 of which overlapped one or more exon of CTNND2 (Figure 4B, Table 4). As a control 

set, we utilized the Database of Genomic Variants (DGV, downloaded from UCSC 

genome browser June 2012) to identify other CNVs in non-patient samples; we identified 

33 variants with only 2 overlapping one or more exon of CTNND2 (p=5x10-4). These 

results suggest that autism in these rare patients results from loss of CTNND2 function. 
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Genomic Coordinates (hg19) / 
size (kb) 

CNV Type Inheritance Additional CommentsReference 

chr5:9812613-11247741 / 1,435 deletion de novo 
Male with a variant Cri du Chat 

phenotype in addition to autism. Overlaps 
at least 1 exon.A 

chr5:28949-13829933 / 13,800 deletion de novo 
Female with autism. Overlaps at least 1 

exon.B 

chr5:9281790-11685791 / 2,404 deletion de novo 
Male with autism. Overlaps at least 1 

exon.C 

chr5:11403359-11491117 / 88 deletion de novo 
Male with autism. Overlaps at least 1 

exon.D 
chr5:11644505-11720017 / 76 deletion maternal Male with autism (AU1178301)E 
chr5:11421801-11461920 / 40 deletion maternal Female with autism (AU051503)E 
chr5:11746519-11769519 / 23 duplication de novo Female with autismF 

chr5:11364166-11465592 / 101 deletion not available Developmental delay. Overlaps at least 1 
exon. 

chr5:11690314-11885911 / 196 deletion not available Cognitive impairment, moody, mother 
has bipolar. Overlaps at least 1 exon. 

chr5:11815192-12311029 / 496 duplication maternal neuro-psychiatric disorders on maternal 
side. Overlaps at least 1 exon. 

chr5:11719441-11725574 / 6 deletion maternal Female with autism (AU075604) 
chr5:11416942-11459318 / 42 deletion paternal Male with autism (AU066818) 

Table 4: Final table of CNVs in CTNND2. References: (A) Harvard et al. 2005, (B) 
Marshall et al. 2008, (C) Qiao et al. 2009, (D) Sanders et al. 2011, (E) Gai et al. 2012, (F) 
He et al. 2012 
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CTNND2 has a number of recognized paralogs,. We generated protein sequence 

alignments using ClustalW (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/) and its orthologs 
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(chimp, gibbon, cow, mouse, dog, zebrafish) and paralogs (CTNND1, ARVCF, PKP1, 

PKP2, PKP3, and PKP4) (Supplementary table 10,11, Supplementary Figure 11). We 

found that CTNND2 is most closely related to PKP4, as noted earlier (Carnahan et al. 

2010), and, moreover, that the 2 zebrafish delta catenins were about as divergent from 

each other (18.3%) as they are from human (19.9%, 20.7%). Consequently, subsequent 

studies of function in the zebrafish required the consideration of knocking-down both 

versions of this gene for functional inference (Supplementary Table 10). We first profiled 

the expression of the two paralogs within zebrafish by PCR for a portion of each 

transcript in cDNA libraries at the 50% epiboly, 75% epiboly, bud, 13 somite, 24 hour 

post fertilization, and 3 day stages. We found that ctnnd2b was expressed at all stages of 

development profiled but ctnnd2a was only expressed at the 3 day stage. For this reason, 

in our study of impact on gastrulation we only focused on ctnnd2b. 

Function of CTNND2 and Effect of Autism Variants on Function 

To assess whether the non-synonymous CTNND2 variants have an effect at the 

organism level we used an in vivo zebrafish complementation assay. For this assay we 

examined all 8 single nucleotide variants (G34S, P189L, P224L, G275C, R454H, Q507P, 

R713C, T862M) in CTNND2, not just the high impact ones, and also 4 variants found in 

control HapMap and 1000 Genomes individuals (R330H, D465N, A482T, G810R).  

First, we identified a single validated ortholog (expressed at our timepoint of interest) of 

CTNND2 in the zebrafish genome. Using a splice-blocking morpholino (MO) targeting 

zebrafish ctnnd2b, we injected 1-8 cell stage embryos (N= 50-180) and analyzed live 

embryos at the 8-10 somite stage. Masked scoring revealed gastrulation phenotypes 

consistent with abnormal Wnt signaling that included shortened body axes, flattened 
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somites, and broad and kinked notochords in morphant embryos (Figure 5A).  The 

specificity of the morpholino reagent was tested by co-injection of wild-type human 

CTNND2 mRNA and significant (P<0.001) rescue was observed (Figure 5B). Affected 

embryos were scored using objective graded phenotypes dependent on severity (Class I 

and II; Figure 5A). To investigate the pathogenic potential of all CTNND2 variants, we 

used the in vivo gastrulation defect as the phenotypic readout. Injection cocktails 
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Figure 5: Functional Modeling of CTNND2 in zebrafish. (A) Lateral and dorsal views 
of Class I and Class II ctnnd2 morphants (2 ng morpholino) at the 8-10 somite stage 
reveal defective gastrulation movements. (B) Quantification of gastrulation phenotype in 
control, morpholino, and rescue constructs: wild type, autism variants (G34S, P189L, 
P224L, G275C, R454H, Q507P, R713C, T862), and control variants (R330H, D465N, 
A482T, G810R) 
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containing MO and mutant human CTNND2 variants were injected and compared to the 

rescue condition of wild-type human CTNND2. We observed that ~65% of the mutant 

variants (p.G34S, p.P189L, p.P224L, p.R454H, and p.Q507P) were significantly better 

than morpholino alone (P < 0.001), but were significantly worse than wild-type rescue (P 

< 0.001) indicating that these alleles are likely hypomorphic (Figure 6B). We also 

observed one variant (p.R713C) that scored as functionally null (not significantly better 

than MO alone) and two benign alleles (significantly better than morpholino alone and 

similar to wild-type rescue; R454H and T862M). We also tested 4 variants (p.R330H, 

p.D465N, p.A485T, p.G810R) that were found in our HapMap/1000 Genomes controls 

and scored each condition as benign raising our confidence in the specificity and 

sensitivity of our assay. To preclude the possibility of mRNA toxicity and investigate the 

role of hypermorphic or dominant negative variants, we injected mutant mRNA 

corresponding to all alleles and observed no significant difference (P<0.05) in 

gastrulation phenotypes, relative to wildtype mRNA alone and control embryos (Figure 

5C). 
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We next tested the impact of the major CTNND2 sequence variants on dendritic 

spine morphology in rat hippocampal neurons as a cell type specific assay. Dendritic 

spines have been found to be dysregulated in a number of neuro-psychiatric disorders 
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(Penzes et al. 2010) and the correction of defects in the FMR1 knock-out mouse using a 

PAK inhibitor is concordant with correction of the Fragile X like phenotypes seen in the 

mice (Dolan et al. 2013). In this assay, rat hippocampal neurons were dissected out at 

embryonic day18 (E18). At day in vitro 8 (DIV8) they were transfected with a GFP 

construct containing either GFP only, GFP fused to wild type CTNND2, or GFP fused to 

a variant containing CTNND2 and additionally dsRed, which was used as a morphology 

marker. At DIV15 they were fixed and then they were imaged on a confocal microscope 

and analyzed in ImageJ for dendritic spine counts. On average (per 100 µm), GFP alone 

had 7.66 ± 2.31 spines, wild type CTNND2 had significantly more at 10.00 ± 3.32, G34S 

had significantly less than GFP and wild type at 4.48 ± 1.86, R713C had about the same 

as GFP but significantly less than wild type at 6.33 ±  2.59, while A482T had a number 

not significantly different from wild type at 8.64 ± 3.71. Thus, overexpression of wild 

type CTNND2 can increase the number of dendritic spines, consistent with previous 

studies (Kim et al. 2008). The first autism mutation, G34S, which was predicted to create 

a new phosphorylation site, has a very low spine count and is significantly lower than 

both the overexpressing GFP background and the overexpressing wild type. This 

indicates that it is likely a dominant-negative, somehow impairing the function of 

endogenous wild type delta catenin. The second autism mutation, R713C, is not 

significantly different from the overexpressing GFP background but is significantly 

different than the overexpressing wild type and is, therefore, a loss of function variant. 

Lastly, the polymorphism identified in the 1000 Genomes individual is not significantly 

different from either overexpressing GFP background or overexpressing wild type and is 

most probably a subtle loss of function variant (Figure 6, Supplementary Table 13,14).  
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CTNND2 Expression Analysis within the Developing Human Brain 

For an overall view of delta catenin expression we tested mRNA levels in 16 adult 

and 8 fetal human tissues (adult: heart, brain, placenta, lung, liver, skeletal muscle, 

kidney, pancreas, spleen, thymus, prostate, testis, ovary, small intestine, colon, 

leukocytes; fetal: brain, lung, liver, kidney, heart, spleen, thymus, skeletal muscle). The 

highest expressing tissue is the fetal brain at approximately 20x higher than adult brain 

and the highest adult tissue is the pancreas at 6x the adult brain (Figure 7). Since the 

highest expression levels are in the brain we performed additional expression analyses 

using the Allen Brain Atlas. 

We used the Allen Brain Atlas Developing Human Brain microarray data from 28 
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Figure 7: Expression of CTNND2 in various fetal and adult tissues. Shown as fold 
difference relative to the adult brain. 
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timepoints between 8 post-conception weeks (pcw) to 40 years as well as from 28 

different brain regions, based on availability. We restricted our analysis to the Affymetrix 

Human Exon 1.0 ST array data normalized to 17,630 genes. Linear regression was 

performed on age plus brain regions and the residuals used for estimating Pearson 

correlations between each gene in the array and CTNND2. We considered genes as 

correlated whenever the absolute value exceeded 0.3 (Bonferonni corrected p-value of 

2.84x10-6). First, we performed pathway analysis (Table 5) to find that the positively 

correlated genes were highly enriched for biological processes (cell morphogenesis, 

chromatin modification, neuron development, and neuron projection formation), cellular 

components (cytoskeleton, cell junction, and neuron projection), and molecular functions 

(GTPase regulatory activity). This analysis informs us about the processes delta catenin 

and its coexpressed genes are involved in. The involvement of delta catenin in neuron 

morphogenesis has been appreciated for some time, in particular with regards to dendrite 

and dendritic spine morphogenesis. Its role in chromatin modification is, however, novel. 

The closest known function of delta catenin would be based on its binding to ZBTB33 

(Rodova et al. 2004), a gene regulating transcription and potentially Wnt pathway genes 

(Kim et al. 2004). In addition, one study has proposed a role for delta catenin in the 

nucleus by immunocytochemistry and a microarray analysis of delta catenin 

overexpression in the SH SY5Y cell line resulting in 9 genes with >3-fold upregulation 

(IFI16, CDH11, LCP1, SOX11, SPARC, FN1, RNASEL, PTGER4, PCDHB2) and 22 

genes with >3 fold downregulation (FUT9, ODZ1, BCHE, HAS2, MEOX2, SPOCK3, 

PTPRZ1, CA2, STC1, NEFL, AMBN, PCDH10, MGST1, GTSF1, PCDH11X, COL3A1, 

DDR2, EDNRB, SLITRK5, GALNT13, DOK6, EFS) (Koutras et al. 2011).  Its 
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involvement in actin dynamics and in GTPase regulatory activity has been previously 

shown by its involvement with Rho (Abu-Elneel et al 2008) and Rac1 (Wang et al. 2011) 

Second, we identified potential transcription factors that may regulate CTNND2, the most 

promising of which is PAX6 (Zhang et al. 2010). Interestingly, a Pax6 mutant rat has 

been tested as an autism model and does show some autism-related features (Umeda et al. 

2010). In addition, a few studies have identified genetic variation in individuals with 

autism, which result in disruption of PAX6 (Davis et al. 2008, Maekawa et al. 2009, 

Shinawi et al. 2011, Xu et al. 2008). Other transcription factors identified as relevant 

based on their positive correlation with CTNND2 and suspected in autism include CHOP, 

p53, STAT3, MEF2, EN1, ELK1, and AP1 (Araghi-Niknam & Fatemi, 2003; Di Nardo 

et al. 2009; Fatemi & Halt 2001; Flattem & Blakely 2000; Flavell et al. 2008; Haas-

Kogan & Stokoe 2008; Hsiao & Patterson  2011; Johnson, 2001; Kita et al. 2003; 

Kuemerle et al. 2007; Li et al. 2008; MartÃnez-NoÃ«l et al. 2012; Onda et al. 2002; 

Parker-Athill et al. 2009; Pfeiffer et al. 2010; Sheikh et al. 2010; Watanabe et al. 2004). 

Third, the negatively correlated genes were enriched for those involved in biological 

processes (cell cycle, mitosis, DNA replication, nuclear division), cellular component 

(chromosome, centromere, chromatin, microtubule organizing center), and molecular 

function (nucleoside/nucleotide binding). These functions are quite intuitive when 

considering a cell undergoing mitosis is not making neuronal projections. The only 2 

transcription factors enriched in the negatively correlated dataset are EVI1 and OCT1.  
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DAVID analysis Positively correlated with CTNND2 Negatively correlated with CTNND2 
GOTERM: biological process GO:0000902~cell morphogenesis, 

GO:0000904~cell morphogenesis 
involved in differentiation, 
GO:0016568~chromatin 
modification, GO:0030030~cell 
projection organization, 
GO:0030182~neuron 
differentiation, 
GO:0031175~neuron projection 
development, 
GO:0032989~cellular component 
morphogenesis, GO:0032990~cell 
part morphogenesis, 
GO:0048666~neuron 
development, GO:0048667~cell 
morphogenesis involved in neuron 
differentiation, 
GO:0048812~neuron projection 
morphogenesis, GO:0048858~cell 
projection morphogenesis 

GO:0000087~M phase of mitotic 
cell cycle, GO:0000278~mitotic cell 
cycle, GO:0000279~M phase, 
GO:0000280~nuclear division, 
GO:0006259~DNA metabolic 
process, GO:0006260~DNA 
replication, GO:0006281~DNA 
repair, GO:0006323~DNA 
packaging, GO:0006974~response 
to DNA damage stimulus, 
GO:0007017~microtubule-based 
process, GO:0007049~cell cycle, 
GO:0007067~mitosis, 
GO:0022402~cell cycle process, 
GO:0022403~cell cycle phase, 
GO:0033554~cellular response to 
stress, GO:0034621~cellular 
macromolecular complex subunit 
organization, GO:0034622~cellular 
macromolecular complex assembly, 
GO:0043933~macromolecular 
complex subunit organization, 
GO:0048285~organelle fission, 
GO:0051276~chromosome 
organization, GO:0051301~cell 
division, GO:0051726~regulation of 
cell cycle, 
GO:0065003~macromolecular 
complex assembly 

GOTERM: cellular 
compartment 

GO:0005856~cytoskeleton, 
GO:0030054~cell junction, 
GO:0042995~cell projection, 
GO:0043005~neuron projection, 
GO:0043228~non-membrane-
bounded organelle, 
GO:0043232~intracellular non-
membrane-bounded organelle 

GO:0000775~chromosome, 
centromeric region, 
GO:0000785~chromatin, 
GO:0000793~condensed 
chromosome, 
GO:0005654~nucleoplasm, 
GO:0005694~chromosome, 
GO:0005815~microtubule 
organizing center, 
GO:0005819~spindle, 
GO:0005856~cytoskeleton, 
GO:0015630~microtubule 
cytoskeleton, 
GO:0031974~membrane-enclosed 
lumen, GO:0031981~nuclear 
lumen, GO:0043228~non-
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membrane-bounded organelle, 
GO:0043232~intracellular non-
membrane-bounded organelle, 
GO:0043233~organelle lumen, 
GO:0044427~chromosomal part, 
GO:0044430~cytoskeletal part, 
GO:0070013~intracellular organelle 
lumen 

GOTERM: molecular function GO:0005083~small GTPase 
regulator activity, 
GO:0030695~GTPase regulator 
activity, GO:0060589~nucleoside-
triphosphatase regulator activity 

GO:0001882~nucleoside binding, 
GO:0005524~ATP binding, 
GO:0032559~adenyl ribonucleotide 
binding 

UCSC transcription factor 
binding sites 

AHRARNT, AML1, AP1, AP2REP, 
AP4, AREB6, ARNT, ATF6, 
BACH1, BRACH, CDP, CDPCR3, 
CEBP, CEBPB, CHOP, COMP1, 
E2F, E47, ELK1, EN1, ER, EVI1, 
FAC1, FOXJ2, FOXO4, GATA1, 
GCNF, GR, HAND1E47, HEN1, 
HMX1, HNF4, HOX13, HTF, 
LMO2COM, LUN1, MEF2, MEIS1, 
MRF2, MYCMAX, MYOD, 
MYOGNF1, MZF1, NFKB, 
NKX25, NRSF, OCT1, OLF1, P53, 
PAX2, PAX4, PAX5, PAX6, PBX1, 
PPARA, PPARG, RFX1, ROAZ, 
RORA2, RP58, SEF1, SREBP1, SRF, 
STAT3, STAT5A, TAL1BETAITF2, 
TAXCREB, TCF11, TCF11MAFG, 
USF, XBP1, YY1, ZID 

EVI1, OCT1 

Table 5: This table shows the autism, autism candidate, and intellectual disability 
genes that are positively or negatively correlated in expression with CTNND2. 
 

Third, we searched the highly correlated genes for factors that have previously 

been implicated in autism (Pinto et al. 2010 and SFARI gene list 

(https://gene.sfari.org/autdb/ )) as well as in intellectual disability (Table 6). Our analysis 

focused on autism genes in the SFARI database of which 61 and 10 were significantly 

positively and negatively correlated in expression with CTNND2, respectively. Next, we 

plotted the correlations between all 71 CTNND2 significantly correlated genes (Figure 
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8A). The ten negatively correlated genes cluster well together in the plot and the 

positively correlated genes do as well. However, the positively correlated set itself also 

contains a very intense correlation of a subset of these genes including ANKRD11, 

HUWE1, CREBBP, EP400, MECP2, NSD1, EP300, HCFC1, RERE, CTNND2, 

CACNA1B, RAI1, SMG6, ANK3, CMIP, DAGLA, MED12, POGZ, HERC2, TSC1, ZNF8, 

GRIN2B, KLC2, AND AUTS2. To reveal the function of the 61 positively correlated 

genes we performed pathway enrichment of these genes (including CTNND2) using 

genemania (genemania.org) (Figure 8B) and found enrichment of genes involved in 

dendrite morphogenesis (p-value = 2.96x10-3; PDLIM5, MAP2, SHANK1, CDKL5, 

DLG4) as well as an intriguing finding of genes involved in chromatin modification (p-

value = 2.96x10-3 ; HDAC3, HUWE1, CREBBP, EP300, YEATS2, EP400, ATXN7, 

HCFC1, ARID1B, NSD1). Other enriched categories were tightly linked to these two.  
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Gene Category Positively Correlated with 
CTNND2 

Negatively Correlated with 
CTNND2 

AutismGenes Queried from Pinto et al. 

2010 List 
NSD1, TSC1, CREBBP, RAI1, 
CDKL5, FGD1, MECP2 

AHI1, ADSL 

Autism Candidate Genes 

Queried from Pinto et al. 2010 List 
PAPPA2, ASTN1, AGAP1, 
AUTS2, NRCAM, DPP6, 
ASTN2, SHANK2, ANKRD11, 
BZRAP1, SHANK1 

None 

Intellectual Disability Genes 

Queried from Pinto et al. 2010 List 
MBD5, VLDLR, EP300, 
HUWE1, DLG3, MED12, 
ZMYM3, GRIA3, ZDHHC9, 
L1CAM 

ASPM, TMEM67, FANCB, 
AP1S2, GK, MAGT1, PGK1, 
PLP1 

AutismGenes Queried from SFARI 

Gene Database 
TSC1, SYT3, PDE1C, 
RPS6KA2, CBS, DPP6, NFIA, 
RAI1, HERC2, MAP2, THRA, 
FEZF2, ZNF827, LRRC7, 
EML1, DLG4, DAGLA, SDK1, 
FGD1, SNX19, ASTN2, 
ZNF8, KLC2, PPP1R1B, 
MBD5, ANK3, SHANK1, 
SHANK2, APC, ARID1B, 
GPR37, SATB2, EP300, BIN1, 
CDKL5, SOX5, SLC24A2, 
BZRAP1, KIF5C, NSD1, 
NRCAM, YEATS2, SMG6, 
ATXN7, CACNA1B, SBF1, 
CTTNBP2, CREBBP, POGZ, 
MED12, EP400, ANKRD11, 
HCFC1, CACNA1H, GRIN2B, 
RERE, CMIP, MECP2, 
HUWE1, AUTS2, ADCY5 

ADSL, POT1, BRCA2, GAS2, 
DIAPH3, SLC25A24, 
C3orf58, AHI1, FBXO33, 
GLO1 

Table 6: Table of positively and negatively correlated genes and the results of 
DAVID analysis. 
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Figure 8: Analysis of autism and autism candidate genes highly correlated with 
CTNND2 in the developing human brain (A) Correlation plot of all genes highly, 
positively and negatively correlated with CTNND2 from the developing human brain 
microarray data (B) Pathway analysis of the positively correlated genes with delta 
catenin reveals signficiant enrichment of genes involved in chromatin modification 
and dendrite morphogenesis. 
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DISCUSSION 

 The studies presented here provide unequivocal evidence that delta-2 catenin 

(CTNND2) is involved in autism pathogenesis by virtue of the identification of 8 rare 

deleterious mutations (G34S, P189L, P224L, G275C, R454H, Q507P, R713C , T862M) 

and 12 copy number variants (10 deletions / 2 duplications) with a significant enrichment 

of CNVs overlapping exons (58.3% in our 12 CNVs versus 6.1% in a non-autism control; 

p=0.0005) in affected patients with autism. Coupled with functional analyses in zebrafish 

embryos and rat neuronal cells demonstrating loss-of-function of delta-2 catenin, 

evidence of high expression within the human developing and adult brain, and, its co-

expression in the brain with genes that are also involved in autism. It is likely that 

CTNND2 is a critical rate-limiting factor in neurogenesis since loss-of-function 

mutations within it are not protective in females, as other mutations are, but, indeed, are 

discovered in the severe affected females in this study.  The loss-of-function of CTNND2 

is consistent with a diversity of mutations across the CTNND2 protein, their occurrence 

in highly conserved residues (G34S, G275C, Q507P, R713C, T862M are conserved to 

zebrafish; the P224L non-conserved variant is within a poly-proline tract where src 

family kinases (like FYN) can bind to delta catenin) and the rarity to absence of these 

mutations in the general population. It is true that the G34S variant, identified in the most 

severe female autism patient we studied, is observed at low frequency (EVS minor allele 

frequency < 0.0002) in individuals with African ancestry; this suggests either low 

penetrance of the G34S variant and/or its inability to produce disease by itself.  The 

enrichment of autism in FEMFs does not argue for their Mendelian inheritance with full 

penetrance but the enrichment of detectable coding mutations, as we have demonstrated 
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(p-value = 7.8x10-4). Of the 4 identified in FEMFs the number of alleles in EVS of these 

specific variants is 5. 

 What is the total burden of CTNND2 variants in autism? Two additional 

investigations can answer this question. First, although we have identified 12 variants that 

are predicted to be deleterious (5 highly conserved SNVs and 7 CNVs overlapping 

exons) and 6 variants (G34S, P189L, P224L, G275C, Q507P, R713C) show loss-of-

function or a dominant-negative effect in functional studies we do not have efficient 

methods to detect all such variants in autism patients by bioinformatics analysis; 

consequently, we will need functional studies of a larger suite of variants to establish this 

frequency. Second, we do not know the distribution of CTNND2 deleterious alleles in 

male probands.  A similar sequence and functional analysis of such patients will be 

necessary to establish this rate.  Thus, the frequency of CTNND2 variants in autism can 

be considerable.   

Previous CNV studies have indeed suggested that CTNND2 might be involved in 

autism although the results were equivocal (Gai et al. 2012; Harvard et al. 2005; He et al. 

2012; Marshall et al. 2008; Qiao et al. 2009; Sanders et al. 2011). As in other non-

Mendelian disorders, delta catenin has been implicated in other diseases including Cri-

du-chat syndrome, arising from large 5p- deletions, where patients with increased 

intellectual disability are associated with CTNND2 deletions (Medina et al. 2000a), 

CTNND2 variants have also been implicated in schizophrenia (Vrijenhoek et al. 2008), 

high myopia (Li et al. 2011; Lu et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2012), cancer (Burger et al. 2002; 

Huang et al. 2006; Lu et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2011; T. Wang et al. 2009), and most 
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recently cortical cataracts and Alzheimer's disease (Jun et al. 2012).  If these findings are 

replicated then the protein may have a broader role than currently anticipated. 

What is CTNND2 and what are its possible roles that may explain the autism 

relationship? Delta catenin is a member of the plakoglobin/armadillo gene family with its 

highest homologies to PKP4, CTNND1, and ARVCF (Paffenholz & Franke, 1997). The 

armadillo domain is a key part of the protein that can bind cadherins (Lu et al. 1999), 

beta-catenin (Lu et al. 1999), presenilin 1 and 2 (Zhou et al. 1997), and sphingosine 

kinase (Fujita et al. 2004). The protein also harbors a coiled-coil domain, a polyproline 

tract at amino acids 219-224 where src receptor kinases can bind (Martinez et al. 2003), 

and a PDZ domain at the C-terminus of the protein, which can bind Discs, large homolog 

4 (Silverman et al. 2007) and erbin (Laura et al. 2002). These protein interaction studies 

suggest that delta catenin is important to actin dynamics within neurons thereby affecting 

the growth of neurons and dendrites as well as morphogenesis within other tissues (Lu et 

al. 1999; Martinez et al. 2003). In addition, delta catenin is a regulator of beta catenin 

within neurons (Bareiss et al. 2010) suggesting that it is important in Wnt signaling. Early 

biochemical studies showed that delta catenin has the capability to affect cellular 

morphology both in non-neuronal and neuronal cells; overexpression of delta catenin in 

3T3 cells and primary hippocampal neurons could induce branching of dendrite-like 

processes and enhance dendrite morphogenesis, respectively (Kim et al. 2002). 

Importantly, delta catenin itself can directly bind to actin (Kim et al. 2002) and cortactin 

(Martinez et al. 2003), and can act on the Rho family to induce filopidia within neurons 

(Abu-Elneel et al. 200 8). It has also been found that CTNND2 can increase the number 

of dendritic spines in neurons (Kim et al. 2008). Our in vitro findings of overexpression 
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of delta catenin affecting dendritic spines and in fact increasing their number is in 

accordance with these expectations. One possibility for the increase is a change in actin 

dynamics within the neurons such as has been found for mutations in the SHANK3 gene 

in autism (Durand et al. 2012). The realization that the FEMFs autism mutations can 

affect the level of these dendritic spines show a direct link to a molecular phenotype 

shown to be dysregulated in a number of neuropsychiatric disorders (Penzes et al. 2010).  

This last aspect provides a cellular phenotype that can be used to both model and study 

individual mutations. 

Our in vivo studies demonstrate defects in gastrulation in the zebrafish upon 

reduction of endogenous gene expression levels; gastrulation defects can occur because 

of dysregulation of the Wnt signaling pathway. The role of delta catenin in Wnt signaling 

is not fully understood at this time. Nevertheless, delta catenin can bind to ZBTB33, itself 

a regulator of genes involved in Wnt signaling (Kim et al. 2004), and regulate 

transcription (Rodova et al. 2004). Additionally, (Bareiss et al. 2010) GSK-3β, an 

important protein in Wnt signaling, forms a complex with delta catenin. When it is 

inhibited there are higher levels of both delta and beta catenin with overexpression of 

delta catenin promoting interaction of GSK-3β with beta catenin. Overall, delta catenin is 

important for ubiquitination and turnover of beta catenin in neuronal cells. The finding 

that gastrulation defects can be rescued by human mRNA for wild type CTNND2 but not 

with the autism mutations gives further support for the involvement of this gene in this 

disorder and implicates Wnt signaling which is in line with other autism genetic findings 

such as the beta catenin / chromatin network (O’Roak et al. 2013). 
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A previously published CTNND2 knock-out mouse (Israely et al. 2004) buttresses our 

claim that delta 2 catenin is involved in autism. The homozygotes are viable and the mice 

exhibit abnormal activity at the synapse, spatial learning, and fear conditioning (Israely et 

al. 2004). The mice have an increase in the density of dendritic spines (much like our in 

vitro studies) as well as the synapse and the PDZ domain is critical for the regulation of 

this density (Arikkath et al. 2009). At the molecular level, these mice have reduced levels 

of PSD-95, β-catenin associated with cadherin, and N-cadherin. PSD-95’s interaction 

with delta catenin was discovered as an important linkage to AMPA receptor binding 

protein and GRIP (Silverman et al. 2007). These findings signal the importance of this 

gene in cognition. Other independent animal studies have emphasized that Pax6 is an 

enriched transcription factor binding to the genes positively correlated with delta catenin. 

Also, a mouse model for PAX6 revealed it to be an important regulator of delta catenin 

including binding at the promoter to regulate expression. Pax6 is also required to get 

delta catenin expression in the forebrain and rhombencephalon (Duparc et al. 2006. 

Zhang et al. 2010). Finally, a rat model for Pax6 has some behavioral defects associated 

with autism (Umeda et al. 2010). 

 Is CTNND2 going to teach us anything new about the molecular pathogenesis of 

autism? As described in this study, first, human brain gene expression analysis clearly 

demonstrates that at least 71 autism genes are highly correlated with CTNND2 (61 

positively, 10 negatively).  The striking features of this list of genes is that the positively 

correlated genes are enriched for those involved in chromatin modification (HDAC3, 

HUWE1, CREBBP, EP300, YEATS2, EP400, ATXN7, HCFC1, ARID1B, NSD1; p-value 

= 2.96x10-3) and dendrite morphogenesis (PDLIM5, MAP2, SHANK1, CDKL5, DLG4; p-
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value = 2.96x10-3). Second, both MECP2 and CDKL5 are in this positively correlated set; 

two genes already known to be involved in more female-specific forms of autism. Third, 

CTNND2 is highly correlated with a number of factors involved in chromatin dynamics 

and transcription.  Thus, what are the critical functions of delta catenin relevant to 

autism? Is it a cell adhesion molecule and regulator of actin dynamics, or is it a chromatin 

and transcriptional modifier, or is it both? If indeed CTNND2 has these novel functions 

then one can envisage how it can affect numerous genes and through their genetic 

variants make autism appear genetically complex.  

 The human genetic approach described in this study, focusing on a limited 

number of extreme families (FEMFs), is unconventional.  Does the finding of CTNND2 

signify a lucky coincidence or is this an approach that can be fruitfully generalized to 

analyses of a larger number of autism FEMFs?  We believe it is the latter.  Note that in 

the 13 sequenced FEMFs, we identified 18 candidates with 2 or more VOI. Among these, 

at least three other genes may be relevant to autism:  CYFIP1, DLG1, and PLXNA3: 

CYFIP1 is in the 15q11-13 duplication region associated with autism, has altered 

expression in autism patients, interacts with FMRP, and is involved in regulating 

dendritic spines by both its roles in translational inhibition and actin dynamics (De 

Rubeis et al. 2013); DLG1 is like PSD-95 a multi-scaffolding post-synaptic density 

protein and lies within the 3q29 deletion syndrome region associated with autism and/or 

intellectual disability; PLXNA3 is a tantalizing candidate based on its known function, 

known alteration of dendritic spines and its role as a receptor for semaphorins (in 

particular SEMA5A (Matsuoka et al. 2011) another autism associated gene (Weiss et al. 
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2009)). These hypotheses can now be tested by analogous genetic and functional analysis 

of a larger number of FEMFs. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

DNA Sequencing 

MECP2 Sequencing 

 Each of the 13 individuals from the FEMFs was sequenced for the 4 coding 

exons of the MECP2 gene by PCR amplification of each exon and Sanger sequencing, 

performed at Beckman Coulter Genomics. The sequence traces were analyzed in 

Sequencher version 4.7. 

Exome Sequencing 

 We chose 10 female autism individuals and 1 HapMap sample (NA18507) for 

sequencing by utilizing the Agilent SureSelect Whole Exome capture (38 megabases) and 

SOLiD 3+ and 4 technology. All SOLiD exome sequencing steps were performed at the 

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer 

Center Next Generation Sequencing Core. For 3 additional female autism individuals, 

sequencing used the Illumina TruSeq 62 megabase capture and Illumina technology; all 

Illumina exome experimental steps were performed at the Illumina sequencing center 

(Hayward, CA).  

Exome Mapping and Annotation 

The SOLiD and Illumina data were mapped to the human genome build 37 using 

the BFAST and BWA programs, respectively. Subsequently, the SAM output was 

converted to BAM output, duplicates were marked using Picard, and indel realignment 

and quality score recalibration were performed in GATK. Variants were called across all 

the FEMFs exomes as well as 71 1000 Genomes European female exomes. Each variant 

was annotated for genetic features using Annovar. Additional annotations included 
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presence in 1000 Genomes, conservation to zebrafish, and presence in autism, autism 

candidate, or intellectual disability genes based on the published literature (Pinto et al. 

2010 and SFARI gene list (https://gene.sfari.org/autdb/)). 

CTNND2 Sequencing 

362 females with autism (300 unrelated, independent), 10 HapMap samples, and a 

pooled individual sample replicated 8 times were sequenced for all coding exons of 

CTNND2. To amplify the 22 RefSeq exons and 7 Ensembl exons in CTNND2, 87 

amplicons were designed on the Fluidigm Access Array Targeted Resequencing 

platform. Amplification and addition of barcodes were accomplished as described in the 

manual using the bidirectional sequencing primer strategy. Next, each sample was 

purified using Agencourt AMPure beads following the manufacturer’s protocol. All 

samples were run on Agilent High Sensitivity DNA Chips on the Agilent 2100 

Bioanalyzer to confirm size range and purity of the PCR product, followed by qPCR for 

quantification before pooling all 384 samples for sequencing. The library was sequenced 

on a single lane of the Illumina HiSeq (100 base, single pass reads) following the 

Illumina Sequencing Strategy as described in the Fluidigm Access Array manual. 

CTNND2 Mapping and Annotation 

Each sample fastq read was assigned and partitioned to an amplicon based on its 

primer sequence using sabre (https://github.com/ucdavis-bioinformatics/sabre), and then 

aligned only to that amplicon using BWA. All the resulting sam files for each individual 

were combined using Picard into 1 sample bam. Variants were called by each individual 

using GATK and hard filters to get high quality variants. To assess genotype quality of 

the HapMap samples comparisons were made to HapMap genotype, OMNI genotype, 
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and 1000 Genomes data. The pooled individual replicate was also utilized for quality 

control (QC) of the data.  

Sanger Validation of the CTNND2 Missense Changes Identified 

All CTNND2 missense changes identified were sequenced by Sanger chemistry 

for validation. Primers were designed to cover the exons in which the variants were 

found. A portion of each PCR product was run on a 1.8% agarose gel for 1.5 hours to 

check for the expected product size. Upon confirmation, the rest of the product 

underwent PCR purification. The purified samples were quantified by nanodrop, diluted 

to 25ng/µl and sent to Beckman Coulter Genomics for Sanger sequencing. Subsequently, 

the reads were analyzed in Sequencher version 4.7 

Statistical Analysis 

Exome sequence 

This study focused on variants of interest (VOI) which were those that were 

absent in both dbsnp129 and 1000 Genomes low pass sequencing data and were likely 

functionally deleterious (missense at residues conserved to zebrafish (7 species from the 

UCSC 46 way alignment), nonsense, and canonical splice site changes). We compared 

each gene and its number of VOI with that expected based on 10,000 replications of 

randomly sampling 13 exomes from 71 female European controls. Genes having 2+ VOI 

only in autism exomes were considered to be relevant candidates. 

Allen Brain Atlas Developing Human Brain Data 

The Allen Brain Atlas Microarray (Exon microarray summarized to genes) dataset 

for the Developing Human Brain was downloaded from the Allen Brain Atlas website on 

February 24, 2012. Linear regression was performed on the dataset for age and brain 
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region (in R). Pearson correlations were calculated for each gene (X) and CTNND2 (Y) 

and genes with |corr(X,Y)| > 0.3 were retained since this corresponded to experiment wise 

p = 0.05 (17,630 comparisons). DAVID analysis was performed on negatively and 

positively correlated genes using the following categories: GOTERMs (biological 

process, cellular compartment, and molecular function) for function and UCSC TFBS. 

Functional Assays 

Zebrafish Gastrulation Assays  

 Using a splice-blocking morpholino (MO) targeting zebrafish ctnnd2b, 1-8 cell 

stage embryos were injected (N= 50-180) and live embryos at the 8-10 somite stage were 

analyzed for gastrulation phenotypes including shortened body axes, longer somites, and 

broad and kinked notochords in morphant embryos. Embryos with phenotypes were then 

classified into two categories, class I or II. Specificity of the morpholino reagent was 

tested by co-injection of wild-type human CTNND2 mRNA. To test CTNND2 variants, 

injection cocktails containing MO and mutant human CTNND2 variants were injected 

and compared to the rescue condition of wild-type human CTNND2.  

Rat Hippocampal Dendritic Spine Assays 

Hippocampi from day E18 rats were dissected and plated into cell culture plates. 

At day in vitro 8 (DIV8), the cells were transfected with GFP constructs (pcDNA6.2/N-

EmGFP-DEST alone, fused to wild type or variant allele containing CTNND2) and 500 

ng of pCAG-DsRed2 using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies). DIV15 cells were 

fixed with a 4% paraformaldehyde / 4% sucrose solution, followed by immunostaining 

utilizing primary antibodies to GFP and dsRed, and respective secondary antibodies for 

each. Following fixation, excitatory neurons were imaged on a Zeiss 510 confocal and 
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quantified for dendritic spines using ImageJ. The spine count data were analyzed using 

ANOVA followed by Tukey’s Honestly Significantly Different test to assess statistical 

significance. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

Supplemental Information can be found in Appendix 6.  
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
 Autism and its underlying genetic etiologies are being rapidly uncovered every 

day. Early work in the 1980s and 1990s have identified a definite genetic component to 

its causation and over the years a variety of genetic approaches have helped to improve 

the understanding of this complex disorder. Various approaches have included the 

utilization of extreme rare phenotypes (such as syndromes), linkage and association, copy 

number, exome sequencing and now genome sequencing to identify new genes, genomic 

regions, and loci that are likely to have a role in autism.  

The investigation of autism genetics has been increasing exponentially around the 

world thanks to both the completion of the human genome sequence and an increase in 

funding for autism research. With a vast array of different investigational avenues it is 

important to find a unique aspect of autism to study. I have done so in my dissertation 

studies by examining birth order effects (an epidemiological feature) and the genetic 

basis of Female-Enriched Multiplex Families (FEMFs).  

Birth Order Effects in Autism (Chapter 2) 

 The first part of my dissertation, on birth order effects, utilized individuals from 

the Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (AGRE), National Institute of Mental Health 

(NIMH), and Simons Simplex (SSC) collections. With these data birth order effects were 

tested in both families with 1 affected (simplex, SSC) and those with 2 or more affected 

(multiplex, AGRE/NIMH) cases. The reason for exploring these effects was to look for 

non-classical genetic patterns that may potentially underly the etiology of autism.  

 As shown in the study of birth order effects in chapter 2, there are at least two 

possible types of risk distributions in families: one that is linear with the last or first borns 
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having the highest risk and the other that is V-shaped with middle-borns having highest 

risk or first and last borns combined having the highest risk. One reason for a birth order 

effect is stoppage in the families after the birth of the first affected child. Another is 

parental age effects where individuals of a certain age (for instance older mothers in 

Down Syndrome) have increased surveillance. These two demographic cases could 

explain the appearance of a birth order effect. 

 What about biological causes of birth order effects? The most common potential 

cause would be the risk brought on by older parents. In the case of fathers de novo gene 

mutations can cause disease (for instance in achondroplasia) and in the case of mothers 

larger structural changes (like trisomy 21 in Down Syndrome) can cause disease. A non-

classical cause would be those arising from maternal-fetal incompatibilities with the most 

well-known example being Rh-disease. In this case, the earlier born children would cause 

the mother to mount an initial immune response, which would be much stronger in 

subsequent pregnancies causing later borns to become affected with the disease. No 

doubt epigenetic factors could also play a role across pregnancies but the literature has 

yet to identify a good example of this scenario.  

 For analyzing birth order effects we utilized tests previously reported in the 

literature with permutation testing to assess significance. The first test was the rank-sum 

test which was efficient at identifying linear effects with either first or last borns having 

the highest risk; the second was the inverse rank-sum test and was good at identifying V-

shaped effects with middle borns or first and last borns having highest risk. The third test 

was a chi-square type of test and was able to detect both linear and V-shaped birth order 

effects. 
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 Our assessment of the 3 autism collections identified the AGRE+NIMH 

(multiplex) families as having significant birth order effects. In particular, they had an 

inverse V-shape indicating a higher risk to middle borns. Families containing only 

affected females or affected males also had significant birth order effects. Simplex 

families (SSC) also had birth order effects but they were attenuated in comparison with 

the multiplex families. However, in simplex families this effect was only limited to 

families with affected males and not those with affected females (who exhibited 

absolutely no birth order effects).  

 Overall, the existence of significant birth order effects suggests that non-classical 

biological mechanisms may underly etiology and a search for these enigmatic causes 

would be quite useful in autism. Of course, the results could also arise from 

ascertainment bias but a search for maternal effects or maternal-fetal incompatibilities 

could disentangle this problem, especially in light of recent findings of specific maternal 

antibodies enriched in mothers of children with autism versus mothers of typical children.  

Why Study Females with Autism? (Chapter 3) 

 It is exceedingly clear that autism does not affect males and females equally. 

Males are much more common than females with a sex ratio of 4, although this does 

appear to vary with family type as simplex families exhibit a higher sex ratio than do 

multiplex families. Autism is not the only disorder or disease with a difference in 

affection by sex as these differences can be seen in other early onset or congenital  

(autism, Hirschsprung, neural tube defects) as well as late onset diseases (Parkinson, 

Alzheimer). Many of these disorder/diseases are considered to have a multifactorial or 

complex model of inheritance. 
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Assuming autism has a multifactorial model of inheritance with sex differences in 

trait expression there are two possible mechanisms. First, one can consider it arises from 

a Fixed Threshold Di-Distribution (FTDD) whereby males and females each have a 

differing distribution of liability but retain one fixed threshold. Second, it may arise from 

a Di-Threshold Fixed Distribution (DTFD) where there is one liability distribution but 

two different thresholds for males and females.  

Potential mechanisms underlying the FTDD model include disease genes on the 

sex chromosomes, contribution of hormones (including sex-biased expression), or sex-

specific imprinting. Disease genes residing on the X and/or Y chromosome certainly 

could cause the sex difference in autism as the complement of these chromosomes and 

the expression of their genes differs in males and females. This is the case with some 

syndromic forms of autism that are male-specific (Fragile X Syndrome) and those that 

are female-specific (Rett Syndrome). The most common reason for the sex difference is 

effects due to estrogen or androgen. These hormones can affect gene expression directly 

as well as through signaling within the cell. Since the hormones are not present at the 

same levels in males and females they may be key players in the difference in affection. 

Only one gene has been implicated for this reason in autism and that is the RORA gene. 

Sex-biased gene expression is another tantalizing candidate for this difference and 

examples of genes with sex bias in expression are those on the Y chromosome as well as 

those on the X chromosome that escape X-inactivation.  The last possibility is the idea of 

sex-specific imprinting and is only hypothesized at this point. 

The main factor underlying the DTFD is the idea that the less commonly affected 

sex requires a higher genetic load (female protective effect), in the form of more 
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mutations or more severe mutations, to become affected than does the more commonly 

affected sex. The case example for this theory in autism is Hirschprung disease (work of 

my mentor’s laboratory). This disease affects more males than females, is congenital, and 

arises from loss of enteric neurons. It has been appreciated that one major differential 

between males and females with this disease is the number of coding mutations present in 

the major gene RET. Females more often have coding changes affecting the protein itself 

whereas males more often have non-coding changes affecting an enhancer element and 

the expression of the gene during development. Looking at exome-wide data for these 

patients shows that indeed RET is the gene with the greatest difference between males 

and females for coding variants with a much higher proportion of females have coding 

mutations in RET than do males.  

With this idea, I suggested the study of female-only affected families of which I 

had access to 54 families.  

Known Genes: A Study of FMR1 and MECP2 (Chapter 4) 

 The first approach I utilized to study these unique families was to take a candidate 

gene-based approach. For this I focused on FMR1, the gene involved in Fragile X 

syndrome, and MECP2, the gene involved in Rett syndrome. In Fragile X syndrome the 

disease mechanism manifests through a CGG repeat located in the 5’ UTR of the gene. 

The normal number of repeats is between 5 and 54 (with intermediate being 45-54), the 

premutation level of repeats predisposing to Fragile X is 55-200, and the full mutation is 

200+ repeats. Disease-causing mutations in FMR1 most often affect the CGG repeat or 

are large deletions of the entire gene. On the other hand, mutations in Rett syndrome 

occur across the MECP2 gene and lead to loss-of-function of MeCP2 protein function.  
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 Using linkage analysis, I identified families with positive linkage to a region on 

Xq encompassing the FMR1 gene. The first type of variation I checked in these patients 

was the CGG repeat level where I found an enrichment of the intermediate allele in 

linked families. This allele was found in 2 of 9 patients; consequently, I sequenced all 

individuals for coding variation in FMR1. This sequencing led to no significant findings 

but did identify 4 mutations affecting potential regulatory elements. These are regions 

where where the FOXA2, TCF4, FOXA1, STAT3, and OCT1 transcription factors are 

predicted to bind in the genome. This hypothesis needs functional testing to identify its 

importance.  

 Sequencing of MECP2 in affected individuals from the 54 families indicated that 

at least 1 variant was significantly enriched in females with autism and was a 

synonymous change in exon 4. The relevance of the remainder of the mutations is 

unknown, without further testing, and none of them reached statistical significance 

although one was a missense and another was a large deletion in exon 4. 

Linkage and Association in Female-Enriched Multiplex Autism Families (FEMFs) 

(Chapter 5) 

 To get an unbiased approach to autism genes, I performed genome-wide linkage 

and association studies on 69 female-enriched multiplex families with available genotype 

data. The first analysis was non-parametric linkage in 32 affected pairs for which a 

significant peak was identified on chromosome 19. Further refinement of this locus 

identified a core region on 19p13.11 including 15 genes. These genes were then tested for 

expression in the fetal brain and 9 were positive by this assay. This result coupled with 

exome sequencing analysis indicated one potential gene, ANKLE1. However, another 
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finding of parent-of-origin transmission bias in a SNP in the MYO9B gene does make this 

locus more enigmatic. 

 After removing families with significant linkage to chromosome 19 the remaining 

families were assessed for linkage and exhibited a top peak on Xq with refinement to a 

4.3 Mb region encompassing the FMR1 gene. Analysis of repeat expansion data for 

FMR1 suggested these individuals were enriched for the intermediate repeat though the 

relevance of this is still unknown. Other high impact coding variants were not identified 

in this gene. Lastly, TDT testing in the full set of trios indicated a peak association on the 

X chromosome near this linkage finding. 

 Overall, these findings identified new loci involved in autism in female-only 

affected families on chromosome 19 and the X chromosome but these need to be 

replicated in a larger set of FEMFs.  

Exome Sequencing in FEMFs and Follow Up of A Novel Autism Gene: CTNND2 

(Chapter 6) 

 The last approach to studying FEMFs was to perform exome sequencing in a set 

of 13 unrelated affected individuals. This was then supplemented by statistical testing 

implicating 18 genes as candidates for autism. Of these, at least 4 are very tantalizing 

candidates and include CYFIP1, DLG1, PLXNA3, and the one, which I followed up in 

greater detail, CTNND2. The reason for assessing delta catenin was based on previous 

literature suggesting that this gene and its encoded protein are important for learning and 

synaptic activity. 

 Extensive genotyping found the 2 discovered FEMFs variants (G34S, R713C) in 

CTNND2 to be exceedingly rare in the general population. Sequencing in additional 
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patients identified 3 more non-synonymous variants of high conservation and copy 

number analysis indicated an enrichment of dosage aberrations overlapping with exons in 

comparison with controls. I tested expression of this gene in a variety of human tissues 

and found that CTNND2 expression is highest in the fetal brain. 

The discovered variants had functional effects on protein in both zebrafish and 

embryonic rat neurons. In zebrafish, the 2 primary mutations (G34S, R713C) were loss-

of-function changes and in rat hippocampal neurons one was shown to exhibit dominant 

negative effects (G34S) whereas the other behaved as a loss-of-function (R713C). 

Lastly, pathway analysis of autism genes in high correlation with delta catenin 

based on expression data in the developing human brain indicated delta catenin as 

belonging to the set of autism genes involved in chromatin modification as well as in 

dendrite morphogenesis. This work shows significant evidence of CTNND2 involvement 

in autism. 

Closing Remark 

Overall, my dissertation has pinpointed birth order effects in autism families, 

highlighted the sex difference and its importance in the study of autism, indicated 

relevance for screening FMR1 and MECP2 in autism patients, identified two loci by 

linkage, and finally discovered 17 candidate and 1 proven gene for autism, CTNND2. 
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APPENDIX I 
TIMELINE OF AUTISM GENETIC RESEARCH 

Year Event Category 

1989 Steffenburg et al. show a strong genetic component to autism by twin 
studies Epidemiology 

1991 Jorde et al. performs complex segregation analysis on families with autism Epidemiology 
1991 Verkerk et al. identify FMR1 as the gene involved in Fragile X Syndrome Single Gene 
1992 Lord identifies birth order effects on severity of nonverbal IQ Epidemiology 

1993 The European Chromosome 16 Tuberous Sclerosis Consortium discovers 
the TSC2 gene in Tuberous Sclerosis Single Gene 

1995 Bailey et al. show by twin studies a strong genetic component for autism Epidemiology 

1997 Cook et al. show importance of maternally derived 15q duplications in 
autism Copy Number Variation, Maternal Effects 

1997 Liaw et al. identify PTEN as the gene involved in Cowden disease Single Gene 

1997 van Slegtenorst et al. identify TSC1 as an important causal gene in 
Tuberous Sclerosis Single Gene 

1997 van Den Berghe et al. identify ADSL as a gene involved in a very rare 
form of autism Single Gene 

1999 Amir et al. identify MECP2 as the gene mutated in Rett Syndrome Single Gene 

1999 Philippe et al. perform genome wide linkage analysis in ~50 families with 
most significant linkage at D6S283 Linkage 

1999 Risch et al. perform linkage analysis with a maximal linkage on 1p Linkage 
2001 Spiker replicates Lord's finding of birth order effects on nonverbal IQ Epidemiology 

2002 Sultana et al. identify AUTS2 as a novel autism gene by translocation in a 
monozygotic twin pair Copy Number Variation, Single Gene 

2004 Reichenberg et al. show birth order effects in autism families on particular 
phenotypes Epidemiology 

2004 Stone et al. show a major male-specific autism peak at 17q11 Linkage 
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2004 Bear et al. put forth the glutamate receptor theory for Fragile X Syndrome Model 
2005 Cantor et al. show a male-specific linkage peak at 17q11-q21 Linkage 
2005 Coon et al. show linkage to 3q25-27 in a Utah pedigree Linkage 

2005 Mari et al. indicate CDKL5 as a gene involved in Rett Syndrome and as an 
interactor of MECP2 Single Gene 

2005 McCauley et al. identify linkage at 17q11.2 and 19p13 Linkage 

2006 
Schellenberg et al. perform genome-wide linkage analysis and observe 
significant linkage at 7q as well as male only linkage on chromosome 11 
and female-containing linkage at chromosome 4 

Linkage 

2007 Croen show maternal and paternal age as risk factors for ASD Epidemiology 
2007 Durand et al. show mutations in SHANK3 are associated with autism Association 
2007 Kumar et al. identify recurrent microdeletions at 16p11.2 in autism Copy Number Variation 
2007 Moessner et al. identify SHANK3 mutations in autism patients Single Gene 

2007 Sebat et al. perform CGH experiments to determine that de novo CNVs are 
significantly associated with autism Copy Number Variation 

2007 Szatmari et al. (AGP) perform linkage analysis to identify chromosome 
11p12-p13 Linkage 

2007 Zhao et al. put forward a model for autism whereby most families fall into 
2 classes: males with risk 50% and males with minimal risk Epidemiology 

2008 Alarcon et al. discover CNTNAP2 as an autism gene through linkage, 
association, and expression Linkage, Association 

2008 Arking et al. discover CNTNAP2 as an autism gene by linkage and 
association Linkage, Association 

2008 
Braunschweig et al. identifies maternal antibodies at the size of 37 kDa 
and 73 kDa which are reactive to the fetal brain in significant excess in 
mothers of autistic children vs. mothers of non-autistic children 

Maternal Effects 

2008 BAC microarray analysis of AGRE subjects identifies ~50 CNVs 
including maternal duplications at 15q11-13 Copy Number Variation 
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2008 Durkin et al. show risk increase for both maternal and paternal age Epidemiology 

2008 Gotham et al. develop a method to standardize ADOS scores across 
developmental groups Epidemiology 

2008 Hertz-Picciotto et al. show a rise in autism Epidemiology 
2008 Kim et al. show association of NRXN1 with autism Association 

2008 Autism sub phenotypes are used in linkage analysis and identify 2 peaks at 
15q13.3-q14 (IQ >= 70) and 11p15.4-15.3 (delayed onset of first phrase) Linkage 

2008 
Marshall et al. perform CNV analysis implicating SHANK3, NLGN4, 
NRXN1, DPPC, DPP10, PCDH9, ANKRD11, DPYD, PTCHD1, 15q24, 
and 16p11.2 

Copy Number Variation 

2008 Singh et al. utilize ENCODE data to unravel more about MECP2 Function 
2008 Weiss et al. indicate 16p11.2 as a major locus for autism Copy Number Variation 

2008 Bassell and Warren summarize the role of FMRP in mRNA transport at 
the synapse Model 

2009 
Allen-Brady et al. identify 3 significant linkage regions (3q13.2-13.31, 
3q26.31-q27.3, 20q11.21-q13.12) in a large autism family in Utah and 2 
suggestive regions (7p14.1-11.22, 9p24.3) 

Linkage 

2009 Bucan et al's exonic copy number analysis identifies > 150 candidate 
autism loci Copy Number Variation 

2009 Glessner et al. screened for CNVs in autism collections and identified an 
enrichment of genes involved in cell adhesion and ubiquitin degradation Copy Number Variation 

2009 Kogan et al. show prevalence of autism at ~1/100 Epidemiology 
2009 Ma et al. GWAS study identifies 5p14.1 as a risk locus Association 

2009 Qin et al. show SHANK3 common variants are not associated with autism 
in the Chinese Han population Association 

2009 Roshi et al. suggest CNTN4 as an autism gene Single Gene 
2009 Wang et al. perform GWAS to identify 5p14.1 as a risk locus for autism Association 
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2009 Weiss et al. discover linkage regions on 6q27 and 20p13 and GWAS hit at 
5p15 near SEMA5A Linkage, Association 

2010 
The Autism Genome  Project (AGP) performs GWAS and identifies a 
genome-wide significant peak at rs4141463 located within the MACROD2 
gene 

Association 

2010 
Cannon et al. linkage analysis in 70 multiplex ASD pedigrees looking at 
"repetitive" behaviors indicates significance at 2q37.1-q37.3 (dominant) 
and 15q13.1-q14 (recessive) 

Linkage 

2010 Cohen et al. show severity of autism and association with MAOA 
genotypes in both the affected child and their mothers Maternal Effects 

2010 
Marchetto et al. use Rett Syndrome fibroblasts to generate induced 
pluripotent stem cells to study neuronal phenotypes in derived neurons and 
also to screen drugs 

Function, Treatment 

2010 

Pinto et al. show autism patients have an excess of rare, copy number 
variants in comparison with controls. Gene sets that were enriched 
included cell proliferation, projection and motility, and GTPase/Ras 
signaling 

Copy Number Variation 

2010 Piton et al. focus on the X chromosome and identify variants in a number 
of autism patients Sequence, X 

2010 Shelton et al. show risk of autism due to advanced parental age Epidemiology 
2010 Shinawi et al. refine the phenotype of patients with alterations at 16p11.2 Phenotype 

2010 Skene et al. explore the MECP2 proteins role in regulation of transcription 
and in chromatin dynamics Function 

2011 The Autism Genome Project indicates novel candidate autism genes by 
homozygous haplotype mapping Homozygosity Mapping 

2011 Cheslack-Postava et al. discover that the risk of autism is higher when 
pregnancies are closer together Epidemiology 
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2011 
Hallmayer et al. use twin pair analysis to suggest genetic heritability may 
be lower then previously suspected and that environment is a larger 
component than previously thought 

Epidemiology 

2011 Hussman et al. show by GWAS that significant genes are involved in 
axonal and dendritic growth and guidance Association 

2011 Penagarikano et al. show mice lacking CNTNAP2 exhibit autism-like 
deficits Function 

2011 

Sanders et al. examine simplex families for recurrent de novo CNVs and 
identify recurrent de novo at 16p13.2 and CDH13 as well as other de 
novos at 7q11.23, 15q11.2-13.1, 16p11.2, and NRXN1 as important in 
autism 

Copy Number Variation 

2011 Shinawi et al. find association of 11p14.1 microdeletions with a 
constellation of features including autism Copy Number Variation 

2011 Soumiya et al. show aberrations in neurogenesis of the fetal mouse cortex 
when the maternal immune system is challenged during pregnancy Function 

2011 Turner et al. show birth order effects exist in autism collections (both 
simplex and multiplex) Epidemiology 

2012 Blaker-Lee et al. shows multiple effects to zebrafish development by 
altering expression levels of genes in the 16p11.2 genomic region Function 

2012 Durand et al. show mutations in SHANK3 alter dendritic spine morphology 
in particular by affecting actin dynamics Function 

2012 Iossifov et al, Neale et al., O'Roak et al., and Sanders et al. identify de 
novo mutations as important for autism De Novo, Sequence 

2012 Puffenberger et al. focus on a unique family collection (Old Order Amish 
and Mennonites) to identify HERC2 as a novel autism gene Single Gene 

2012 Wang et al. show CDKL5 knockout mice exhibit autistic-like phenotypes Function 
2012 Zoghbi and Bear put forth synaptic dysfunction model in autism Model 
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2013 

Dolan et al. identify a small-molecule (FRAX486) which is a PAK 
inhibitor that rescues the phenotypes in the FMR1 knock-out mouse 
(rescues dendritic spine and behavioral phenotypes), importantly can 
rescue adult phenotypes 

Function, Treatment 
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APPENDIX II 
BIRTH ORDER SCRIPTS 

 
1. Birth Order Analysis 

a. Birth Order Analysis Readme 
b. birthorder.R 
c. boys_girls_subset.R 
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1. Birth Order Analysis  
a. Birth Order Analysis Readme 

 
This is the birth order program corresponding to the following paper: 
Turner T, Pihur V, Chakravarti A. Quantifying and modeling birth order effects in 
autism. PLoS One. 2011;6(10):e26418. Epub 2011 Oct 19. PMID:22039484. 
For questions please contact: tturne18@jhmi.edu 
 
Requirements:  
1. This program should be run interactively in R GUI (R can be downloaded at 
http://www.r-project.org/) 
2. All scripts should be placed in the same directory as the input file 
 a. To run the scripts open them in a text editor and edit the user input section at 
the top. After that select all, copy, and paste the entire script into the R GUI 
3. The zip file contains 2 main scripts 
 a. birthorder.R -> runs all birth order tests 
 b. boys_girls_subsets.R -> subsets into families with only affected males and 
families with only affected females 
 
4. Requirements of input file 
 a. tab-delimited text 
 b. 8 columns in the order year of birth, individual ID, family ID, cell ID (this can 
be anything), sex (1 is male, 2 is female), diagnosis (1 is unaffected, 2 is affected), father 
ID (if not known put 0), mother ID (if not known put 0) 
 c. each column must have a 1 word header 
5. Example of input file 
YOB ind_id fam_id cell_id sex diagnosis father_id mother_id 
1954 Ind1 Fam1 NA 1 1 0 0 
1957 Ind2 Fam1 NA 2 1 0 0 
1980 Ind3 Fam1 NA 2 1 Ind1 Ind2 
1982 Ind4 Fam1 NA 2 2 Ind1 Ind2 
1992 Ind5 Fam1 NA 1 2 Ind1 Ind2 
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1. Birth Order Analysis 
b. birthorder.R 

 
#birthorder.R 
#Turner T, Pihur V, Chakravarti A. Quantifying and modeling birth order effects in 
autism. PLoS One. 2011;6(10):e26418. Epub 2011 Oct 19. PMID:22039484. 
#Please fill in the user input information. This script will take an input file and output 
results for the 3 birth order tests 
#Output will be shown on the screen for test 1 under the t1 section, for test 2 under the t2 
section, and for test 3 under the t3 section, additionally a pdf called birthorder.pdf will be 
created in your directory and an .rda (birthorderResults.rda) file for further analysis in R 
if desired  
#When you have added your user input select all, copy and paste this to the R GUI 
 
###USER INPUT### 
setwd("/Users/tycheleturner/Desktop/birth_order/") #set the working directory (an 
example is shown here) 
inputFile <- "AGRE_plus_NIMH.txt" #must be a tab-delimited text file containing the 
following columns of data (columns must be in this order and must contain a one word 
header): Year of birth, individual ID, family ID, sex (1 is male, 2 is female), cell_id (this 
can be anything you want), diagnosis (1 is unaffected, 2 is affected), father ID (if not 
known put 0), mother ID (if not known put 0) 
permutations <- 10000 #number of permutations, for the paper this number  was 10000 
###USER INPUT### 
 
 
######################################################################## 
 
generateFamilies <- function(nfam, nkids, kidDist=NULL, affDist=NULL){ 
# generate nfam families with nkids where the number of kids follows kidDist 
# and the affected kids follow the affDist 
 fams <- list(nfam) 
 if(!is.null(kidDist)) 
 kidDist <- kidDist/sum(kidDist) 
 size <- sample(nkids, nfam, replace=TRUE, prob=kidDist) 
 weights <- NULL 
  
 naff <- rep(0, fams)  
 for(i in 1:nfam){ 
  naff[i] <- sample(size[i]-1, 1)  
  if(!is.null(affDist)){ 
   weights <- rep(affDist, 
each=ceiling(size[i]/length(affDist)))[1:size[i]] 
   weights <- weights/sum(weights) 
  } 
#cat(size[i], affDist, "\n") 
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  fams[[i]] <- sample(size[i], naff[i], prob=weights) 
#attr(fams[[i]], "size") <- size[i]   
 } 
 list(fams=fams, size=size, naff=naff) 
} 
 
bo.test1 <- function(x, M=1000, alpha=.05, seed=NULL){ 
 if(!is.null(seed)) 
    set.seed(seed) # for reproducibility 
 n <- length(x$size) 
 res <- numeric(M) 
  
 obs <- sum(sapply(x$fams, sum)) # observed score 
  
 for(i in 1:M){ 
  score <- 0 
  for(j in 1:n){ 
   ranks <- 1:x$size[j]   
   score <- score + sum(ranks[sample(x$size[j], x$naff[j])]) 
  } 
  res[i] <- score 
 } 
  
 CI <- quantile(res, c(alpha/2, 1-alpha/2)) 
 if(obs < CI[1] | obs > CI[2]) 
   rej <- TRUE else  
   rej <-  FALSE 
 pval <- min(sum(res > obs), sum(res < obs))*2/M 
 list(pval=pval, reject=rej, obs=obs, CI=CI, res=res) 
} 
 
bo.test2 <- function(x, M=1000, alpha=.05, seed=NULL){ 
 if(!is.null(seed)) 
    set.seed(seed) # for reproducibility 
 n <- length(x$size) 
 res <- numeric(M) 
  
 obs <- 0 # observed score 
 for(i in 1:n) 
   obs <- obs + sum(c(ceiling(x$size[i]/2):ifelse(x$size[i] %% 2 == 0, 1, 2), 
        1:ceiling(x$size[i]/2))[x$fams[[i]]]) 
  
 for(i in 1:M){ 
  score <- 0 
  for(j in 1:n){ 
   ranks <- c(ceiling(x$size[j]/2):ifelse(x$size[j] %% 2 == 0, 1, 2), 
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        1:ceiling(x$size[j]/2))   
   score <- score + sum(ranks[sample(x$size[j], x$naff[j])]) 
  } 
  res[i] <- score 
 } 
 CI <- quantile(res, c(alpha/2, 1-alpha/2)) 
 if(obs < CI[1] | obs > CI[2]) 
   rej <- TRUE else  
   rej <-  FALSE 
 pval <- min(sum(res > obs), sum(res < obs))*2/M 
 list(pval=pval, reject=rej, obs=obs, CI=CI, res=res) 
} 
 
# second test based on a X2-type test statistic 
bo.test3 <- function(x, M=1000, alpha=.05, seed=NULL){ 
 if(!is.null(seed)) 
    set.seed(seed) # for reproducibility 
 n <- length(x$size) 
 res <- numeric(M) 
 maxFamSize <- max(x$size) 
# compute the number of observed for each birth rank 
# compute the number of expected for each birth rank 
 fraternitySize  <- tapply(x$naff, x$size, sum) 
 expM <- matrix(0, length(fraternitySize), maxFamSize) 
 observed <- rep(0, maxFamSize) 
 for(i in 1:n) 
   observed[x$fam[[i]]] <- observed[x$fam[[i]]] + 1 
  
 for(i in 1:nrow(expM)){ 
  expM[i,1:as.numeric(names(fraternitySize)[i])] <- fraternitySize[i]/ 
  as.numeric(names(fraternitySize)[i]) 
 } 
 expected <- apply(expM, 2, sum) 
  
 for(i in 1:M){ 
  scores <- rep(0, maxFamSize) 
  for(j in 1:n){ 
   ranks <- sample(x$size[j], x$naff[j]) 
   scores[ranks] <-  scores[ranks] + 1 
  } 
  res[i] <- sum((scores-expected)^2/expected) 
 } 
  
    obs <- sum((observed-expected)^2/expected) 
    pval <- length(res[res > obs])/M 
    rej <- ifelse(pval < alpha, TRUE, FALSE) 
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    list(pvalue=pval, reject=rej, obs=obs, res=res, exp=expected, observed=observed) 
} 
 
### simulations start here 
if(FALSE){ 
#system.time({ 
 NN <- 1000 
 tres <- rep(NA, NN) 
 tres2 <- tres 
 tres3 <- tres 
 for(k in 1:NN){ 
  families <- generateFamilies(100, 2:7, kidDist=c(3,2,2,2,1,1), 
affDist=c(1.5,1,1.5)) 
  tres[k]  <- bo.test1(families)$reject 
  tres2[k] <- bo.test2(families)$reject 
  tres3[k] <- bo.test3(families)$reject 
#if(k %% 1 == 0) 
# cat(k, "\n") 
 } 
  
 write.table(c( 
      sum(tres)/NN, 
      sum(tres2)/NN, 
      sum(tres3)/NN), "./bopower-15-1-15.txt", quote=F, 
col.names=F, row.names=F) 
#}) 
} 
 
 
pedtoBO <- function(ped){ 
 # fam ID 
 # ind ID 
 # Fat ID 
 # Mat ID 
 # gender 
 # YOB or birth order 
 # disease status 
 # since one family can have extended families, famID is not the best identifier 
 # create FMID 
 ped$FMID <- apply(ped, 1, function(x) paste(x[3], x[4], sep="__")) 
 ped <- ped[ped$FMID != "0__0",] 
 
 # check which families have NA for YOB; if any kids are NA, remove the whole 
family; if parents only are NA, keep 
 missing <- sort(tapply(ped$YOB, ped$FMID, function(x) sum(is.na(x)))) 
 keepFams <- names(missing[missing == 0]) 
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 ped <- ped[ped$FMID %in% keepFams, ] 
 
 fams <- unique(ped$FMID) 
 families <- list() 
 size <- numeric(0) 
 aff <- size 
 
 k <- 1 
 for(i in 1:length(fams)){ 
  (temp <- ped[ped[,"FMID"] == fams[i],]) 
  if(nrow(temp) == 1 | length(unique(temp[,7])) == 1 | 
length(unique(temp[,6])) == 1) 
   next 
 
  # fix twins (if status same, count only one, if different status, remove the 
family) 
  twins <- table(temp[,6]) 
  twins <- names(twins[twins > 1]) 
  if(length(twins != 0)){ 
   temp2 <- temp[temp[,6] %in% as.numeric(twins), ] 
   cat(paste("Family ", temp[1,1], "has twins. Size: ", nrow(temp2), 
"\n")) 
   if(length(unique(temp2[,7])) == nrow(temp2)) 
    next else 
    temp <- temp[-which(temp[,6] %in% twins)[-1], ] 
    cat("     ", temp[,6], "__", temp[,7], "\n") 
   if(nrow(temp) == 1  | length(unique(temp[,7])) == 1 | 
length(unique(temp[,6])) == 1) 
    next 
  } 
 
  temp <- temp[order(temp[,6]),] 
  families[[k]] <- which(temp[,7] == 2) 
  attr(families[[k]], "famID") <- temp[1,1] # family ID 
  attr(families[[k]], "gender") <- temp[temp[,7] == 2, 5] 
  size[k] <- nrow(temp) 
  aff[k] <- sum(temp[,7] == 2) 
  k <- k+1 
 }  
 list(fams=families, size=size, naff=aff) 
}  
 
subsetBO <- function(obj, size=2:max(obj$size)){ 
 res <- list() 
 ss <- BOobj$size %in% size 
 res$fams <- BOobj$fams[ss] 
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 res$size <- BOobj$size[ss] 
 res$naff <- BOobj$naff[ss] 
 res  
} 
 
plotPBO <- function(obj, cutoff=15, ratio=FALSE, title=""){ 
 maxFamSize <- max(obj$size) 
# compute the number of observed for each birth rank 
# compute the number of expected for each birth rank 
  
 fraternitySize  <- tapply(obj$naff, obj$size, sum) 
 expM <- matrix(0, length(fraternitySize), maxFamSize) 
  
  for(i in 1:nrow(expM)){ 
  expM[i,1:as.numeric(names(fraternitySize)[i])] <- 
fraternitySize[i]/as.numeric(names(fraternitySize)[i]) 
 } 
  
 expected <- apply(expM, 2, sum) 
  
 xx <- numeric(0) 
  
 for(i in 1:length(obj$size)) 
 xx <- c(xx, 1:obj$size[i]) 
  
 N <- table(xx) 
  
 obs <- table(unlist(obj$fams)) 
 obs <- c(obs, rep(0, length(N) - length(obs))) 
  
 par(mfrow=c(3,2), omi=c(0,0,.2,0), xpd=FALSE) 
  
 maxbr <- sum(N >= cutoff) 
  
 if(ratio){ 
  plot(1:maxbr, log2(obs/expected)[1:maxbr], xlab="Birth Order", 
ylab="log2(Observed/Expected)", main="Log2 Ratio of Observed/Expected", type="b", 
xaxt="n") 
  axis(1, 1:maxbr)} 
 else{ 
  yy <- c(min((obs/N)[1:maxbr], (expected/N)[1:maxbr])-.1, 
max((obs/N)[1:maxbr], (expected/N)[1:maxbr]) + .1) 
  plot(1:maxbr, (obs/N)[1:maxbr], xlab="Birth Order", ylab="Proportion of 
Affected", main="Proportion of Affected", col=2, pch=19, ylim=yy, type="b", xaxt="n") 
  axis(1, 1:maxbr) 
  lines(1:maxbr, (expected/N)[1:maxbr], pch=19, col=1, type="b", lty=2) 
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  legend("topright", legend=c("Observed", "Expected"), col=c(2,1), 
lty=c(1,2), bty="n") 
 } 
  
 abline(h=0, lty="dashed", col="grey") 
  
 sizes <- sort(unique(obj$size))[1:min(5, length(obs))] 
  
 for(i in sizes) 
 barplot(t(table(factor(unlist(obj$fams[obj$size==i]), levels=1:i))), 
main=paste("Sibships of size", i, sep=" "), ylab="# of Affected", xlab="Birth Order") 
#barplot(t(table(unlist(obj$fams[obj$size==i]), unlist(sapply(obj$fams[obj$size == i], 
attr, "gender")))), legend.text=ifelse(c(i,i) == sizes[length(sizes)], c("males", "females"), 
FALSE), args.legend=list(ncol=2, bty="n", x=0.2, y=-2), xpd=NA, main=paste("Sibship 
of size", i, sep=" "), ylab="# of Affected", xlab="Birth Order") 
 mtext(title, 3, -1, outer=TRUE) 
} 
 
### ACTUAL DATA 
ped <- read.table(inputFile, sep="\t", header=TRUE, as.is = T) 
ped <- ped[,c(3,2,7,8,5,1,6)] 
 
BOobj <- pedtoBO(ped) 
t1 <- bo.test1(BOobj, M=as.numeric(permutations)) 
t2 <- bo.test2(BOobj, M=as.numeric(permutations)) 
t3 <- bo.test3(BOobj, M=as.numeric(permutations)) 
 
# do plots 
pdf("birthorder.pdf") 
plotPBO(BOobj) 
dev.off() 
 
save(t1, t2, t3, BOobj, file="birthorderResults.rda") 
 
t1 #test 1 results 
t2 #test 2 results 
t3 #test 3 results 
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1. Birth Order Analysis 
c. boys_girls_subset.R 

 
#boys_girls_subset.R 
#Turner T, Pihur V, Chakravarti A. Quantifying and modeling birth order effects in 
autism. PLoS One. 2011;6(10):e26418. Epub 2011 Oct 19. PMID:22039484. 
#Please fill in the user input information. This script will take an input file in the same 
format as used in the birthorder.R script and output 3 files for affected girls only and 
affected boys only families 
#When you have added your user input select all, copy and paste this to the R GUI 
 
 
###USER INPUT### 
setwd("/Users/tycheleturner/birth_order/") #Here you will have to set the directory to 
your input file. An example is shown 
inputFile <- "birth_order_families.txt" #Please enter in the quotes the name of your file 
girlFileName <- "gaff.txt" #Please enter in the quotes the desired name of your output 
affected girls only file 
boyFileName <- "baff.txt" #Please enter in the quotes the desired name of your output 
affected boys only file 
###USER INPUT### 
 
 
################################################################## 
 
ped <- read.table(inputFile, sep="\t", header=TRUE, as.is = T) 
affectedGirlFams <- ped[which(ped[,5] == 2 & ped[,6] ==2),"fam_id"] 
affectedBoyFams <- ped[which(ped[,5] == 1 & ped[,6] ==2), "fam_id"] 
 
bgfams <- intersect(affectedGirlFams, affectedBoyFams) 
girlfams <- setdiff(affectedGirlFams, bgfams)  
boyfams <- setdiff(affectedBoyFams, bgfams) 
 
gaff <- ped[which(ped$fam_id %in% girlfams),] 
bgaff <- ped[which(ped$fam_id %in% bgfams),] 
baff <- ped[which(ped$fam_id %in% boyfams),] 
 
 
write.table(gaff, file = girlFileName, quote=F, sep="\t", col.names=T, row.names=F) 
write.table(baff, file = boyFileName, quote=F, sep="\t", col.names=T, row.names=F) 
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APPENDIX III 
MECP2 DISEASE CAUSING MUTATIONS 

Table of HGMD MECP2 disease-causing mutations in the Rett Syndrome. 20% are deletions, 52% are indels, 1% are 
insertions, 17% are missense, 8% are nonsense, 1% are splice, and 1% are stoploss. 

 
Type Description dbSNP PubMed 

Deletion deletion 101 bp nt. 1170 no 10745042 
Deletion deletion 1011 bp nt.155 no 16473305 

Deletion deletion 1018 bp, c.378-219_1164 no 17142618 
Deletion deletion 104 bp nt 1075-1178 no LSDB 

Deletion deletion 104 bp nt. 1053 no 15057977 

Deletion deletion 106 bp nt. 1096 no 11241840 
Deletion deletion 107 bp nt 1097-1203 no LSDB 

Deletion deletion 11 kb ex. 4-3'UTR no 14974082 
Deletion deletion 1176 bp nt 27-1202 no 22161092 

Deletion deletion 121 bp nt.1105 no 16473305 
Deletion deletion 1249 bp nt.1157 no 16473305 

Deletion deletion 132 bp nt 1081-1212 no 18652533 

Deletion deletion 146 bp nt 1271-1416 no LSDB 
Deletion deletion 14913 bp part ex. 4 from nt. 1032 no 15712379 

Deletion deletion 15 kb incl. ex. 3-4 no 15712379 
Deletion deletion 152 bp c.1047_1198 no 17089071 

Deletion deletion 154 bp nt. 1110 no 10944854 

Deletion deletion 1596 bp nt. 22118-23713 no 19652677 
Deletion deletion 16-22 kb ex. 3-4 no 14974082 

Deletion deletion 161 bp nt.1046 no 16473305 
Deletion deletion 163 bp nt. 1056 no 12180070 

Deletion deletion 17 bp nt. 1156 no 11313764 
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Deletion deletion 171 bp nt. 1169 no 11402105 

Deletion deletion 171 bp, c.1157_1327 no 17142618 

Deletion deletion 18-29 kb ex. 3-3'UTR no 14974082 
Deletion deletion 182 bp nt 1012-1193 no LSDB 

Deletion deletion 191 bp nt. 1011 no 11005791 
Deletion deletion 19785 bp incl. ex. 3-4 no 15712379 

Deletion deletion 2 kb, ex.3 and part ex. 4 no 20848651 

Deletion deletion 2.68-6.59 kb incl. ex. 3 and part of ex. 4 no 22001500 
Deletion deletion 202 bp nt. 894 no 12180070 

Deletion deletion 202 bp nt. 895 no 11524737 
Deletion deletion 206 bp nt 1054-1259 no 16077736 

Deletion deletion 217bp c.718 no 22182064 
Deletion deletion 220 bp nt. 1107 no 12655490 

Deletion deletion 221 bp, c.775_995 no 17142618 

Deletion deletion 228 bp nt.1205 no 16473305 
Deletion deletion 25 kb ex. 4-3'UTR no 14974082 

Deletion deletion 259 bp nt. 988 no 10944854 
Deletion deletion 2800 bp incl. ex. 4 no 17712354 

Deletion deletion 289 bp nt. 881 no 11524741 

Deletion deletion 2908 bp nt.1077 no 16473305 
Deletion deletion 293 bp c.905_1197 no 19914908 

Deletion deletion 294 bp, c.908_1201 no 17142618 
Deletion deletion 3.6 kb ex. 3-4 no 15737703 

Deletion deletion 300 bp nt.1159 no 16473305 
Deletion deletion 314 bp nt 1005-1318 no 18021529 

Deletion deletion 314bp c.1055 no 22182064 

Deletion deletion 32.5 kb incl. ex. 3-4 no 15712379 
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Deletion deletion 338 bp nt. 1163 no 11241840 

Deletion deletion 338 bp nt.851 no 16473305 

Deletion deletion 353 bp nt 994-1346 no LSDB 
Deletion deletion 363 bp nt.822 no 16473305 

Deletion deletion 378 bp nt. 1097 no 11241840 
Deletion deletion 388 bp nt. 922 no 10944854 

Deletion deletion 507 bp nt.616_1121 no 15737703 

Deletion deletion 55.7 kb incl. ex. 3-4 no 15712379 
Deletion deletion 599 bp nt. 711 no 12180070 

Deletion deletion 669 bp nt 495-1163 no 16077736 
Deletion deletion 702 bp nt.488 no 16473305 

Deletion deletion 8.1 kb incl. ex. 3 + part of ex. 4 no 12872251 
Deletion deletion 80 kb incl. ex. 1-2 no 15712379 

Deletion deletion 808 bp nt.382 no 16473305 

Deletion deletion 8702 bp incl. ex. 3-4 no 17712354 
Deletion deletion >42 kb incl. ex. 3-4 + IRAK1 no 17712354 

Deletion deletion >5241bp incl ex. 3-4 no 22382802 
Deletion deletion >65 kb incl. ex. 3-4 + IRAK1 no 17712354 

Deletion deletion >7 kb incl. ex. 3 + part of ex. 4 no 12872251 

Deletion deletion double del. of ~1.5 kb ex. 4 no 14974082 
Deletion deletion double del. of ~8 kb ex. 3-4 no 14974082 

Deletion deletion entire gene no 18562141 
Deletion deletion ex. 1-2 no 15000811 

Deletion deletion ex. 2-4 no 22982301 
Deletion deletion ex. 3 no 18652533 

Deletion deletion ex. 3 no 21812101 

Deletion deletion ex. 3 no 21871116 
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Deletion deletion ex. 3 + part of ex. 4 no 17387578 

Deletion deletion ex. 3-4 no 15000811 

Deletion deletion ex. 3-4.1 no 16183801 
Deletion deletion ex. 3-4.3 no 16183801 

Deletion deletion ex. 3.3 no 22982301 
Deletion deletion ex. 4 no 17387578 

Deletion deletion ex. 4 no 21812101 

Deletion deletion ex. 4.2 no 16183801 
Deletion deletion ex. 4.2-4.3 no 16183801 

Deletion deletion ex. 4.3 no 16183801 
Deletion deletion ex. 4.3-4.4 no 22982301 

Deletion deletion ex. 4.4-4.5 no 22982301 
Deletion deletion incl. entire gene no 15841480 

Deletion deletion incl. ex. 1-4 no 16473305 

Deletion deletion incl. ex. 3-4 no 16473305 
Deletion deletion incl. ex. 4 no 16473305 

Deletion deletion quintuple del. of ~3 kb ex. 4-3'UTR no 14974082 
Deletion deletion triple del. of 113 bp in ex. 4 no 11453972 

Deletion deletion ~15 kb incl. ex. 4 + IRAK1 no 17712354 

Deletion deletion ~2 kb ex. 3-4 no 14974082 
Deletion deletion ~2.8 kb no 12325033 

Deletion deletion ~37 kb incl. ex. 3-4 + IRAK1 no 17712354 
Deletion deletion ~39 kb incl. ex. 3-4 + IRAK1 no 17712354 

Deletion deletion ~4 kb ex. 3-4 no 14974082 
Deletion deletion ~4.2 kb, TRD (in ex. 4)_3' UTR no 17142618 

Deletion deletion ~6 kb ex. 3-4 no 14974082 

Deletion deletion ~64 kb incl. ex. 3-4 + IRAK1 no 17712354 
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Deletion insertion 137 bp nt 1169 no 11402105 

Deletion 1132_1159del28 & 1167_1176del10 no 17341617 

Deletion Del. 9bp c.1161_1169, c.1178C>T (P>L), del. 11bp 
c.1181_1191 no 20031356 

Deletion Del. ~7 kb ex. 3-4, ins. CACTTTGTG no 14974082 
Deletion Del. ~7.5 kb ex. 3, ins. 18 bp no 14974082 

Deletion Del. ~7.5 kb ex. 3-4, ins. 43 bp no 14974082 

Deletion Del. ~8 kb ex. 3-4, ins. GT no 14974082 
Deletion Double deletion of 7168 bp and 1295 bp incl. ex. 3-4 no 17712354 

Deletion Triple del. of ~11.5 kb ex. 4-3'UTR, ins. 59 bp no 14974082 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 252 rs61750233 15057977 

Indel del 2 bp  codon 36 no 15737703 
Indel del 7 bp  codon 36 no 16473305 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 147 rs62952161 11214906 

Indel del 4 bp  codon 218 rs61749734 10767337 
Indel del 4 bp  codon 270 no 19309283 

Indel del 19 bp  codon 288 no 11738879 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 177 rs61749703 12075485 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 343 rs61751457 LSDB 

Indel del 4 bp  codon 36 no LSDB 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 115 rs61755761 11524737 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 67 rs61754438 11241840 
Indel del 8 bp  codon 330 no 16473305 

Indel del 4 bp  codon 485 no 11402105 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 302 no 16473305 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 161 rs61748418 LSDB 

Indel del 2 bp  codon 217 no 17341617 
Indel del 20 bp  codon 366 no 12075485 
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Indel del 1 bp  codon 165 no 11960578 

Indel del 3 bp  codon 360 no 19425070 

Indel del 2 bp  codon 86 no 10814718 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 25 rs61754426 11313756 

Indel del 9 bp  codon 300 no 20031356 
Indel del 3 bp  codon 367 rs61752381 16077736 

Indel del 4 bp  codon 285 rs61750256 11005791 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 236 rs61749743 10805343 
Indel del 4 bp  codon 196 no 16225173 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 238 rs61749744 LSDB 
Indel del 13 bp  codon 214 no 12180070 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 277 rs61750247 12966523 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 140 no 20031356 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 251 rs61750231 11055898 

Indel del 4 bp  codon 252 no 10991688 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 269 rs61750241 10577905 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 151 rs61748402 11524741 
Indel del 2 bp  codon 387 no 11960578 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 206 rs61749727 LSDB 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 189 rs61749708 11269512 
Indel del 2 bp  codon 436 rs61753972 11055898 

Indel del 7 bp  codon 379 no 16077736 
Indel del 7 bp  codon 387 no 20031356 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 185 rs61749707 11055898 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 247 rs61749750 15057977 

Indel del 3 bp  codon 365 no 21954873 

Indel del 14 bp  codon 388 no 19914908 
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Indel del 17 bp  codon 388 no 16473305 

Indel del 8 bp  codon 396 no 11524741 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 388 no 16473305 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 273 no 11960578 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 232 rs61749741 10991688 
Indel del 7 bp  codon 271 rs61750242 LSDB 

Indel del 4 bp  codon 484 no 15737703 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 137 rs61748393 10577905 
Indel del 11 bp  codon 376 no 16473305 

Indel del 2 bp  codon 264 no LSDB 
Indel del 13 bp  codon 264 no 16077736 

Indel del 2 bp  codon 181 no 15737703 
Indel del 3 bp  codon 331 rs61751456 LSDB 

Indel del 4 bp  codon 394 no 16225173 

Indel del 7 bp  codon 394 rs63749018 10745042 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 231 rs63260260 10991688 

Indel del 2 bp  codon 348 no 15057977 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 270 rs62931162 10991688 

Indel del 2 bp  codon 289 no 16473305 

Indel del 8 bp  codon 337 no 19914908 
Indel del 19 bp  codon 337 no 16473305 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 40 no 16225173 
Indel del 2 bp  codon 40 no 15675358 

Indel del 2 bp  codon 63 rs61754436 17387578 
Indel del 12 bp  codon 369 no 16473305 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 300 no 16473305 

Indel del 4 bp  codon 300 rs62701461 17986102 
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Indel del 7 bp  codon 300 no LSDB 

Indel del 6 bp  codon 390 rs61753008 17986102 

Indel del 17 bp  codon 272 rs63749012 17387578 
Indel del 17 bp  codon 386 no 10814719 

Indel del 3 bp  codon 356 no 17387578 
Indel del 4 bp  codon 34 rs61754428 11524741 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 144 rs61748400 10854091 

Indel del 5 bp  codon 294 rs61751364 12075485 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 31 rs61754427 16077736 

Indel del 5 bp  codon 38 no 19552836 
Indel del 5 bp  codon 156 no 12449561 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 160 rs61748415 16473305 
Indel del 2 bp  codon 160 no 12655490 

Indel del 6 bp  codon 468 no 12655490 

Indel del 10 bp  codon 386 rs63583161 10814719 
Indel del 2 bp  codon 130 no LSDB 

Indel del 1 bp  codon 159 no 16473305 
Indel del 13 bp  codon 444 rs63749065 LSDB 

Indel del 16 bp  codon 385 no 16473305 

Indel del 18 bp  codon 385 no 18810657 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 125 no 10991688 

Indel del 10 bp  codon 77 rs63749009 15057977 
Indel del 1 bp  codon 295 no 16473305 

Indel del 9 bp  codon 411 rs63749027 12655490 
Indel ins 2 bp  codon 287 no 19133691 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 252 no 11960578 

Indel ins 8 bp  codon 15 no 11269512 
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Indel ins 1 bp  codon 39 no 16473305 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 17 no HGOL 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 292 rs61751361 12111643 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 401 no 16473305 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 455 no 10814718 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 397 no 11180222 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 226 rs61749736 10814719 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 47 no 12325033 
Indel ins 8 bp  non-coding DNA no 16473305 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 190 no 15691364 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 203 no 16473305 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 72 no 15173251 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 106 no 15057977 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 236 no 17986102 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 251 no 11913564 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 393 no 12655490 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 207 no 10508514 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 244 no 17142618 

Indel ins 2 bp  codon 246 no 11462237 

Indel ins 7 bp  codon 273 no 12525553 
Indel ins 4 bp  codon 275 no HGOL 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 92 no 15170968 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 290 no HGOL 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 285 no LSDB 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 232 no 19652677 

Indel ins 2 bp  codon 332 no 11524737 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 399 rs61753011 10814719 
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Indel ins 14 bp  codon 260 no 11313756 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 289 no LSDB 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 201 no 10944854 
Indel ins 2 bp  codon 486 no HGOL 

Indel ins 11 bp  codon 352 no 10745042 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 189 no 20031356 

Indel ins 4 bp  codon 140 no 12491927 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 398 no 10805343 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 72 no 16473305 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 109 no 20031356 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 235 no 11462237 

Indel ins 8 bp  codon 255 no 17986102 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 240 no 11309679 

Indel ins 6 bp  codon 16 no 17089071 

Indel ins 5 bp  codon 124 no 22182064 
Indel ins 2 bp  codon 250 no 11055898 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 250 no 11005791 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 250 no 16473305 

Indel ins 5 bp  codon 251 no 11214906 

Indel ins 2 bp  codon 386 no 16473305 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 399 no 11462237 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 81 no 15737703 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 157 no LSDB 

Indel ins 1 bp  codon 141 no 19133691 
Indel ins 1 bp  codon 322 no LSDB 

Indel del 6 bp / ins 16 bp  codon 330 no 11524737 

Indel del 5 bp / ins 4 bp  codon 377 no 11738860 
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Indel del 5 bp / ins 12 bp  codon 285 no 15057977 

Indel del 2 bp / ins 1 bp  codon 387 no 21878110 

Indel del 2 bp / ins 2 bp  codon 204 no LSDB 
Indel del 6 bp / ins 5 bp  codon 250 no LSDB 

Indel del 1 bp / ins 11 bp  codon 250 no 11106359 
Indel deletion 101 bp nt 1101-1201 no 16077736 

Indel deletion 21 bp nt. 1160 no 12180070 

Indel deletion 21 bp nt. 635 no 12075485 
Indel deletion 22 bp c.881_902 no 17089071 

Indel deletion 22 bp nt.881_902 no 19552836 
Indel deletion 23 bp c.1175_1197 no 12449561 

Indel deletion 24 bp nt. 1450 no 12655490 
Indel deletion 25 bp c.1162_1186 no 19914908 

Indel deletion 26 bp c.1155_1210 no 17089071 

Indel deletion 26 bp c.1161 no 11738883 
Indel deletion 26 bp c.730_755 no 17986102 

Indel deletion 26 bp nt 1235-1260 no LSDB 
Indel deletion 26 bp nt. 1160 no 11005791 

Indel deletion 26 bp nt. 1163 no 10814719 

Indel deletion 26 bp nt. 1165 no 11768391 
Indel deletion 26 bp nt. 1167 no HGOL 

Indel deletion 27 bp nt.2257 no 16473305 
Indel deletion 28 bp c.1152_1189 no 19914908 

Indel deletion 28 bp c.1163_1190 no 19914908 
Indel deletion 29 bp c.1169-1197 no 11738879 

Indel deletion 29 bp nt. 1159 no 11462237 

Indel deletion 29 bp nt.1155 no 16473305 
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Indel deletion 30 bp nt. 1162 no 15173251 

Indel deletion 30 bp nt.1146_1177 no 17341617 

Indel deletion 31 bp nt 1398-1428 no 16077736 
Indel deletion 31 bp nt. 1157 no 11214906 

Indel deletion 32 bp c.1155 no 18562141 
Indel deletion 32 bp nt. 1154 no 11005791 

Indel deletion 32 bp nt. 1157 no 12180070 

Indel deletion 33 bp c.1151_1183 no 17089071 
Indel deletion 33 bp c.1156 no 18562141 

Indel deletion 33 bp c.1160 no 16225173 
Indel deletion 34 bp c.1164_1197 no 19914908 

Indel deletion 34 bp nt. 1167 no 12075485 
Indel deletion 34 bp nt. 859 no 10944854 

Indel deletion 35 bp c.1159_1193 no 22516699 

Indel deletion 35 bp nt 1157-1191 no LSDB 
Indel deletion 35 bp nt. 1159 no 15578576 

Indel deletion 35 bp nt. 1163 no 10814718 
Indel deletion 37 bp c.1156_1192 no 19914908 

Indel deletion 38 bp c.1152-1189 no 11738879 

Indel deletion 38 bp c.1163 no 18562141 
Indel deletion 38 bp nt 1151-1188 no 19371229 

Indel deletion 38 bp nt 1153-1190 no LSDB 
Indel deletion 39 bp nt. 1163 no 11960578 

Indel deletion 40 bp nt 1157-1196 no 16077736 
Indel deletion 41 bp c.1150_1190 no 19914908 

Indel deletion 41 bp nt. 1151 no 12966523 

Indel deletion 41 bp nt. 1152 no 11180222 
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Indel deletion 41 bp nt. 1157 no 10767337 

Indel deletion 41 bp nt. 1159 no 10854091 

Indel deletion 41 bp nt. 1226 no 15578576 
Indel deletion 41 bp nt. 1231 no 11106359 

Indel deletion 41 bp nt. 1324 no 15057977 
Indel deletion 42 bp nt.1156 no 16473305 

Indel deletion 42 bp, c.1157_1198 no 17142618 

Indel deletion 43 bp nt. 1150 no 11214906 
Indel deletion 43 bp nt. 1158 no 11214906 

Indel deletion 43 bp nt. 1163 no 11005791 
Indel deletion 43 bp nt. 1164 no 11214906 

Indel deletion 43 bp nt. 1233 no 10745042 
Indel deletion 43 bp nt. 1448_1461+29 no 18810657 

Indel deletion 43 bp nt.1156 no 16473305 

Indel deletion 436 bp nt. 730 no 11214906 
Indel deletion 44 bp c.1064_1107 no 19914908 

Indel deletion 44 bp c.1155 no 11738883 
Indel deletion 44 bp c.1156-1199 no 11738879 

Indel deletion 44 bp c.1158 no 16844334 

Indel deletion 44 bp nt 1224-1267 no 16077736 
Indel deletion 44 bp nt. 1152 no 10767337 

Indel deletion 44 bp nt. 1154 no 11309679 
Indel deletion 44 bp nt. 1156 no 11313756 

Indel deletion 44 bp nt. 1157 no 10814718 
Indel deletion 44 bp nt. 1164 no 11055898 

Indel deletion 44 bp nt. 1232 no 15578576 

Indel deletion 44 bp nt. 1324 no LSDB 
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Indel deletion 45 bp nt. 1163 no 11241840 

Indel deletion 46 bp nt 1157-1202 no 16077736 

Indel deletion 47 bp nt. 1148 no LSDB 
Indel deletion 48 bp nt. 1048 no 12180070 

Indel deletion 50 bp nt. 1144 no 11313756 
Indel deletion 52 bp nt. 1126 no 11960578 

Indel deletion 53 bp nt. 1124 no 11524737 

Indel deletion 54 bp c.1164-1217 no 11738879 
Indel deletion 55 bp nt. 1215 no 10745042 

Indel deletion 65 bp nt 1129-1193 no LSDB 
Indel deletion 69 bp nt. 1120 no 11180222 

Indel deletion 69 bp nt. 1194 no 10745042 
Indel deletion 70 bp nt. 1098 no 11180222 

Indel deletion 70 bp nt. 1172 no 10745042 

Indel deletion 71 bp c.1157_1227 no 19914908 
Indel deletion 71 bp nt. 1121 no 12075485 

Indel deletion 71 bp nt. 1132 no 11241840 
Indel deletion 71 bp nt. 1196 no 12180070 

Indel deletion 80 bp nt 1123-1202 no LSDB 

Indel deletion 82 bp nt. 1038 no 11005791 
Indel deletion 82 bp, c.1080_1161 no 17142618 

Indel deletion 84 bp nt. 1116 no 10805343 
Indel deletion 85 bp c.1015_1099 no 19914908 

Indel deletion 86 bp c.1140 no 20098342 
Indel deletion 86 bp nt. 1116 no 11269512 

Indel deletion 89 bp nt.1098-1186 no 18652533 

Indel deletion 96 bp nt. 1061 no 12065946 
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Indel deletion quintuple del. of 65 bp in ex. 4 no 11453972 

Indel insertion 23 bp nt.830_831 no 16473305 

Indel c.905_1138del234insCAC no 17089071 
Indel Del 10 bp nt. 1158, del 16 bp nt. 1171 no 12111643 

Indel Del 11 bp nt. 1163, del 18 bp nt. 1174 no 11055898 
Indel Del 1129_2029, ins CCGTGG no 16473305 

Indel Del 13 nt 1125, del 34 nt 1158, inv126 nt 1138, ins GGA 1263 no LSDB 

Indel Del 131 bp, ins. TG, nt. 1118 no 11106359 
Indel Del 1317_2084, ins 22 no 16473305 

Indel Del 157 bp nt 1030, ins GT no 11309679 
Indel Del 166 bp,  ins GT nt. 1030 no 11241840 

Indel Del 170 bp nt 1147, ins 3 bp no 10805343 
Indel Del 183 bp, ins. 61, nt. 1118 no 11055898 

Indel Del 191 bp nt. 1121, del 9 bp nt. 1332 no 15170968 

Indel Del 25 bp nt 1265-1289, ins AGCGGCCG no LSDB 
Indel Del 34 bp, ins 39 bp nt 1126-1159 no 16077736 

Indel Del 45 bp nt 1161-1205, ins A no LSDB 
Indel Del 50531 bp incl. ex. 3-4 from E2I2+25171, ins 14 bp no 15712379 

Indel Del 507 bp, ins GCTTTTAG nt 407 no 10767337 

Indel Del 6 bp nt. 965, ins. G nt. 1026, del 71 bp nt. 1138 no 11055898 
Indel Del 6 bp nt.1161, del 26 bp nt. 1177 no 11055898 

Indel Del 69 bp, ins 21 bp, nt 1165 no 10854091 
Indel Del 7628 bp, ins 42 bp nt. 59421-67059 no 12872251 

Indel Del. 174 bp c.1063_1236, inv. 43 bp c.1189_1231 no 17387578 
Indel Del. 21 bp c.1164_1184, ins 21 bp. no 21954873 

Indel Del. 3931 bp incl. ex. 3-4, ins. 140 bp no 17712354 

Indel Del. 4610 bp incl. ex. 3-4, ins. ATGAGGCTG no 17712354 
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Indel g.61340_67032delinsAGTTGTGCCAC and g.67072_67200del no 21372149 

Indel ins/del ex. 3-4 no 19652677 

Insertion insertion 430 kb incl. entire gene no 15689435 
Insertion insertion 300 bp nt.1159_1160 no 16473305 

Insertion insertion ex. 3 and 5' of ex. 4 no 18652533 
Insertion insertion 126kb from 19p13.3 no 21383316 

Insertion insertion >961bp incl ex. 3-4 no 22382802 

Insertion insertion ex. 3-4 no 22382802 
Missense Lys210Ile rs61749730 11241840 

Missense Lys305Arg rs61751441 11005791 
Missense Arg111Gly rs61754459 11241840 

Missense Asn126Ser no 11960578 
Missense Thr158Met rs28934906 10508514 

Missense Thr311Met rs61751445 16672765 

Missense Arg106Gly no 12180070 
Missense Arg106Trp rs28934907 10508514 

Missense Arg268Trp rs61750239 11469283 
Missense Ser355Arg no 21940684 

Missense Ile303Ser no 16473305 

Missense Lys304Gln no 16077736 
Missense Lys304Glu rs61751440 16473305 

Missense Asn126Tyr no HGOL 
Missense His51Gln no 21300488 

Missense Thr158Ala rs61748411 11269512 
Missense Gln128Pro rs61748383 12966523 

Missense Met1Leu no 16225173 

Missense Pro388Leu rs61753006 11960578 
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Missense Pro302His no 10944854 

Missense Pro302Arg no 10814719 

Missense Pro127Leu no 11245712 
Missense Pro302Leu rs61749723 10767337 

Missense Pro322Leu rs61751450 10814718 
Missense Pro388Thr no 12449561 

Missense Pro388Ser rs61753000 12567420 

Missense Pro302Thr no 15737703 
Missense Pro302Ala rs61751373 10814718 

Missense Pro302Ser no 17387578 
Missense Arg294Gly no 12235545 

Missense Arg115Cys no 18652533 
Missense Pro101His no 10767337 

Missense Pro101Arg rs61754453 10991689 

Missense Pro152Arg rs61748404 10767337 
Missense Pro225Arg rs61749715 10767337 

Missense Pro101Leu no 10767337 
Missense Pro225Leu no 12615169 

Missense Leu328Val no 16473305 

Missense Leu100Val rs28935168 11913567 
Missense Glu397Lys no 11738883 

Missense Glu397Term no 19652677 
Missense Arg133His rs61748389 11005791 

Missense Arg306His rs61751443 10767337 
Missense Arg133Pro no 11960578 

Missense Arg133Leu no 10854091 

Missense Ala358Thr rs147017239 17089071 
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Missense Arg106Gln rs61754457 10814719 

Missense Val300Ile rs61751370 11462237 

Missense Ser134Pro no 15526954 
Missense Leu100Arg rs61754451 15057977 

Missense Trp104Arg no LSDB 
Missense Leu108His rs61754458 17387578 

Missense Phe157Leu no 16225173 

Missense Glu318Ala rs61751448 LSDB 
Missense Lys305Glu no 17089071 

Missense Asp156Ala no 15737703 
Missense Asp151Gly rs61748403 12180070 

Missense Asp156Gly rs61748407 11309679 
Missense Asp97Glu rs61754449 10745042 

Missense Asp151Glu no 17142618 

Missense Asp156Glu no 10805343 
Missense Ala131Asp no 15737703 

Missense Ala378Gly no 11960578 
Missense Pro322Thr no 16225173 

Missense Pro322Ala rs61751449 10814719 

Missense Pro419Ser rs140258520 16225173 
Missense Pro272Ser no 16225173 

Missense Pro101Thr no 10767337 
Missense Pro101Ser rs61754452 11269512 

Missense Ala140Val rs28934908 11007980 
Missense Arg306Cys rs28935468 10577905 

Missense Arg344Gly no 21940684 

Missense Ala279Val rs61750249 15526954 
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Missense Gly129Val rs61748384 17089071 

Missense Gly161Glu no 16672765 

Missense Gly161Val rs61748417 11960578 
Missense Tyr120Asp no 11376998 

Missense Lys135Glu rs61748391 11241840 
Missense Arg133Gly no 12180070 

Missense Arg133Cys rs28934904 10508514 

Missense Ser134Cys rs61748390 10767337 
Missense Ser134Phe no 15737703 

Missense Asp156His no 18021529 
Missense Asp97Tyr rs61754448 11402105 

Missense Gly161Arg no LSDB 
Missense Gly161Trp rs61748416 11214906 

Missense Val122Met no 17089071 

Missense Phe157Leu no 18021529 
Missense Phe157Leu no 11180222 

Missense Leu124Phe rs61755763 10991688 
Missense Phe155Ser rs28934905 10508514 

Missense Phe155Cys no LSDB 

Missense Phe155Ile rs61748406 10745042 
Nonsense Lys256Term no 10805343 

Nonsense Lys144Term rs61748399 11055898 
Nonsense Glu205Term rs61749726 11241840 

Nonsense Lys177Term rs61749702 LSDB 
Nonsense Lys180Term no 16473305 

Nonsense Lys22Term rs62641234 11269512 

Nonsense Lys200Term rs61749718 12655490 
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Nonsense Lys266Term no 20661168 

Nonsense Lys363Term rs61752375 LSDB 

Nonsense Gln16Term rs61754424 LSDB 
Nonsense Gln19Term rs61754425 HGOL 

Nonsense Gln128Term no 16077736 
Nonsense Gln244Term rs61749747 11005791 

Nonsense Gln406Term rs61753965 10986043 

Nonsense Arg270Term rs61750240 10767337 
Nonsense Arg294Term rs61751362 10767337 

Nonsense Lys112Term no 19722030 
Nonsense Lys267Term rs61750238 17986102 

Nonsense Lys175Term rs61748428 LSDB 
Nonsense Lys254Term rs63259763 LSDB 

Nonsense Lys289Term rs61750259 LSDB 

Nonsense Arg198Term rs61749717 10814719 
Nonsense Gln110Term no 20116947 

Nonsense Gln47Term no 16077736 
Nonsense Gln170Term rs61748425 10805343 

Nonsense Gln208Term rs61749729 11269512 

Nonsense Gln297Term rs61751367 11462237 
Nonsense Arg168Term rs61748421 10577905 

Nonsense Arg255Term rs61749721 10508514 
Nonsense Glu10Term no 16473305 

Nonsense Glu290Term no 22182064 
Nonsense Glu455Term rs104894864 12481990 

Nonsense Tyr141Term rs61748396 10854091 

Nonsense Ser49Term rs61754432 11214906 
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Nonsense Ser360Term rs61752372 11055898 

Nonsense Ser65Term rs61754437 LSDB 

Nonsense Ser68Term no 15737703 
Nonsense Ser204Term rs61749724 11055898 

Nonsense Ser373Term no 19133691 
Nonsense Gln262Term no 11960578 

Nonsense Trp104Term rs61754455 LSDB 

Nonsense Leu138Term no 16473305 
Splice IVS1 ds G-A +1 no 15737703 

Splice IVS2 as C-G -6 no 11241840 
Splice IVS3 ds G-T +1 no 15737703 

Splice IVS3 ds T-G +2 no 11241840 
Splice IVS3 as A-C -2 no 11214906 

Splice IVS3 as A-G -2 no 10805343 

Splice IVS3 as A-T -2 no 16780651 
Splice IVS3 as C-G -3 no 15737703 

StopLoss Term487Arg no 11469283 
StopLoss Term487Leu no 19722030 

StopLoss Term487Cys no 10814719 

StopLoss Term487Trp no LSDB 
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APPENDIX IV 
TIMELINE OF CTNND2 RESEARCH 

Year Event Category 
1997 Paffenholz and Franke identify Ctnnd2, say the putative NLS is not an NLS Function 
1997 Zhou et al. show interaction of delta catenin and presinilin-1 Function 
1999 Levesque et al. show interaction of delta catenin and presenilin-1 Function 

1999 
Lu et al. show delta catenin can be immunoprecipitated in a complex with other 
adherens junction components -> cadherin and beta catenin. They show delta catenin 
overexpression in MDCK cells altered morphology increasing lamellipodia.  

Function 

1999 Tanahashi and Tabira find delta catenin as an interactor with presenilin-1 but not 
presenilin-2 Function 

2000 Ho et al. discover delta catenin as an interactor of presinilin-1. Delta catenin's mouse 
expression is profiled nicely in this paper Function 

2000 
Medina et al. show that in the Cri du Chat contiguous 5p deletion individuals with 
deletions covering CTNND2 have severe intellectual disabilities when compared to 
those who do not. 

Copy Number Variation, 
Disease 

2002 
Kim et al. show overexpression of delta catenin induces branching of dendrite-like 
processes in 3T3 cells and enhances dendrite morphogenesis in primary hippocampal 
neurons. They also show delta catenin can directly bind actin. 

Function 

2002 Laura et al. show that the erbin PDZ domain binds to both delta catenin and ARVCF 
at the C-terminus Function 

2003 Martinez et al. show delta catenin interacts with cortactin Function 

2004 Fujita et al. find that delta catenin can bind to sphingosine kinase and increase cell 
motility Function 
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2004 

Israely et al. publish the knockout mouse for Ctnnd2. The mice are viable but have 
severe impairments in cognitive function. PSD-95 and N-cadherin (proteins which 
interact with delta catenin) are significantly reduced in the mutant mice. Deficits in 
spatial learning, Pavlovian, fear conditioning, and abnormal synaptic activity. 
Expression is reduced at the protein level for N-cadherin but not E-cadherin. Cadherin 
associated beta catenin was also reduced. PSD-95 was reduced. Synaptophysic was 
unaffected. 

Function 

2005 Kosik et al. review what is known about delta catenin Function 

2005 Harvard identify a male with a de novo deletion in CTNND2 who has a variant form 
of Cri du Chat syndrome in addition to autism. 

Copy Number Variation, 
Disease 

2006 

Duparc et al. identify Pax6 as an important regulator of delta catenin. Pax6 mutant 
embryos have severe reduction in the optic vesicle neural ectoderm, ventricular zone 
of the neocortex, and the external granule layer of the cerebellum. Also, show Pax6's 
binding site in the delta catenin promoter. Shows in mice delta catenin requires Pax6 
to be expressed in the forebrain and rhombencephalon 

Function, Regulation 

2007 Silverman et al. show delta catenin binds PSD-95 which links it to the AMPA 
receptors binding protein (ABP) and GRIP Function 

2008 

Abu-Elneel et al. show overexpression of delta catenin induces filopodia in neurons 
by acting on the Rho family. This reference also contains the sequences for siRNA 
knock-down from Dharmacon and their efficiencies. Additionally, it shows that 
mGluR group 1 is activated and the interaction of delta catenin and key players in 
actin dynamics is discussed. 

Function 

2008 Kim et al. show delta catenin interacts with p190RhoGEF and Akt1-mediated 
phosphorylation of Threonine 454 in delta catenin Function 

2008 Marshall et al. identify an autistic female with a de novo deletion in CTNND2  Copy Number Variation, 
Disease 
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2009 

Arikkath et al. publish a paper on the delta catenin knockout mouse where they show 
that hippocampal cells from these mice exhibit an increase in spine and synapse 
density. They also show that the delta catenin -/- mice have reduction in N-cadherin 
and pan-cadherin levels as well as having increases in excitatory synaptic function. 
Importantly, they show that the PDZ domain in critical for regulation of spine density. 

Function 

2009 Knockout Ctnnd2 mice indicate delta catenin is important in the mature cortex Function 

2009 Qiao et al. identify an autistic male with a de novo deletion in CTNND2 Copy Number Variation, 
Disease 

2010 

Bareiss et al. find GSK-3beta forms a complex with delta catenin and its inhibition 
results in higher delta and beta catenin levels. Delta catenin overexpression promotes 
GSK-3beta and beta catenin interactions. Delta catenin is involved in facilitating the 
interaction, ubiquitination, and subsequent turn over of beta catenin in neuronal cells 

Function 

2010 Carnahan et al. analyze phylogeny of the p120 family Evolution 

2010 Lu et al. show delta catenin is overexpressed in pancreatic adenocarcinomas. Hes1 is 
shown to bind the E-boxes on the delta catenin promoter in prostate cancer cells. Function, Disease 

2010 Poore et al. show an association of Cdk5 activation p35 and Ctnnd2. Cdk5 
phosphorylates delta catenin at serine 300 and 357. Function 

2010 Zhang et al. show reduction of Pax6 leads to reduction of delta catenin and vice versa Function 
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2011 

Koutras et al. perform over-expression of CTNND2 in human SHSY5Y cells followed 
by microarray analysis and find the following genes with: >3 fold upregulation 
(IF116, CDH11, LCP1, SOX11, SPARC, FN1, RNASEL, PTGER4, PCDHB2) and >3 
fold downregulation (FUT9, ODZ1, BCHE, HAS2, MEOX2, SPOCK3, PTPRZ1, CA2, 
STC1, NEFL, AMBN, PCDH10, MGST1, GTSF1, PCDH11X, COL3A1, DDR2, 
EDNRB, SLITRK5, GALNT13, POK6, EFS). They also find that mutation of a 
putative NLS fails to locate to the nucleus (not very convincing image). Lastly, they 
show that delta catenin does not drive the canonical Wnt pathway (by luciferase 
assay, TCF construct) 

Function 

2011 Wang et al. show delta catenin expression in astrocytoma is associated with malignant 
progression and increases cell invasion by upregulation of Rac1 activity. Function, Disease 

2011 Sanders et al. identify an autistic male with a de novo deletion in CTNND2 Copy Number Variation, 
Disease 

2011 Li et al. find association with CTNND2 and myopia Association 
2011 Lu et al. find association with CTNND2 and myopia Association 
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2011 

Dongmin Gu (University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston, advisor Pierre 
McCrea, Ph.D.) doctoral thesis intensively focuses on delta catenin and finds the 
following: (1) Xenopus expression: delta-catenin maternal transcripts are in oocytes 
and are expressed throughout early embryonic development, many isoforms exist (2) 
in-situ showed expression in the ectoderm of blastula and gastrula embryos, during 
neurulation the anterior region and dorsal neural tube had expression, and tadpole 
stage embryos have expression in the brain, eye and ear vesicles, branchial arches, 
spinal cord and somite, and in adult is expressed in the brain, nerve, muscle, and skin. 
(3) immuno-blotting (N-terminal Ab) identified a 130 and 100 kDa isoform in all 
tissue extracts and a 160 kDa band only in the brain whereas immunoblotting with C-
terminal Ab only identified 130 kDa and 160 kDa in the brain. (4) Co-
immunoprecipitations at gastrula stage 12 embryos found C-cadherin as well as E-
cadherin and N-cadherin (5) Localization showed delta-catenin mostly in the non-
membrane pool containing cytosolic and nuclear components (6) Morpholinos were 
utilized and embryos were examined for phenotypes. The embryos successfully go 
through cleavage and blastula stages. At gastrulation though they have significant 
delays in blastopore closure and endodermal protrusions. Most embryos however 
recover and complete gastrulation only later to die around tadpole stages. Surviving 
tadpoles have reduced anterior-posterior axes and gut malformations. (7) Test for 
convergence-extension movements by dorsal mesodermal explants did not show any 
defects in elongation. Follow up by morpholino and scoring of embryos do not show 
any difference in convergence-extension. (8) Delta catenin knockdown showed 
craniofacial abnormalities in particular the under-development of ceratohyal and 
ceratobranchial cartilages. It also showed impaired neural crest migration. Lastly, it 
impaired tubulogenesis in kidneys. (9) Rescue with full length RNA rescued the 
defects of knock-down. Additionally, p120-catenin RNA could rescue delta catenin 
depletion but beta catenin could not. Mutation constructs showed that the armadillo 
and or carboxyl terminal residues could rescue the defects and not the amino-terminal 
433 amino acids or PDZ motif. Additionally, the armadillo by itself could not rescue. 
(10) Over-expression of delta catenin also perturbed gastrulation in a dose-dependent 
manner. (11) When delta catenin is depleted (by morpholino) the levels of C-, E-, and 

Function 
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N- cadherin levels are reduced and p120-, beta-catenin and actin are not. (12) C-
cadherin can rescue blastopore closure defects. (13) Delta catenin missing Armadillo 
repeats 1-5 can no longer interact with endogenous C-cadherin but can still modulate 
Rho and Rac functions (inhibits RhoA, activates Rac1) just as wild type delta catenin 
modulates Rho and Rac functions. (14) Cell adhesion defects appear to underly 
embryogenesis defects. (15) Delta catenin depletion causes a significant Rho 
activation and a modest inhibition of Rac1. Importantly dominant-negative RhoA or 
dominant active Rac1 rescued gastrulation defects but dominant-active Cdc42 could 
not. (15) Caspase-3 can cleave delta-catenin during apoptotic events. Residue D816 
likely represents the P1 binding site for caspase-3. (16) Sub-cloning of 2 resulting 
fragments of caspase-3 cleavage components shows that (1-816 AA) and (817-1314) 
lost capacity to bind cadherins and also prevents its ability to regulate RhoA and 
Rac1. (17) The 817-1314AA fragment has a putative NLS (WGKKKKKKKSQ). 
Full-length delta catenin is near cell-cell borders and cytoplasm in 293T cells. (1-
816AA) was primarily in the cytosol and 817-1314 was primarily located in the 
nucleus. This was replicated in MDA-MB-231 and Neuro-2a cells. Removal of 
putative NLS reduced amount of (817-1314AA) in the nucleus. (18) Yeast-two hybrid 
with adult mouse brain cDNA library using a delta catenin construct with only the 
armadillo and carboxyl-terminal domains identified 27 distinct interactions, but was 
not saturating. One was a novel protein (ZIFCAT). The 817-1314AA form of the 
protein could bind ZIFCAT but the 1-816AA form cannot.  
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2012 

Jun et al. find association of Ctnnd2 with cortical cataract and Alzheimer related brain 
malformations. They find an increase in delta catenin in Alzheimer's brain. Also, they 
find that rs61754599 (G810R) is predicted to be damaging. Mutant (G810R) delta 
catenin has effect on Abeta levels and they also show it increases protrusions from 
HEK293T cells even more than overexpression of wild type Ctnnd2. 

Function, Disease 

2012 Gai et al. identify an autistic male and an autistic female both with maternally 
inherited deletions in CTNND2 

Copy Number Variation, 
Disease 

2012 He et al. identify an autistic female with a de novo duplication in CTNND2 Copy Number Variation, 
Disease 

2012 Yu et al. find association with CTNND2 and myopia Association 
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APPENDIX V 
CHAPTER 6 EXTENDED EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

 
Extended Experimental Procedures  

MECP2 Sequencing 

Each of the 13 probands was sequenced for the coding exons of the MECP2 gene. The 

exon 1 (F:  GCACTCGGTGCATCTGTGGACAGAG, R: 

CATCCGCCAGCCGTGTCGTCCGAC) 

reaction mix consisted of 1µl of 50 ng/µl genomic DNA, 5 µl of 10x LA PCR Buffer with 

Mg2+ (TaKaRa), 5 µl of 10 mM dNTPs (TaKaRa), 0.5 µl of 25 µM forward primer, 0.5 µl 

of 25 µM reverse primer, 0.5 µl of LA TakaRa Taq at 5U/µl (TaKaRa # RR002M), 5 µl 

of 5M Betaine (Sigma B0300), 2.5 µl of 100% DMSO (Finnzymes F-515 DMSO), and 

30 µl of Molecular Biology Grade water (AccuGene #51200). Cycling conditions were 

95oC for 3 minutes, followed by 35 cycles of the following conditions: 95oC for 30 

seconds, 65oC for 30 seconds, 68oC for 30 seconds, and ending with a 3 minute hold at 

68oC. The reaction mixes for exons 2 (F: TGTGTTACGTGCCAGTAATTTGCAG, R: 

TATGGCACAGTTTGGCACAGTTATG) and 3 (F: 

AAGCCTGCCTCTGCTCACTTGTTCT, R: CTGTACACGGTCATTTCAAGCACAC) 

consisted of 1µl of 50 ng/µl genomic DNA, 5 µl of 10x LA PCR Buffer with Mg2+ 

(TaKaRa), 5 µl of 10 mM dNTPs (TaKaRa), 0.5 µl of 25 µM forward primer, 0.5 µl of 25 

µM reverse primer, 0.5 µl of LA TakaRa Taq at 5U/µl (TaKaRa # RR002M), and 37.5 µl 

of Molecular Biology Grade water (AccuGene #51200). Cycling conditions were 95oC 

for 3 minutes, followed by 30 cycles of the following conditions: 95oC for 30 seconds, 

59oC for 30 seconds, 68oC for 30 seconds, and ending with a 3 minute hold at 68oC. The 

reaction mixes for the two exon 4 (F: CTCTTACAGGTCTTCAGTCCTTTCC, R: 
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GCAGTGTGACTCTCGTTCAATAGTA ; F: 

TAGAAAAGTGCAAAGCTACTTCTGG, R: 

GGAAAGGACTGAAGACCTGTAAGAG) amplicons consisted of 1µl of 50 ng/µl 

genomic DNA, 25 µl of 2x Phusion Master Mix (Finnzymes F-531), 1 µl of 25 µM 

forward primer, 1 µl of 25 µM reverse primer, and 22 µl of Molecular Biology Grade 

water (AccuGene #51200). Cycling conditions were 98oC for 30 seconds, followed by 35 

cycles of the following conditions: 98oC for 10 seconds, 66oC for 30 seconds, 72oC for 30 

seconds, and ending with a 10 minute hold at 72oC. All amplicons were sequenced on the 

Applied Biosystems 3730xl DNA sequencer using 1x BigDye Ready Reaction Mix 

(Applied Biosystems) and the subsequent output was analyzed in Sequencher version 4.7. 

 

Exome Sequencing 

Agilent Library Preparation, Exome Capture, and SOLiD Sequencing 

For this study, we chose 10 female autism exomes plus 1 HapMap sample (NA18507) 

and sequenced their exomes by utilizing the Agilent SureSelect Whole Exome capture 

(38 megabases) and SOLiD 3+ and 4 sequencing. First, we prepared SOLiD fragment 

libraries. Briefly, 5 µg of genomic DNA was sheared to a size of 100 base pairs. End 

repair was then performed on the sheared DNA and then P1/P2 adaptors ligated to the 

DNA. Next, the DNA was run on an E-gel and fragments of 150-200 base pairs were 

collected in wells in the gel. Subsequently, the DNA was nick-translated and amplified. 

Quantification was enabled using the Agilent BioAnalyzer. The next portion of the 

experiment was to capture exonic regions. This involved mixing the prepared libraries 

with hybridization buffer and heating this solution to denature to single-stranded DNA 
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(ssDNA). Next, the ssDNA library was mixed with biotinylated RNA baits forming 

DNA/RNA hybrids.  After hybridization, magnetic beads were prepared in SureSelect 

Binding buffer and the hybridization solution was added to the magnetic beads. The 

beads were washed and subsequently the exomic DNA was eluted. Exomic DNA 

underwent PCR purification and amplification, and finally quantified on the BioAnalyzer. 

The last part of the bench-work was sequencing and steps included were emulsion PCR 

of DNA, enrichment for both the P1 and P2 adaptor, deposition on a glass slide, and 

sequencing by ligation and detection. For the 3 Illumina exomes all experimental steps 

were performed at the Illumina sequencing center using their standard methods 

(Hayward, CA).  

 

Exome Mapping and Annotation 

The SOLiD exome sequencing data was mapped to the human genome build 27 

using the bfast-0.7.0a program. Subsequently, the SAM output was converted to BAM 

output, duplicates were marked using Picard, indel realignment, and quality score 

recalibration were performed in GATK. For the Illumina data, mapping to the human 

genome build 37 was performed with bwa-0.5.9. The same post-mapping steps used for 

the SOLiD data were used. For annotating the variants and predicting effects we utilized 

Annovar. The May 2011 1000Genomes sites file 

(ALL.wgs.phase1.projectConsensus.snps.sites.vcf at ftp://ftp-

trace.ncbi.nih.gov/1000genomes/ftp/release/20101123/interim_phase1_release/) was used 

for annotating variants to be in 1000Genomes. Generic annotation was performed with 

Annovar. To assess if a mutation fell within a splice site a custom R script was used. In 
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brief, the positions of all introns in RefSeq genes were download from the UCSC genome 

browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/) and then the first 2 and last 2 positions of the introns 

were denoted as the splice sites. To annotate the gene as being an autism, autism 

candidate, or intellectual disability gene the lists in Pinto et al. (2010) and SFARI 

(https://gene.sfari.org/autdb/) was utilized. To assess conservation in the total exome 

dataset we utilized the multiz46way alignment file (refGene.exonAA.fa) from the UCSC 

genome browser hg19 build. We examined percent of amino acid conservation (with 

human) in each organism based on the alignment using a custom R script. From this 

analysis, we chose to examine nucleotides coding for amino acids conserved in Human 

(hg19), Chimp (panTro2), Dog (canFam2), Cow (bosTau4), Mouse (mm9), Rat (rn4), 

and Zebrafish (danRer). 

 Exome sequencing of 10 of the autism exomes and 1 HapMap sample (NA18507) 

was performed using the Agilent 38 Mb capture followed by sequencing on the SOLiD 

3+ and 4 technologies. The remaining 3 autism exomes were captured using the TruSeq 

62 Mb exome capture and followed by sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq. After duplicate 

marking, quality score recalibration, and realignment around indels, each exome was 

examined for exome capture metrics. The mean target coverage in the autism exomes was 

35.87 ± 16.44, percentage of zero targets was 3.43 ± 1.58, and percentage of targets at 

>30x was 49.60 ±  16.96. The 1000 Genomes project exome data was utilized for the 71 

European female samples (53 CEU, 18 GBR), 1 YRI male (NA18507), and 1 LWK male 

(NA19020) and processed through the same tools as the autism exomes. Since these 

control exomes were at a much higher coverage depth and we wanted to test variants in 

equi-frequent samples sizes, the control exome reads were down-sampled by 43% using 
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GATK to get the following numbers: mean target coverage of 36.43 ± 16.6, percentage of 

zero targets at 3.06 ± 1.32, and percentage of targets >30x at 43.18 ± 21.09 (preparation 

of bam files is shown in Supplementary Figure 2.A). Variant calling across all samples 

was performed using the GATK UnifiedGenotyper followed by variant recalibration 

using dbsnp129, HapMap3.3, and 1000 Genomes OMNI data for training and at a truth 

sensitivity cutoff of 1%. After additional filters on mapping quality, depth, variant 

quality, allelic balance, and strand balance we had a total of 111,362 variants passing all 

QC (Supplementary Figure2B, 2C). A comparison, across all variants, of concordance by 

depth between our NA18507 SOLiD exome and the 1000 Genomes NA18507 SOLiD 

exome yielded a high concordance (Supplementary Figure 3.A), although comparison 

with OMNI data from 1000 Genomes and each of the NA18507 exomes, for 39,650 

SNPs, indicates a slightly higher concordance rate by depth for the 1000 Genomes exome 

(Supplementary Figure 3B). Overall, our variant calling as assessed by examining 1000 

Genomes OMNI data with the 1000 Genomes exomes, for 39,650 SNPs, was quite good 

with Illumina data performing higher (Supplementary Figure 3C). 11 of our 13 autism 

exomes had very limited data for comparison from an Affymetrix 5.0 array, using 1,315 

SNPs, indicated that 1000 Genomes data were superior but ours was still above 90% 

concordance between sequencing and array genotypes even at a very low depth 

(Supplementary Figure 3D). For the autism exomes and the 1000 Genomes European 

female exomes combined (n=84; 71 European, 13 autism), we annotated our SNPs with 

Annovar and using a custom script for canonical splice sites (-2,-1,+1,+2 of exon/intron 

border) identified 37,424 non-synonymous, 486 stop gain, 32 stop loss, 35,549 

synonymous, and 273 splicing variants.  
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CTNND2 Sequencing 

Amplification of Coding Exons in CTNND2 (Outline in Supplementary Figure1) 

 To amplify the 22 RefSeq exons and 7 Ensembl exons in CTNND2, 87 amplicons 

were  designed for amplification on the Fluidigm Access Array Targeted Resequencing 

platform. Amplification and addition of barcodes were accomplished as described in the 

manual using the bidirectional sequencing primer strategy. This strategy allows for 

sequencing of both ends of the PCR product with a single read sequencing run (instead of 

paired-end sequencing run). Each Access Array allows for simultaneous target 

enrichment of 48 unique samples with 48 different primer pairs. In this study, 16 Access 

Arrays were needed for the targeted enrichment of 384 samples with 87 primers. 

Supplementary Figure 6 shows the workflow for the pre-sequencing steps. The final 

product of the Access Array was four 96-well plates, each well containing the pooled 

PCR products of 87 amplicons uniquely barcoded for each sample. Primers and amplicon 

details are provided in Table 2. 

 

Post-amplification QC and pooling 

 The next step was to purify each sample using Agencourt AMPure beads 

following the  manufacturer’s protocol. All samples were run on Agilent High Sensitivity 

DNA Chips on the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer to confirm size range and purity of the PCR 

product, followed by qPCR for quantification before pooling the 384 samples for the 

sequencing run. For the qPCR, the KAPA Library Quantification Kit for Illumina 

Sequencing (part # KK4835) was used, which is based on SYBR green dye chemistry. 
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Once the concentration of the individual libraries was calculated, all libraries were 

diluted to the same concentration and pooled in equimolar amounts to get 10nM of the 

pooled library. The library was sequenced in a single lane of the Illumina HiSeq (100  

base, single pass reads) following the Illumina Sequencing Strategy described in the 

Fluidigm Access Array manual. 

CTNND2 Sequence Reads Mapping and Annotation (Supplementary Figure 7) 

 A reference file was generated for each amplicon using the following steps: first a 

tab-delimited file was generated from the Fluidigm proprietary files with one column 

having the amplicon name and the second column having the amplicon sequence; second, 

the tab-delimited file was converted to a fasta file using the tab-to-fasta tool in Galaxy 

(http://main.g2.bx.psu.edu); third, the composite fasta file was converted to individual 

fasta amplicon files using a custom R script. To prepare each reference amplicon fasta for 

downstream analysis, each was indexed using faidx in Samtools, indexed using the BWA 

index command, and a dictionary was also created for each using 

CreateReferenceDictionary.jar in Picard. Sample fastq files were split into fastq files 

corresponding to each amplicon utilizing the Sabre tool (normally used for splitting reads 

by barcode, https://github.com/ucdavis-bioinformatics/sabre) with the se command and 

allowing for up to 2 mismatches in the primer sequence. Each amplicon fastq file was 

then mapped to its amplicon reference using bwa aln and samse. Every amplicon sam file 

was then converted to bam using Picard’s SortSam.jar tool. To generate 1 bam file for 

each sample Picard’s MergeSamFiles.jar was used to merge all amplicon bams to 1 

sample bam. To add read group information Picard’s AddOrReplaceGroups.jar tool was 

utilized for each sample bam. 
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When calling variants by individual, we utilized the GATK (version 1.5) 

UnifiedGenotyper using default settings. We filtered SNPs by individual using the 

following criteria: mapping quality (MQ0> 4 && ((MQ0 / (1.0 * DP)) > 0.1), depth (DP 

< 20), quality (QUAL < 50.0), quality over depth (QD < 10.0), strand bias (FS > 50.0), 

and homopolymer run (HRun) >4. After calling and filtering, all individual vcfs were 

merged together using CombineVariants in GATK to make one composite vcf file. 

Lastly, the missing genotypes in the composite vcf file were filled using the 

UnifiedGenotyper in GATK. The HapMap samples which were sequenced in our study 

included 1 YRI (NA18507) and 9 CEU samples (NA06991, NA07014, NA10836, 

NA10861, NA12239, NA12414, NA12708, NA12740, and NA12878). Genotype data for 

these samples included data from the HapMap project and1000 Genomes (OMNI 

genotype data and sequencing data). The HapMap data file we used was 

http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/downloads/genotypes/2010-

08_phaseII+III/forward/genotypes_chr5_CEU_r28_nr.b36_fwd.txt and had available 

genotype data for 9 of the samples (NA06991, NA07014, NA10836, NA10861, 

NA12239, NA12708, NA12740, NA12878, and NA18507). 1000 Genomes OMNI 

genotype data was downloaded from the Broad ftp (ftp://gsapubftp-

anonymous@ftp.broadinstitute.org) and was available for 3 samples (NA12414, 

NA12878, and NA18507). 1000 Genomes data was downloaded from 

http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20110521/ALL.chr5.phase1_release_v3

.20101123.snps_indels_svs.genotypes.vcf.gz and included data for 1 sample (NA18507). 

Pooled Sample Control 
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In order to have an additional control with replicates we used a pooled individual sample 

from Roche (P/N: 11691112001, lot#12593320). This sample was represented by 8 

different barcodes in the experiment. 

 

Sanger Validation of the Missense/Nonsense Changes Identified 

 All missense/nonsense changes identified were validated by Sanger sequencing. 

Primers were designed to cover the exons in which the variants were found. The PCR for 

exon 1 and exon 7, both of which are GC-rich, consisted of: 1 µl 50n/µl DNA, 5µl 10x 

PCR buffer; 5µl 10nm dNTPs, 0.5µl 25µM or each forward and reverse primer; 0.5µl 5 

U/µl LA Taq polymerase (Takara Cat#: RR002A); 5 µl 5M betaine, 2.5µl DMSO and 

30µl water to make 50µl. The master mix for all other exons was the same, except for 

replacing betaine and DMSO with water. The PCR conditions for all exons, except exon 

1, were: 95°C for 3 min; 30 cycles of 95°C for 30sec, 58°C for 90sec and 68°C for 30 

sec; 68°C for 3min. For exon 1, the annealing temperature was 56°C instead of 58°C. The 

primer sequences are provided in Table 5. All PCR products were run on a 1.8% agarose 

gel for 1.5hr to check for correct product size, followed by PCR purification (Qiagen 

QIAquick PCR purification Kit Cat #28104). The purified samples were quantified by 

nanodrop, diluted to 25ng/µl and contracted to Beckman Coulter Genomics for 

sequencing. 

 

Sanger Confirmation of CTNND2 Variants 

 To validate the G34S variant (hg18: chr5:11785322 C/T) genomic DNA was 

amplified using 5’- GGAATGTTTCTACCTGTTCTTTGAC-3’ for the forward primer 
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and 5’- ATTATGTCTTGGTCTTTCTCAGCAG -3’ reverse primer with an expected 

amplicon size of 282 bp. To validate the R713C variant (hg18: chr5:11212710 G/A) 

genomic DNA was amplified using 5’- 

TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGCCACTAAAGTTATGGAAAGAGACA-3’ for the 

forward primer (italics is M13) and 5’- 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTAAGGAAGACAGTTTTGGAGATGAG-3’ (italics is 

M13) for the reverse primer resulting in a 333 bp amplicon size. The reaction mixes for 

validating these two variants consisted of 1µl of 50 ng/µl genomic DNA, 5 µl of 10x LA 

PCR Buffer with Mg2+ (TaKaRa), 5 µl of 10 mM dNTPs (TaKaRa), 0.5 µl of 25 µM 

forward primer, 0.5 µl of 25 µM reverse primer, 0.5 µl of LA TakaRa Taq at 5U/µl 

(TaKaRa # RR002M), and 37.5 µl of Molecular Biology Grade water (AccuGene 

#51200). Cycling conditions were 95oC for 3minutes, followed by 30 cycles of the 

following conditions: 95oC for 30 seconds, 55oC (G34S variant)/ 65oC (R713C variant) 

for 30 seconds, 68oC for 30 seconds, and ending with a 3 minute hold at 68oC. 

 

Genotyping 

CTNND2 TaqMan Assay for the G34S and R713C variants 

 The heterozygotes for the G34S and the R713C variants were PCR amplified as 

under the Sanger confirmation section. Subsequently, each allele was cloned into the 

pCRII-TOPO vector (Life Technologies) to be utilized as a reference and mutant 

homozygote to generate a 3 cluster plot for TaqMan analysis. The plasmid was then 

diluted to 4.17 x 10-3 pg and buffered in 5 ng puc18 DNA. For TaqMan analysis each 

control was replicated 4 times on the plate. The TaqMan reaction contained 2.5 µl of 2x 
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Quanta Biosciences PerfeCTa qPCR SuperMix, ROX (#95051-100), 0.25 µl of 20x 

custom design TaqMan genotyping assay, and 2 µl of 5 ng/µl genomic DNA. The 

reaction was cycled 95oC for 10 minutes, followed by 40 cycles of 92oC for 15 seconds 

and 60oC for 1 minute, followed by a final hold at 60oC for 10 minutes. It was then 

analyzed on the AB7900 (Applied Biosystems, CA). 

 To test the frequency of the 2 CTNND2 variants we found in the autism exomes 

we utilized TaqMan genotyping and created synthetic homozygous reference/mutant 

genotypes within a plasmid containing DNA from our patients, and also used the patient 

DNA on each plate as a heterozygous control, to ensure that we would get 3 cluster plots 

in the SDS software. We ran a total of 11,788 reactions including 1,006 duplicates for 

which there was 100% concordance for genotypes. To genotype the G34S and R713C 

variants custom TaqMan genotyping assays were designed for each variant. Since the 

variants were rare in databases we designed synthetic controls for each of the 3 possible 

genotypes (homozygous reference, heterozygous, and homozygous mutant) to get 3 

clusters, for every plate, in the SDS software program. For the G34S and R713C variants 

identified in CTNND2 the two alleles were amplified from heterozygous individuals by 

PCR. Subsequently, they were cloned into the pCRII-TOPO vector and diluted to be the 

equivalent of 5 ng of human genomic DNA (4.17 x 10-3 pg) and were buffered in 5 ng 

puc18 DNA. The reference allele and mutant allele plasmids were used as homozygous 

reference and homozygous mutant controls on each plate, respectively. 

 

Principal Component Analysis for Ancestry 
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 The 5 individuals (03C16092, 03C16094, SSC02696, SSC03276, NA19020) 

containing the G34S variant were assessed for ancestry by Principal Component 

Analysis. A set of ~6,000 autosomal SNPs genotyped in common in all 5 samples 

(Affymetrix 5.0, Affymetrix 5.0, Illumina 1MDuo, Illumina 1MDuo, Illumina OMNI 2.5) 

were run through the Eigenstrat program. Genotypes from reference populations came 

from the CEU, YRI, and CHB/JPT populations. 

 

Copy Number Validation 

 TaqMan Copy Number Assays were used for validation of CNVs in the AGRE 

samples (AU066818, AU075604, AU1178301, AU051503) and their family members. 3-

4 assays were run for each CNV region in each sample. NA10836 was used a calibration 

sample in the CopyCaller Software v2.0 for a copy number of 2 in each region. 

 

Phylogenetic Analysis 

After alignment with ClustalW, MEGA was utilized for generating a phylogenetic tree by 

the neighbor-joining method; a total of 1163 and 678 positions were used to assess % 

identity for orthologs and paralogs, respectively. 

 

Studies of Cellular Function 

Generation of Human CTNND2 Constructs 

 Human CTNND2 was initially cloned into the pDONR221 Gateway vector. 

Subsequently, the human DNA was cloned into the pCS2 vector for zebrafish assays and 

pcDNA 6.2 N-EmGFP-DEST vector (Gateway) for the neuronal assays.  
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Embryonic Rat Hippocampal Dendritic Spine Assays 

 Hippocampi from day E18 rats were dissected and plated into cell culture plates. 

At day in vitro 8 (DIV8), the cells were transfected with 2 µg GFP constructs (alone or 

fused to wild type CTNND2, G34S CTNND2, R713C CTNND2, or A482T CTNND2) and 

500 ng of pCAG-DsRed2 using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies).  On DIV15, 

cells were fixed with a 4% paraformaldehyde / 4% sucrose solution, followed by 

immunostaining utilizing primary antibodies to GFP (Mouse IgG2a, Monoclonal 3E6, 

Invitrogen, #A-11120), dsRed (Living Colors®, #632496, Clontech), and VGLUT1 

(Millipore #AB5905) and respective secondary antibodies for each (Alexa Fluor® 488 

Goat Anti-Mouse IgG (H+L), highly cross-adsorbed, Alexa Fluor® 568 Goat Anti-Rabbit 

IgG (H+L), highly cross-adsorbed, Alexa Fluor® 647 Goat Anti-Guinea Pig IgG (H+L), 

highly cross-adsorbed, Invitrogen). Following fixation, excitatory neurons were imaged 

on a Zeiss 510 confocal and analyzed for dendritic spines using ImageJ. Following 

counting spines, ANOVA was run on the samples followed by Tukey’s Honestly 

Significantly Different test to assess statistical significance. 

 

Zebrafish Gastrulation Assays/Morpholino Knock-Down of ctnnd2(b) in Zebrafish 

Using a splice-blocking morpholino (MO) targeting zebrafish ctnnd2, we injected 

1-8 cell stage embryos (N= 50-180) and analyzed live embryos at the 8-10 somite stage. 

Masked scoring revealed gastrulation phenotypes consistent with abnormal Wnt signaling 

that included shortened body axes, longer somites, and broad and kinked notochords in 

morphant embryos (Figure 2A). The specificity of the morpholino reagent was tested by 
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co-injection of wild-type human CTNND2 mRNA and significant (P<0.001) rescue was 

observed (Figure 2B): affected embryos were scored using objective graded phenotypes 

dependent on severity (Class I and II; Figure 2 A). To investigate the pathogenic potential 

of the eight newly discovered, non-synonymous CTNND2 variants, we used the in vivo 

gastrulation defect as the phenotypic readout. Injection cocktails containing MO and 

mutant human CTNND2 variants were injected and compared to the rescue condition of 

wild-type human CTNND2. We observed that ~65% of the mutant variants (p.G34S, 

p.P189L, p.P224L, p.R454H, and p.Q507P) were significantly better than morpholino 

alone (P < 0.001), but were significantly worse than wild-type rescue (P < 0.001) 

indicating that these alleles are likely hypomorphic (Figure 2B). We also observed one 

variant (p.R713C) that scored as a functional null (not significantly better than MO alone) 

and two benign alleles (significantly better than morpholino alone and similar to wild-

type rescue; p.G275C and p.T862M). We also tested 4 additional variants (p.R330H, 

p.D465N, p.A485T, p.G810R) that were found in our controls and dbSNP database and 

scored each condition as benign, raising the confidence in the specificity and sensitivity 

of our assay. To preclude the possibility of mRNA toxicity and investigate the role of 

hypermorphic or dominant negative variants, we injected mRNA corresponding to all 

alleles and show no significant difference (P<0.05) in gastrulation phenotypes relative to 

wildtype mRNA alone and control embryos.  

 

Gene Expression Assays 

CTNND2 Expression Analysis in Human and Mouse Tissues 
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 To examine expression of CTNND2 in different human tissues the Human MTC 

cDNA Panel 1 (Clontech Catalog #636742, Lot #7080213), Human MTC cDNA Panel II 

(Clontech Catalog #636743, Lot #6040176), and the Human Fetal MTC cDNA Panel 

(Catalog #636747, Lot #5090557) were analyzed by a TaqMan gene expression assay 

(Catalog #Hs00181643_m1) for CTNND2 and also for a pipetting control (GAPDH, 

Catalog # 4333764T).  For examining expression of Ctnnd2 in mouse tissues the Mouse 

MTC cDNA Panel 1 (Clontech Catalog #636745, Lot #6050192) and MTC Mouse cDNA 

Panel III (Clontech Catalog #636757, Lot #6080326) were analyzed by a TaqMan gene 

expression assay (Catalog #Mm00435342_m1) for Ctnnd2 and also for a pipetting 

control (ACTB, Catalog #s4333762T). Each tissue was tested in triplicate and the reaction 

conditions consisted of 0.5 µl of 20x TaqMan assay mix, 5 µl of 2x TaqMan Expression 

Master Mix (Applied Biosystems #4369016), 1 µl of 1 ng/µl cDNA, and 3.5 µl of 

Molecular Biology Grade water (AccuGene #51200). Cycling conditions were 50oC for 2 

minutes, 95oC for 10 minutes, and 40 cycles of 95oC for 15 seconds and 60oC for 1 

minute on the Applied Biosystems 7900. Subsequently, the Ct values were averaged from 

the triplicates and the ΔCt calculated between all of the tissues and a certain tissue of 

interest (the brain). The fold difference from brain was calculated as (1/(2ΔCt)) for each 

tissue. 

 

Statistical Analysis of Allen Brain Atlas Developing Human Brain Data 

The Allen Brain Atlas Microarray (Exon microarray summarized to genes) dataset for the 

Developing Human Brain was downloaded from the Allen Brain Atlas website on 

February 24, 2012. Linear regression was performed on the dataset for age and brain 
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region (in R). Pearson correlations were calculated for each gene and CTNND2: the 

positive correlation criteria was a Bonferonni corrected p-value of 2.84x10-6 (.05/17630) 

corresponding to an absolute value of the correlation > 0.3. From the list of positively and 

negatively correlated genes, the autism, autism candidate, and intellectual disability genes 

were extracted; these gene lists were taken from Pinto et al. (2010). DAVID analysis was 

performed on the negatively and positively correlated datasets in the following 

categories: GOTERMs (biological process, cellular compartment, and molecular 

function), UCSC TFBS sites. Additionally DAVID analysis was performed on 5 random 

sets of genes from the microarray data and yielded no significantly enriched categories at 

our chosen significance levels. Steps for the DAVID analysis were as follows (performed 

on 7/19/12): GOTERMS; under Gene Ontology the chart button was clicked next to 

GOTERM_CC_FAT, GOTERM_BP_FAT, or GOTERM_MF_FAT, options used in the 

analysis were Thresholds: Count (30), EASE (2.836075e-06), Display: Fold Enrichment, 

Bonferroni, Benjamini, FDR, Fisher Exact, # or Records = 1000 and UCSC TFBS; Under 

protein interactions the chart button was clicked next to UCSC_TFBS, options used in the 

analysis were Thresholds: Count (500), EASE (2.836075e-06), Display: Fold 

Enrichment, Bonferroni, Benjamini, FDR, Fisher Exact, # or Records = 1000. Using a 

custom PubMed script abstracts were counted containing the following information: for 

UCSC TFBS ("CTNND2 AND ", as well as "AUTISM AND ") and autism, autism 

candidate, and intellectual disability ("CTNND2 AND "). 
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Supplementary Table Legends 

Table S1: Genetic details of the 18 genes discovered as enriched by exome sequencing. 

Table S2: Genetic details of each Fluidigm amplicon, including name, forward primer, 

reverse primer, length, GC percent, chromosome, hg19 start and hg19 end positions. 

Table S3: Variant positions in the 8 pooled sample replicates (Amp = Amplicon, Pos = 

Position, Geno = Genotype, RD = Reference Allele Depth, AD = Alternate Allele Depth). 

Pink indicates that the variant was not called in that particular replicate and yellow 

indicates variant position where the genotype differs from other replicates. 

Table S4: Comparison of HapMap Genotypes with public Databases. 

Table S5: Primer sequences for Sanger sequencing of CTNND2 amplicons. 

Table S6: Missense and nonsense variants identified by mapping to CTNND2 amplicons, 

calling by individual approaches and details on their coverage and validation. 

Table S7: Individual level CTNND2 variant data in Table (Amp = Amplicon / Depth = 

Total Depth / DSRef = Downsample Reference Depth / DSAlt = Downsample Alternate 

Depth) 

Table S8: Genomic locations of TaqMan Copy Number assays. 

Table S9: Information on validation techniques attempted for AGRE copy number 

variants. 

Table S10: Phylogenetic analysis of delta catenin and its orthologs. The upper half shows 

the percent difference between each ortholog pair based on an optimal tree based on 1163 

residues; lower half shows the exact number identical in each pair out of the total. These 

data highlights the fact that the 2 zebrafish delta catenins are as different from one 

another as they are from the human. 
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Table S11: Phylogenetic analysis of delta catenin and its paralogs. The upper half shows 

the percent difference between each paralog pair based on an optimal tree based on 678 

residues; lower half shows the exact number identical in each pair out of the total.  

Table S12: KinasePhos2.0 Phosphorylation Prediction of 34S variant in CTNND2 in 

which the specific residues examined were: SLSPSLNTS 

Table S13: Primary counts in functional assays in rat hippocampal neurons. 

Table S14: Quantification of primary neuron count data after ANOVA and Tukey's 
Honestly Significantly Different Test. 
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Supplementary Figure Legends 

Figure S1: (A) Workflow of exome analysis for this study and 1000 Genomes data. (B) 

Variant recalibration metrics exhibiting why a 99% cutoff was utilized for truth 

sensitivity. (C) Variant recalibration specificity vs. sensitivity. 

Figure S2: (A) Concordance plot by depth of this study and 1000 Genomes NA18507 

exomes (n=111,362 SNPs). (B) Concordance between our NA18507 exome and 1000 

Genomes OMNI data and also1000 Genomes NA18507 exome and 1000 Genomes 

OMNI data (n-36,950 SNPs). (C) Concordance for all 1000 Genomes exomes in this 

study with their respective 1000 Genomes OMNI data (n=36,950 SNPs). (D) 

Concordance for exomes in this study and their available Affymetrix 5.0 data (n=1,315 

SNPs). 

Figure S3: Sanger sequencing chromatograms for (A) G34S variant in this study; (B) 

R713C variants in this study; (C) R713C in NA19020. 

Figure S4: Example TaqMan genotyping plot where we used a plasmid construct to 

exhibit a synthetic homozygous mutant genotype for generating 3 genotype cluster plots. 

Figure S5: Principal components analysis of 6,211 shared autosomal SNPs in CEU, YRI, 

CHB/JPT, autism and NA19020 samples. 

Figure S6: Experimental workflow for pre-sequencing steps in CTNND2 targeted 

sequencing. 

Figure S7: Workflow of the mapping of CTNND2 targeted sequencing amplicon reads. 

Figure S8: Read and Amplicon Metrics in CTNND2 Sequencing. (A) Histogram of Reads 

per Sample; (B) Average quality scores across the read across all samples with each 

sample represented by a separate line; (C) Boxplot of Coverage per Amplicon. 
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Figure S9: Validation of (A) chr5:11397189 in 02C10855,  (B) chr5:11385131 in 

03C17007, (C) chr5:11385283 in 04C38182 and 04C38183,  (D) chr5:11364819 in 

00C03013. 

Figure S10: Validation of deletions in (A) AU066818, (B) AU075604, (C) AU1178301 

and AU1178202, (D) AU051503. 

Figure S11: ClustalW (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/) alignment of 

CTNND2 and its orthologs in chimp, gibbon, cow, mouse, dog and zebrafish.  

Figure S12: Neighbor-joining tree of delta catenin and it’s orthologs showing that the 

phylogenetic relationships between human and each zebrafish ortholog is as distant as the 

2 zebrafish orthologs are from each other. 
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Supplementary Tables 

Table 1 

Gene Gene 
Name Location Brain 

Expressed?  Comments 

Developing Human 
Brain Microarray 

Positively 
Correlated Genes 

(DAVID) 
Enrichment 
Summary 

Developing Human 
Brain Microarray 

Negatively 
Correlated Genes 

(DAVID) 
Enrichment 
Summary 

Top 10 
Positively 
Correlated 
Genes in 

Developing 
Human Brain 

Microarray  

ABP1 

amiloride 
binding 

protein 1 
(amine 
oxidase 
(copper-

containing
)) 

7q36.1 No Metal-binding 
glycoprotein 

Location enriched 
for the plasma 
membrane and 

extracellular space. 
Immune response, 
sensory perception, 

and defense 
response are 

enriched biological 
processes. 

No Enrichment 

ATG9B (0.43), 
SLC6A3 
(0.44), 

GSDMD 
(0.44), PADI3 

(0.44), 
MFSD7 
(0.45), 

CHRNG 
(0.45), SCTR 
(0.46), ZAN 

(0.46), 
MYOM3 
(0.46), 

NPC1L1 
(0.47) 

ATP11A 
ATPase, 
class VI, 
type 11A 

13q34 Yes 

Integral 
membrane 
ATPase, 

potentially 
involved in 

calcium 
transport 

across 
membranes 

NA NA NA 
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CTNND2 

catenin 
(cadherin-
associated 
protein), 
delta 2 

5p15.2 Yes 
Adhesive 
junction 
protein 

Location enriched 
for neuron 

projection, cell 
junction, cell 
projection, 

intracellular non-
membrane-bounded 

organelle, 
cytoskeleton, 

synapse. Neuron 
projection 

development, cell 
morphogenesis 

involved In neuron 
differentiation, 

neuron projection 
morphogenesis, cell 

projection 
organization, cell 
morphogenesis 

involved in 
differentiation, 

chromatin 
modification, 

neuron 
development, 

neuron 
differentiation are 

enriched biological 
processes. 

Nucleoside-
triphosphatase 

regulator activity, 
GTPase regulator 

activity, and 
transcription factor 

binding are 
enriched molecular 

functions. 

Location enriched for 
chromosome, 

centromeric region of 
chromosome, 

condensed 
chromosome, 

spindle, intracellular 
non-membrane-

bounded organelle, 
microtubule 
cytoskeleton, 
microtubule 

organizing center, 
chromatin, 

nucleoplasm, nuclear 
lumen, membrane-

enclosed lumen, 
cytoskeleton. Cell 
cycle, M phase, 

mitotic cell cycle, 
nuclear division, 
mitosis, organelle 

fission, cell division, 
DNA metabolic 
process, DNA 

packaging, DNA 
repair, chromosome 

organization, 
microtubule-based 
process, cellular 
macromolecular 

complex assembly 
are enriched 

biological processes. 
Ribonucleotide 

binding and ATP 
binding are enriched 
molecular functions. 

C1orf95 
(0.59), MLL3 

(0.59), 
GABBR1 

(0.60), CHD3 
(0.60), 

DSCAML1 
(0.61), 
NFASC 
(0.62), 
AGAP1 

(0.62), ITSN1 
(0.62), 

DSCAM 
(0.66), TNIK 

(0.69) 
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CYFIP1 

cytoplasm
ic FMR1 
interactin
g protein 

1 

15q11 Yes 

Interacts with 
FMRP, in the 

15q11-13 
duplication 

region 
associated 

with autism, 
knock-out 
mouse has 

Fragile X like 
features, 

expression is 
upregulated in 
patients with 

autism 

Location enriched 
for spindle, 

chromosome, none-
membrane-bounded 

organelle, 
cytoskeleton, and 
organelle lumen. 
Cell cycle, cell 

cycle process, cell 
cycle phase, 

mitosis, nuclear 
division, mitotic 
cell cycle, cell 
division, cell 

proliferation, DNA 
metabolic process, 
and cytoskeleton 
organization are 

enriched biological 
processes. Adenyl 

ribonucleotide 
binding and ATP 

binding are 
enriched molecular 

functions.  

Ion transport is an 
enriched biological 

process. 

ARHGEF6 
(0.45), TP53 
(0.45), SDC2 

(0.45), 
SRSF2IP 

(0.45), VIM 
(0.46), NEK6 
(0.46), ATL3 
(0.46), JAM2 

(0.47), 
TMEM47 

(0.50), 
DHX32 (0.50) 
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DLG1 

discs, 
large 

homolog 
1 

(Drosophi
la) 

3q29 Yes 

Post-synaptic 
multi-domain 
scaffolding 
protein like 

PSD-95, in the 
3q29 

microdeletion 
region 

Location enriched 
for intracellular 
organelle lumen, 

nucleoplasm, 
membrane-enclosed 

lumen, nuclear 
lumen, cytosol, and 
nuclear envelope. 
Establishment of 

protein localization, 
protein transport, 

cellular 
macromolecule 

catabolic process, 
proteolysis, protein 
catabolic process, 

ubiquitin-dependent 
protein catabolic 
process, cellular 

protein localization, 
intracellular 

transport, RNA 
processing, vesicle-
mediated transport, 
and proteolysis are 
enriched biological 
processes. Purine 

nucleotide binding, 
ribonucelotide 

binding, and purine 
ribonuceotide 
binding are 

enriched molecular 
functions. 

Location enriched for 
extracellular region, 
plasma membrane, 

and integral to 
membrane. Sensory 

perception of 
chemical stimulus, 

sensory perception of 
smell, G-protein 
coupled receptor 
protein signaling 

program, cognition, 
cell surface receptor 

linked signal 
transduction, 

neurological system 
process, and defense 
response are enriched 
biological processes. 
Olfactory receptor 

activity is the 
enriched molecular 

function. 

MARCH7 
(0.54), HAT1 

(0.55), 
GPBP1 

(0.55), SCLT1 
(0.55), 
KPNA5 

(0.55), EVI5 
(0.58), 
ATG4C 

(0.58), XPO1 
(0.59), SENP6 
(0.59), TBCK 

(0.60) 
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ENO1 enolase 1, 
(alpha) 1p36.2 Yes Alpha-enolase 

Location enriched 
for mitochondrion, 
mitochondrial inner 
membrane, spindle, 

mitochondrial 
envelope, 
condensed 

chromosome, 
organelle inner 

membrane, 
organelle envelope, 

mitochondrial 
matrix, 

mitochondrial 
lumen, envelope, 
and membrane-
enclosed lumen. 

Cell cycle, mitotic 
cell cycle, cell cycle 

process, mitosis, 
nuclear division, 

organelle fission, M 
phase of mitotic cell 

cycle, oxidation 
reduction, 

generation of 
precursor 

metabolites and 
energy, response to 
organic substance, 

and energy 
derivation by 

oxiation of organic 
compounds are 

enriched for 
biological 
processes.  

Transcription, 
chromatin 

modification, 
regulation of 

transcription, and 
regulation of RNA 

metabolic processes 
are enriched 

biological processes. 

PON2 (0.60), 
SUCLG2 

(0.60), 
CDC24A 

(0.61), SRI 
(0.62), GYG1 
(0.62), RHOC 

(0.63), 
TMEM47 

(0.64), TTYH1 
(0.66), 

PHGDH 
(0.66), S1PR1 

(0.68) 
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ITGB5 integrin, 
beta 5 3q21.2 Yes 

Knock-out 
mice have 

more 
tumorigenesis 

Location enriched 
for plasma 

membrane. Cell 
adhesion, biological 
adhesion, regulation 
of cell proliferation, 

cell component 
morphogenesis, cell 

morphogenesis, 
positive regulation 

of cell proliferation, 
vasculature 

development,, 
response to 

wounding, blood 
vessel development, 

and chordate 
embryonic 

development are 
enriched biological 

processes. 
Cytoskeletal protein 

binding is the 
enriched molecular 

function. 

No enrichment 

NOTCH2 
(0.60), ITGA6 

(0.61), 
SLC25A18 

(0.61), 
SLC9A3R1 

(0.62), MLC1 
(0.63), GATM 
(0.64), BCAN 
(0.67), PON2 

(0.67), 
SLC15A2 

(0.68), PTN 
(0.73) 
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MEP1A 

meprin A, 
alpha 

(PABA 
peptide 

hydrolase) 

6p12-p11 No Metalloendop
eptidaese 

Location enriched 
for extracellular 
region, plasma 

membrane, 
extracellular space, 

integral to 
membrane, 

intermediate 
filament, and 

keratin filament. 
Sensory perception 

of chemical 
stimulus, sensory 

perception of smell, 
cognition, G-protein 

coupled receptor 
protein signaling 

pathway, cell 
surface receptor 

linked signal 
transduction, 

neurological system 
process, 

defense/immune/inf
lammatory 

response, response 
to wounding, sexual 

reproduction, cell 
activation, 

regulation T cell 
activation, male 

gamete generation, 
spermatogenesis, 

ion transport, 
gamete generation, 

regulation of 
cytokine 

production, 
regulation of 

leukocyte 
activation, and 

chemical 
homeostasis are 

enriched biological 
processes. Olfactory 

receptor activity, 
cytokine activity, 

serine-type 
endopeptidase 

activity, 
endopeptidase 

inhibitor activity, 
serine hydrolase 

activity, 
carbohydrate 

binding, peptidase 
activity, enzyme 
inhibitor activity, 
and growth factor 

activity are enriched 
molecular 
functions. 

Location is enriched 
for intracellular 
organelle lumen, 
nuclear lumen, 

nucleoplasm, Golgi 
apparatus, 

endomembrane 
system, nucleolus, 

cytosol, nuclear 
body, non-

membrane-bounded 
organelle, and 
endoplasmic 

reticulum. Enriched 
biological processes 
are protein transport, 
protein localization, 

macromolecule 
catabolic processes, 
mRNA processing, 
protein catabolic 

process, proteolysis, 
RNA splicing (via 
transesterification 
reactions), nuclear 
mRNA splicing via 

spliceosome, 
ubiquitin-dependent 
protein catabolism, 

Golgi vesicle 
transport, protein 
modification by 

small protein 
conjugation or 

removal, vesicle-
mediated transport, 

and 
ribonucleoprotein 

complex biogenesis. 
Nucleotide binding, 

purine ribonucleotide 
binding, RNA 
binding, ATP 

binding, nucleoside 
binding, small 

conjugating protein 
ligase activity, acid-

amino acid ligase 
activity, ubiquitin-

protein ligase 
activity, transcription 
factor binding, and 

transcription cofactor 
activity are enriched 
molecular functions. 

USH2A 
(0.67), 
GRHL3 
(0.68), 

HEATR7B2 
(0.68), LCT 

(0.68), BRDT 
(0.68), 

ADAM7 
(0.69), CR2 

(0.69), NR1I2 
(0.69), 
LAMB4 
(0.71), 

PKHD1 (0.71) 
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MIPEP 

mitochon
drial 

intermedi
ate 

peptidase 

13q12 Yes 

Mitochondrial 
protein that 
processes 
oxidative 

phosphorylati
on 

mitochondrial 
proteins made 
by the nuclear 

genome. 

No enrichment 

Transcription and 
regulation of 

transcription are 
enriched biological 

processes. 

AKR1E2 
(0.38), 

GDPD1 
(0.38), BRF2 

(0.38), 
C17ORF61 

(0.38), 
CCDC62 

(0.39), 
EFCAB6 
(0.40), 
SEPW1 
(0.40), 

MRPS28 
(0.40), 
PFDN5 
(0.41), 

HERC4 (0.42) 

MYO1A myosin IA 12q13-
q14 No 

Unconvention
al myosin with 

role in 
deafness 

Location enriched 
for extracellular 
region, plasma 

membrane, 
extracellular space, 

integral to 
membrane, 

intermediate 
filament 

cytoskeleton, and 
keratin filaments. 

Enriched biological 
processes are 

sensory perception 
of chemical 

stimulus and smell, 
cognition, G-protein 

coupled receptor 
protein signaling 

pathway, 
neurological system 
process, cell surface 

receptor linked 
signal transduction, 
defense response, 

inflammatory 
response, sexual 

reproduction, 
spermatogenesis, 

digestion, 
homeostatic 

process, epidermis 
development, 

ectoderm 
development and 

ion transport. 
Enriched molecular 

functions are 
olfactory receptor 

activity, serine-type 
endopeptidase 

activity, cytokine 
activity, peptidase 

activity, sugar 
binding, and 

enzyme inhibitor 
activity. 

Location enriched for 
membrane-enclosed 

lumen, organelle 
lumen, nuclear 

lumen, mitochondria, 
nucleoplasm, 

endomembrane 
system, endoplasmic 

reticulum, 
nucleoplasm, 

endosome, Golgi 
membrane, 

mitochondrial matrix 
and lumen. Protein 
transport, protein 

localization, vesicle-
mediated transport, 

proteolysis and 
protein catabolic 
process, Golgi 

vesicle transport, 
mRNA metabolic 

process, RNA 
processing, mRNA 
processing, RNA 

splicing, ubiquitin-
dependent protein 

catabolic processes, 
nuclear mRNA 

splicing, via 
spliceosome, RNA 

splicing via 
transesterification 
reactions, protein 
targeting, protein 

ubiquitination, 
transcription, and 
protein complex 
biogenesis are  

biological processes. 
Enriched molecular 
functions include 

nucleotide binding, 
protein transport 

activity, 
ribonucleotide 
binding, RNA 

binding, transcription 

KRTAP21-2 
(0.78), 

KRTAP2-4 
(0.78), 

SLC28A2 
(0.78), NRAP 

(0.78), 
ZNF761  
(0.79), 

PKD1L2 
(0.79), 

MYO18B 
(0.79), 

SLC15A1 
(0.80), 

KRTAP5-3 
(0.81), STAB2 

(0.84) 
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factor binding, ATP 
binding, nucleoside 

binding, small 
protein ligase 

activity, acid-amino 
acid ligase activity, 
ligase activity, and 
ubiquitin protein 
ligase activity. 
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MYOF myoferlin 10q24 Yes 

Type II 
membrane 

protein 
involved in 

calcium-
mediated 

membrane 
fusion events 

Location is enriched 
for extracellular 

region part, 
proteinaceous 

extracellular matrix, 
plasma membrane, 
and extracellular 
space. Biological 

adhesion, cell 
adhesion, 

vasculature 
development, blood 
vessel development, 
response to wound 

healing, cell 
motion, skeletal 

system 
development, 

regulation of cell 
proliferation, 

response to organic 
system, and 

immune response 
are enriched 
biological 
processes. 

Structural molecular 
activity is the 

enriched molecular 
function. 

No enrichment 

COL1A1 
(0.60), LUM 

(0.61), 
LAMA2 

(0.61), ABCA9 
(0.61), CFH 

(0.62), ACTA2 
(0.62), 

COL3A1 
(0.62), NID1 
(0.63), ITIH5 
(0.63), IGF2 

(0.64) 
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PARPBP 
PARP1 
binding 
protein 

12q23.2 Yes C12orf48 is 
another name 

Location enriched 
for chromosome, 

condensed 
chromosome, 

spindle, 
kinetochore, 
chromatin, 

nucleoplasm, 
nuclear lumen,  

microtubule 
organizing center. 

Cell cycle, M phase, 
cell division, 

mitosis, M phase of 
mitotic cycle, DNA 

replication, 
chromosome 

segregation, DNA 
repair, chromosome 

organization, 
meiosis, meiotic 

cell cycle, 
chromatin assembly 
or disassembly are 
enriched biological 

processes. DNA 
binding, ATP 

binding, nucleoside 
binding, nucleotide 

binding are 
enriched molecular 

functions. 

Location enriched for 
synapse, neuron 

projection, plasma 
membrane, and 
cytoskeleton. 

Vesicle-mediated 
transport, regulation 

of small GTPase 
mediated signal 

transduction, actin 
cytoskeleton 

organization, actin 
filament-based 
process, neuron 

projection 
development, and 

cytoskeleton 
organization are 

enriched biological 
processes. Enriched 

for GTPase regulator 
activity, cytoskeletal 
protein binding, and 

ribonucleotide 
binding as molecular 

functions. 

BRIP1 (0.80), 
MELK (0.82), 

DLGAP5 
(0.82), ASPM 
(0.82), BRCA2 

(0.82), 
NDC80 
(0.83), 

CDCA2 
(0.83), SKA1 

(0.83), 
KIF18A 

(0.83), KIF14 
(0.84) 
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PLXNA
3 plexin A3 Xq28 Yes 

Transmembra
ne protein 

involved in 
spine 

development 
as well as 
synaptic 
structure, 

Knock-out 
mouse have 

aberrations in 
dendritic 

spines 

Location is enriched 
for nuclear lumen, 

intracellular 
organelle lumen, 
nucleoplasm, and 

nucleolus. Enriched 
biological processes 

are transcription, 
chromatin 

modification, 
regulation for 
transcription, 
chromosome 
organization, 

regulation of RNA 
metabolic process, 

regulation of 
transcription from 

RNA polymerase II, 
and negative 

regulator of gene 
expression. 

Molecular functions 
enriched include 
zinc ion binding, 

DNA binding, 
transition metal ion 

binding, 
transcriptional 

regulator activity, 
cation binding, 

transcription factor 
binding, 

transcription 
cofactor binding, 

and enzyme 
binding. 

Location is enriched 
for the 

mitochondrion, 
mitochondria 
envelope, and 

mitochondrial inner 
membrane. 

Generation of 
precursor metabolites 

and energy and 
oxidation reduction 

are enriched 
biological processes.  

PLEKHG2 
(0.58), EP300 

(0.59), 
NCOA6 

(0.60), MLXIP 
(0.60), 

CELSR3 
(0.61), NAV2 

(0.61), 
KIAA0892 

(0.62), MLL4 
(0.64), 

BCORL1 
(0.65), 

C20orf117 
(0.67) 
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SIAE 
sialic acid 
acetylester

ase 
11q24 Yes 

Protein 
involved in 
removing 9-

O-acetylation 
from sialic 

acids 

Location enriched 
for organelle 

membrane, synapse, 
synaptic vesicle, 
coated vesicle, 
mitochondrion, 

neuron projection, 
endoplasmic 

reticulum, clathrin-
coated vesicle, 

Golgi apparatus, 
cell fraction, vesicle 

membrane, 
endomembrane 
system, vesicle, 
mitochondrial 
envelope and 
membrane, 

cytoplasmic vesicle, 
cytosol, and cell 
soma. Enriched 

biological processes 
include synaptic 

transmission, 
transmission of 
nerve impulse, 

protein transport, 
establishment of 

protein localization, 
vesicle-mediated 
transport, small 

GTPase-mediated 
signal transduction, 
cell-cell signaling, 
cellular respiration, 

Golgi vesicle 
transport, oxidative 

phosphorylation, 
cellular 

macromolecule 
localization, 

electron transport 
chain, and energy 

derivation by 
oxidation of organic 

compounds. 
Enriched molecular 
functions include 

gated channel 
activity, GTPase 

activity, and guanyl 
ribonucleotide 

binding, and guanyl 
nucleotide binding. 

No Enrichment 

SPOCK2 
(0.60), ACSL6 

(0.60), AK5 
(0.60), 

CRTAC1 
(0.61), PNPO 
(0.61), SPA17 

(0.63), 
DUSP6 
(0.63), 

ST8SIA3 
(0.63), 

GABRA1 
(0.64), GOT1 

(0.65) 
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TAT 
tyrosine 

aminotran
sferase 

16q22.1 No 

Mitochondrial 
protein which 
functions as a 

tyrosine 
aminotransfer
ase, mutations 

cause 
Richner-
Hanhart 

syndrome type 
2, intellectual 
disability may 
be feature of 

this syndrome 

Locations enriched 
are extracellular 
region, plasma 

membrane, 
extracellular space, 

intrinsic to 
membrane, integral 

to membrane, 
intermediate 
filament, and 

keratin filament. 
Sensory perception 
of smell, sensory 

perception of 
chemical stimulus, 

cognition, G-protein 
coupled receptor 
protein signaling 

pathway, 
neurological system 
process, cell surface 

receptor linked 
signal transduction, 
defense response, 

inflammatory 
response, response 
to wound healing, 

sexual reproduction, 
innate immune 

response, 
spermatogenesis, 

male gamete 
generation, positive 

regulation of 
immune system 

process, regulation 
of T cell activation, 
humoral immune 

response, digestion, 
and regulation of 

lymphocyte 
activation are 

enriched biological 
processes. Enriched 
molecular functions 

are olfactory 
receptor activity, 
cytokine activity, 

peptidase inhibitor 
activity, serine-type 

endopeptidase 
inhibitor activity, 

serine-type 
peptidase activity, 
serine hydrolase 
activity, sugar 
binding, and 

peptidase activity. 

Location enriched for 
intracellular 

organelle lumen, 
Golgi apparatus, 
nuclear lumen, 
nucleoplasm, 

endomembrane 
system, endosome, 

nucleolus, 
endoplasmic 

reticulum, cytosol, 
nuclear body, 
microtubule 

cytoskeleton, non-
membrane-bounded 

organelle, extrinsic to 
membrane, internal 

side of plasma 
membrane, and 
chromosome. 

Biological processes 
enriched include 

intracellular 
transport, protein 
transport, protein 

localization, 
macromolecule 

catabolic process, 
modification-

dependent 
macromolecule 

catabolic process, 
vesicle mediated 
transport, nuclear 
transport, protein 

targeting, chromatin 
modification, RNA 

localization, 
ubiquitin-dependent 
catabolic processes, 

RNA transport, 
mRNA processing, 

protein 
ubiquitination, RNA 

splicing via 
transesterification 
reactions,  RNA 
splicing, protein 

complex assembly, 
chromosome 

organization, and 
proteolysis. 

Nucleotide binding, 
purine ribonucleotide 

binding, small 
conjugating protein 
ligase activity, RNA 

binding, ligase 
activity, acid-amino 
acid ligase activity, 
ubiquitin-protein 

ligase activity, ATP 
binding, nucleoside 

binding, transcription 
factor binding, 

chromatin binding, 
and GTPase activity 

are enriched 
molecular functions. 

TMC5 (0.72), 
DNAH8 
(0.72), 

ADAMTS20 
(0.72), 

TMPRSS15 
(0.72), 

GPR112 
(0.73), 

SLC15A1 
(0.74), TRA@ 

(0.74), 
GDPD4 

(0.74), STAB2 
(0.74), TEX14 

(0.75) 
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THBS4 thrombos
pondin 4 5q13 Yes 

Thrombospon
din protein 
involved in 

cell-cell 
interactions 

No enrichment No Enrichment 

LHFPL1 
(0.38), 

ALDH1L1 
(0.38), 

CYP2J2 
(0.38), 

CABLES1 
(0.38), ECE2 
(0.39), NPL 

(0.43), MRVI1 
(0.44), MRO 

(0.44), 
AGXT2L1 

(0.45), NTSR2 
(0.46) 

ZBTB39 

zinc 
finger and 

BTB 
domain 

containing 
39 

12q13.3 Yes Nothing 
known 

Molecular function 
enriched for DNA 
binding, zinc ion 

binding, transition 
metal ion binding, 

and metal ion 
binding. 

No Enrichment 

PHF8 (0.38), 
ZNF660 
(0.38), 

ZNF287 
(0.39), FICD 

(0.40), 
C9orf64 

(0.40), ZNFX1 
(0.41), 

ZNF473 
(0.43), 

MEX3B 
(0.44), 

NHLRC2 
(0.45), ZBED4 

(0.48) 
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ZNF192 

zinc 
finger 
with 

KRAB 
and 

SCAN 
domains 8 

6p21.3 Yes Nothing 
known 

Location enriched 
for nuclear lumen, 

intracellular 
organelle lumen, 

nucleoplasm, non-
membrane bounded 

organelle, 
nucleolus, 

chromosome, and 
ribonucleoprotein 

complex.  Enriched 
biological processes 

include 
transcription, 

mRNA metabolic 
process, regulation 

of transcription, 
RNA splicing, RNA 
processing, mRNA 

processing, 
chromosome 
organization, 

chromatin 
modification, 

chromatin 
organization, and 

regulation of RNA 
metabolic process. 
Enriched molecular 
functions are DNA 

binding, RNA 
binding, zinc ion 

binding, nucleotide 
binding, 

transcription 
regulator activity, 
transcription metal 
ion binding, ATP 

binding, and adenyl 
ribonucleotide 

binding. 

Location enriched for 
extracellular region, 
plasma membrane, 

integral to 
membrane, intrinsic 

to membrane, 
extracellular region 

part, and extracellular 
space. Enriched 

biological processes 
are sensory 

perception, cognition, 
sensory perception of 

smell, G-protein 
coupled receptor 
protein signaling 

pathway, 
neurological system 

process, and cell 
surface receptor 

linked signal 
transduction. 

Enriched molecular 
functions are 

olfactory receptor 
activity, 

endopeptidase 
activity, peptidase 

activity, serine-type 
endopeptidase 

activity, and serine 
hydrolase activity. 

PRRC1 (0.49), 
YTHDC1 

(0.49), 
ZNF644 
(0.49), 

ZCCHC11 
(0.50), 

ARID4B 
(0.50), ALMS1 

(0.51), 
UBXN7 
(0.52), 

CCDC50 
(0.55), 

HNRNPH1 
(0.56), 

LUC7L2 
(0.56) 
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Table 2 

Name Forward primer Reverse primer Length 
(nt) %GC hg19 Location 

t10_1 TCTTTTCCCCATCAA
CATTAAGAAGA 

GCAGCACCAGT
TTCCCTC 165 45 chr5:11236723-11236887 

t10_2 TGTTGTCTCCAAAAC
AGAGGTGT 

ATTCTCCCCGCT
TCTTTCCTTTT 148 51 chr5:11236817-11236964 

t11_1 TTGCCTCTGTGTTGG
ATAATGGA 

ACAAAATTGCC
CTGAAAAACTG

TG 
162 42 chr5:11199491-11199652 

t11_2 GATCTCCAGGTCAGT
CGTCTTG 

GGATGACCGAA
GTCCACCGTA 149 53 chr5:11199576-11199724 

t11_3 TATCATCGTTGGCCT
TCCCATAC 

ACTGTAAAGCA
AAAGTGGTGTC

C 
157 51 chr5:11199653-11199809 

t12_1 AGCCACTAAAGTTAT
GGAAAGAGACA 

GGGAAAATTCG
CCTCTTCAGGAT 161 53 chr5:11159609-11159769 

t12_3 GTTACGCAGCACCTG
TGATGAA 

ACCCAAAACCT
CTTTTTGTGTGT

C 
199 50 chr5:11159705-11159903 

t13_1 GTCCCGTGGGAGTCT
TTATTCTC 

GCAGAAGGATG
AGAGAGTGTGA

T 
144 51 chr5:11117507-11117650 

t13_2 CCAACCTTGCTATCG
ATCTCACT 

GAAGATCGCTG
ACGTGTCCTTTT 155 55 chr5:11117557-11117711 

t14_1 ACAGTTGCAATTAGG
AAGGGGAT 

GGGCACGGACG
AGCTG 164 54 chr5:11110915-11111078 

t14_2 AGCTCTCAGCATCCT
TGC 

TTCCTCTGTTTC
CCCCTTTTC 165 56 chr5:11111017-11111181 

t15_1 GTTGCATTTCTCAAA
ACTGGACT 

ACCCATCAATA
GTCAAACCCTA

CC 
199 48 chr5:11098598-11098796 

t15_2 CCCCTTCCAGCGTGT
CTG 

TGTTTGCTCTCT
TGTTTTTCTTCC 162 52 chr5:11098728-11098889 

t16_1 ACCACACCTACCCCT
AGAGAAAA 

GCTGTCCGAAA
AGAGAAAGGC 199 52 chr5:11082739-11082937 

t16_2 ACGTCCAAGGCCATG
TTCC 

TTTCTAACGCCC
TTCGCCTTC 165 57 chr5:11082828-11082992 

t17_1 AAGGCACATTCAGA
ACCAATTTT 

GGCCATGTCGG
ATGACACA 200 51 chr5:11022822-11023021 

t17_2 GGCCTTGGCGTTCTC
CAT 

CACCTTGACCTC
CTTTCAACTCT 196 51 chr5:11022940-11023135 

t18_1 GGGTCCCGTGTTGAG
TGTTT 

TCTTGCCTTTCC
TGTCTTTTCTT 165 52 chr5:11018035-11018199 

t19_1 GACCGTCTTTGCTCA TTGTAGCCTCGT 163 60 chr5:10992605-10992767 
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ACGAGA CTTCAACCATC 

t19_2 CTCTTACCTGAGCGG
TTGTTGG 

ACAGGAGCGTG
CTGTGTTT 158 58 chr5:10992656-10992813 

t1_1 CACCAGCGGCAAGA
GGAG 

CAGGACCTTGC
CCTGAAGC 190 76 chr5:11903853-11904042 

t20_1 TGATGTCCCATATCT
CTGCCTTG 

AAAGGAAAACA
GACTACGAGTG

C 
164 59 chr5:10988149-10988312 

t20_2 ATCTTTCCTGGAAGT
GTGTTCGC 

TGAGATGCAGA
AAATCCCCCTTT 161 49 chr5:10988233-10988393 

t21_1 AAAATTCCAGGTTAT
TTCACATGAGT 

TCCTTATTTGTA
ATGTTGTTTTCT

TTGCT 
197 35 chr5:10981818-10982014 

t22_1 AAACTATGTAGCGTG
AAGGGAAG 

CATGGgCCGCG
GGTAAA 165 42 chr5:10971898-10972062 

t22_10 acacaAGCAAGAATGT
GTATTTTGTAA 

CAACAAAGTGC
TTTTTCACTGCC

TA 
194 27 chr5:10972575-10972768 

t22_11 
TGTATCATCATAAAG
AAAACTGGTATAAAT

GAA 

AGTATTGTTCGT
TCTGATATGTGA

ATTTG 
188 30 chr5:10972678-10972865 

t22_14 ACATACTGGGAGAA
AGTAAAGAAAAAC 

AAGAAGAAAAG
CGCGTTGTGTAT 135 36 chr5:10972909-10973043 

t22_16 
TTGAAGCAATATTTA
GAACCATAGATGAG

G 

CTTCATCCGTTG
TGACTCTAGGC 192 39 chr5:10972968-10973159 

t22_17 TGCATTAACAAAAG
GCAAGAAACA 

CGgTGGGGCGTa
AGGG 171 47 chr5:10973078-10973248 

t22_18 GAGTAAACAAAGCG
TGAGAAGCC 

AGTGATCCTAA
ATATGACAGTG

GG 
199 50 chr5:10973161-10973359 

t22_2 TTACTAGGCACCTAT
TGGCCTCA 

CAGGgAGCAGT
ACACAACTATG

G 
175 42 chr5:10971995-10972169 

t22_21 CTTTAACAAACTAAA
TTTGCAGGAGAAAA 

CCGGCAACTAC
GTTGACTTCTA 200 51 chr5:10973463-10973662 

t22_22 GGGGAGGCCGGGTA
GT 

ACCAGCCATTTC
AGAATTCCACA 193 55 chr5:10973581-10973773 

t22_9 TCACACAGGTaATTT
TTCTAGTACGTG 

GATTTtTTCATTT
ATACCAGTTTTC

TTTATGATG 
196 31 chr5:10972521-10972716 

t2_1 
AGTTTCTTTTAACAT
AATTTAATCTTTAAC

GTTCATC 

AGAGAAGACGA
GTTCCCTGAGC 197 41 chr5:11732151-11732347 

t2_2 GATGGCAGAGGTGG TGTATTGATCAT 145 54 chr5:11732269-11732413 
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TTTCTGT GTCCTCTTGCC 

t3_1 AGCACAGACAATGA
ACAGAGC 

TGTTGATGGGTT
TCTTTCAGGAAT 165 55 chr5:11565024-11565188 

t4_1 
AGAAAAGTCATCAG
TAGAGATATGTTTAG

A 

GGCCACTGTTA
CTACCCTAATAT

GC 
200 34 chr5:11412084-11412283 

t5_1 CCTGAAATCCTCATT
TGATATGGCTC 

GAGCTGGTGGA
CTCCTGT 183 38 chr5:11411541-11411723 

t5_2 ACCTGTAGAATAATC
CTGTGGGTC 

AATATACCATG
TGTTTGTTCaTC

ACTTTA 
158 38 chr5:11411652-11411809 

t6_1 ATTCCCCACCTGTCC
CCTT 

GGCCAGCTACC
ATAGCAACC 161 63 chr5:11397088-11397248 

t6_2 GCcGGGAGCTGTGAA
GG 

GTCACTGACTG
CTCTAAATGACT 163 57 chr5:11397186-11397348 

t7_1 CGGCTTCGCTTCTGC
TCAA 

ACCCTGTCGCCC
ACCA 195 70 chr5:11384688-11384882 

t7_2 CCTGCGAGTGCTTGC
TGTA 

GGCCTGTCCCC
GATCC 160 69 chr5:11384822-11384981 

t7_4 GGAGCTCAGCTGGTG
GATG 

ctcctcgccCAAGCA
GTC 163 69 chr5:11384901-11385063 

t7_40 cgtcgGGCAGGTGGAA TCGCTAAGTGC
GCGTGTT 153 80 chr5:11385227-11385379 

t8_1 CAGAGCCCACCCCCT
GT 

AGTCCCCAGAA
CACCACATAGA

T 
183 62 chr5:11364757-11364939 

t8_2 GGGTCCCCCTGGCTC
T 

GAGCTTTGATGT
CCcTCTGTTGA 187 58 chr5:11364849-11365035 

t9_1 ACAGTACCAGGTTAC
AAAACCTCT 

TGCAGTATTGTC
CCTCTGTTGAG 173 49 chr5:11346423-11346595 

t9_2 GAATGCTATCAATGG
ACGGGGAC 

AGCACGGCCCA
CAGAATG 192 63 chr5:11346497-11346688 

t9_3 GGGGTCCGCGTAATT
GGAG 

TTTTACTTTGTC
CCTACTTTCCTG

T 
164 65 chr5:11346606-11346769 

t1r_1 cgcaACTCACCCAAAG
GC 

CCGCCAGCATC
CCTTGTC 194 69 chr5:11903919-11904112 

t22_12r_
1 

TGCTGAATGCCTTGT
TTAGTTGT 

GCCGTGTTTCCT
CATCTATGGTT 199 31 chr5:10972808-10973006 

t22_18r_
1 

CCTCGTCTCTCCTCC
CATCAA 

GGAAGGCTGTG
ATAACCAGTAA

GG 
194 41 chr5:10973258-10973451 

t22_18r_
3 

AACTTGCGATTCATT
TAGCTTTCT 

GTGAGGAGCAG
GGCACAG 184 41 chr5:10973385-10973568 

t22_22r_ GAGACCCAGGTGCA TAACCCAGTGT 187 53 chr5:10973670-10973856 
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1 TGGTG GGCTCTTCTTTC 

t22_22r_
2 

TTCTTGTGGAATTCT
GAAATGGC 

GCCTGGATaTAC
ACAGCCTATTCT

T 
189 51 chr5:10973747-10973935 

t22_2r_1 GcCCATGTTCTTTTCG
ATGGTTA 

AGTTTCACTTTG
GGGCCAATTAC 200 39 chr5:10972056-10972255 

t22_2r_3 ACTTCAAGTAATTGG
CCCCAAAG 

TGTACTGTATCT
ATTCTTCTGACC

ATCT 
199 41 chr5:10972226-10972424 

t7r_1 AAGAgAGGAGAgAA
GAGAGTGAT 

CAGCCCGGCTT
GAGCA 191 51 chr5:11384525-11384715 

t7r_2 AAGCCCtGGCGTTCT
CTG 

GCACTCGCAGG
AGCTGTATG 200 68 chr5:11384633-11384832 

ta1_1 CCCCAGGTCATTTCA
TTAGATACAC 

GCTGAAAAGAC
GAAGCGAATTC

AT 
200 38 chr5:11385776-11385975 

ta1_2 TTGCTATTGTCGCGT
GGATTCTT 

AAGATGCTGAA
AGATTGGGAGC

C 
199 35 chr5:11385881-11386079 

ta1_3 aatcTAGAGGAATTAG
AGCAATTGGA 

CAGCCCTTGTTG
TCTTTTGTGTT 197 41 chr5:11385986-11386182 

ta2_1 CAAATGGGATCCTCT
GCCGAATG 

CCTACAAGGGA
ACACCTCAGC 200 48 chr5:10986627-10986826 

ta2_2 TGTAagGGgaaaCAGTG
AATGTGA 

CTGCTCAGCTGC
GTAAAGAAAAC 194 48 chr5:10986718-10986911 

ta3_1 AATCACGTACCAAA
ATCCCGTCA 

gcgagcacCATGAT
TTCCCTTTT 172 42 chr5:11027148-11027319 

ta3_6 ACGATCCACTATCAT
GGACTCAC 

TGTTTTGATCTG
ACAAAGAACAA

GC 
194 37 chr5:11027268-11027461 

ta4_1 ATGAGGCTGTGGATT
CTGTGGTA 

GCTGGGCTGAG
GATGTGG 198 66 chr5:11083869-11084066 

ta4_2 CTGTGGCAGGCAGG
GAG 

AAGCATACAGT
GTGGGTTGATG

G 
175 48 chr5:11083993-11084167 

ta5_1 GGGATCTGACTTTTT
CCCTTGCT 

TGATATATGGG
TTTGGGGGCTA

C 
190 43 chr5:11508427-11508616 

ta6_1 AAAcgCGGTTAGTTTT
CACTTT 

GTGCAGGGAGG
GAGGA 200 47 chr5:11588814-11589013 

ta6_4 CATCCTACCCACCTC
CCTCC 

CACTGGGCTTGT
GGTATCTCTG 199 48 chr5:11588981-11589179 

ta7_1 GAGGCTGCATCACCT
TTCTAGTG 

cTGTGCGTGTGT
ATgGGAGATGA 194 46 chr5:11903080-11903273 

ta7_2 AAGAAAAAAGCAGC GCCGGCTTCAC 171 53 chr5:11903192-11903362 
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TTCGCTTTCAG AGGTTT 

ta7_4 CCCCGAAACCTGTGA
AGCC 

GAGGACTTCCC
TCCAGTCTTTTG 197 53 chr5:11903341-11903537 

t22_2s_1 
TCAGTTTTAATAATC
TATTCCATAGTTGTG

TACT 

AACCCTCTCTAC
AGGTCCGTTTC 197 41 chr5:10972128-10972324 

t22s_1 TCCACTTCAACTGGC
CTAATATCC 

AATtACCTGTGT
GAGATTTTATTT

TGACAG 
171 33 chr5:10972364-10972534 

t22s_2 TGTACAAGATGAAC
AGCAAATGAAA 

TCTGTCATCcAT
ATTTGCTAAGA

ATGT 
176 35 chr5:10972474-10972649 

t8r_1 AGACATTGATAGAA
GCAGGTCACA 

CACACACCGGC
ACCTACC 171 57 chr5:11364667-11364837 

ta6r_2 AAGGGTTaCTCTTCC
CTCCTTCC 

GCGAGTGAAAG
CAGAAATTACC

A 
194 54 chr5:11588931-11589124 

ta7r_2 CCAATTTTGCATCGC
TCATCTCC 

GCCCCCTTGGTC
TATATTTAGCG 171 57 chr5:11903236-11903406 

T7T_1 CACGCGGATCGGGG
AC 

GGTTCGCCCAC
CAAGCTG 171 74 chr5:11384961-11385131 

T7T_3 GTAGGTGGCGCCCTC
G 

GCAGCGCCTTC
CACCTG 173 82 chr5:11385078-11385250 

T7T_4 AGCGTGGAGCTGGA
GTAGT 

GCTAAGTGCGC
GTGTTCTCTC 200 80 chr5:11385178-11385377 

t3r_3 TCTCGGGTCAGCCTT
TCAAACT 

accttcgaatcctagtttT
ATTGCAC 177 37 chr5:11565140-11565316 
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Table 3 

 

Variant Pooled Sample Replicate Number 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 

Amp:  t12_1 
Pos: 49 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1082 
AD: 
1681 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 418 
AD: 505 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1147 
AD: 
1765 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 728 
AD: 923 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 1327 
AD: 1349 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1793 
AD: 
3186 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 1419 
AD: 1760 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 1419 
AD: 1760 

Amp: t16_1 
Pos: 24 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 957 
AD: 
2332 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 360 
AD: 732 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 929 
AD: 
2069 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 544 
AD: 
1201 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 924 

AD: 1875 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1637 
AD: 
3604 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 1238 
AD: 2356 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 1238 
AD: 2356 

Amp: t20_1 
Pos: 24 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1691 

AD: 893 

Not 
called as 
variant, 
depth 
1826 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1592 

AD: 954 

Not 
called as 
variant, 
depth 
1481 

Not called 
as variant, 

depth 
2581 

Not 
called as 
variant, 
depth 
4321 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 1868 
AD: 929 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 1868 
AD: 929 

Amp:  ta1_3 
Pos: 142 

Geno: 
1/1 

RD: 386 
AD: 
5435 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 92 
AD: 
1047 

Geno: 
1/1 

RD: 76 
AD: 
4396 

Geno: 
1/1 

RD: 218 
AD: 
2680 

Geno: 1/1 
RD: 255 

AD: 5780 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 446 
AD: 
2800 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 338 

AD: 2458 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 338 

AD: 2458 

Amp: ta2_1 
Pos: 101 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
3958 
AD: 
2589 

Not 
called as 
variant, 
depth 
1155 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
2783 
AD: 
2219 

Not 
called as 
variant, 
depth 
3024 

Not called 
as variant, 

depth 
2631 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1897 
AD: 
1316 

Not 
called as 
variant, 
depth 24 

Not called 
as variant, 
depth 5974 

Amp: ta2_1 
Pos: 146 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
3934 
AD: 
2602 

Not 
called as 
variant, 
depth 
1152 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
2787 
AD: 
2204 

Not 
called as 
variant, 
depth 
3009 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 3925 
AD: 2128 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1960 
AD: 
1249 

Not 
called as 
variant, 
depth 4 

Not called 
as variant, 
depth 2060 

Amp: ta2_1 
Pos: 58 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
3661 
AD: 
2399 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 724 
AD: 369 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD:2317 
AD: 
1788 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1734 

AD: 886 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 3437 
AD: 1929 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1962 
AD: 
1351 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 5631 
AD: 3026 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 5631 
AD: 3026 

Amp: ta4_2 Not Geno: Not Not Not called Not Not Not called 
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Pos: 55 called as 
variant, 
depth 
788 

0/1 
RD: 164 
AD: 141 

called as 
variant, 
depth 
535 

called as 
variant, 
depth 
545 

as variant, 
depth 640 

called as 
variant, 
depth 
709 

called as 
variant, 
depth 
1059 

as variant, 
depth 1471 

Amp: ta7_1 
Pos: 156 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1771 
AD: 
4704 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 352 
AD: 929 

Geno: 
0/1 
RD: 
1714 
AD: 
2792 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 849 
AD: 
1919 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 1592 
AD: 4150 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 899 
AD: 
2943 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 872 

AD: 2420 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 872 

AD: 2420 

Amp:  ta7_2 
Pos: 44 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 830 
AD: 
2471 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 174 
AD: 502 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 487 
AD: 
1654 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 299 
AD: 
1261 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 393 

AD: 2853 

Geno: 
0/1 

RD: 410 
AD: 
2366 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 1063 
AD: 3617 

Geno: 0/1 
RD: 1063 
AD: 3617 
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Table 4 

Sample Data Comparison Number of High Quality 
SNPs 

% 
Concordance 

NA06991  HapMap Genotypes 12 100 
NA07014  HapMap Genotypes 8 100 
NA10836  HapMap Genotypes 4 100 
NA10861  HapMap Genotypes 12 100 
NA12239  HapMap Genotypes 12 100 
NA12708  HapMap Genotypes 7 100 
NA12740  HapMap Genotypes 12 100 
NA12878  HapMap Genotypes 9 100 
NA18507  HapMap Genotypes 12 100 

NA12414  1000 Genomes OMNI 
Genotypes 10 100 

NA12878  1000 Genomes OMNI 
Genotypes 9 100 

NA18507  1000 Genomes OMNI 
Genotypes 11 100 

NA18507  1000 Genomes Sequencing 133 100 
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Table 5 
 
Primer Name Sequence (5’→ 3’) 
exon1_F ATGGACGCATATGACTAAGTCTTTC 
exon1_R GTGAATTAGGGAAGCGGAGTAAC 
exon6_F CTTGGAGTCCACTGACACCATAC 
exon6_R CACTGACTGCTCTAAATGACTTTCA 
exon7_F GTAGGGAAGATACTGACTTGTTCCA 
exon7_R AAACGTGACTTCCCTCCAGTAGT 
exon8_F CATTTGGGAGTGTTATTGAAGCTC 
exon8_R AAACAAGTTCTGTTTGGAGGTC 
exon15_F GAGGAGTTGCTCATAACTCCAGAT 
exon15_R GAGTAGGACCTCTTCCAGACTGTG 
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Table 6 
 

Variant Residue 
change 

# Amplicons 
Covering 
Position 

Amplicons Covering 
Position 

Found in All 
Amplicons 
Covering 
Position 

Validated By 
Sanger 

sequencing 

chr5:11098739 G/A T862M 1 CTNND2_t15_1 yes yes 
chr5:11159710 G/A R713C 1 CTNND2_t12_1 yes yes 

chr5:11364819 C/T R454H 2 CTNND2_t8r_1, 
CTNND2_t8_1 yes yes 

chr5:11384785 C/T S390N 2 CTNND2_t7r_2, 
CTNND2_t7_1 no no 

chr5:11384786 T/C S390G 2 CTNND2_t7r_2, 
CTNND2_t7_1 no no 

chr5:11384792 G/A P388S 2 CTNND2_t7r_2, 
CTNND2_t7_1 no no 

chr5:11384825 G/A Q377X 1 CTNND2_t7_1 yes no 
chr5:11384837 T/C S373G 1 CTNND2_t7_1 yes no 

chr5:11384986 G/A S323L 2 CTNND2_t7_4, 
CTNND2_T7T_1 no no 

chr5:11384990 A/G S322P 2 CTNND2_t7_4, 
CTNND2_T7T_1 no no 

chr5:11385005 T/C I317V 2 CTNND2_t7_4, 
CTNND2_T7T_1 no no 

chr5:11385014 T/C S314G 2 CTNND2_t7_4, 
CTNND2_T7T_1 no no 

chr5:11385014 T/A S314C 2 CTNND2_t7_4, 
CTNND2_T7T_1 no no 

chr5:11385017 T/C T313A 2 CTNND2_t7_4, 
CTNND2_T7T_1 no no 

chr5:11385022 T/C Y311C 2 CTNND2_t7_4, 
CTNND2_T7T_1 no no 

chr5:11385283 G/A P224L 2 CTNND2_T7T_4, 
CTNND2_t7_40 no yes 

chr5:11397189 G/A P189L 1 CTNND2_t6_1 yes yes 

chr5:11732322 C/T G34S 2 CTNND2_t2_1, 
CTNND2_t2_2 yes yes 

chr5:11903929 C/T G13R 1 CTNND2_t1_1 yes no 

chr5:11903946 G/A P7L 2 CTNND2_t1_1, 
CTNND2_t1r_1 no no 

chr5:11903964 A/G M1T 2 CTNND2_t1_1, 
CTNND2_t1r_1 no no 
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Table 7 
 

Variant Individuals with Variant (Amplicon / Depth / Downsample Reference Depth / 
Downsample Reference Alternate Depth 

chr5:11098739 G/A 02C11452 (CTNND2_t15_1 / 3667 / 102 / 146) 
chr5:11159710 G/A 03C16190 (CTNND2_t12_1 / 358 / 126 / 123) 

03C16191 (CTNND2_t12_1 / 1145 / 139 / 110) 
chr5:11364819 C/T 00C03013 (CTNND2_t8r_1 / 3967 / 144 / 104) 

00C03013 (CTNND2_t8_1 / 3967 / 150 / 99) 
chr5:11384785 C/T 03C16272 (CTNND2_t7r_2 / 3320, notCalled) 

03C16272 (CTNND2_t7_1 / 1004 / 118 / 132) 
chr5:11384786 T/C 04C25978 (CTNND2_t7_1 / 747,DSRef4= / 245) 

04C25978 (CTNND2_t7r_2 / 834, notCalled) 
chr5:11384792 G/A 03C16095 (CTNND2_t7_1 / 40 / 20 / 19) 

03C16095 (CTNND2_t7r_2 / 1175, notCalled) 
chr5:11384825 G/A 04C38321 (CTNND2_t7_1 / 308 / 57 / 192) 
chr5:11384837 T/C 03C16403 (CTNND2_t7_1 / 530 / 96 / 153) 
chr5:11384986 G/A 03C16425 (CTNND2_T7T_1 / 1975 / 162 / 88) 

03C16425 (CTNND2_t7_4 / 2488, notCalled) 
chr5:11384990 A/G 04C27178 (CTNND2_T7T_1 / 743 / 153 / 95) 

04C27178 (CTNND2_t7_4 / 3222 /  / ) 
chr5:11385005 T/C 01C05703 (CTNND2_T7T_1 / 1869 / 107 / 143) 

01C05703 (CTNND2_t7_4 / 2028, notCalled) 
chr5:11385014 T/C 04C23871 (CTNND2_t7_4 / 434 / 132 / 115) 

04C23872 (CTNND2_T7T_1 / 1585, notCalled) 
chr5:11385014 T/A 04C32304 (CTNND2_T7T_1 / 468 / 2 / 246) 

04C32304 (CTNND2_t7_4 / 1542, notCalled) 
chr5:11385017 T/C 04C32702 (CTNND2_t7_4 / 2825 / 118 / 129) 

04C32703 (CTNND2_T7T_1 / 292, notCalled) 
chr5:11385022 T/C 04C27178 (CTNND2_T7T_1 / 742 / 42 / 206) 

04C27178 (CTNND2_t7_4 / 1387, notCalled) 
chr5:11385283 G/A 04C38182 (CTNND2_t7_4 / 24 / 4 / 20) 

04C38182 (CTNND2_t7_40 / 0, notCalled) 
chr5:11397189 G/A 02C10855 (CTNND2_t6_1 / 3809 / 143 / 102) 
chr5:11732322 C/T 03C16094 (CTNND2_t2_1 / 455 / 111 / 138) 

03C16094 (CTNND2_t2_2 / 873 / 118 / 132) 
chr5:11903929 C/T 03C16637 (CTNND2_t1_1 / 113 / 46 / 67) 
chr5:11903946 G/A 03C16304 (CTNND2_t1_1 / 179 / 66 / 113) 

03C16304 (CTNND2_t1r_1 / 225, notCalled) 
03C16344 (CTNND2_t1_1 / 210 / 76 / 131) 
03C16344 (CTNND2_t1r_1 / 1330, notCalled) 

chr5:11903964 A/G 03C16425 (CTNND2_t1_1 / 0, notCalled) 
03C16425 (CTNND2_t1r_1 / 373 / 70 / 80) 
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Table 8 

Chromosome Start End Assay Name 
5 11411676 11411677 Hs02762268_cn 
5 11723677 11723678 Hs06042740_cn 
5 11710894 11710895 Hs06098435_cn 
5 11719441 11719442 Hs05995319_cn 
5 11683853 11683854 Hs06103511_cn 
5 11655561 11655562 Hs03564716_cn 
5 11421801 11421802 Hs05974569_cn 
5 11434935 11434936 Hs06725339_cn 
5 11457822 11457823 Hs06077268_cn 
5 11384916 11384917 Hs00201819_cn 
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Table 9 

Copy Number Variant Assay(s) 

chr5:11384710-11385413 
Hs00201819_cn, Exon 7 PCR assay  

(Forward: GTAGGGAAGATACTGACTTGTTCCA 
Reverse: AAACGTGACTTCCCTCCAGTAGT) 

chr5:11644505-11720017 Hs03564716_cn, Hs06103511_cn, Hs06098435_cn, 
Hs05995319_cn 

chr5:11903876-11904301 
Exon 1 PCR assay  

(Forward: ATGGACGCATATGACTAAGTCTTTC 
Reverse: GTGAATTAGGGAAGCGGAGTAAC) 

chr5:11710195-11725574 Hs06098435_cn, Hs05995319_cn, Hs06042740_cn 

chr5:11408710-11461920 Hs02762268_cn, Hs05974569_cn, Hs06725339_cn, 
Hs06077268_cn 

chr5:11416943-11459318 Hs02762268_cn, Hs05974569_cn, Hs06725339_cn, 
Hs06077268_cn 
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Table 10 

 Human
_NP_00
1323.1 

Chimp_X
P_00114
7603.1 

Gibbon_
XP_0032
63213.1 

Cow_
XP_60
1963.4 

Mouse_
NP_03
2755.2 

Dog_X
P_545
171.3 

Zebrafish_
NP_001180
580.1_2b 

Zebrafish_
XP_003201
342.1_2a 

Human_NP
_001323.1 

 0.2% 0.3% 1.8% 2.9% 2.8% 19.9% 20.7% 

Chimp_XP
_00114760
3.1 

2.0  0.4% 2.0% 3.0% 3.0% 19.8% 20.8% 

Gibbon_XP
_00326321
3.1 

3.0 5.0  2.1% 3.2% 3.1% 19.9% 21.0% 

Cow_XP_6
01963.4 

21.0 23.0 24.0  2.8% 2.5% 20.3% 20.6% 

Mouse_NP
_032755.2 

34.0 36.0 37.0 33.0  4.5% 20.5% 20.6% 

Dog_XP_5
45171.3 

33.0 35.0 36.0 29.0 52.0  20.5% 21.6% 

Zebrafish_
NP_001180
580.1_2b 

231.0 230.0 232.0 236.0 238.0 238.0  18.3% 

Zebrafish_
XP_003201
342.1_2a 

241.0 242.0 241.0 240.0 240.0 251.0 213.0  
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Table 11 

 CTNND2_
NP_00132
3.1 

PKP4_N
P_00361
9.2 

ARVCF_
NP_0016
61.1 

CTNND1_N
P_00107893
0.1 

PKP2_NP
_00100524
2.2 

PKP3_N
P_00911
4.1 

PKP1_N
P_00029
0.2 

CTNND2_N
P_001323.1 

 36.0% 58.3% 59.0% 70.4% 72.1% 72.3% 

PKP4_NP_0
03619.2 

244.00  58.7% 59.7% 71.1% 71.7% 71.7% 

ARVCF_NP
_001661.1 

395.00 398.0  46.2% 72.9% 72.1% 73.9% 

CTNND1_N
P_00107893
0.1 

400.00 405.00 313.00  73.5% 73.5% 75.8% 

PKP2_NP_0
01005242.2 

477.00 482.00 494.00 498.00  71.5% 69.5% 

PKP3_NP_0
09114.1 

489.00 486.00 489.00 498.00 485.00  73.9% 

PKP1_NP_0
00290.2 

490.00 486.00 501.00 514.00 471.00 501.00  
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Table 12 

Kinase 
KinasePhos2.0 

SVM Score 

Kinase Phosphorylation Consensus Site 

AKT1 0.50 

 

MAPK 0.50 

 

PKG 0.51 

 

CHK1 0.51 
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STK4 0.51 

 

PKA 0.52 

 

RSK 0.54 

 

CK1 0.71 

 

GSK-3 0.73 
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PLK1 0.83 

 

MAPKAPK2 0.92 

 

ATM 0.96 
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Table 13 

Cell # Spine counts 
GFP WT G34S A482T R713C 

1 7 6 5 17 8 
2 7 8 6 9 7 
3 7 9 4 8 5 
4 6 4 3 7 4 
5 10 9 2 7 7 
6 7 9 5 7 7 
7 10 11 5 7 5 
8 7 9 6 8 3 
9 7 9 7 8 9 
10 8 6 5 11 5 
11 7 8 5 7 7 
12 9 10 4 7 4 
13 9 13 2 7 6 
14 8 10 1 6 6 
15 9 13 4 5 5 
16 6 12 4 4 14 
17 9 7 7 13 12 
18 13 11 3 11 4 
19 11 8 10 8 5 
20 6 10 3 9 7 
21 7 15 5 9 7 
22 6 23 6 10 9 
23 12 13 3 8 3 
24 5 11 3 7 5 
25 2 10 7 6 6 
26 6 12 4 3 3 
27 8 9 4 14 8 
28 10 8 4 3 NA 
29 10 7 5 21 NA 
30 7 11 2 10 NA 
31 4 10 4 6 NA 
32 5 9 7 11 NA 
33 NA NA 3 11 NA 

Average 7.66 ± 2.31 10.00 ± 3.32 4.48 ± 1.86 8.64 ± 3.71 6.33 ± 2.59 
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Table 14 

Mutant 
comparison 

p-value 
(adjusted) 

G34S-A482T 2.0x10-7 
GFP-A482T 0.64 

R713C-A482T 0.02 
WT-A482T 0.31 
GFP-G34S 1.3x10-4 

R713C-G34S 0.10 
WT-G34S 8.7x10-12 

R713C-GFP 0.39 
WT-GFP 0.01 

WT-R713C 2.1x10-5 
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Supplementary Figures 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 8 

Histogram of Reads Per Sample
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Figure 9 
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Figure 10 
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Figure 11 

CLUSTAL 2.1 multiple sequence alignment 

Human_NP_001323.1                MFARKPPGAAPLGAMPVPDQPSSASEKTSSLSPGLNTSNGDGSETETTSA 50 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             MFARKPPGAAPLGAMPVPDQPSSASEKTSSLSPGLNTSNGDGSETETTSA 50 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            MFARKPPGAAPLGAMPVPDQPSAASEKTSSLSPGLNTSNGDGSETETTSA 50 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  ------MSSCIAGAMPVPDQPSSASEKTSSLSPGLTTSNGDGSETETTSA 44 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                MFARKQSGAAPFGAMPVPDQPPSASEKNSSLSPGLNTSNGDGSETETTSA 50 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  ------MSFCIAGAMPVPDQPSSTSEKTSSLSPGLTTSNGDGSETETTSA 44
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      --------------MPVPDQP-SGTENSSMLSPVLNASNGDGSETETTSA 35 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      --------------MPVPDQT-AEMENATMLSPGLNASNGDGAESETTSA 35 

******. :  *: : *** *.:*****:*:***** 

Human_NP_001323.1                ILASVKEQELQFERLTRELEAERQIVASQLERCKLGSETG-SMSSMSSAE 99 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             ILASVKEQELQFERLTRELEAERQIVASQLERCKLGSETG-SMSSMSSAE 99 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            ILASVKEQELQFERLTRELEAERQIVASQLERCKLGSETG-SMSSMSSAE 99 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  ILASVKEQELQFERLTRELEAERQIVASQLERCKLGSETG-SMSSVSSAE 93 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                ILASVKEQELQFERLTRELEAERQIVASQLERCKLGSETG-SMSSIS-SA 98 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  ILASVKEQELQFERLTRELEAERQIVASQLERCKLGSETG-SMSSISSAE 93 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      ILASVKEQELQFERLTRELEAERQIVATQLERCKLGSETG-SMSSISSAD 84 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      ILASVKEQEIQFERLTRELEAERQIVATQLERCKLGSEAGGSMSSISSAD 85 

*********:*****************:**********:* ****:* :  

Human_NP_001323.1                EQFQWQSQDGQKDIEDELTTGLELVDSCIRSLQESGILDPQDYSTGERPS 149 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             EQFQWQSQDGQKDIEDELTTGLELVDSCIRSLQESGILDPQNYSTGERPS 149 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            EQFQWQSQDGQKDIEDELTTGLELVDSCIRSLQESGILDPQDYSTGERPS 149 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  EQFHWQSQDGQKDIEDELTTGLELVDSCIRSLQESGILDPQDYSTSERPS 143 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                EQFHWQTQDGQKDIEDELTTGLELVDSCIRSLQESGILDPQDYSTSERPS 148 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  EQFHWQSQDGQKDIEDELTTGLELVDSCIRSLQESGILDPQDYSTGERPS 143 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      EKFRWNNQDGQKDIEEELTTGLELVDSCIRSLQESGILDSQEFTAGERPG 134 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      EQFRWNTQDGQKDIEDELNTGLELVDSCIRSLQESGILDHQEYVTTDRPS 135 

*:*:*:.********:**.******************** *:: : :**. 

Human_NP_001323.1                LLSQSALQLNSKPEGSFQYPASYHSNQTLALGETTPSQLP-----ARGTQ 194 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             LLSQSALQLNSKPEGSFQYPASYHSNQTLALGETTPSQLP-----ARGTQ 194 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            LLSQSALQLNSKPEGSFQYPASYHSNQTLALGETTPSQLP-----ARGTQ 194 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  LLSQSALQLNSKPEGSFQYPASYHSNQTLALGETAPSQLP-----ARSTQ 188 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                LLSQSALQLNSKPEGSFQYPASYHSNQTLALGDTAPSQLP-----ARSTQ 193 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  LLSQSALQLNSKPEGSFQYPASYHSNQTLALGETAPSQLP-----ARGAQ 188 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      ILSQSALQLN-NQEGTFPYPVSYHSNQTLALGD-LSASQ------PPRS- 175 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      LLSQSSLQLSSNPEGSLQYSASYHSNQTLALSDCLSAPQSQKPQPPPRSS 185 

:****:***. : **:: *..**********.:  .:        .  :  

Human_NP_001323.1                AR--ATGQSFSQGTTSRAGHLAGPEPAPPPPPPP-REPFAPSLGSAFHLP 241 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             AR--ATGQSFSQGTTSRAGHLAGPEPAPPPPPPP-REPFAPSLGSAFHLP 241
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            AR--ATGQSFSQGTTSRAGHLAGPEPAPPPPPPP-RESFAPSLGSAFHLP 241 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  AR--GAGQSFSQGTTSRAGHLAGPEPAPPPPPPPPREPFAPSLGSAFHLP 236 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                AR--AAGQSFSQGTTGRAGHLAGSEPAPPPPPP--REPFAPSLGSAFHLP 239 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  ARGAGAGQSFSQGTSSRAAHLAGPEPAPPPPPPP-REPFAPSLGSAFHLP 237 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      GQVGGALHSYNQVTSNRVAQLAARETAARAHSRD---SYAQSHGSAFHMP 222 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      GQPGGAVHSYNQVTSNRAAQLAAGDSSQ-SHGAG---LSDSQHSSAASGP 231 

.:  .: :*:.* *:.*..:**. :.:  .           . .**   * 

Human_NP_001323.1                DAPP-AAAAAALYYSSSTLPAPPRGGSPL----AAPQGGSPTKLQRGGSA 286 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             DAPP-AAAAAALYYSSSTLPAPPRGGSPL----AAPQGGSPTKLQRGGSA 286 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            DAPPAAAAAAALYYSSSTLPAPPRGGSPL----AAPQGGSPTKLQRGGSA 287 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  DAQP--AAAAALYYSSSTLPAPPRGGSPL----AAPQGGSPTKLQRGGSA 280 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                DAPP---AAAALYYSSSTLPAPPRGGSPL----TTTQGGSPTKLQRGGSA 282 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  DAPPAAAAAAALYYSSSTLPAPPRGGSPL----AAPQGGSPTKLQRGGSA 283 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      DDQP----TVPVNYSCATLPAQ-RVSSPF----SMQALGSPSKLQRLGSA 263 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      G----------LYYSSSTLPAQ-RISSPLNSMQSTAASGSPTKLQRLGSA 270 

.          : **.:****  * .**:    :    ***:**** *** 

Human_NP_001323.1                PEGATYAAP-RGSS------PKQSPSRLAKSYSTSSPINIVVSSAGLSPI 329 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             PEGATYAAP-RGSS------PKQSPSRLAKSYSTSSPINIVVSSAGLSPI 329 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            PEGATYAAP-RGSS------PKQSPSRLAKSYSTSSPINIVVSSAGLSPI 330 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  PEGAAYAAPPRGSS------PKQSPSRLAKSYSTSSPINIVVSSAGLSPI 324 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                PEGAAYAAP-RGSS------PKQSPSRLAKSYSTSSPINIVVSSAGLSPI 325 

G34S Autism 
Mutation 

                   3
 4

       5

 4

P189L 
Autism 

Mutation 

P224L 
Autism 

Mutation 

G275C 
Autism 

Mutation 
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Dog_XP_545171.3                  PEGAAYAAP-RGSS------PKQSPSRLAKSYSTKKAINIVX-------- 318 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      SDMPSYATLARVSS------PKQSPSRLAKSYSTSSPINMAAGGGS---- 303 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      SDTPGYATTQRLPSSSSSASPKPSPGRLAKSYSSSSPINAVGIGGSPATH 320 

.: . **:  * .*      ** **.*******:...** .          

Human_NP_001323.1                RVTSPPTVQS---TISSSPIHQLSSTIGTYATLSPTKRLVHASEQYSKHS 376 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             RVTSPPTVQS---TISSSPIHQLSSTIGTYATLSPTKRMVHASEQYSKHS 376
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            RVTSPPTVQS---TISSSPIHQLSSTIGTYATLSPTKRLVHASEQYSKHS 377 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  RVTSPPTVQS---TISSSPIHQLSSTIGTYATLSPTKRLVHASEPYGKHS 371 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                RVTSPPTVQS---TISSSPIHQLSSTIGTYATLSPTKRLVHASEQYSKHS 372 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  XVTSPPTEQA---TISSVXFHQLSSTIGTYATLSPTKRLVHASEQYSKHS 365 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      -SSSPLHMAGAGNVSNSSPLHQLSAAVGSYATLSPTKRMLHTTDQY-KIS 351 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      ASGSPHRLASPPNNASPIYQQLQTTGVASYATLSPTKRLVHSSEQY-KIS 369 

**    .     ..   :  :: :.:*********::*::: * * * 

Human_NP_001323.1                QELYATATLQRPGSLAAGSRASYSSQHGHLGPELRALQSPEHHIDPIYED 426 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             QELYATATLQRPGSLAAGSRASYSSQHGHLGPELRALQSPEHHIDPIYED 426 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            QELYATATLQRPGSLAAGSRASYSSQHGHLGPELRALQSPEHHIDPIYED 427 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  QELYATATLQRPGSLAAGSRASYSSQHGHLGPELRALQSPEHHIDPIYED 421 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                QELYATATLQRPGSLAAGSRASYSSQHGHLAPELRALQSPEHHIDPIYED 
422 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  QELYATATLQRPGSLAAGSRASYSSQHGHLGPELRALQSPEHHIDPIYED 
415 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      HDLYANATLQRPGSLAG-SRGSYSSQHSHLGSELRPLQSPEHHIDPIYED 
400 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      HELYATATLQRPGSLAG-SRGSYSNQHAHLGPELRPLQSPEHHIEPIYED 418 

::***.**********. **.***.**.**..***.********:***** 

Human_NP_001323.1                RVYQKPPMRSLSQSQ-------GDPLPPAHTGTYRTSTAPSSPGVDSVPL 469 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             RVYQKPPMRSLSQSQ-------GDPLPPAHTGTYRTSTAPSSPGVDSVPL 469 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            RVYQKPPMRSLSQSQ-------GDPLPPAHTGTYRTSTAPSSPGVDSVPL 470 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  RVYQKPPMRSLSQSQ-------GDPLPPAHTGTYRTSTAPSSPGVDSVPL 464 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                RVYQKPPMRSLSQSQ-------GDPLPPAHTGTFRTSTAPSSPGVDSVPL 465 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  RVYQKPPMRSLSQSQ-------GDPLPPAHSGTYRQSTAPSSPGVDPGPL 458 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      RVYQKAPLRNFNQAQDPMNQFCDQVLNFLLCPYSP-VIAPSSPGVDSIPL 449 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      RVYQKVPMRSLSQSQDLVNHFCEQVLNFLFCPYSPPAIAPSSPGVDSVPL 468 

***** *:*.:.*:*        : *            ********. ** 

Human_NP_001323.1                QRTGSQHGPQNAAAATFQRASYAAGP---ASNYADPYRQLQYCPSVESPY 516 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             QRTGSQHGPQNAAAATFQRASYAAGP---ASNYADPYRQLQYCPSVESPY 516 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            QRTGSQHGPQNAAAATFQRASYAAGP---ASNYADPYRQLQYCPSVESPY 517 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  QRTGSQHGPQSAAAATFQRASYAAGP---ASSYADPYRQLQYCPSVESPY 511 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                QRTGSQHGPQNAAAATFQRASYAAGP---ASNYADPYRQLQYCASVDSPY 512
Dog_XP_545171.3                  QRAGSQHGPQSASAA-FQRASFAAGP---ASSYADPYRQLQYCPSVESPY 504 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      QRTGSQN-----ATGTFPRAGYATGPGASTADYANPYRTLQFCPSTDSPY 494 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      QRTASQN-----ATGTFPRGGYASGQ---SANYTDTYRTLPYCSSVESPY 510 

**:.**:     ::. * *..:*:*    ::.*::.** * :*.*.:*** 

Human_NP_001323.1                SKSGPALPPEGTLARSPSIDSIQKDPREFGWRDPELPEVIQMLQHQFPSV 566 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             SKSGPALPPEGTLARSPSIDSIQKDPREFGWRDPELPEVIQMLQHQFPSV 566 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            SKSGPALPPEGTLARSPSIDSIQKDPREFGWRDPELPEVIQMLQHQFPSV 567 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  SKSGPALPPEGTLARSPSIDSIQKDPREFGWRDPELPEVIQMLQHQFPSV 561 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                SKSGPALPPEGTLARSPSIDSIQKDPREFGWRDPELPEVIQMLQHQFPSV 562 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  SKSGPALPPEGTLARSPSVDSIQKDPREFGWRDPELPEVIQMLQHQFPSV 554 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      SKSGPALPPEATLVRSPSVDSIQKDPREFGWRDPELPEVIQMLQHQFPSV 544 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      SKSGPALPPEGNLARSPSIDSIQKDPREFGWRDPELPEVIQMLQHQFPSV 560 

                **********..*.****:******************************* 

Human_NP_001323.1                QSNAAAYLQHLCFGDNKIKAEIRRQGGIQLLVDLLDHRMTEVHRSACGAL 616 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             QSNAAAYLQHLCFGDNKIKAEIRRQGGIQLLVDLLDHRMTEVHRSACGAL 616
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            QSNAAAYLQHLCFGDNKIKAEIRRQGGIQLLVDLLDHRMTEVHRSACGAL 617 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  QSNAAAYLQHLCFGDNKIKAEIRRQGGIQLLVDLLDHRMTEVHRSACGAL 611 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                QSNAAAYLQHLCFGDNKIKAEIRRQGGIQLLVDLLDHRMTEVHRSACGAL 612 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  QSNAAAYLQHLCFGDNKIKAEIRRQGGIQLLVDLLDHRMTEVHRSACGAL 604 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      QSNAAAYLQHLCFGDNKIKSEIRRQGGIQLLVDLLDHRMTDVHRSACGAL 594 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      QSNAAAYLQHLCFGDNKIKAEIRRQGGIQLLVDLLDHRMAEVHRSACGAL 610 

*******************:*******************::********* 

Human_NP_001323.1                RNLVYGKANDDNKIALKNCGGIPALVRLLRKTTDLEIRELVTGVLWNLSS 666 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             RNLVYGKANDDNKIALKNCGGIPALVRLLRKTTDLEIRELVTGVLWNLSS 666 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            RNLVYGKANDDNKIALKNCGGIPALVRLLRKTTDLEIRELVTGVLWNLSS 667 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  RNLVYGKANDDNKIALKNCGGIPALVRLLRKTTDLEIRELVTGVLWNLSS 661 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                RNLVYGKANDDNKIALKNCGGIPALVRLLRKTTDLEIRELVTGVLWNLSS 662 
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Dog_XP_545171.3                  RNLVYGKANDDNKIALKNCGGIPALVRLLRKTTDLEIRELVTGVLWNLSS 654 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      RNLVYGKANDDNKIALKNCGGIPALVRLLRKTTDVEIRELLTGVLWNLSS 644 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      RNLVYGKANDDNKIALKNCGGIPALVRLLRKTSDVEVRELVTGVLWNLSS 660 

********************************:*:*:***:********* 

Human_NP_001323.1                CDALKMPIIQDALAVLTNAVIIPHSGWENSPLQDDRKIQLHSSQVLRNAT 716 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1        CDALKMPIIQDALAVLTNAVIIPHSGWENSPLQDDRKIQLHSSQVLRNAT 716
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            CDALKMPIIQDALAVLTNAVIIPHSGWENSPLQDDRKIQLHSSQVLRNAT 717 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  CDALKMPIIQDTLAVLTNAVIIPHSGWENSPLQDDRKIQLHSSQVLRNAT 711 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                CDALKMPIIQDALAVLTNAVIIPHSGWENSPLQDDRKIQLHSSQVLRNAT 712 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  CDALKMPIIQDTLAVLTNAVIIPHSGWENSPLQDDRKIQLHSSQVLRNAT 704 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      CDALKMPIIQDALAVLTNTVIIPHSGWDTSPLQDDRKLHLHSSQVLRNAT 694 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      CDALKMPIIQDALAVLTNTVIIPHSTWDVSPHQEDRKLQMHTSQVLRNAT 710 

***********:******:****** *: ** *:***:::*:******** 

Human_NP_001323.1                GCLRNVSSAGEEARRRMRECDGLTDALLYVIQSALGSSEIDSKTVENCVC 766 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             GCLRNVSSAGEEARRRMRECDGLTDALLYVIQSALGSSEIDSKTVENCVC 766 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            GCLRNVSSAGEEARRRMRECDGLTDALLYVIQSALGSSEIDSKTVENCVC 767 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  GCLRNVSSAGEEARRRMRECDGLTDALLYVIQSALGSSEIDSKTVENCVC 761 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                GCLRNVSSAGEEARRRMRECDGLTDALLYVIQSALGSSEIDSKTVENCVC 762 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  GCLRNVSSAGEEARRRMRECDGLTDALLYVIQSALGSSEIDSKTVENCVC 754 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      GCLRNVSSAGEEARRRMRECEGLTDALLYVIQTALGTSEIDSKTIENCVC 744 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      GCLRNVSSAGEEARRRMRECEGLTDTLLFVIQTSLGSSEIDSKTIENCVC 760 

********************:****:**:***::**:*******:*****

Human_NP_001323.1                ILRNLSYRLAAETSQGQHMGTDELDGLLCGEANGKDAESSGCWGKKKKKK 816 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             ILRNLSYRLAAETSQGQHMGTDELDGLLCGEANGKDAESSGCWGKKKKKK 816 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            ILRNLSYRLAAETSQGQHMGTDELDGLLCGEANGKDAESSGCWGKKKKKK 817 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  ILRNLSYRLAAETSQGQHMGTDELDGLLCGEANGKDAESSGCWGKKKKKK 811 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                ILRNLSYRLAAETSQGQHMGTDELDGLLCGETNGKDTESSGCWGKKKKKK 812 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  ILRNLSYRLAAETSQGQHMGTDELDGLLCGEANGKDAESSGCWGKKKKKK 804 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      ILRNLSYRLAAETSQGQQMGSEELDGVLCTDASGKDAESSGCWGKKKKKK 
794 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      ILRNLSYRLAAETSQGQQMGTDELDGLLCSDASGKDGETSGCWGKKKKKK 
810 

*****************:**::****:** ::.*** *:*********** 

Human_NP_001323.1                KSQDQWDGVGPLPDCAEPPKGIQMLWHPSIVKPYLTLLSECSNPDTLEGA 866 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             KSQDQWDGVGPLPDCAEPPKGIQMLWHPSIVKPYLTLLSECSNPDTLEGA 866 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            KPQDQWDGVGPLPDCAEPPKGIQMLWHPSIVKPYLTLLSECSNPDTLEGA 867 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  KSQDQWDGVGPLPDCAEPPKGIQMLWHPSIVKPYLTLLSECSNADTLEGA 861 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                KSQDQWDGVGPLPDCAEPPKGIQMLWHPSIVKPYLTLLSECSNPDTLEGA 862 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  KSQDQWDGVGPLPDCAEPPKGIQMLWHPSIVKPYLTLLSECSNADTLEGA 854
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      KSHDQWDGVGPFPDSSDPPKGLQMLWHPSIVKPYLTLLSECSNPDTLEGA 844 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      KSQDQWDGVGPLPDTAEPPKGIQMLWHPSIVKPYLTLLSECSNPDTLEGA 860 

*.:********:** ::****:*********************.****** 

Human_NP_001323.1                AGALQNLAAGSWK-------------------------WSVYIRAAVRKE 891 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             AGALQNLAAGSWK-------------------------WSVYIRAAVRKE 891 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            AGALQNLAAGSWK-------------------------WSVYIRAAVRKE 892 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  AGALQNLAAGSWK-------------------------WSVYIRAAVRKE 886 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                AGALQNLAAGSWKGWAEDVAGMAYALRSLPEGAPCLPQWSVYIRAAVRKE 912 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  AGALQNLAAGSWK-------------------------WSVYIRAAVRKE 879 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      AGALQNLAAGSWKV------------------GPTLKPWSVYIRAAVRKE 876 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      AGALQNLAAGSWK-------------------------WSVYIRAAVRKE 885 

*************                         ************ 

Human_NP_001323.1                KGLPILVELLRIDNDRVVCAVATALRNMALDVRNKELIGKYAMRDLVHRL 941 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             KGLPILVELLRIDNDRVVCAVATALRNMALDVRNKELIGKYAMRDLVHRL 941 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            KGLPILVELLRIDNDRVVCAVATALRNMALDVRNKELIGKYAMRDLVHRL 942
Cow_XP_601963.4                  KGLPILVELLRIDNDRVVCAVATALRNMALDVRNKELIGKYAMRDLVHRL 936 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                KGLPILVELLRIDNDRVVCAVATALRNMALDVRNKELIGKYAMRDLVHRL 962 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  KGLPILVELLRIDNDRVVCAVATALRNMALDVRNKELIGKYAMRDLVHRL 929 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      KGLPILVELLRIDNDRVVCAVATALRNMALDVRNKELIGKYAMRDLVHRL 926 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      KGLPILVELLRIDNDRVVCAVATALRNMALDVRNKELIGKYAMRDLVHRL 935 

************************************************** 

Human_NP_001323.1                PGGNNSNNT--------ASKAMSDDTVTAVCCTLHEVITKNMENAKALRD 983 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             PGGNNSNNT--------ASKAMSDDTVTAVCCTLHEVITKNMENAKALRD 983 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            PGGNNSNNT--------ASKAMSDDTVTAVCCTLHEVITKNMENAKALRD 984 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  PGGNNSNSA--------ASKAMSDDTVTAVCCTLHEVITKNMENAKALRD 978 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                PGGNNSNNS--------GSKAMSDDTVTAVCCTLHEVITKNMENAKALRD 1004 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  PGGNNSNNA--------ASKAMSDDTVTAVCCTLHEVITKNMENAKALRD 971 
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Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      PGGNNNNSTGTGGS----SKSMSDDTITAICCALHEVITKNMENTKALRD 972 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      PGGNNASASSGGTANSTAGKTMCDDTVTAICCALHEVITKNMENAKALRD 985 
                                 ***** . :         .*:*.***:**:**:***********:***** 
 
Human_NP_001323.1                AGGIEKLVGISKSKGDKHSPKVVKAASQVLNSMWQYRDLRSLYKKDGWSQ 1033 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             AGGIEKLVGISKSKGDKHSPKVVKAASQVLNSMWQYRDLRSLYKKDGWSQ 1033 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            AGGIEKLVGISKSKGDKHSPKVVKAASQVLNSMWQYRDLRSLYKKDGWSQ 1034 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  AGGIEKLVGISKSKGDKHSPKVVKAASQVLNSMWQYRDLRSLYKKDGWSQ 1028 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                AGGIEKLVGISKSKGDKHSPKVVKAASQVLNSMWQYRDLRSLYKKDGWSQ 1054 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  AGGIEKLVGISKSKGDKHSPKVVKAASQVLNSMWQYRDLRSLYKKDGWSQ 1021 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      AGGIEKLIGIARSKGDKHTPKVVKAASQVLNSMWQYRDLRSLYKKDGYSQ 1022 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      AGGIEKLIGIARSKGDKHSPKVVKAASQVLSSMWQYRDLRSLYKKDGYSQ 1035 
                                 *******:**::******:***********.****************:** 
 
Human_NP_001323.1                YHFVASSSTIERDRQRPYSSSRTPSISPVRVSPNNRSASAPASPREMISL 1083 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             YHFVASSSTIERDRQRPYSSSRTPSISPVRVSPNNRSASAPASPREMISL 1083 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            YHFVASSSTIERDRQRPYSSSRTPSISPVRVSPNNRSASAPASPREMISL 1084 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  YHFVASSSTIERDRQRPYSSSRTPSISPVRVSPNNRSASAPASPREMISL 1078 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                YHFVASSSTIERDRQRPYSSSRTPSISPVRVSPNNRSASAPASPREMISL 1104 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  YHFVASSSTIERDRQRPYSSSRTPSISPVRVSPNNRSASAPASPREMISL 1071 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      YHFVGSSSTIERDRQRPYSSSRTPSISPVRTSPNNRSASAPTSPREMMSL 1072 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      YHFVGSASTIERDRQRPYSSSRTPSVSPVRTSPNNRSASAPASPREMISL 1085 
                                 ****.*:******************:****.**********:*****:** 
 
Human_NP_001323.1                KERKTDYECTGSNATYHGAKGEHTSRKDAMTAQN-TGISTLYRNSYGAPA 1132 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             KERKTDYECTGSNATYHGAKGEHTSRKDAMTAQN-TGISTLYRNSYGAPA 1132 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            KERKTDYECTGSNATYHGAKGEHTSRKDAMTAQN-TGISTLYRNSYGAPA 1133 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  KERKTDYESTGSNATYHGTKGEHTSRKDTMTAQT-TGISTLYRNSYGAPA 1127 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                KERKTDYESAGNNATYHGTKGEHTSRKDTMTAQN-TGVSTLYRNSYGAPA 1153 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  KERKTDYESTGSNATYHGTKGEHASRKDAMTAQN-TGISTLYRNSYGAPA 1120 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      KERKTDYESTGSNSTYHGNKGEHTSRKDAMAAQISSGTSTLFRGAYMSPA 1122 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      KDRKSEFDSTGTNATYHANKGEHTARKDTMAVQTSCGTSTLFRNSYETSN 1135 
                                 *:**::::.:*.*:***. ****::***:*:.*   * ***:*.:* :.  
 
Human_NP_001323.1                EDIKHNQVSAQPVPQEPSRKDYETYQPFQNST-RNYDESFFEDQVH-HRP 1180 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             EDIKHNQVSAQPVPQEPSRKDYETYQPFQNST-RNYDESFFEDQVH-HRP 1180 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            EDIKHNQVSAQPVPQEPSRKDYETYQPFQNST-RNYDESFFEDQVH-HRP 1181 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  EDIKHNQVSAQPAPQEPSRKDYETYQPFPNST-RNYDESFFEDQVH-HRP 1175 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                EDIKQNQVSTQPVPQEPSRKDYETYQPFPNST-RNYDESFFEDQVH-HRP 1201 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  EDIKHNQVPAQPVPQEPSRKDYETYQPFQNST-RNYDESFFEDQVH-HRP 1168 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      DDIKHNQVSAQ---GNPP----EAYPPFQTPPGANFEEPYYEDQAHKRPP 1165 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      DEIKHNQVSVE---SEPPLKDYEPYPIYQNST-RNFEEPFFEDQVH-RPP 1180 
                                 ::**:***..:    :*.    *.*  : ...  *::*.::***.* : * 
 
Human_NP_001323.1                PASEYTMHLGLKSTGNYVDFYSAARPYSELNYETSHYPASPDSWV 1225 
Chimp_XP_001147603.1             PASEYTMHLGLKSTGNYVDFYSAARPYSELNYETSHYPASPDSWV 1225 
Gibbon_XP_003263213.1            PASEYTMHLGLKSTGNYVDFYSAARPYSELNYETSHYPASPDSWV 1226 
Cow_XP_601963.4                  PASEYAMHLGLKSTGNYVDFYSAARPYSELNYETSHYPASPDSWV 1220 
Mouse_NP_032755.2                PASEYTMHLGLKSTGNYVDFYSAARPYSELNYETSHYPASPDSWV 1246 
Dog_XP_545171.3                  PASEYTMHLGLKSTGNYVDFYSAARPYSELNYETSHYPASPDSWV 1213 
Zebrafish_NP_001180580.1_2b      PAADGTMHLGLKSTGNYVDFYSASRPYSELNYETSHYPASPDSWV 1210 
Zebrafish_XP_003201342.1_2a      PATDLNMHLGLKSTGNYVDFYSAARPYSELNYETSHYPASPDSWV 1225 
                                 **::  *****************:********************* 
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Figure 12 
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ABSTRACT: Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technolo-
gies can be a boon to human mutation detection given their
high throughput: consequently, many genes and samples
may be simultaneously studied with high coverage for ac-
curate detection of heterozygotes. In circumstances re-
quiring the intensive study of a few genes, particularly in
clinical applications, a rapid turn around is another de-
sirable goal. To this end, we assessed the performance of
the bench-top 454 GS Junior platform as an optimized so-
lution for mutation detection by amplicon sequencing of
three type 3 semaphorin genes SEMA3A, SEMA3C, and
SEMA3D implicated in Hirschsprung disease (HSCR).
We performed mutation detection on 39 PCR amplicons
totaling 14,014 bp in 47 samples studied in pools of 12
samples. Each 10-hr run was able to generate ∼75,000
reads and ∼28 million high-quality bases at an average
read length of 371 bp. The overall sequencing error was
0.26 changes per kb at a coverage depth of ≥20 reads.
Altogether, 37 sequence variants were found in this study
of which 10 were unique to HSCR patients. We identi-
fied five missense mutations in these three genes that may
potentially be involved in the pathogenesis of HSCR and
need to be studied in larger patient samples.
Hum Mutat 33:281–289, 2012. C© 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

KEY WORDS: mutation detection; bench-top sequencer;
HSCR; semaphorin

Introduction
The development of next-generation sequencing (NGS) tech-

nologies has been a boon to all genomics research; in particular, it
has become important to human genetics, genome biology, and the
understanding of human disease biology. Whole-genome [Wheeler
et al., 2008], exome [Metzker, 2010; Schuster, 2008], and transcrip-
tome [Durbin et al., 2010; Mardis, 2008] sequencing are becoming
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routine. The immense capacity (in excess of 30–50 Gb per run)
and lengthy run times (longer than 1 week) of current sequencing
systems have been used so far to assay the entire genome in a con-
siderable number of samples to create reference datasets or for the
inference of biological features on a genome-wide scale [Mardis,
2008; Metzker, 2010; Schuster, 2008]. One recent example is the
1000Genomes Pilot Project in which the genome sequences of 179
human samples were obtained at low coverage (2–4×) to under-
stand the patterns of rare and common human sequence variation
in an unbiased manner [Durbin et al., 2010].

NGS technologies are quite error prone at the level of an indi-
vidual sequence read so that accuracy is achieved by multiple read
coverage of a variant base in an individual sample [Mardis, 2008;
Metzker, 2010; Schuster, 2008] or across population samples with
multiple occurrences of the same variant [Durbin et al., 2010]. Most
genome sequencing projects have raw accuracies less than 99% [Dr-
manac et al., 2010; Ju et al., 2010; Mardis, 2008; Metzker, 2010], but
exome sequencing for disease gene discovery has achieved higher
accuracies (99.7%) [Ng et al., 2009, 2010] through higher coverage
of the coding sequences of the genome. For some applications, such
as comprehensive rare variant detection or identification of disease
mutations, an even higher accuracy may be warranted. This higher
accuracy is particularly demanded by clinical applications that gen-
erally target only a small set of genes relevant to the patient. Unfor-
tunately, although greater accuracy can be achieved by increasing
coverage depth, all current NGS platforms have capacities that are
excessive for routine clinical applications. This suggests a need for
smaller capacity next-generation sequencers that can accurately and
rapidly sequence DNA for clinical applications.

The first NGS platform introduced was the Genome Sequencer
FLX System from 454 Life Sciences (Roche) that used a highly par-
allel pyrosequencing system capable of producing ∼400–600 mil-
lion bases per 10-hr run [Margulies et al., 2005]. This technology
was used to produce the first personal human genome sequence
[Wheeler et al., 2008], that of James Watson, using sequence reads
of 400–500 bp. It has been utilized in mutation detection studies as
well [Bowne et al., 2010; Conrad et al., 2010; Kohlmann et al., 2010;
Zaragoza et al., 2010]. However, the capacity of this sequencer ex-
ceeds the requirements of many small- and medium-scale targeted
projects. Roche has recently introduced the GS Junior platform as a
next-generation bench-top DNA sequencing solution scaled to suit
the needs of small projects requiring a rapid turnaround time. With
the analysis of 100,000 shotgun reads or 70,000 amplicon reads per
run, together with a flexible sample pooling strategy using ligation
multiplex identifiers (MIDs), the GS Junior might be one possible
solution for rapid mutation detection and other similar applica-
tions. This machine has a maximum capacity of 35 million bases

C© 2011 WILEY PERIODICALS, INC.
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per run at an average read length of 400 bp and, because it employs
the same chemistry, should be equivalent in performance to the
previous GS FLX System.

Here we report on our experience in mutation detection for hu-
man disease gene discovery using the GS Junior system. Our labora-
tory has long been involved in the genetic analysis of Hirschsprung
disease (HSCR; MIM# 142623), which is the most common genetic
form of a functional intestinal obstruction in neonates [Chakravarti,
2001]. HSCR is a multifactorial neurocristopathy of the enteric ner-
vous system and is associated with aganglionosis: the receptor tyro-
sine kinase RET plays a key role in all forms of HSCR and interacts
with other genes to produce a variable phenotype [Amiel et al.,
2008; Chakravarti, 2001]. Our recent studies have identified a lo-
cus on 7q21.11 containing significant association with HSCR with
allelic effects independent of RET [S. Arnold et al., unpublished
data, abstract 1311, ASHG annual meeting, November 4, 2010].
This locus contains three members of the type 3 semaphorin family
of neuro-ligands that are attractive candidates for involvement in
HSCR: SEMA3A (MIM# 603961), SEMA3C (MIM# 602645), and
SEMA3D (MIM# 609907). Since the proteins encoded by these genes
are closely related, we used the GS Junior NGS system to perform
mutation detection to ascertain whether any or all of these three
genes could contribute to HSCR. We report the successful parallel
sequencing of pools of amplicons for comprehensive and accurate
sequence analysis. Significantly, we show that potential mutations
in all three genes may contribute to HSCR.

Materials and Methods

Samples Used

High-quality genomic DNA from 44 patients with HSCR was
used for mutation detection in this study. Controls consisted of
human genomic DNA (G1521: female; G1471: male) purchased
from Promega Corporation (each corresponding to a mixture of
six unrelated samples) and one HapMap reference sample (CEU,
NA12814). Our patient samples do not have complete information
on ancestry but the vast majorities are of European origin. All patient
samples were obtained with written informed consent approved by
the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine IRB.

Amplicon Preparation

For DNA sequencing, we designed 39 amplicons (range: 233–606
bp; median: 360 bp) that were amplified using one of two methods:
(1) Thermo-Start PCR Master Mix (AB-0938/15/DC/B): 1 µM of
each primer (forward and reverse, primer sequences are available
upon request), 25 µl of 2×Thermo-Start PCR Master Mix, 50 ng of
DNA, and sterilized distilled water up to 50 µl for PCR amplification
at the following conditions: 95◦C for 15 min, 35 cycles of 95◦C for
20 sec, 60◦C for 30 sec, and 72◦C for 1 min followed by 72◦C
for 5 min; (2) TaKaRa LA Taq (RR002M): 1 µM of each primer
(forward and reverse, primer sequences are available upon request),
5 µl of 10×LA PCR Buffer II (Mg2+ plus), 8 µl of dNTP mixture
(2.5 mM each), 0.5 µl TaKaRa LA Taq (5 units/µl), 50 ng of DNA,
and sterilized distilled water up to 50 µl for PCR amplification at
the following conditions: 94◦C for 1 min, 30 cycles of 94◦C for
30 sec, 55◦C for 30 sec, and 68◦C for 30 sec followed by 72◦C for
10 min. PCR products were visualized on a 2.0% agarose gel by
electrophoresis and purified with QIAquick PCR purification kit
(QIAGEN, Valencia, CA). Subsequently, all amplicons derived from
an individual’s DNA sample were pooled in a length-weighted equi-

Figure 1. Workflow for preparing the amplicon library.

volume ratio (3 µl for 200- to 250-bp products, 3.5 µl for 251- to
300-bp products, 4 µl for 301- to 350-bp products, 4.5 µl for 351-
to 400-bp products, 5 µl for 401- to 500-bp products, and 6 µl for
550- to 600-bp products). The pooled sample concentrations were
measured by Nanodrop. Finally, 500 ng of each pool was purified
with MinElute PCR purification kit (QIAGEN) and eluted in 16 µl
TE buffer.

Amplicon Sequencing

The sequencing library preparation was performed following the
Rapid Library Preparation Method Manual (revised June 2010) with
the following modifications: (1) the protocol was started at the frag-
ment end repair step; (2) RL1-12 MID adaptors were ligated (we
used three pools of 12 samples each and one pool of 11 samples);
(3) during the AMPure XP purification step no sizing solution was
used. Based on the individual sample concentration, the DNA li-
braries were diluted to 1 × 107 molecules/µl stock solution (Fig. 1).
For the emulsion PCR (emPCR), up to 12 libraries were pooled
in equimolar amounts and processed following the emPCR Ampli-
fication Method Manual (Lib-L, August 2010). The protocol was
modified to take account of the amplicon length variation by (1)
reducing the amount of amplification primer by half, and (2) using
a low copy per bead ratio (0.3). The GS Junior Titanium Sequenc-
ing Kit and the Sequencing Method Manual (rev. June 2010) were
used for DNA sequencing on a GS Junior Titanium PicoTiterPlate
(PTP).

Sanger Sequencing

For verification, five purified amplicons from seven samples, each
containing a newly detected variant, were sequenced by using the
1× BigDye Ready Reaction Mix (Applied Biosystems) on an Applied
Biosystems 3730xl DNA Analyzer. Sanger data were analyzed using
Sequencher version 4.10.1.

Allele-Specific PCR (ASP) Analysis

To validate a 4-bp deletion, allele-specific PCR (ASP) was per-
formed. Selective amplification was achieved by designing two
primer pairs, one each that matched the reference and variant allele.
Genotyping was performed using the Thermo-Start PCR Master
Mix and the same conditions as described above for the 10-µl PCR
reaction. The results were visualized after running the samples in a
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2% agarose gel (Supp. Fig. S1). The primers used were: reference/
wild-type primer (forward 5′’GGAAGACCGATATCAAAGGTTC3′

and reverse 5′GTTCAGTGTGCAGCTGTCCT3′); variant/assay
primer (forward 5′GGAAGACCGATATCAAAGGTTG3′ and reverse
5′GTTCAGTGTGCAGCTGTCCT3′).

Mapping, Variant Identification, and Sequencing Accuracy

Two approaches were utilized for computational analysis of all
GS Junior runs: 454’s GS Amplicon Variant Analyzer version 2.5
(AVA) and tools available in Galaxy (http://main.g2.bx.psu.edu/)
[Blankenberg et al., 2010; Goecks et al., 2010].

Analysis using AVA

We used the graphical user interface (GUI) for easy visualiza-
tion of data. To enable the use of Rapid Library IDs we opted
to initiate the GUI using an extra argument when opening the
program:./gsAmplicon—enable “sequenceBlueprint;extraProjInit.”
The input files required to run AVA are the sff, the amplicon se-
quence, and the primer sequence files. AVA examines each read for
the presence of either one of the primer sequences to assign each
one to an amplicon. Once it identifies the amplicon to which the
read belongs, the read is aligned only to that amplicon. The primer
sequences are subsequently trimmed and substitutions, insertions,
and deletions identified. Only variants found in both forward and
reverse traces and present in at least 35% of all reads covering their
respective base positions were further considered in our study.

As AVA GUI does not automatically provide a result file for cov-
erage depth, we utilized the AVA Command-Line Interface (CLI)
program, in addition to an in house-developed shell and MATLAB
(http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/) scripts to look at
depth per amplicon. The programing codes and scripts are pro-
vided in the Supporting Information.

Analysis using Galaxy tools

We used the Galaxy browser as a second approach to the analysis
of sequence data. We generated a workflow (URL provided as Sup-
porting Information) based on the information provided in the “454
Mapping: Single End” tutorial. Prior to uploading data to Galaxy
we used 454’s sff tools to extract sff files for each MID in a run. The
Galaxy workflow is as follows:

(1) Upload sff file for each individual.
(2) Extract FASTA sequences from the sff file using sff converter

tool.
(3) Map reads to the hg19 reference genome using LASTZ mapper

version 1.01.88 with the Roche-454 98% identity mapping
mode.

(4) Count mapped reads.
(5) Filter uniquely mapped reads.
(6) Extract the mapping information for all the uniquely mapped

reads.
(7) Convert the output from SAM format to BAM format using

SAMtools Version 0.1.12.
(8) Create a simple pileup from the BAM file using SAMtools.
(9) Filter the pileup using a set depth per base value.

Post-Galaxy analysis for calling genotypes and calculating se-
quencing accuracy was performed using custom MATLAB scripts
that are provided in Supporting Information.

Calling genotypes

To call a genotype at a particular base position two thresholds had
to be met: minimum coverage (depth) per base (N) and minimum
percentage of the variant allele or genotype-calling threshold (T).
For variant calling at each position, we computed t = (k/n)∗100
where k is the count of nonreference alleles and n is the total depth.
We considered only those depths that exceed our set threshold (i.e.,
n ≥ N) and called genotypes by the set threshold as: call genotype
AA, AB, and BB whenever t ≤ T, T < t < 100 – T, and t ≥ 100 – T,
where A and B are the reference and variant allele, respectively.

Calculation of sequencing accuracy

Genotypes obtained from samples sequenced in duplicate were
compared to each other to assess sequencing accuracy. For opti-
mization of sequencing accuracy, varying values for N and T were
utilized.

Results
We sequenced the three genes SEMA3A, SEMA3C, and SEMA3D

representative of the HSCR candidate locus on human chromosome
7q21.11. Each gene has 17 coding exons and is similar in cDNA se-
quence to the others (identity ∼58% by CLUSTAL 2.1 multiple se-
quence alignment). We divided the total sequencing target of 14,014
bp into 39 amplicons varying in length from 233 bp to 606 bp.

To assess coverage and accuracy, we analyzed 12 samples per run,
that is, 47 samples were divided into four sequencing runs (1–4).
Each sample was marked with an identity tag (MID) so that its
sequence could be extracted from all reads within the run. After
checking coverage for each amplicon across all the samples in the
first three runs, there were 16 amplicons across 35 samples that had
low coverage. We repeated sequencing for these 16 amplicons for all
35 samples in runs 5 through 7. For run 4, a strong optimization
was performed to obtain more uniform coverage for long amplicons
than was achieved in the first three runs. Specifically, the length-
weighted equi-volume ratios were increased to 5.5 µl for 351- to
400-bp products, 8 µl for 401- to 500-bp products, and 12 µl for
550- to 600-bp products. Table 1 summarizes the following for
the seven sequencing runs: number of filtered reads per run, total
length of sequence data produced, average read length, and average
sequence coverage at each base across all runs.

A number of features are evident from these data. First, individ-
ual samples were covered approximately uniformly within a pool:
Figure 2 shows run no. 4 as an example. Second, the generated
data allowed sensitive detection of variants with a median of 6,507
high-quality sequencing reads per individual. The average length of
reads ranged between 313 bp and 435 bp and a median of 2.29 mb
was sequenced per sample. Third, replication data for 16 amplicons
across 35 samples enabled us to examine the sequencing error across
two runs by using different combinations of depth per base (N) and
genotype-calling thresholds (T) (Table 2). Based on these calcula-
tions, we chose a minimum depth of 20 reads per base and 35/65%
as an optimum genotyping threshold to obtain an average error of
0.26 (range: 0.13–0.40) per kb.

One significant limitation of pyrosequencing is its apparent in-
ability to correctly determine the number of bases within a ho-
mopolymeric stretch [Brockman et al., 2008]. Consequently, we
paid particular attention to the resolution of homopolymeric and
dinucleotide stretches. The ∼14-kb sequence across 39 amplicons
had 36 homopolymeric stretches (repeat ≥ 6) and one dinucleotide
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Table 1. Sequencing Statistics

Run no. No. of samples Total no. of filtered reads Total sequence generated (Mb) Average length (bp) Average sequence depth/base

1 11 72,191 23.29 323 151×
2 12 75,424 23.66 314 141×
3 12 84,441 27.44 325 163×
4 12 101,395 34.39 339 205×
5 12 60,243 26.25 436 156×
6 12 70,406 29.91 425 178×
7 11 71,587 31.06 434 202×

For each run, we show the number of human samples in the amplicon pool, the total number of filtered reads, and the total sequence generated to obtain the average read length
and the sequence coverage as indicated.

Figure 2. Distribution of read lengths in amplicon sequencing run no. 4. Each box represents the reads for one individual sample tagged with a
specific multiplex identifier (MID).

stretch (repeat units ≥ 6). Of these, 35 were resolved well; a specific
example is shown in Supp. Figure S2. However, the two remaining
features, a (AT)19 dinucleotide and a T13 homopolymer, which were
close to a reverse and a forward sequencing primer, respectively,
performed less optimally with a read depth of fewer than 50 (Supp.
Fig. S3).

To assess the accuracy of insertion or deletion (indel) calls, we
validated a 4-bp deletion polymorphism (AGAA, rs3832523) in
intron 11 of SEMA3A through an ASP test on these samples. For
detection of the variant B allele, the threshold to call the genotype
was set as 35/65%. These values did not apply to the control samples
(no. 18, 19) since each was a mixture of at least six samples. Of the
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Table 2. Sequencing Error as Changes Per kb

Heterozygote discrimination threshold

Sequencing depth 35% 30% 25%

All 1.02 (0.59–1.27) 1.27 (0.84–1.54) 1.37 (0.87–1.7)
>5× 0.49 (0.19–0.65) 0.60 (0.30–0.81) 0.74 (0.30–0.97)
>10× 0.41 (0.22–0.58) 0.49 (0.31–0.65) 0.61 (0.31–0.95)
>15× 0.37 (0.22–0.48) 0.45 (0.28–0.59) 0.54 (0.25–0.74)
>20× 0.26 (0.13–0.40) 0.34 (0.17–0.49) 0.40 (0.10–0.69)

Replication data for 35 samples and 16 amplicons enabled us to estimate the
sequencing error across two runs as the fraction of discordant calls by using different
thresholds of sequencing depth (N > 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 reads) and heterozygote
discrimination (T = 35%, 30%, 25%). Average error rates and their ranges are shown.

other 44 samples examined by both GS Junior and ASP, we obtained
a concordance of 97.7% (43/44) (Table 3). Note that we identified
no variant calls in genotypically identified reference homozygotes

and obtained >90% (average: 96.9%) concordance for genotypically
identified variant homozygotes. In contrast, the rate of sequencing
concordance for 14 genotypically identified variant heterozygotes
(excluding no. 18, 19) was between 18% and 54%. Of these, only
one was an outlier at 18%, the remainder ranged from 39% to
54% (average: 47.2%). These results show the robustness of NGS
for detecting variation, in heterozygotes in particular, given 100 or
more reads. The sole failure occurred in a genotyped heterozygote
that showed 18% variant calls among 252 reads. The 18% value
is too large to be dismissed as a false positive and is likely from
differential amplification of the normal and deleted alleles.

As a final comparison of accuracy, we included three samples that
had been previously examined for variant detection in SEMA3A
and SEMA3D by Sanger sequencing. As shown in Table 4, we ob-
tained only one discordant call among 23 comparisons of eight
coding variants at the standard 35/65% variant detection threshold
by AVA. However, the variant reads were 0% of the forward (7 reads
in total) and 79.31% of the reverse reads (29 reads in total). This

Table 3. Comparison of Genotypes of a 4-bp Deletion Variant Based on GS Junior Sequencing and Allele-Specific PCR (ASP)

Sample no. Sample ID Genotype (ASP) Percentage of variant/total no. of reads No. of F:R reads Agreement

1 122.7 +- 51%/106 46:60 Yes
2 359.3 +- 53%/200 90:110 Yes
3 47.3 +- 39%/178 87:91 Yes
4 384.3 - - 94%/100 53:47 Yes
5 392.3 +- 48%/125 67:58 Yes
6 346.3 +- 47%/221 104:117 Yes
7 242.4 - - 99%/243 134:109 Yes
8 423.3 +- 47%/167 76:91 Yes
9 443.3 +- 46%/191 116:75 Yes
10 446.3 +- 54%/24 15:9 Yes
11 452.3 - - 98%/288 132:156 Yes
12 434.3 +- 42%/163 89:74 Yes
13 432.3 +- 42%/191 94:97 Yes
14 416.3 +- 47%/151 79:72 Yes
15 411.3 +- 48%/441 211:230 Yes
16 399.3 +- 18%/252 113:139 No
17 402.2 +- 50%/157 85:72 Yes
18 Female +- 16%/272 161:111 Pooled sample
19 Male +- 15%/330 163:167 Pooled sample
20 63.3 ++ 0%/202 99:103 Yes
21 150.3 ++ 0%/133 67:66 Yes
22 252.3 ++ 0%/92 51:41 Yes
23 300.3 ++ 0%/372 175:197 Yes
24 348.3 ++ 0%/117 49:68 Yes
25 354.3 ++ 0%/330 158:172 Yes
26 355.3 ++ 0%/174 97:77 Yes
27 369.3 ++ 0%/344 174:170 Yes
28 370.3 ++ 0%/107 46:61 Yes
29 372.3 ++ 0%/126 71:55 Yes
30 406.3 ++ 0%/429 216:213 Yes
31 407.3 ++ 0%/180 86:94 Yes
32 408.3 ++ 0%/185 92:93 Yes
33 413.3 ++ 0%/133 75:58 Yes
34 422.3 ++ 0%/140 68:72 Yes
35 429.3 ++ 0%/293 175:118 Yes
36 435.3 ++ 0%/188 97:91 Yes
37 439.3 ++ 0%/151 82:69 Yes
38 440.3 ++ 0%/136 63:73 Yes
39 441.3 ++ 0%/124 60:64 Yes
40 444.3 ++ 0%/304 156:148 Yes
41 448.3 ++ 0%/419 222:197 Yes
42 449.3 ++ 0%/115 62:53 Yes
43 450.3 ++ 0%/266 118:148 Yes
44 451.3 ++ 0%/213 109:104 Yes
45 398.2 ++ 0%/200 105:95 Yes
46 NA12814 ++ 0%/525 263:262 Yes

The sequencing results are shown as % variant of total number of reads and the number of forward: reverse reads. Reference homozygote, heterozygote, and variant homozygote
are represented as ++, +-, and - -, respectively. Altogether 44 comparisons were performed; one disagreement between the two methods is highlighted in bold.
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Figure 3. Sanger-sequencing validation of five rare missense heterozygote mutations. The five chromatograms are shown in (A) through (E)
with forward and reverse direction sequencing results in the first and second rows, respectively; mutation locations are indicated by arrows.

Table 4. Comparison between GS Junior and Sanger Sequencing

Agreement between GS Junior and Sanger sequencing

Gene Location Variant Sample #335.3 Sample #398.2 Sample #402.2

Exon2 121:A/G Yes (AG) Yes (AA) Yes (AA)
Exon2 228:A/G Yes (AA) Yes (AG) Yes (AA)

SEMA3A Exon11 250:T/C Yes (CT) Yes (TT) Yes (CT)
Exon11 251:G/A Yes (GG) Yes (GG) Yes (AG)
Exon17 365:A/G No (Junior: AG; Sanger: GG) Yes (AG) Yes (AG)
Exon2 265:T/C Not examined Yes (TT) Yes (TT)

SEMA3D Exon14 146:G/A Yes (GG) Yes (GG) Yes (AG)
Exon16 172:C/A Yes (CC) Yes (CC) Yes (AC)

Three samples, which had been previously examined for variation in SEMA3A and SEMA3D by Sanger sequencing, were used as positive controls. Among eight coding-region
variants across three samples there is one disagreement (highlighted in bold). Genotypes called are listed in parentheses.

suggests that we need greater experimental experience to set these
variant detection thresholds to minimize false positives and false
negatives. In other words, strand bias should also be considered in
addition to the N and T thresholds for heterozygous detection. Fi-
nally, we successfully validated the five rare missense mutations in
SEMA3A, SEMA3C, and SEMA3D by Sanger sequencing (Fig. 3).

In this study of 47 samples, we identified 37 variants of which
16 were coding and the remaining 21 in untranslated or in-
tronic segments. The details of all detected variants, the ma-
jority of which have been observed in control but not disease-
or locus-specific databases, are provided in Table 5. Of rele-
vance to HSCR are six of the 16 coding variants that were
nonsynonymous: SEMA3A: c.160A>G (p.Ser54Gly); c.1303G>A
(p.Val435Ile); SEMA3C: c.1009G>A (p.Val337Met); SEMA3D:
c.193T>C (p.Ser65Pro); c.1843C>A (p.Pro615Thr), and c.2101A>C
(p.Lys701Gln). Nucleotide numbering of the exonic variants re-
flects cDNA numbering with +1 corresponding to the A of the
ATG translation initiation codon in the reference sequence, specif-
ically, RefSeq NM_006080.2 for SEMA3A, RefSeq NM_006379.3
for SEMA3C, and RefSeq NM_152754.2 for SEMA3D. Of these,
the SEMA3D K701Q variation is a common polymorphism with
a variant residue (Q) frequency of 0.28 in HSCR and an identi-
cal frequency in 1000Genomes samples. In addition, the SEMA3C
V337M variation is observed in one HSCR patient and one of
the control samples, with a 0.02 frequency in 1000Genomes sam-
ples. The SEMA3A S54G variant was not observed in either the
HapMap exome sequencing project or the 1000Genomes project,
while the remaining three changes, SEMA3A V435I, SEMA3D S65P,
and SEMA3D P615T have all been observed as sequence alterations
in the 1000Genomes samples and have allele frequencies of 0.009,
0.011, and 0.004, respectively. Interestingly, except for the SEMA3D

K701Q polymorphism, the other five alterations occur at highly
conserved domains, either recognized (Sema and Ig domains) or
not, and are predicted to be either damaging. Indeed, the residues
in question are conserved across all mammals, other vertebrates, and
the zebrafish, and the few exceptions (chicken residue T at SEMA3D
S65P and zebrafish residue S at SEMA3D P615T) suggest sequence
errors in the genome sequences from which these protein transla-
tions have been inferred (Supp. Fig. S4). In other words, we suspect
that these five missense alterations have some role in HSCR, which
requires follow-up in larger numbers of patients.

Discussion
Detection of DNA sequence variants is a central task in human

genomic and genetic studies, and NGS technologies are capable
of overcoming the many limitations inherent in Sanger sequencing
[Galan et al., 2010; Lank et al., 2010; Lind et al., 2010; Schuster, 2008;
Taudien et al., 2010]. As we show in this study, one individual can
optimize and produce high-quality data on mutation detection in
a short period of time using the bench-top GS Junior sequencer. At
the same time, it is important to note that depending on the input,
amplicon or shotgun libraries, the pre-GS Junior steps can be very
labor intensive. The actual GS Junior protocols consist of (1) library
preparation step (4 hr for 12 libraries), (2) emulsion PCR setup
(1 hr) and emPCR amplification (5.5 hr), (3) breaking of emPCR
and enrichment (2.5 hr), (4) sequencing setup (1.5 hr), and (5)
sequencing run (10 hr). The completion of all steps requires 2 days
for an individual experimenter. The system includes a computer
preinstalled with GUI and CLI software, so that researchers can
easily view their run information, assemble sequences, map reads to
a reference genome, and analyze the amplicon data. Each program is
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relatively simple to understand and returns output within minutes.
The ability to use the GUI also enables experimenters to readily
analyze various aspects of data, regardless of their computational
prowess.

In this study, we evaluated whether parallel sequencing on the
GS Junior system is suitable for mutation detection for disease gene
discovery. We used a multiplex bar coded amplicon sequencing
approach for three type 3 semaphorin family genes as an example.
To enable uniform coverage of all amplicon targets, we introduced
three modifications. First, since PCR favors amplification of smaller
fragments in a complex mixture of different length templates, we
modified the sequencing protocol by pooling amplicons relative to
their size. Second, normal emulsion PCR amplification protocols
with short amplicons (<400 bp) may result in an excessive number
of amplified targets on the capture beads, thereby increasing signal
intensity during incorporation as well as rapid consumption of the
four nucleotide flow reagents during sequencing. To overcome this,
we reduced the volume of amplification primer in the emulsion PCR
from 80 µl to 40 µl. Third, it has been reported that when the DNA-
to-bead ratio is small and covers an optimal range, one obtains
a linear relationship with the final enrichment percentage. Thus,
we used a low copy per bead ratio (0.3) during the emulsion PCR
amplification step since imprecise (±2-fold) library quantification
can still give satisfactory results when the copy per bead ratio is low
rather than high [Zheng et al., 2010].

Our experience suggests that all potential variants observed be
given careful scrutiny with respect to base coverage, expected error
rate, read length, bidirectional read support, and sequence context
(homopolymeric and dinucleotide stretches). As observed in our
experiments, read-coverage patterns varied across the targeted am-
plicons even after optimization. Other sources of variability include
differential adapter-to-target fragments ligation, unequal PCR am-
plification efficiencies during library generation, and variations in
amplicon size and GC content [Harismendy et al., 2009; Shendure
et al., 2005], not to mention differential amplications of the two
alleles in a diploid. These sources of variability need not be a lim-
itation of NGS since samples can be somewhat “over-sequenced”
to achieve a desired coverage level and, consequently, reduced er-
ror rate. In terms of variant identification, different criteria have
been used in NGS studies depending on the platform, software, and
specific study goals. However, for clinical applications, the major
hurdle in the use of NGS technologies is how to set a reliable cov-
erage/error threshold for optimizing false positives and false nega-
tives. In the current study, we required a read coverage of 20-fold for
variant identification after combining guidelines for the Genome
Sequencer FLX systems (Genome Sequencer System Application
Note 5 2007), and our and others’ experience with the GS FLX
platform [De Leeneer et al., 2011]. With respect to read percentage
required for variant identification, we set our criterion to >35% to
minimize false-positives, in turn anticipating false-negatives. It has
been shown that the Genome Sequencer FLX system encounters
difficulties when sequencing homopolymeric regions of more than
3 bp [Bordoni et al., 2008], and such stretches turned out to be
major sources of sequencing errors. With the newly developed Tita-
nium technology and software, containing various quality filters to
remove poor-quality sequence, longer strings of up to 6 bp could be
resolved very well; one example is shown in this study. The per-base
error rates from 454 pyrosequencing are believed to be comparable
to those from Sanger sequencing [Huse et al., 2007]. We show that
even at a coverage depth of 20, the sequencing error is between 0.13
and 0.40 changes per kb with an average of 0.26. Depending on the
purpose one may require much greater coverage.

Our results suggest that, in addition to substitutions, small dele-
tion variants (four bases) can be reliably detected. The genotyping
disagreement between GS Junior and ASP for sample 399.3 with
respect to the deletion variant should not be regarded as a con-
trary result, because the 18% variant frequency is unlikely due to a
sequencing error but rather to unequal amplification between the
normal and deleted alleles during the sequencing protocol. With
respect to the genotype disagreement in sample 335.3 between GS
Junior and Sanger, the combined 63.89% variant frequency suggests
a heterozygote. We speculate that the inconsistency is probably ow-
ing to sample contamination during either amplicon pooling or the
library construction step.

HSCR is a multifactorial disorder that displays a highly variable
phenotype with variation in recurrence risk by gender, familiality,
segment length of aganglionosis, and associated phenotypes. The
reasons for much of this variation are largely unknown, although
gene discovery has clarified some genotype–phenotype correlations
[Emison et al., 2010]. We undertook this sequencing study to as-
sess the role of three type 3 semaphorin genes within a locus on
7q21.11 with significant association with HSCR [Arnold et al., ab-
stract 1311, ASHG annual meeting, November 4, 2010]. Here, by
analyzing the coding sequence of SEMA3A, SEMA3C, and SEMA3D
in 44 HSCR patients, we detected five missense mutations that are
potentially involved in the pathogenesis of HSCR, although many
more samples need to be analyzed to demonstrate statistical signifi-
cance. Semaphorins constitute a large family of signaling molecules
originally identified as axon guidance cues [Kolodkin, 1998; Tran
et al., 2007]. Data from previous studies have suggested a role for
members of the semaphorin family in neural crest cell development
[Anderson et al., 2007; Berndt and Halloran, 2006; Lwigale and
Bronner-Fraser, 2009; Yu and Moens, 2005], defects in the prolifer-
ation, migration, and/or differentiation of which might be a cause
of HSCR. The mutations we detected can, thus, be probes for altered
function in cellular and animal models of HSCR.
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SHORT REPORT Open Access

Plot protein: visualization of mutations
Tychele Turner

Abstract

Background: Next-generation sequencing has enabled examination of variation at the DNA sequence level and
can be further enhanced by evaluation of the variants at the protein level. One powerful method is to visualize
these data often revealing patterns not immediately apparent in a text version of the same data. Many investigators
are interested in knowing where their amino acid changes reside within a protein. Clustering of variation within a
protein versus non-clustering can show interesting aspects of the biological changes happening in disease.

Finding: We describe a freely available tool, Plot Protein, executable from the command line or utilized as a
graphical interface through a web browser, to enable visualization of amino acid changes at the protein level. This
allows researchers to plot variation from their sequencing studies in a quick and uniform way. The features available
include plotting amino acid changes, domains, post-translational modifications, reference sequence, conservation,
conservation score, and also zoom capabilities. Herein we provide a case example using this tool to examine the
RET protein and we demonstrate how clustering of mutations within the protein in Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia
2A (MEN2A) reveals important information about disease mechanism.

Conclusions: Plot Protein is a useful tool for investigating amino acid changes and their localization within
proteins. Command line and web server versions of this software are described that enable users to derive visual
knowledge about their mutations.

Keywords: Protein, Mutation, Disease, Cluster, Visualization, Plot

Findings
Background
Researchers are now able to access sequencing datasets
across hundreds and thousands of individuals to identify
millions of sequence variants [1]. With this onslaught of
data comes the task of understanding the potential role
of these variants for studies of human disease and biology.
Many annotation and prediction tools exist for analyzing
such variants but visualization of these changes have
primarily been restricted to the DNA level, in particular in
the UCSC genome browser [2]. We have created a tool
(Plot Protein) that can visualize amino acid changes at
the protein level identified across individuals. This utility
provides users with the capability of observing where
their variants lie within the protein and whether the
distribution of deleterious mutations is clustered within
specific domains. In particular, our tool has the capability
of being executed from the command line as R code or

from a web browser. The advantage of this implementation
is that it gives skilled programmers the opportunity to
scale up this analysis to many proteins (command line)
or complicated searches across protein families, as well
as giving individuals with little to no programming
skills the opportunity to view their data interactively in
a web browser. Once data is uploaded to the web server
the user is then able to quickly tab between the plot
and a table displaying annotation of the variation with
respect to domains and post-translational modifications.
Additionally, in one implementation of the tool (Plot
Protein with Conservation) the user has the ability to
choose from a number of features including the ability
to zoom into any region they would like to and as with
the full plot the user merely has to right-click to save
as a picture on their computer (for use in reports and
publications). Lastly, the benefit of this tool is that it
has been written generically to allow users a range of
flexibility for the choice of data they wish to include.
The user directly provides files on domains and post-
translational modifications. This frees the users from
databases, which may not contain the exact data they
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are interested in. Theoretically, amino acid changes from
any species can be plotted with this tool making it broadly
useful to the scientific community.

Methods
The command line version of Plot Protein was written
in R (http://www.R-project.org) and has been tested on
version 2.15.2. It is executed on one line of a terminal
window and takes as input a mutation file (protein, gene,
position of amino acid change, reference amino acid,
and alternate amino acid), a protein architecture file
(architecture name, start site, and end site), a post-
translational modification file (site position), the length
of the protein sequence, and the query name desired on
the plot. The alternate implementation of this tool (Plot
Protein with Conservation) utilizes the read.fasta function
from the seqinr package [3](version 3.0-7) and can also
incorporate multiple sequence alignments such as that
produced by MUSCLE [4]. To generate a conservation
track the multiple sequence alignment is read and all
sequences are compared to the user-defined reference
at each position. The score (s) is defined simply as s = n/t.
Where n is the number of sequences with the same

amino acid at that position as the reference and t is the
total number of sequences queried at that position. The
score is between 0 and 1 with 0 indicating no other
sequences matching the reference at that position and 1
indicating all sequences matching the reference at that
position. Additional options include the ability to plot a
second set of mutations, show conservation with or
without the score, add grid lines, and show the reference
sequence. The web version of this tool is comprised of
the same R script tools but has been wrapped into a
Shiny application using the shiny package (http://www.
rstudio.com/shiny/, version 0.4.1.99). This tool requires
the same files/data as the command line but with the
advantage that files can be easily uploaded/entered via
the web. In addition, the web tool also generates a table
with the amino acids annotated as to their presence/ab-
sence in the domains and post-translational modification
sites. This has been extensively tested on Mozilla FireFox
and Google Chrome. We also provide the Shiny version of
the codes in case users are interested in running this on
their own server or locally on their computer.

Results
We have tested our code on numerous datasets but
provide an example using amino acid changes within
the human ret proto-oncogene (RET) protein. We chose
this protein to display all known disease-causing muta-
tions in the gene (n=200) and also a subset of these
mutations which are involved in Multiple Endocrine
Neoplasia 2A (MEN2A) (n=24) to provide a good example
of non-clustered and clustered disease mutation data. All

mutations were accessed from the Human Gene Mutation
Database (HGMD Professional 2013). These changes map
to the NP_066124.1 [RefSeq] isoform of the protein.
Domains (Signal Peptide (SP) from 1 to 24, Cadherin from
191 to 270, Transmembrane from 636 to 653, and Tyro-
sine Kinase from 724 to 1005) and post-translational mod-
ifications were derived from the Human Protein Reference
Database (HPRD: http://hprd.org/, accessed March 2013)
[5]. For the conservation analysis a multiple sequence
alignment was generated using the following orthologs of
human RET: zebrafish [RefSeq: NP_858048.2], rat [Ref
Seq: NP_036775.2], mouse [RefSeq: NP_033076.2], goril-
la [RefSeq: XP_004049341.1], dog [RefSeq: NP_001184
028.1], and cow [RefSeq: NP_001178412.1]. These were
run through MUSCLE (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/
muscle/, March 2013) using the default settings with fasta
as the output format. The results of this analysis are
shown using the conservation implementation in Figure 1.
The full protein plot is shown in Figure 1A including a
track with all disease mutations and a track with MEN2A
only mutations. As can been all disease mutations are
distributed fairly evenly across the protein. However, the
amino acid changes involved in MEN2A cluster within a
particular region of RET (zoom in of the region shown in
Figure 1B).

Discussion
This study describes a tool designed to allow users to
review their mutation data, at the protein level, through
either the command line or a web server. As an example,
we chose to examine disease causing amino acid changes
in the RET protein. This case was chosen because of the
known clustering of mutations in RET in the MEN2A
disease [6,7] which is something that is not seen in all
disease mutations affecting RET (Figure 1A). In MEN2A,
mutations primarily occur in cysteine residues near the
transmembrane domain [6,7]. These mutations cause a
dominant gain of function by affecting the folding of the
protein and ultimately causing the formation of constitu-
tively active RET dimers (even without ligand) [6,7]. The
reason for the clustering only within particular cysteines
has been proposed to be because of the proximity to and
potential involvement of the transmembrane domain in
the stabilization of constitutively active dimers of RET [8].
Since RET is a receptor tyrosine kinase these mutations
cause aberrant and uncontrolled signaling ultimately
leading to cancer [6,7].
It is likely other diseases also display clustering of

mutations due to their effect on function of proteins.
Plot Protein could be helpful to researchers in visualizing
and identifying these events. Overall, we anticipate that
many researchers will find this tool to be useful to their
studies regardless of the species they investigate. In
addition, we have provided both command line and
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Figure 1 Output figure of Plot Protein with the conservation track. (A) Plot of all disease-causing mutations in RET (All track) and those only
occurring in MEN2A (MEN2A track) (SP refers to Signal Peptide); (B) Zoom in of the region containing the MEN2A mutations including representative
labels for each amino acid position.
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web versions of this software so that all individuals
regardless of their computational prowess can take
advantage of this software.

Availability and requirements
Project name: Plot Protein
Project home page: https://sites.google.com/site/
plotprotein/
Operating system(s): Mac/Linux for command line
Programming language: R
Other requirements: For running in the web browser best
functionality is found with Mozilla Fire Fox and Google
Chrome
License: GNU General Public License version 3.0
(GPLv3), MIT License
Any restrictions to use by non-academics: license needed

Abbreviations
MEN2A: Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia 2A.
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APPENDIX VIII 
PLOT PROTEIN SCRIPTS 

 
Readme File for plot-protein 
============ 
 
Plot Protein: Visualization of Mutations 
 
Author: Tychele N. Turner, Laboratory of Aravinda Chakravarti, Ph.D. 
 
Licenses: GNU General Public License version 3.0 (GPLv3), MIT License 
 
Short Description: Protein Plotting Script to Visualize Amino Acid Changes 
 
Programming Language: R 
 
Readme Date: 06/15/2013 
 
Description: This script takes mutation information at the protein level and plots out the 
mutation above the schematic of the protein. It also plots the domains. It now has 
additional features for specifying the tick size of the x-axis, capability to show labels, and 
also the option to zoom to a particular region of the protein.  
 
NOTE: All files should be referring to the same isoform of the protein. This is imperative 
for drawing the plot correctly. 
 
Required files: 
 
*Mutation file: tab-delimited file containing 5 columns (ProteinId, GeneName, 
ProteinPositionOfMutation, ReferenceAminoAcid, AlternateAminoAcid) NO HEADER 
FOR NEEDED FOR THIS FILE 
 
*Protein architecture file: tab-delimited file containing 3 columns (architecture_name, 
start_site, end_site). This file NEEDS the header and it is the same as what was 
previously written. This information can be downloaded from the HPRD 
(http://hprd.org/). Although the most recent files are quite old so looking in the web 
browser you can get much more up to date information. 
 
*Post-translational modification file: This is a tab-delimited file with only one column 
and that is the site. This file NEEDS a header and is as previously written. 
 
 
Usage: 
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R --slave --vanilla < plotProtein.R mutationFile proteinArchitectureFile 
postTranslationalModificationFile proteinLength nameOfYourQuery tickSize 
showLabels zoomIn zoomStart zoomEnd 
 
Example without zoom: 
 
R --slave --vanilla < plotProtein.R psen1_mutation_file.txt psen1_architecture_file.txt 
psen1_post_translation_file.txt 463 Test 25 no no 
 
Example with zoom: 
 
R --slave --vanilla < plotProtein.R psen1_mutation_file.txt psen1_architecture_file.txt 
psen1_post_translation_file.txt 463 Test 1 no yes 25 45 
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plotProtein.R 
#!/bin/R 
#Tychele N. Turner 
#Laboratory of Aravinda Chakravarti, Ph.D. 
#Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine 
#Protein Plotting Script 
#Programming Language: R 
#Updated 06/15/2013 
 
#Description: This script takes mutation information at the 
protein level and plots out the mutation above the schematic of 
the protein. It also plots the domains.  
 
#NOTE: All files should be referring to the same isoform of the 
protein. This is imperative for drawing the plot correctly. 
 
#Required files: 
##Mutation file: tab-delimited file containing 5 columns 
(ProteinId, GeneName, ProteinPositionOfMutation, 
ReferenceAminoAcid, AlternateAminoAcid) NO HEADER FOR NEEDED FOR 
THIS FILE 
##Protein architecture file: tab-delimited file containing 3 
columns (architecture_name, start_site, end_site). This file 
NEEDS the header and it is the same as what was previously 
written. This information can be downloaded from the HPRD 
(http://hprd.org/). Although the most recent files are quite old 
so looking in the web browser you can get much more up to date 
information. 
##Post-translational modification file: This is a tab-delimited 
file with only one column and that is the site. This file NEEDS a 
header and is as previously written. 
 
#Usage: 
## R --slave --vanilla < plotProtein.R mutationFile 
proteinArchitectureFile postTranslationalModificationFile 
proteinLength nameOfYourQuery tickSize showLabels zoomIn 
zoomStart zoomEnd 
 
#without zoom 
## R --slave --vanilla < plotProtein.R psen1_mutation_file.txt 
psen1_architecture_file.txt psen1_post_translation_file.txt 463 
Test 25 no no 
 
#with zoom 
## R --slave --vanilla < plotProtein.R psen1_mutation_file.txt 
psen1_architecture_file.txt psen1_post_translation_file.txt 463 
Test 25 no yes 25 50 
 
#Arguments: 
argv <- function(x){ 
    args <- commandArgs() 
    return(args[x]) 
} 
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mutationFile <- argv(4) #This is the mutation file 
proteinArchitectureFile <- argv(5) #This is the protein 
architecture file 
postTranslationalModificationFile <- argv(6) #This is the post-
translation modification file 
proteinLength <- argv(7) #Length of the protein isoform your 
looking at 
nameOfYourQuery <- argv(8) #Here you can put whatever name you 
want to show up in the plot 
tickSize <- as.numeric(argv(9)) #Specify the tick spacing for x-
axis 
showLabels <- argv(10) #yes/no 
zoomIn <- argv(11) #yes/no 
if(zoomIn == "yes"){ 
 zoomStart <- as.numeric(argv(12)) 
 zoomEnd <- as.numeric(argv(13)) 
} 
 
####################ANALYSIS#################### 
#Read in the files 
var <- read.table(mutationFile, sep="\t") 
pa <- read.table(proteinArchitectureFile, sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
pt <- read.table(postTranslationalModificationFile, sep="\t", 
header=TRUE) 
 
############PLOTTING############# 
#x is the input data, y is rpt, z is rpa from HPRD 
pdf(paste(as.character(var[1,2]), "_protein_plot.pdf", sep=""), 
height=7.5, width=10) 
#par(oma=c(8, 1.2, 8, 1.2)) 
layout(matrix(c(1,2),nrow=1), widths=c(1,3)) 
par(oma=c(4, 0, 4, 0), mar=c(5, 0, 4, 0) + 0.4) 
 
#stable legend 
plot((-30:-15), rep(-1, 16), col="white", type="l", ann=FALSE, 
bty="n", xaxt="n", yaxt="n", xlim=c(-160, -15), ylim=c(1,-5.5)) 
  
#query text 
text(-100,-2.5,nameOfYourQuery, col="blue", cex=0.9, font=2) 
 
xlimRegion <- c(0, proteinLength) 
 if(zoomIn == "yes") { 
          xlimRegion <- c(as.numeric(zoomStart), 
as.numeric(zoomEnd)) 
 } 
 
 
 
 
xlimRegion <- c(0, as.numeric(proteinLength)) 
 if(zoomIn == "yes") { 
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          xlimRegion <- c(as.numeric(zoomStart), 
as.numeric(zoomEnd)) 
 } 
  
plot((1:as.numeric(proteinLength)), rep(-2, 
as.numeric(proteinLength)), type="l", lwd=5, main=paste("Amino 
Acid Changes in", " ", as.character(var[1,2]), " ", "(", 
as.character(var[1,1]), ")", sep=""), xlab="Amino Acid Position", 
ylab="", ylim=c(-1,-4), cex.lab=0.9, cex.main=1, yaxt="n", 
xlim=xlimRegion, xaxt="n", ann=FALSE, bty="n") 
 
#Plot mutations 
points(var[,3], rep(-2.5, length(var[,3])), pch=19, col="blue", 
cex=0.7) 
 
if(showLabels == "yes"){ 
 #Label mutations 
 for(i in 1:nrow(var)){ 
  text(var[i,3], rep(-2.7, length(var[i,3])), 
paste(as.character(var[i,4]), as.character(var[i,3]), 
as.character(var[i,5]), sep=""), col="blue", cex=0.9, srt=90, adj 
= 0) 
 } 
} 
 
ticks=seq(0,as.numeric(proteinLength), by=tickSize)  
axis(side = 1, at = ticks, las=3) 
 
#labels 
for(i in 1:length(pt$site)){ 
 segments(as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2, 
as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2.25, lwd=2, col="black") 
 points(as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2.25, pch=19, 
col="deeppink", cex=0.7) 
} 
for(i in 1:length(pa$start_site)){ 
 rect(as.numeric(pa$start_site[i]), -2.05, 
as.numeric(pa$end_site[i]), -1.95, col="lightseagreen") 
} 
for(i in 1:length(pa$architecture_name)){ 
 text(median(c(as.numeric(pa$start_site[i]), 
as.numeric(pa$end_site[i]))), -1.80, pa$architecture_name[i], 
cex=1) 
} 
legend("topright", c("Protein Domain", "Post-Translational 
Modification"), fill=c("lightseagreen", "deeppink"),  
box.col="white", bg="white", cex=1) 
dev.off() 
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Plot-Protein Shiny ui.R 
#!/bin/R 
#Tychele N. Turner 
#Laboratory of Aravinda Chakravarti, Ph.D. 
#Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine 
#Protein Plotting Script for Shiny 
#Programming Language: R 
#Updated 06/15/2013 
 
#Description: This script is the ui.R script for the Plot Protein 
Shiny Application 
 
library(shiny) 
 
# Define UI  
shinyUI(pageWithSidebar( 
 
  # Application title 
  headerPanel("Plot Protein: Visualization of Mutations"), 
 
  # Sidebar with controls to select the random distribution type 
  # and number of observations to generate. Note the use of the 
br() 
  # element to introduce extra vertical spacing 
  sidebarPanel( 
     
 fileInput(inputId="mutationFile", label="Mutation File:"), 
      
 fileInput(inputId="proteinArchitectureFile", label="Protein 
Architecture File:"), 
 
 fileInput(inputId="postTranslationalModificationFile", 
label="Post Translational Modification File:"), 
      
 textInput("proteinLength", "Length of Protein:", "Data"), 
  
 textInput("nameOfQuery", "Name of Query:", "Data"), 
  
 textInput("tickSize", "Tick Size:", 10),  
 
 checkboxInput(inputId = "labels", 
      label = strong("Show Labels"), 
      value = FALSE), 
 
 checkboxInput(inputId = "zoom", 
      label = strong("Zoom In?"), 
      value = FALSE), 
 
 textInput("zoomStart", "Zoom Start:", "Data"),  
 
 textInput("zoomEnd", "Zoom End:", "Data") 
    
  ), 
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  # Show a tabset that includes a plot and table 
  mainPanel( 
 h5("Tychele N. Turner, tycheleturner@gmail.com"), 
 h5("Laboratory of Aravinda Chakravarti, Ph.D."), 
  
    tabsetPanel( 
      tabPanel("Plot", plotOutput("plot")),  
      tabPanel("Table", tableOutput("table")) 
    ) 
  ) 
)) 
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Plot-Protein Shiny server.R 
#!/bin/R 
#Tychele N. Turner 
#Laboratory of Aravinda Chakravarti, Ph.D. 
#Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine 
#Protein Plotting Script for Shiny 
#Programming Language: R 
#Updated 06/15/2013 
 
#Description: This script is the server.R script for the Plot 
Protein Shiny Application 
 
library(shiny) 
 
# Define server  
shinyServer(function(input, output) { 
 
  output$plot <- renderPlot({ 
     
########mutation file######## 
 if (is.null(input$mutationFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    var <- read.table(input$mutationFile$datapath, sep="\t") 
########mutation file######## 
   
########protein architecture file######## 
 if (is.null(input$proteinArchitectureFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    pa <- read.table(input$proteinArchitectureFile$datapath, 
sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
########protein architecture file######## 
  
########post translational modification file######## 
 if (is.null(input$postTranslationalModificationFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
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    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    pt <- 
read.table(input$postTranslationalModificationFile$datapath, 
sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
########post translational modification file######## 
  
 ############PLOTTING############# 
 #x is the input data, y is rpt, z is rpa from HPRD 
 #pdf(paste(as.character(var[1,2]), "_protein_plot.pdf", 
sep=""), height=7.5, width=10) 
 #par(oma=c(8, 1.2, 8, 1.2)) 
 
 xlimRegion <- c(-145, as.numeric(input$proteinLength)) 
 
 if(input$zoom) { 
 
  xlimRegion <- c(as.numeric(input$zoomStart), 
as.numeric(input$zoomEnd)) 
} 
 
 plot((1:as.numeric(input$proteinLength)), rep(-2, 
as.numeric(input$proteinLength)), type="l", lwd=5, 
main=paste("Amino Acid Changes in", " ", as.character(var[1,2]), 
" ", "(", as.character(var[1,1]), ")", sep=""), xlab="Amino Acid 
Position", ylab="", xlim=xlimRegion, ylim=c(-1,-4), cex.lab=0.9, 
cex.main=1, yaxt="n", xaxt="n") 
  
 ticks=seq(0,as.numeric(input$proteinLength), 
by=as.numeric(input$tickSize)) 
 #Specify the ticks and grids you want  
 axis(side = 1, at = ticks, las=3) 
 
 
 #Plot mutations 
 points(var[,3], rep(-2.5, length(var[,3])), pch=19, 
col="blue", cex=0.7) 
 
 #Label mutations 
 if (input$labels) { 
 for(i in 1:nrow(var)){ 
  text(var[i,3], rep(-2.7, length(var[i,3])), 
paste(as.character(var[i,4]), as.character(var[i,3]), 
as.character(var[i,5]), sep=""), col="blue", cex=0.9, srt=90, adj 
= 0) 
 } 
} 
 
 #labels 
 text(-100,-2.5,input$nameOfQuery, col="blue", cex=0.9) 
 for(i in 1:length(pt$site)){ 
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  segments(as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2, 
as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2.25, lwd=2, col="black") 
  points(as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2.25, pch=19, 
col="deeppink", cex=0.7) 
 } 
 
 for(i in 1:length(pa$start_site)){ 
# 
 lines(c(as.numeric(pa$start_site[i]):as.numeric(pa$end_site
[i])), rep(-2,(as.numeric(pa$end_site[i])- 
as.numeric(pa$start_site[i]))+1),lwd=10, col=c("purple")) 
  rect(as.numeric(pa$start_site[i]), -2.05, 
as.numeric(pa$end_site[i]), -1.95, col="lightseagreen") 
 } 
 for(i in 1:length(pa$architecture_name)){ 
  text(median(c(as.numeric(pa$start_site[i]), 
as.numeric(pa$end_site[i]))), -1.80, pa$architecture_name[i], 
cex=1) 
 } 
 legend("topright", c("Protein Domain", "Post-Translational 
Modification"), fill=c("lightseagreen", "deeppink"), cex=1) 
 #dev.off() 
 
 
    }) 
  #end of plot 
   
   
  #called when user uploads a file 
   output$table <- renderTable({ 
########mutation file######## 
 if (is.null(input$mutationFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    var <- read.table(input$mutationFile$datapath, sep="\t") 
########mutation file######## 
   
########protein architecture file######## 
 if (is.null(input$proteinArchitectureFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
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    pa <- read.table(input$proteinArchitectureFile$datapath, 
sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
########protein architecture file######## 
  
########post translational modification file######## 
 if (is.null(input$postTranslationalModificationFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    pt <- 
read.table(input$postTranslationalModificationFile$datapath, 
sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
########post translational modification file######## 
  
  
 #Architecture 
 rpa <- pa[order(pa$start_site),] 
 for(i in 1:nrow(rpa)){ 
  rpa$domain_name[i] <- paste(rpa$architecture_name[i], 
" (", "Domain Number",  i, ") ", sep="") 
 } 
 
 var$name <- "Not in Domain" 
 for(i in 1:nrow(var)){ 
  for(j in 1:nrow(rpa)){ 
   if(as.numeric(var[,3][i]) >= 
as.numeric(rpa$start_site[j]) & (as.numeric(var[,3][i]) <= 
as.numeric(rpa$end_site[j]))) 
   var$name[i] <- rpa$domain_name[j] 
  } 
 } 
 
 colnames(var) <- c("proteinID", "geneName", 
"aminoAcidPosition", "refAA", "altAA", "domain") 
 
 #Post Translational Modification 
 rpt <- pt[order(pt$site),] 
 
 var$postTranslationSite <- "No" 
 
 for(i in 1:nrow(var)){ 
  for(j in 1:length(rpt)){ 
   if(as.numeric(var[,3][i]) == as.numeric(rpt[j])) 
   var$postTranslationSite[i] <- "Yes" 
  } 
 } 
 
 data.frame(var) 
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  }) # end of filetable  
 
 }) 
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Readme File for plot-protein-with-conservation 
============================== 
 
Plot Protein: Visualization of Mutations with Conservation 
 
Author: Tychele N. Turner, Laboratory of Aravinda Chakravarti, Ph.D. 
 
Licenses: GNU General Public License version 3.0 (GPLv3), MIT License 
 
Short Description: Protein Plotting Script with Conservation 
 
Programming Language: R 
 
Readme Date: 06/17/2013 
 
Description: This script takes mutation information at the protein level and plots out the 
mutation above the schematic of the protein. It also plots the domains. This version can 
also add a track for conservation. If you want to use the conservation track the seqinr 
package will need to be installed in your R instance: install.packages("seqinr") There are 
now 2 implementations of this script controlled by the additionalOptions argument. If 
user specifies yes the other options must be filled out as well. See usage for no (Usage If 
Without Extra Options) and yes (Usage With Extra Options) answers to the 
additionalOptions argument. 
 
NOTE: All files should be referring to the same isoform of the protein. This is imperative 
for drawing the plot correctly. 
 
Package requirements: To use the conservation track the seqinr package will need to be 
installed in your R instance: install.packages("seqinr") 
 
Required files: 
 
*Mutation file: tab-delimited file containing 5 columns (ProteinId, GeneName, 
ProteinPositionOfMutation, ReferenceAminoAcid, AlternateAminoAcid) NO HEADER 
FOR NEEDED FOR THIS FILE 
 
*Protein architecture file: tab-delimited file containing 3 columns (architecture_name, 
start_site, end_site). This file NEEDS the header and it is the same as what was 
previously written. This information can be downloaded from the HPRD 
(http://hprd.org/). Although the most recent files are quite old so looking in the web 
browser you can get much more up to date information. 
 
*Post-translational modification file: This is a tab-delimited file with only one column 
and that is the site. This file NEEDS a header and is as previously written. 
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*Alignment file: This is an aligned multiple sequence alignment fasta file such as that 
produced by MUSCLE (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/).  
 
 
Usage: 
 
*Without Extra Options: 
R --slave --vanilla < plotProteinWithConservation.R mutationFile 
proteinArchitectureFile postTranslationalModificationFile alignmentFile 
referenceSequencePositionInFile nameOfYourQuery tickSize additionalOptions 
 
Example for Usage Without Extra Options: 
R --slave --vanilla < plotProteinWithConservation.R psen1_mutation_file.txt 
psen1_architecture_file.txt psen1_post_translation_file.txt muscle-I20130227-165316-
0600-58424624-pg.fasta 4 Test 20 no 
 
--------------------- 
 
*With Extra Options: (Note for the zoomIn feature: if you say no then also specify the 
zoomStart and zoomEnd as 0 for each) 
R --slave --vanilla < plotProteinWithConservation.R mutationFile 
proteinArchitectureFile postTranslationalModificationFile alignmentFile 
referenceSequencePositionInFile nameOfYourQuery tickSize additionalOptions 
showLabels showConservationScore showReferenceSequence showGridlinesAtTicks 
zoomIn zoomStart zoomEnd wantSecondMutationFileForPlot 
secondMutationFileForPlot nameOfYourSecondQuery 
 
Example for Usage With Extra Options: 
R --slave --vanilla < plotProteinWithConservation.R psen1_mutation_file.txt 
psen1_architecture_file.txt psen1_post_translation_file.txt muscle-I20130227-165316-
0600-58424624-pg.fasta 4 Test 2 yes yes yes yes yes yes 110 140 yes 
psen1_mutation_file.txt Duplicate 
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plotProteinWithConservation.R 
#!/bin/R 
#Tychele N. Turner 
#Laboratory of Aravinda Chakravarti, Ph.D. 
#Protein Plotting Script with Conservation 
#Programming Language: R 
#Updated 06/14/2013 
 
#Description: This script takes mutation information at the 
protein level and plots out the mutation above the schematic of 
the protein. It also plots the domains. This version can also add 
a track for conservation. If you want to use the conservation 
track the seqinr package will need to be installed in your R 
instance: install.packages("seqinr"). There are now 2 
implementations of this script controlled by the 
additionalOptions argument. If user specifies yes the other 
options must be filled out as well. See usage for no (Usage If 
Without Extra Options) and yes (Usage With Extra Options) answers 
to the additionalOptions argument. 
 
#NOTE: All files should be referring to the same isoform of the 
protein. This is imperative for drawing the plot correctly. 
 
#Package requirements: To use the conservation track the seqinr 
package will need to be installed in your R instance: 
install.packages("seqinr") 
 
#Required files: 
##Mutation file: tab-delimited file containing 5 columns 
(ProteinId, GeneName, ProteinPositionOfMutation, 
ReferenceAminoAcid, AlternateAminoAcid) NO HEADER FOR NEEDED FOR 
THIS FILE 
##Protein architecture file: tab-delimited file containing 3 
columns (architecture_name, start_site, end_site). This file 
NEEDS the header and it is the same as what was previously 
written. This information can be downloaded from the HPRD 
(http://hprd.org/). Although the most recent files are quite old 
so looking in the web browser you can get much more up to date 
information. 
##Post-translational modification file: This is a tab-delimited 
file with only one column and that is the site. This file NEEDS a 
header and is as previously written. 
##Alignment file: This is an aligned multiple sequence alignment 
fasta file such as that produced by MUSCLE 
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/).  
 
#Usage If Without Extra Options: 
## R --slave --vanilla < plotProteinWithConservation.R 
mutationFile proteinArchitectureFile 
postTranslationalModificationFile alignmentFile 
referenceSequencePositionInFile nameOfYourQuery tickSize 
additionalOptions 
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#Example for usage without extra options: 
## R --slave --vanilla < plotProteinWithConservation.R 
psen1_mutation_file.txt psen1_architecture_file.txt 
psen1_post_translation_file.txt muscle-I20130227-165316-0600-
58424624-pg.fasta 4 Test 20 no 
 
#Usage With Extra Options: 
## R --slave --vanilla < plotProteinWithConservation.R 
mutationFile proteinArchitectureFile 
postTranslationalModificationFile alignmentFile 
referenceSequencePositionInFile nameOfYourQuery tickSize 
additionalOptions showLabels showConservationScore 
showReferenceSequence showGridlinesAtTicks zoomIn zoomStart 
zoomEnd wantSecondMutationFileForPlot secondMutationFileForPlot 
nameOfYourSecondQuery 
 
#Example for usage with extra options: 
## R --slave --vanilla < plotProteinWithConservation.R 
psen1_mutation_file.txt psen1_architecture_file.txt 
psen1_post_translation_file.txt muscle-I20130227-165316-0600-
58424624-pg.fasta 4 Test 2 yes yes yes yes yes yes 110 140 yes 
psen1_mutation_file.txt Duplicate 
 
#Arguments: 
argv <- function(x){ 
    args <- commandArgs() 
    return(args[x]) 
} 
 
mutationFile <- argv(4) #This is the mutation file 
proteinArchitectureFile <- argv(5) #This is the protein 
architecture file 
postTranslationalModificationFile <- argv(6) #This is the post-
translation modification file 
alignmentFile <- argv(7) #Multiple sequence alignment file 
referenceSequencePositionInFile <- argv(8) #This is just the 
sequence number of your reference in the aligned fasta; for 
example if human is your reference and its the 5th sequence in 
the aligned file just say 5 
nameOfYourQuery <- argv(9) #Here you can put whatever name you 
want to show up in the plot 
tickSize <- as.numeric(argv(10)) #This is the size of the x-axis 
tick spacing 
additionalOptions <- argv(11) #This requires a yes/no answer, if 
yes the additional arguments have to be added (see usage), if no, 
this is the last required argument 
 
if(additionalOptions == "yes"){ 
 showLabels <- argv(12) #show labels above the mutations 
 showConservationScore <- argv(13) #show the actual 
conservation score  
 showReferenceSequence <- argv(14) #show the sequence of the 
user-specified reference 
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 showGridlinesAtTicks <- argv(15) #show full gridlines at 
each tick mark 
 zoomIn <- argv(16) #zoom in to a specific place in the plot 
(yes/no) 
 zoomStart <- argv(17) #zoom start, if zoomIn was no, any 
value can be added here 
 zoomEnd <- argv(18) #zoom end, if zoomIn was no, any value 
can be added here 
 wantSecondMutationFileForPlot <- argv(19) #option to plot a 
second mutation file 
 if(wantSecondMutationFileForPlot == "yes"){ #if you chose 
yes for plotting a second mutation file the following arguments 
must be answered 
  secondMutationFileForPlot <- argv(20) #file name for 
the second mutation file 
  nameOfYourSecondQuery <- argv(21) #name you want for 
the second mutation set 
  } 
 } 
 
####################ANALYSIS#################### 
library("seqinr") 
#Read in the files 
var <- read.table(mutationFile, sep="\t") 
pa <- read.table(proteinArchitectureFile, sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
pt <- read.table(postTranslationalModificationFile, sep="\t", 
header=TRUE) 
 
if(additionalOptions == "yes"){ 
 if(wantSecondMutationFileForPlot == "yes"){ 
  var2 <- read.table(secondMutationFileForPlot, 
sep="\t") 
 } 
} 
 
#conservation analysis 
a <- read.fasta(alignmentFile) 
seq <- list() 
for(i in 1:length(a)){ 
  seq[[i]] <- a[[i]][1:length(a[[i]])] 
} 
numberOfSeq <- length(seq) 
 
mat <- matrix(0, nrow=length(a), ncol=length(a[[1]])) 
for(i in 1:length(seq)){ 
 mat[i,] <- seq[[i]] 
} 
 
df <- as.data.frame(mat) 
tdf <- t(df) 
referenceSeq <- 
tdf[which(tdf[,as.numeric(referenceSequencePositionInFile)] != "-
"),] 
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referenceSeq <- as.data.frame(referenceSeq) 
write.table(referenceSeq, file="alignment_table", sep="\t", 
quote=F, row.names=F, col.names=F) 
 
counter <- rep(0, nrow(referenceSeq)) 
a <- read.table("alignment_table", sep="\t") 
a <- data.frame(lapply(a, as.character), stringsAsFactors=FALSE) 
for(i in 1:nrow(a)){ 
 a[i,"consensus"] <- paste(as.character(a[i,]), collapse="") 
 } 
 
countBases <- function(string){ 
 table(strsplit(string, "")[[1]]) 
} 
c <- as.character(a[,"consensus"]) 
tab <- list() 
for(i in 1:length(c)){ 
 tab[[i]] <- countBases(c[i]) 
} 
 
score <- rep(0, nrow(a)) 
for(i in 1:length(tab)){ 
 for(j in 1:length(tab[[i]])){ 
	   if((names(tab[[i]][j])) == a[i,][as.numeric(referenceSeque
ncePositionInFile)]) 
  score[i] <- tab[[i]][j] 
 } 
} 
scorePlot <- -(((score/numberOfSeq))) 
system("rm alignment_table") 
############PLOTTING############# 
#x is the input data, y is rpt, z is rpa from HPRD 
pdf(paste(as.character(var[1,2]), "_protein_plot.pdf", sep=""), 
height=8.5, width=11) 
layout(matrix(c(1,2),nrow=1), widths=c(1,3)) 
par(oma=c(4, 0, 4, 0), mar=c(5, 0, 4, 0) + 0.4) 
 
#stable legend 
plot((-30:-15), rep(-1, 16), col="purple3", type="l", ann=FALSE, 
bty="n", xaxt="n", yaxt="n", xlim=c(-160, -15), ylim=c(1,-5.5)) 
 lines((-30:-15), rep(0, 16), col="purple3") 
 lines((-30:-15), rep(-0.5, 16), col="purple3") 
 text(-100, -0.5, "Conservation", col="purple3", cex=0.9, 
font=2) 
 text(-45,-1, "1", col="purple3", cex=0.9) 
 text(-45,-0.5, "0.5", col="purple3", cex=0.9) 
 text(-45,0, "0", col="purple3", cex=0.9) 
  
 
#query text 
text(-100,-2.5,nameOfYourQuery, col="blue", cex=0.9, font=2) 
 
if(additionalOptions == "yes"){ 
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 if(wantSecondMutationFileForPlot == "yes"){ 
  text(-100,-3.5,nameOfYourSecondQuery, col="blue", 
cex=0.9, font=2) 
  } 
} 
 
if(additionalOptions == "yes"){ 
 if(showReferenceSequence == "yes"){ 
  #reference text 
  text(-100,-4.5,"Reference", col="black", cex=0.9, 
font=2) 
 } 
} 
 
if(additionalOptions == "yes"){ 
 if(showConservationScore == "yes"){ 
  #score text 
  text(-100,0.5,"Score", col="purple3", cex=0.9, font=2) 
 } 
} 
 
 
xlimRegion <- c(0, length(scorePlot)) 
 
 if(additionalOptions == "yes"){ 
  if(zoomIn == "yes") { 
           xlimRegion <- c(as.numeric(zoomStart), 
as.numeric(zoomEnd)) 
  } 
 } 
 
#main plot 
plot((1:length(scorePlot)), rep(-2, length(scorePlot)), type="l", 
lwd=5, main=paste("Amino Acid Changes in", " ", 
as.character(var[1,2]), " ", "(", as.character(var[1,1]), ")", 
sep=""), xlab="Amino Acid Position", ylab="", xlim=xlimRegion, 
ylim=c(1,-5.5), cex.lab=0.9, cex.main=1, yaxt="n", bty="n", 
font=2, xaxt="n") 
 
#legend 
legend("topleft", legend=c("Protein Domain", "Post-Translational 
Modification"), fill=c("lightseagreen", "deeppink"), 
box.col="white", bg="white", cex=1) 
 
#conservation 
lines(scorePlot, col="purple3") 
 
#Sequence of Interest  
seqForPlot <- 
seq[[as.numeric(referenceSequencePositionInFile)]][which(seq[[as.
numeric(referenceSequencePositionInFile)]] != "-")] 
 
ticks=seq(0,length(scorePlot), by=tickSize)  
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axis(side = 1, at = ticks, las=3) 
 
 
if(additionalOptions == "yes"){  
 if(showGridlinesAtTicks == "yes"){ 
  #grid 
  for(i in 1:length(seqForPlot)){ 
  abline(v=ticks[i], lty=3, lwd=0.5, col="lightgray") 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
#Plot mutations 
points(var[,3], rep(-2.5, length(var[,3])), pch=19, col="blue", 
cex=0.7) 
 
if(additionalOptions == "yes"){ 
 if(showLabels == "yes"){ 
  #Label mutations 
  for(i in 1:nrow(var)){ 
   text(var[i,3], rep(-2.6, length(var[i,3])), 
paste(as.character(var[i,4]), as.character(var[i,3]), 
as.character(var[i,5]), sep=""), col="blue", cex=0.8, srt=90, adj 
= 0) 
   } 
  }  
} 
 
if(additionalOptions == "yes"){ 
 if(wantSecondMutationFileForPlot == "yes"){ 
  #Plot mutations 
  points(var2[,3], rep(-3.5, length(var2[,3])), pch=19, 
col="blue", cex=0.7) 
 
  if(showLabels == "yes"){ 
   #Label mutations 
   for(i in 1:nrow(var2)){ 
   text(var2[i,3], rep(-3.6, length(var2[i,3])), 
paste(as.character(var2[i,4]), as.character(var2[i,3]), 
as.character(var2[i,5]), sep=""), col="blue", cex=0.8, srt=90, 
adj = 0) 
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
#labels post-translation and protein architecture 
for(i in 1:length(pt$site)){ 
 segments(as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2, 
as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2.32, lwd=2, col="black") 
 points(as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2.32, pch=19, 
col="deeppink", cex=0.7) 
} 
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for(i in 1:length(pa$start_site)){ 
 rect(as.numeric(pa$start_site[i]), -2.1, 
as.numeric(pa$end_site[i]), -1.9, col="lightseagreen") 
} 
for(i in 1:length(pa$architecture_name)){ 
 text(median(c(as.numeric(pa$start_site[i]), 
as.numeric(pa$end_site[i]))), -1.70, pa$architecture_name[i], 
cex=1) 
} 
 
if(additionalOptions == "yes"){ 
 if(showReferenceSequence == "yes"){ 
  #specify if you want a reference track 
  rect(0, -4.35, length(scorePlot), -4.65, col="white", 
border=NA) 
  for(i in 1:length(seqForPlot)){ 
   text(i,-4.5, toupper(seqForPlot[i]), font=2, 
cex=1) 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
if(additionalOptions == "yes"){ 
 if(showConservationScore == "yes"){ 
 
  #specify if you want score 
  rect(0, 0.3, length(scorePlot), 0.7, col="white", 
border=NA) 
  for(i in 1:length(seqForPlot)){ 
   text(i,0.5, toupper(abs(round(scorePlot[i],1))), 
font=2, cex=0.8, srt=90, col="purple3") 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
dev.off() 
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Plot Protein With Conservation Shiny ui.R 
#!/bin/R 
#Tychele N. Turner 
#Laboratory of Aravinda Chakravarti, Ph.D. 
#Protein Plotting Script with Conservation Shiny UI Script 
#Programming Language: R 
#Updated 06/14/2013 
 
#Description: This script is the ui.R script required for the 
Shiny application of Plot Protein With Conservation: 
Visualization of Mutations 
 
library(shiny) 
 
# Define UI 
shinyUI(pageWithSidebar( 
 
  # Application title 
  headerPanel("Plot Protein With Conservation: Visualization of 
Mutations"), 
 
 #Sidebar panel 
  sidebarPanel( 
     
 fileInput(inputId="mutationFile", label="Mutation File 
(required):"), 
       
 fileInput(inputId="proteinArchitectureFile", label="Protein 
Architecture File (required):"), 
 
 fileInput(inputId="postTranslationalModificationFile", 
label="Post Translational Modification File (required):"), 
      
 fileInput(inputId="alignmentFile", label="Alignment File 
(required):"), 
  
 textInput("referenceSequencePositionInFile", "Reference 
Sequence Position In File (required):", "Data"), 
  
 textInput("nameOfQuery", "Name of Mutation File Data:", 
"Query"), 
  
 textInput("tickSize", "Tick Size:", 10),  
  
 checkboxInput(inputId = "labels", 
      label = strong("Show Labels?"), 
      value = FALSE), 
       
    checkboxInput(inputId = "showConservationScore", 
      label = strong("Show Conservation Score?"), 
      value = FALSE), 
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    checkboxInput(inputId = "showReferenceSequence", 
      label = strong("Show Reference Sequence?"), 
      value = FALSE), 
   
    checkboxInput(inputId = "showGridsAtTicks", 
      label = strong("Show Gridlines at Ticks?"), 
      value = FALSE), 
   
    checkboxInput(inputId = "zoom", 
      label = strong("Zoom In?"), 
      value = FALSE), 
 
 textInput("zoomStart", "Zoom Start:", "Starting Position"),  
 
 textInput("zoomEnd", "Zoom End:", "Ending Position"), 
  
 checkboxInput(inputId = "second", 
      label = strong("Second Mutation File For Plot?"), 
      value = FALSE), 
 
 fileInput(inputId="secondmutationFile", label="Second 
Mutation File (optional):"),     
  
 textInput("nameOfQuery2", "Name of Second Mutation File 
Data:", "Second Query") 
 
 
  ), 
 
  # Show a tabset with plot 
  mainPanel( 
 h5("Tychele N. Turner, tycheleturner@gmail.com"), 
 h5("Laboratory of Aravinda Chakravarti, Ph.D."), 
  
    tabsetPanel( 
      tabPanel("Plot", plotOutput("plot")),  
      tabPanel("Table", tableOutput("table")) 
    ) 
  ) 
)) 
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Plot Protein With Conservation Shiny server.R 
#!/bin/R 
#Tychele N. Turner 
#Laboratory of Aravinda Chakravarti, Ph.D. 
#Protein Plotting Script with Conservation Shiny SERVER Script 
#Programming Language: R 
#Updated 06/14/2013 
 
#Description: This script is the server.R script required for the 
Shiny application of Plot Protein With Conservation: 
Visualization of Mutations 
 
library(shiny) 
library("seqinr") 
 
# Define server 
shinyServer(function(input, output) { 
 
  output$plot <- renderPlot({ 
     
########mutation file######## 
 if (is.null(input$mutationFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    var <- read.table(input$mutationFile$datapath, sep="\t") 
########mutation file######## 
 
 
########second mutation file######## 
    if(input$second){ 
  if (is.null(input$secondmutationFile)) { 
       # User has not uploaded a file yet 
       return(NULL) 
     } 
     
  #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
      
print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
     ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
  
     var2 <- read.table(input$secondmutationFile$datapath, 
sep="\t") 
} 
 
########second mutation file######## 
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########protein architecture file######## 
 if (is.null(input$proteinArchitectureFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    pa <- read.table(input$proteinArchitectureFile$datapath, 
sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
########protein architecture file######## 
  
########post translational modification file######## 
 if (is.null(input$postTranslationalModificationFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    pt <- 
read.table(input$postTranslationalModificationFile$datapath, 
sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
########post translational modification file######## 
  
########conservation file######## 
 if (is.null(input$alignmentFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    a <- read.fasta(input$alignmentFile$datapath) 
########conservation file########  
  
 #CONSERVATION# 
 seq <- list() 
 for(i in 1:length(a)){ 
  seq[[i]] <- a[[i]][1:length(a[[i]])] 
 } 
 numberOfSeq <- length(seq) 
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 mat <- matrix(0, nrow=length(a), ncol=length(a[[1]])) 
 for(i in 1:length(seq)){ 
  mat[i,] <- seq[[i]] 
 } 
 
 df <- as.data.frame(mat) 
 tdf <- t(df) 
 referenceSeq <- 
tdf[which(tdf[,as.numeric(input$referenceSequencePositionInFile)] 
!= "-"),] 
 referenceSeq <- as.data.frame(referenceSeq) 
 
 counter <- rep(0, nrow(referenceSeq)) 
 a <- data.frame(lapply(referenceSeq, as.character), 
stringsAsFactors=FALSE) 
 for(i in 1:nrow(a)){ 
  a[i,"consensus"] <- paste(as.character(a[i,]), 
collapse="") 
  a[i,"consensus"] <- strtrim(a[i,"consensus"], 
width=(ncol(a)-1)) 
  } 
 
 countBases <- function(string){ 
  table(strsplit(string, "")[[1]]) 
 } 
 c <- as.character(a[,"consensus"]) 
 tab <- list() 
 for(i in 1:length(c)){ 
  tab[[i]] <- countBases(c[i]) 
 } 
 
 score <- rep(0, nrow(a)) 
 for(i in 1:length(tab)){ 
  for(j in 1:length(tab[[i]])){ 

if((names(tab[[i]][j])) == a[i,][as.numeric(refer
enceSequencePositionInFile)]) 

   score[i] <- tab[[i]][j] 
  } 
 } 
 scorePlot <- -(((score/numberOfSeq))) 
 system("rm alignment_table") 
  
 ############PLOTTING############# 
 
  
 layout(matrix(c(1,2),nrow=1), widths=c(1.5,4.15)) 
# par(oma=c(4, 0, 4, 0), mar=c(5, 0, 4, 0) + 0.1) 
 
 xlimRegion <- c(0, length(scorePlot)) 
 
        if(input$zoom) { 
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                xlimRegion <- c(as.numeric(input$zoomStart), 
as.numeric(input$zoomEnd)) 
} 
 
 #stable legend 
 plot((-30:-15), rep(-1, 16), col="purple3", type="l", 
ann=FALSE, bty="n", xaxt="n", yaxt="n", xlim=c(-160, -15), 
ylim=c(1,-5.5)) 
  lines((-30:-15), rep(0, 16), col="purple3") 
  lines((-30:-15), rep(-0.5, 16), col="purple3") 
  text(-100, -0.5, "Conservation", col="purple3", 
cex=0.9, font=2) 
  text(-45,-1, "1", col="purple3", cex=0.9) 
  text(-45,-0.5, "0.5", col="purple3", cex=0.9) 
  text(-45,0, "0", col="purple3", cex=0.9) 
  
 #query text 
 text(-100,-2.5,input$nameOfQuery, col="blue", cex=0.9, 
font=2) 
 
 if(input$second){ 
  #control text 
  #query text 
  text(-100,-3.5,input$nameOfQuery2, col="blue", 
cex=0.9, font=2) 
 } 
 
 if(input$showReferenceSequence){ 
  #reference text 
  text(-100,-4.5,"Reference", col="black", cex=0.9, 
font=2) 
 } 
 
 if(input$showConservationScore){ 
  #score text 
  text(-100,0.5,"Score", col="purple3", cex=0.9, font=2) 
 } 
 
 plot((1:length(scorePlot)), rep(-2, length(scorePlot)), 
type="l", lwd=5, main=paste("Amino Acid Changes in", " ", 
as.character(var[1,2]), " ", "(", as.character(var[1,1]), ")", 
sep=""), xlab="Amino Acid Position", ylab="", xlim=xlimRegion, 
ylim=c(1,-5.5), cex.lab=0.9, cex.main=1, yaxt="n", bty="n", 
font=2, xaxt="n") 
 
  
 #legend 
 legend("topleft", legend=c("Protein Domain", "Post-
Translational Modification"), fill=c("lightseagreen", 
"deeppink"), box.col="white", bg="white", cex=1) 
 
 #conservation 
 lines(scorePlot, col="purple3") 
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 #Plot mutations 
 points(var[,3], rep(-2.5, length(var[,3])), pch=19, 
col="blue", cex=0.7) 
 
 #Label mutations 
 if (input$labels) { 
  for(i in 1:nrow(var)){ 
   text(var[i,3], rep(-2.6, length(var[i,3])), 
paste(as.character(var[i,4]), as.character(var[i,3]), 
as.character(var[i,5]), sep=""), col="blue", cex=0.7, srt=90, adj 
= 0) 
  } 
 } 
 
 
        if(input$second) { 
    #Plot mutations 
    points(var2[,3], rep(-3.5, 
length(var2[,3])), pch=19, col="blue", cex=0.7) 
     
      #Label mutations 
      if (input$labels) { 
       for(i in 1:nrow(var2)){ 
       text(var2[i,3], rep(-3.6, 
length(var2[i,3])), paste(as.character(var2[i,4]), 
as.character(var2[i,3]), as.character(var2[i,5]), sep=""), 
col="blue", cex=0.7, srt=90, adj = 0) 
       } 
     } 
 } 
 
 
 #labels 
 for(i in 1:length(pt$site)){ 
  segments(as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2, 
as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2.32, lwd=2, col="black") 
  points(as.numeric(pt$site[i]), -2.32, pch=19, 
col="deeppink", cex=0.7) 
 } 
 
 for(i in 1:length(pa$start_site)){ 
 rect(as.numeric(pa$start_site[i]), -2.1, 
as.numeric(pa$end_site[i]), -1.9, col="lightseagreen") 
 } 
 for(i in 1:length(pa$architecture_name)){ 
  text(median(c(as.numeric(pa$start_site[i]), 
as.numeric(pa$end_site[i]))), -1.70, pa$architecture_name[i], 
cex=1) 
 } 
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 #Sequence of Interest  
 seqForPlot <- 
seq[[as.numeric(input$referenceSequencePositionInFile)]][which(se
q[[as.numeric(input$referenceSequencePositionInFile)]] != "-")] 
  
 if(input$showConservationScore){ 
  rect(0, 0.3, length(scorePlot), 0.7, col="white", 
border=NA) 
  for(i in 1:length(seqForPlot)){ 
  text(i,0.5, toupper(abs(round(scorePlot[i],1))), 
font=2, cex=0.8, srt=90, col="purple3") 
  } 
 } 
    
 if(input$showReferenceSequence){ 
  rect(0, -4.35, length(scorePlot), -4.65, col="white", 
border=NA) 
  for(i in 1:length(seqForPlot)){ 
   text(i,-4.5, toupper(seqForPlot[i]), font=2, 
cex=1) 
  } 
  
 } 
  
  
  
 ticks=seq(0,length(scorePlot), 
by=as.numeric(input$tickSize)) 
 #Specify the ticks and grids you want  
 axis(side = 1, at = ticks, las=3) 
 
 if(input$showGridsAtTicks){ 
  #grid 
  for(i in 1:length(seqForPlot)){ 
   abline(v=ticks[i], lty=3, lwd=0.5)  
  } 
 } 
   
    }) 
  #end of plot 
   
   
  #called when user uploads a file 
   output$table <- renderTable({ 
########mutation file######## 
 if (is.null(input$mutationFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
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    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    var <- read.table(input$mutationFile$datapath, sep="\t") 
########mutation file######## 
   
########protein architecture file######## 
 if (is.null(input$proteinArchitectureFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    pa <- read.table(input$proteinArchitectureFile$datapath, 
sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
########protein architecture file######## 
  
########post translational modification file######## 
 if (is.null(input$postTranslationalModificationFile)) { 
      # User has not uploaded a file yet 
      return(NULL) 
    } 
     
 #cat("input$file=",input$file) 
    print(paste("input$file$datapath=",input$file$datapath))     
     
    ###dFuserData <- read.csv(input$file$datapath) 
    pt <- 
read.table(input$postTranslationalModificationFile$datapath, 
sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
########post translational modification file######## 
  
  
 #Architecture 
 rpa <- pa[order(pa$start_site),] 
 for(i in 1:nrow(rpa)){ 
  rpa$domain_name[i] <- paste(rpa$architecture_name[i], 
" (", "Domain Number",  i, ") ", sep="") 
 } 
 
 var$name <- "Not in Domain" 
 for(i in 1:nrow(var)){ 
  for(j in 1:nrow(rpa)){ 
   if(as.numeric(var[,3][i]) >= 
as.numeric(rpa$start_site[j]) & (as.numeric(var[,3][i]) <= 
as.numeric(rpa$end_site[j]))) 
   var$name[i] <- rpa$domain_name[j] 
  } 
 } 
 
 colnames(var) <- c("proteinID", "geneName", 
"aminoAcidPosition", "refAA", "altAA", "domain") 
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 #Post Translational Modification 
 rpt <- pt[order(pt$site),] 
 
 var$postTranslationSite <- "No" 
 
 for(i in 1:nrow(var)){ 
  for(j in 1:length(rpt)){ 
   if(as.numeric(var[,3][i]) == as.numeric(rpt[j])) 
   var$postTranslationSite[i] <- "Yes" 
  } 
 } 
 
 data.frame(var) 
  
  
    
  }) # end of filetable  
 
 }) 
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Example Mutation File  
 
NP_015557.2 PSEN1 31 R Q 
NP_015557.2 PSEN1 128 S A 
NP_015557.2 PSEN1 214 P L 
NP_015557.2 PSEN1 299 P L 
NP_015557.2 PSEN1 314 E G 
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Example Post-Translational Modification File  
 
site 
43 
51 
59 
298 
310 
333 
345 
346 
353 
354 
357 
365 
366 
367 
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Example Protein Architecture File  
architecture_name start_site end_site 
PSN 130 453 
TM 82 100 
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Example Alignment File  
 
>Zebrafish_NP_571099.1 
MADL---------VQNAANNVL-------NDGMDTSRHTSSTAAPPSRNEVELNGQPPTA 
PPPQVVTDSEEDEDEELTLKYGAKHVIMLFIPVTLCMVVVVATIKSVSFYTQKDGQQLIY 
TPFREDTETVGQRALHSMLNAIIMISVIVVMTLVLVVLYKYRCYKVIQAWLFFSNLLLLF 
FFSLIYLGEVFKTYNVAMDYFTLALIIWNFGVVGMICIHWKGPLRLQQAYLIMISALMAL 
VFIKYLPEWTAWLILAAISVYDLLAVLCPKGPLRILVETAQERNEAIFPALIYSSTMVWL 
FNMADS---AETRNNSSHPVPQQ----------ENQVVAMAPTAQAEDDGGFTPAWVDHQ 
QHQLGPMQSTEESRRQIQEMPSARPPPPADDDEERGVKLGLGDFIFYSMLVGKASATASG 
DWNTTLACFVAILIGLCLTLLLLAIFKKALPALPISITFGLVFYFATDNLVRPFMDQLAV 
HQFYI 
>Rat_NP_062036.2 
MTEIPAPLSYFQNAQMSEDSHSSSV-RSQNDNQERQQH-HDRQRLDNPESIS-NGRPQSN 
FTRQVI-EQDEEEDEELTLKYGAKHVIMLFVPVTLCMVVVVATIKSVSFYTRKDG-QLIY 
TPFTEDTETVGQRALHSILNAAIMISVIVVMTILLVVLYKYRCYKVIHAWLIVSSLLLLF 
FFSFIYLGEVFKTYNVAVDYITVALLIWNFGVVGMIAIHWKGPLRLQQAYLIMISALMAL 
VFIKYLPEWTAWLILAVISVYDLVAVLCPKGPLRMLVETAQERNETLFPALIYSSTMVWL 
VNMAEGDPEAQRRVPKNPKYSTQ----------GTEREETQDTGTGSDDGGFSEEWEAQR 
DSHLGPHRSTPESRAAVQELSGSI--LTSEDPEERGVKLGLGDFIFYSVLVGKASATASG 
DWNTTIACFVAILIGLCLTLLLLAIFKKALPALPISITFGLIFYFATDYLVQPFMDQLAF 
HQFYI 
>Mouse_NP_032969.1 
MTEIPAPLSYFQNAQMSEDSHSSSAIRSQNDSQERQQQ-HDRQRLDNPEPIS-NGRPQSN 
-SRQVV-EQDEEEDEELTLKYGAKHVIMLFVPVTLCMVVVVATIKSVSFYTRKDG-QLIY 
TPFTEDTETVGQRALHSILNAAIMISVIVIMTILLVVLYKYRCYKVIHAWLIISSLLLLF 
FFSFIYLGEVFKTYNVAVDYVTVALLIWNFGVVGMIAIHWKGPLRLQQAYLIMISALMAL 
VFIKYLPEWTAWLILAVISVYDLVAVLCPKGPLRMLVETAQERNETLFPALIYSSTMVWL 
VNMAEGDPEAQRRVPKNPKYNTQ----------RAER-ETQDSGSGNDDGGFSEEWEAQR 
DSHLGPHRSTPESRAAVQELSGSI--LTSEDPEERGVKLGLGDFIFYSVLVGKASATASG 
DWNTTIACFVAILIGLCLTLLLLAIFKKALPALPISITFGLVFYFATDYLVQPFMDQLAF 
HQFYI 
>Human_NP_015557.2 
MTELPAPLSYFQNAQMSEDNHLSNT----NDNRERQEH-NDRRSLGHPEPLS-NGRPQGN 
-SRQVV-EQDEEEDEELTLKYGAKHVIMLFVPVTLCMVVVVATIKSVSFYTRKDG-QLIY 
TPFTEDTETVGQRALHSILNAAIMISVIVVMTILLVVLYKYRCYKVIHAWLIISSLLLLF 
FFSFIYLGEVFKTYNVAVDYITVALLIWNFGVVGMISIHWKGPLRLQQAYLIMISALMAL 
VFIKYLPEWTAWLILAVISVYDLVAVLCPKGPLRMLVETAQERNETLFPALIYSSTMVWL 
VNMAEGDPEAQRRVSKNSKYNAE----------STER-ESQDTVAENDDGGFSEEWEAQR 
DSHLGPHRSTPESRAAVQELSSSI--LAGEDPEERGVKLGLGDFIFYSVLVGKASATASG 
DWNTTIACFVAILIGLCLTLLLLAIFKKALPALPISITFGLVFYFATDYLVQPFMDQLAF 
HQFYI 
>Orangutan_NP_001126127.1 
MTELPAPLSYFQNAQMSEDNHLSNT----NDNRERQEH-NDRRSLGHPEPLS-NGRPQGS 
-SRQVV-EQDEEEDEELTLKYGAKHVIMLFVPVTLCMVVVVATIKSVSFYTRKDE-QLIY 
TPFTEDTETVGQRALHSILNAAIMISVIVVMTILLVVLYKYRCYKVIHAWLIISSLLLLF 
FFSFIYLGEVFKTYNVAVDYITVALMIWNFGVVGMISIHWKGPLRLQQAYLIMISALMAL 
VFIKYLPEWTAWLILAVISVYDLVAVLCPKGPLRMLVETAQERNETLFPALIYSSTMVWL 
VNMAEGDPEAQRRVSKNSKYNAE----------STER-ESQDTVAENDDGGFSEEWEAQR 
DSHLGPHRSTLESRAAVQELSSSI--LAGEDPEERGVKLGLGDFIFYSVLVGKASVTASG 
DWNTTIACFVAILIGLCLTLLLLAIFKKALPALPISITFGLVFYFATDYLVQPFMDQLAF 
HQFYI 
>Dog_NP_001002943.1 
MTELPAPLSYFQNAQMSEDNHLSNTVRSQNDSRE--QHSSERRRRGNPEPLS-NGRPQGS 
-SHQVV-EQDDEEDEELTLKYGAKHVIMLFVPVTLCMVVVVATIKSVSFYTRKDG-QLIY 
TPFTEDTETVGQRALHSILNAAIMISVIVVMTILLVVLYKYRCYKVIHAWLIISSLLLLF 
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LFSFIYLGEVFKTYNVAMDYITVALLIWNFGVVGMIAIHWKGPLRLQQAYLIMISALMAL 
VFIKYLPEWTAWLILAVISVYDLVAVLCPKGPLRMLVETAQERNETLFPALIYSSTMVWL 
VNMAEGDPEAQRKVSKNSNYNAQ----------STES-ETQDPVTESDDGGFSEEWEAQR 
DSRLGPHHSTTETRAAVQELSSNI--LASEDPEERGVKLGLGDFIFYSVLVGKASATASG 
DWNTTIACFVAILIGLCLTLLLLAIFKKALPALPISITFGLVFYFATDYLVQPFMDQLAF 
HQFYI 
>Cow_NP_777146.1 
MTELPAPLSYFQNAQMSEDNHLSNTVRSQNDSRERHEHGNERRRRGNTESVS-NGRAPSS 
-SQQVV-EQEEEEDEELTLKYGAKHVIMLFVPVTLCMVVVVATIKSVSFYTRKDG-QLIY 
TPFTEDTETVAQRALHSILNAVIMISVIVIMTILLVVLYKYRCYKVIHAWLIVSSLLLLF 
FFSFIYLGEVFKTYNVAMDYISVALLIWNFGVVGMIAIHWKGPLRLQQAYLIMISALMAL 
VFIKYLPEWTAWLILAVISVYDLVAVLCPKGPLRMLVETAQERNETLFPALIYSSTMVWL 
VNMAEGDPEAQRKVSKNSNYNAQRPANSPVTTTGTES-ESQDPVTESDDGGFSEEWEAQR 
DSRLGPHHSTAESRSAVQDLSSSI--LASEDPEERGVKLGLGDFIFYSVLVGKASATASG 
DWNTTIACFVAILIGLCLTLLLLAIFKKALPALPVSITFGLIFYFATDYLVQPFMDQLAF 
HQFYI 
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